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Preface

In recent years, the use of ground penetrating radar
(GPR) to investigate the shallow subsurface has
transformed the study of sediments. GPR is now
an accepted and widely applied tool for the earth
scientist, enabling a non-destructive investigation
of both modern and ancient sediments. Based on
the rapid growth of this field, we organised an
international research meeting entitled Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) in Sediments: Appli-
cations and Interpretation that was held at the Geo-
logical Society of London and the University Col-
lege of London in August 2001. The objectives of
the meeting were: (1) to bring together sedimentary
geologists, geomorphologists, engineers and geo-
physicists; (2) to exchange ideas between GPR
users; (3) to promote collaboration; and (4) to
extend best practice. The meeting was a great suc-
cess, with over 80 delegates from around the world.
This publication represents the outcome of the con-
ference, and it was notable that almost all of the
participants wanted the proceedings in a book so
that the papers stayed together in one volume,
reflecting a common interest and a bond between
researchers. We were particularly pleased by the
comments from participants, some of whom had
felt isolated in the past but now found camaraderie
and an international community to share ideas and
experience. We hope that this book will consoli-
date recent progress and inspire others to use GPR
in their research.

The editors wish to acknowledge reviews by the
following colleagues: P. Annan, A. Bichler, M.
Bakker, D. Belknap, G. A. Botha, N. Cassidy, L.

Clemmensen, R. L1. Collier, D. J. Daniels, J.
Degenhardt, C. Ekes, T. Elliott, R. J. Ferguson, D.
M. Fitzgerald, A. Gardiner, J. Heinz, J. Hendrickx,
K. Holliger, P. Huggenberger. L. Hunter, P. R.
Jakobsen, S. Kruse, J. W. Lane, M. Leopold, I.
Lunt, G. McMechan, S. McGeary, I. M011er, M.
Mulligan, A. Neal, M. L. O'Neal, M. Pedley, K.
Pedersen, B. R. Pratt, J. Pringle, D. Redman, K. R.
Reicherter, S. Reiss, G. Roberts, M. C. Roberts, G.
L. Running IV, G. Sambrook Smith, D. G. Smith,
D. Stow, R. van Dam, B. Whiting, P. Wilson and
J. Woodward.

The conference and this volume have been sup-
ported by the following organizations:

• British Sedimentological Research Group
(BSRG)

• Geomatrix Earth Science Ltd
• Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc. (GSSI)
• International Association of Sedimentologists

(IAS)
• Sensors and Software, Inc.

We are grateful for their financial support, which
has helped bring this meeting together and pro-
vided funding for graduate students to attend.

Finally, we wish to thank our respective insti-
tutions for their support throughout this endeavour:
Research School of Geological and Geophysical
Sciences, Birkbeck/University College London,
and the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire.

Charlie Bristow and Harry Jol
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(GPR) in sediments
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Introduction

In sedimentary geology, ground penetrating radar
(GPR) is used primarily for stratigraphic studies
where near-continuous, high-resolution profiles aid
in determining: (1) stratigraphic architecture, (2)
sand-body geometry, and (3) correlation and
quantification of sedimentary structures. In the
past, to investigate lateral continuity and variability
of sediments, we had to infer the correlation
between boreholes, outcrops or shallow trenches.
Nowadays, with suitable ground conditions
(sediment with high resistivity, e.g. sands and
gravels), we can collect GPR profiles that show the
subsurface stratigraphy. In addition, 3-D GPR can
provide much greater appreciation of sand-body
geometry and architecture. GPR is, however, not a
universal panacea; in some cases, ground truth is
still required because lithological determination is
by no means unequivocal, therefore borehole or
outcrop data may be required to corroborate the
results of a GPR survey. Indeed, the latest GPR
survey data, including 3-D depth migration,
required both boreholes and outcrop data to gener-
ate a 3-D velocity model (e.g. Corbeanu et al.
2001). In addition, fine-grained sediments (low
resistivity) and areas with saline groundwaters
cause rapid attenuation of the radar signal, leading
to poor signal penetration.

This book begins with an introductory paper
(Jol & Bristow 2003) aimed at those with little or
no experience of GPR and including the basics of
data collection, processing and interpretation. The
book is then divided into sections on sedimentary
environments, including aeolian and coastal, fluvial
and alluvial fan, glacial, and lakes; ancient sedi-
ments (reservoir analogues); tectonics; and engin-
eering and environmental applications. The final
section looks at various aspects of GPR method-
ology. The chapters all provide case studies from
a range of sedimentary environments in Europe,
North America and South Africa. This introductory

paper attempts to place the papers in this volume
in context with the literature and to highlight some
areas for further investigation in the future; it is not
intended to be an exhaustive literature review.

In compiling the volume we asked authors to
follow a few conventions, including the use of: (1)
GPR profiles or GPR images instead of radarg-
rams; (2) the term 'reflection(s)' when describing
GPR profiles (reflectors are the subsurface inter-
faces where reflections are generated); and (3)
objective stratigraphic terminology to describe the
reflection patterns (oblique, continuous) when
initially interpreting a GPR profile - once com-
pleted, more interpretative terminology can be
used, keeping the interpretation separate from the
description.

GPR in sediments

In the late 1980s and early 1990s a series of papers
showed the potential of GPR as a tool for imaging
the shallow subsurface. Papers by Jol and Smith
(1991, 1992a, b) and Smith and Jol (1992a, b)
clearly demonstrated the potential of GPR, with
outstanding profiles within lacustrine deltaic
environments. Around the same time, important
papers by Davis and Annan (1989), Beres and
Haeni (1991) and Gawthorpe et al. (1993) laid
down the procedures for GPR surveys and
interpretation. These were followed by tests of the
penetration and resolution of GPR in sediments
(Jol 1995; Smith & Jol 1995a). Early GPR surveys
were often tied to outcrop observations or trenched
sections in order to verify the results of the geo-
physics (e.g. Smith & Jol 1992a; Huggenberger
1993; Bristow 1994; Bristow et aL 1996). While
early comparisons between GPR profiles and out-
crop sections were largely qualitative, more recent
outcrop analysis has been more quantitative, aim-
ing to determine the causes of GPR reflections (van
Dam & Schlager 2000) and constrain velocity pro-

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 1-7. 0305-8719/03/$15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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files for 3-D depth migration and improved
interpretation (Corbeanu et al. 2001).

Aeolian and coastal environments

The high resistivity of aeolian sands gives good
GPR penetration (>10 m), and the large sedimen-
tary structures within dune sands can be clearly
imaged on GPR profiles (Harari 1996; Bristow et
al. 1996, 2000a, b; Jol et al 1998), making them
suitable targets for GPR surveys. GPR profiles
image cross-stratification and bounding surfaces in
dunes, revealing their internal structure and relative
chronology. In this volume, two papers, Botha et
al (2003) and Havholm et al (2003), describe
parabolic dunes. In comparison with other GPR
surveys of aeolian sediments, the depth of pen-
etration in the Lauder Sandhills described by
Havholm et al (2003) is rather limited: less than
5 m. This is attributed to signal attenuation by
pedogenic silts, clays, and carbonate and iron
oxides. Botha et al (2003) use a combination of
GPR and optical dating methods to investigate
dune activity on the Maputaland coastal dunes in
South Africa. Establishing the chronology of dune
development is an important step toward under-
standing the forcing mechanisms (Bailey et al
2001; Clemmensen et al. 2001) and this area of
study is likely to expand.

Despite the proximity of the sea, and large vol-
umes of conductive, saline water, GPR can work
extremely well in coastal sediments if there is a
freshwater aquifer. Leatherman (1987) reviewed
potential applications for GPR in coastal sedi-
ments, while Neal and Roberts (2000) provide a
good review of subsequent progress. GPR studies
of spits and barrier beaches (Jol et al. 1996a; Van
Heteren et al 1996, 1998; Smith et al 1999) and
a prograding foreland (Neal & Roberts 2000) show
good resolution of large-scale sedimentary struc-
tures from prograding shorefaces. M011er and
Anthony (2003) use a combination of radar stra-
tigraphy and radar facies to investigate the struc-
ture and stratigraphy of a Holocene barrier beach
in Denmark. O'Neal and Dunn (2003) take a
sequence-stratigraphic approach to the interpret-
ation of GPR profiles. They use GPR to delineate
three unconformity- bounded highstand units
within the Quaternary Cape May Formation. The
GPR profiles were also used to locate boreholes
and pick sample locations for optically stimulated
luminescence (OSL) dating. The structure and stra-
tigraphy of coarse-gravel barrier-spit deposits from
Lake Bonneville are described in Smith et al
(2003). They demonstrate the effectiveness of GPR
in interpreting depositional sequences in coastal
sediments, although associated fine-grained sedi-

ments, such as salt-marsh deposits, lead to high
attenuation.

The use of GPR to define stratigraphy in coastal
sediments, to identify stratigraphic horizons such
as the transgressive ravinement surfaces identified
by O'Neal and Dunn (2003), to develop a relative
chronology, and to aid in picking sampling points
for geochronological dating is predicted to increase
in the future.

Fluvial and alluvial fan environments

There have probably been more GPR studies of
river deposits than any other sedimentary environ-
ment because of the widespread distribution of
river deposits, their ease of access and their impor-
tance as shallow aquifers. The variable style of
fluvial systems, the heterolithic character of fluvial
sediments, their large-scale depositional forms,
such as point bars, combined with fresh water,
make river deposits particularly suitable for investi-
gation by GPR. The resulting studies have led to
significant GPR papers, including those by Beres
and Haeni (1991), Gawthorpe et al (1993), .Hug-
genberger (1993) and Beres et al. (1995). Wood-
ward et al (2003) use examples of GPR profiles
from the South Saskatchewan, a sand-bed braided
river in Canada, to illustrate data collection and
processing. The ability of GPR to image and
characterize the geometry and facies of fluvial sedi-
ments in both 2-D and 3-D has proved important
for hydrogeologists (Beres & Haeni 1991; Huggen-
berger et al. 1994; Beres et al. 1995). The charac-
terization of alluvial aquifers for hydrogeological
studies using GPR will continue, as will GPR
investigations of fluvial sediments to provide infor-
mation on fluvial stratigraphy and sedimentary
architecture (Heinz & Aigner 2003). Heinz and
Aigner (2003) use 3-D GPR surveys to identify the
geometry and stacking patterns of three architec-
tural styles in outwash gravels.

In this volume, there are two papers that use
GPR profiles to describe and interpret alluvial fan
deposits. Ekes and Friel (2003) suggest that GPR
can be used to assess the evolution of an alluvial
fan sequence and, in conjunction with geochrono-
logical data, the return frequency of the formative
processes, in their case debris flows and floods.
This information is useful in understanding alluvial
fan evolution and hazard assessment, although they
report some difficulty in distinguishing between
debris flow and sheetflood facies on the GPR pro-
files. Roberts et al (2003) describe radar facies
within Holocene fan-delta deposits in Canada and
use radar facies to identify beach deposits within
the fan delta. They suggest that the preservation of
beach deposits within the delta sequence is indica-
tive of a macrotidal setting, while accommodation
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INTRODUCTION

space, water depth and sediment supply are
important in determining fan-delta architecture.

Glacial environments

GPR has been used to investigate coarser-grained
glacial and glaciofluvial deposits in Europe, Can-
ada and the USA (Ulriksen 1982; Sutinen 1992;
Beres et al. 1995; Fisher et al 1995; Jol et al.
1996c). In this volume, fluvioglacial outwash of the
1996 Jokulhlaup deposits at Skeidararsandur in
Iceland are described by Cassidy et al. 2003). They
combine GPR profiles with outcrop observations
and published descriptions to interpret the depo-
sitional chronology. They recognize three distinct
areas of deposition (icewall canyon, proximal out-
wash fan, distal outwash fan) and four stages of
deposition (early rising stage, rising/peak stage,
waning stage and post-flood stage). They suggest
future applications of their model in bedrock fluvial
systems and alluvial-fan feeder systems. Degen-
hardt et al (2003) use GPR to investigate the struc-
ture of a rock glacier; layers within the glacier are
interpreted as flow lobes, indicating that the glacier
is a composite feature.

Bakker and van der Meer (2003) show GPR pro-
files through a glaciotectonic push moraine in the
Netherlands. The profiles show imbricate thrusts in
the proximal area passing into a fold-and-thrust
belt, with the fold wavelength increasing in the dis-
tal area. They use this as evidence for deformation
during one glaciotectonic event. The good pen-
etration (up to 45 m) and continuity of reflections
is attributed to the nature of the deformed sedi-
ments, which are largely fluvioglacial outwash gra-
vels. Tills with a high clay matrix content are likely
to have a much higher attenuation, reducing the
depth of penetration. Leopold and Volkel (2003)
use GPR to help resolve a stratigraphic problem in
Late Pleistocene to Early Holocene slope deposits
that are locally covered by peat. Their GPR profiles
show a variety of reflection patterns within the peat
and good examples of onlapping relationships at
the base of the peat.

Lakes

Freshwater lakes are resistive and can therefore be
penetrated by GPR where radar can be used for
sub-bottom profiling and to investigate water depth
and the thickness and extent of sediments (Haeni
1996; Moorman & Michel 1997). Hunter et al
(2003b) made a GPR survey of a reservoir when
it was frozen over in winter, which improved
access and the speed of data collection. They use
GPR to assess recent sediment deposition in the
reservoir and the thickness of sediment above bed-
rock. Sediment accumulation rates are calculated

from comparison with earlier bathymetric surveys.
The sediment thickness data are used to constrain
potential dredging depths while the sediment
accumulation rates are used to evaluate sediment
trap design.

Lake deltas have been studied by Jol and Smith
(1991) and by Smith and Jol (1992a, b, 1997),
where large-scale foresets in coarse-grained sedi-
ments provide exceptionally good sites for GPR.
In this volume, Smith et al. (2003) describe the
internal structure of coarse-grained barrier and spit
deposits that formed in Lake Bonneville, while
large-scale foresets from a Lake Bonneville delta
provide the test site for an evaluation of reflection
characteristics from repetitive layers (Kruse & Jol
2003).

Ancient sediments: reservoir analogues

GPR datasets (2-D and 3-D) collected from out-
crops are used as analogues for hydrocarbon reser-
voirs. This data can also be used to provide both
qualitative and quantitative data for petroleum and
hydrogeology reservoir modelling (Thompson et
al 1995; Jol et al 1996b; Corbeanu et al 2001).
In Pringle et al (2003a), outcrop sedimentary and
topographic data are combined with GPR to pro-
duce a 3-D model of turbidite channel deposits.
The aims of the study are to complement conven-
tional outcrop data and improve the data available
for hydrocarbon-reservoir modelling and the results
include a quantitative 3-D volumetric model suit-
able for hydrocarbon-reservoir modelling. Pringle
et al (2003b) use vertical radar profiles (VRP) to
provide time-depth calibration for radar profiles,
which improves correlation of reflection events
with observed lithological horizons in sedimentary
rocks. They include examples from Ordovician and
Carboniferous turbidite sequences and Tertiary
fluvial sandstones, with impressive resolution at
65 m depth in the Carboniferous rocks.

The literature on GPR in carbonates appears to
be rather sparse, with carbonate sedimentologists
lagging behind their clastic colleagues in applying
GPR to limestones or carbonate sediments. There
is clearly a practical problem with operating GPR
in many modern carbonate environments because
of the attenuation caused by saline waters. How-
ever, limestone is highly resistive and should have
good potential based on several studies that have
been undertaken (Pratt & Miall 1993; Liner &
Liner 1995; Sigurdsson & Overgaard 1998; Dagall-
ier et al 2000). Pedley et al (2000) and Pedley
and Hill (2003) show that GPR can be used to
investigate tufas with different lithologies, giving
distinct radar reflections. Pedley and Hill (2003)
use this information to investigate paludal tufas,
and discriminate between line-sourced tufas and
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point-sourced mound tufa deposits. In addition to
characterizing carbonate deposits, GPR should be
used for void detection in limestones and could be
used to investigate caverns and sink holes in
karst terrain.

Tectonics

GPR has been used for imaging faults in the sub-
surface with varying degrees of success (Bilham &
Seeber 1995; Smith & Jol 1995b). Reiss et al
(2003) describe faulted alluvial and colluvial sedi-
ments in northeastern Spain, southern Spain and
Sicily. They show that normal faults can be
mapped using GPR and suggest that GPR should
be used as a pretrenching tool in palaeoseismic
investigations. In addition, they suggest that quan-
titative evaluation of high-resolution GPR profiles
could be used to trace fault segments along strike,
assess changes in displacement along faults and
possibly to balance sections. It is clear that, given
appropriate lithologies, GPR surveys in both 2-D
and 3-D should see increased applications in fault
analysis and the reconstruction of faulting history,
including the manner and size of fault displace-
ments and their relative chronology.

Engineering and environmental
applications

GPR is probably most widely used in environmen-
tal and engineering field applications, ranging from
the detection of reinforcing rods in concrete to
water leaks and contamination (see Reynolds 1997
and references therein). In this volume, Hendrickx
et al. (2003) present a study with a different appli-
cation in landmine detection. They test GPR per-
formance in wet and dry conditions and illustrate
some of the problems associated with using GPR
to detect non-metallic landmines. Hunter et al.
(2003a) test the ability of GPR to detect hydro-
carbon contamination in permafrost areas. They
show that bulk electrical properties (velocity and
attenuation) vary systematically between frozen
and unfrozen materials. They also show that, where
petroleum contamination is pervasive, there is a
decrease in attenuation.

GPR methodology

As the use of GPR in the sediments field matures,
more technical studies in GPR methodology are
being pursued. For example, van Dam et al. (2003)
make a detailed assessment of the factors that pro-
duce reflections in sediments, in particular the thin
layers of cross-stratification which are beneath the
normally expected scale of resolution (A/4). Using

synthetic radar traces and impedance models of
thin layers, van Dam et al (2003) show that reflec-
tions from .subcentimetre-scale structures are com-
posites of interfering signals and that there are 'tun-
ing effects' which can occur, giving reflections that
vary with radar frequency. This paper follows earl-
ier investigations of the influence of iron oxides
(van Dam et al. 2002a), organics (van Dam et al.
2002b) and sediment character (van Dam &
Schlager, 2000). They conclude that changes in
water content associated with small-scale textural
changes in sediments are responsible for the
changes in dielectric properties that produce radar
reflections. Kruse and Jol (2003) use observed rela-
tive amplitudes of GPR reflections from dipping
delta foreset beds to constrain the permittivity con-
trasts associated with layers of sediments. They
also investigate the difference between thick and
thin beds. They show that finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) modelling of GPR data can help
to constrain the variability and scaling of electro-
magnetic properties. Lutz et al (2003) show that
GPR data collected with the antennae parallel and
perpendicular can be combined to improve the
quality of a GPR profile. They advocate the use of
a quadripole survey with two transmitters and two
receivers. Further field and laboratory studies of
GPR in sediments and the effects of changes in
material properties are likely to follow. The use of
synthetic GPR profiles to model the signal response
is likely to increase and help constrain GPR profile
interpretation in the future.

Conclusions

The application of GPR in sediments is expanding
rapidly because GPR provides high-resolution
images of the shallow subsurface that cannot be
derived by any other non-destructive method. The
use of GPR has gone beyond characterizing
environments by reflection patterns and radar facies
and is moving into a more quantitative assessment
of sand-body geometry and architecture. GPR has
great potential in the selection of borehole
locations and picking sample points for geotechn-
ical, stratigraphic and geochronological studies.
The use of GPR in imaging shallow stratigraphy
should lead to significant advances in Quaternary
stratigraphy, geohazards research, the hydrogeol-
ogy of shallow aquifers and contamination. This
volume includes some innovative applications of
GPR in sediments, including vertical radar profiles,
borehole radar and imaging sedimentary fill
beneath a frozen lake. The use of GPR to tackle
specific and sometimes longstanding stratigraphic
problems is likely to increase, as is the use of true
3-D GPR surveys. Further work is required to con-
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strain the identification of buried objects and sub-
surface lithology.
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Abstract: Within sedimentological studies, ground penetrating radar (GPR) is being used with
increasing frequency because it yields images of the shallow subsurface that cannot be achieved
by any other non-destructive method. The purpose of this paper is to provide an introduction
to the collection, processing and interpretation of GPR data so that future sedimentary studies
can be improved. With GPR equipment now being lightweight, robust and portable, proper data
collection and survey design methods need to be followed in order to acquire high resolution,
subsurface digital data. Various factors are discussed including: reflection profiling, velocity
soundings, test surveys, topography, logistics, data quality and extreme environments. Basic data
processing and visualization are then reviewed, followed by a discussion on GPR interpretation
strategies including a background to radar stratigraphy. For the sedimentary geologist or geomor-
phologist, GPR offers unique data of the shallow subsurface including stratigraphy, geometry,
architecture and structure.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to offer guidelines to
aid others in collecting optimal ground penetrating
radar (GPR) data. The paper is primarily aimed at
geologists, sedimentologists and geomorphologists
who want to know more background information
on conducting a GPR survey and accurately inter-
preting the results. We have based some of this
paper on material that is commonly found in GPR
manuals and course notes. However, this literature
is rarely focussed on sedimentological or strati-
graphic investigations, which are the subject of this
volume. Data collection, survey design and target
selection are important components of a successful
survey and this paper includes some suggestions
for optimising these components to achieve good
results. We also outline procedures for basic data
processing and interpretation. Some aspects of
GPR such as equipment specifications and the
physics of electromagnetic radiation are beyond the
scope of this paper and readers are referred else-
where for these details (Morey 1974; Annan &
Davis 1976; Ulriksen 1982; Daniels et al. 1988;
Davis & Annan 1989, Daniels 1996). Advanced
processing options are only briefly mentioned as

the scope of this paper is intended primarily for
inexperienced GPR users. We aim to provide some
guidelines of good practice acquired from exten-
sive field experience and identify ways to avoid
some common pitfalls.

Data collection and survey design

Background

Before undertaking a GPR study it is important to
consider the scientific objectives and practical
issues in undertaking the survey. From a scientific
view it is essential to establish what data are
required to test a hypothesis. This will have impli-
cations for the areal size of the survey
(consequently the time involved), depth of investi-
gation and resolution required. For practical
reasons, it is important to assess the size of the
sedimentary target, the nature of the target, and the
ground conditions because these will influence the
survey logistics and success.

GPR has become an increasingly popular tool
in sedimentological studies. Advantages of recently
developed GPR systems are that they are light-
weight, portable, robust and digital. In addition,

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 9-27. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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GPR data can be viewed in real time, allowing both
quality and results to be assessed in the field. These
advances result in rapid acquisition of continuous,
shallow subsurface profiles that are ideally suited
for the investigation of sediments, shallow stra-
tigraphy and sedimentary architecture from both a
2-D and 3-D perspective.

In radar profiling, a high frequency electromag-
netic (EM) pulse is radiated into the ground from
an antenna at the surface. The radiated radio-fre-
quency EM energy is reflected back to the surface
from interfaces of materials having different
dielectric properties (Davis & Annan 1989). These
differences are often due to changes in water con-
tent associated with various sediment types, grain
size, porosity and compaction. The returned energy
is collected by a second, matched receiving antenna
and is recorded as a function of time. This energy
is proportional to the relative permittivity contrasts
in the shallow subsurface. To a large degree the
velocity of the radar signal within sediments is con-
trolled by water content. For example in saturated
conditions, water content (which indicates
porosity) can be estimated from the radar velocity
using the Topp equation (Topp et al. 1980). Differ-
ent combinations of antennae frequencies and
transmitter voltages also influence data collection
results in regards to depth of penetration, conti-
nuity of reflections, and resolution of the data set.
These effects enable the subsurface stratigraphy to
be inferred from the character of the reflected sig-
nals. In our field experiments, at over 800 sites
worldwide, GPR was found to be most effective in
electrically resistive materials such as sand, gravel,
peat, and limestone (see Doolittle 2002 for aid in
locating USA sites). High-quality data were also
obtained in similar sediments saturated by fresh-
water, including marine coastlines. A decrease in
data quality was often due to high amounts of silt,
clay, caliche (calcrete), and/or saline water in sedi-
ments. These deposits, due to their high conduc-
tivity, attenuated the EM signal which resulted in
limited penetration (Olhoeft 1984; Duke 1990).
Surveys can be run in these conductive settings if
the targets are relatively shallow and/or have a
'high contrast' to the surrounding material.

GPR systems can be deployed in three basic
modes which are referred to as reflection profiling,
velocity sounding and transillumination. Reflection
profiling and velocity sounding, the two most com-
mon forms of GPR surveying in sedimentary
environments, will be discussed in the following
sections (followed by related aspects of data collec-
tion and survey design). Multifold reflection sur-
veys (Fisher et al. 1992), a merger of reflection
profiling and velocity sounding, and transillumi-
nation gathers which form the basis of GPR tom-
ography (Olsson et al. 1987), are rarely used in

sedimentary studies and therefore will not be dis-
cussed in this paper.

Reflection profiling

The most common mode of GPR data collection is
single-fold, fixed-offset reflection (bistatic) profi-
ling. The step-like procedure involves repetitive (or
continuous) moves of a fixed antennae geometry
which gives rise to a cross-sectional image of vari-
ations in subsurface dielectric properties
(reflections) as a function of two-way travel time.
Step mode is preferred for most scientific GPR sur-
veys where high resolution and high quality data
are required (Fig. 1). Continuous data collection is
not advised for detailed sedimentary studies due to
poor coupling between the ground and the antennae
(ground contact), potential changes in antennae
orientation, and 'smearing of data' because
antennae are moved during data collection. Con-
tinuous data collection (e.g., deploying antennae
behind a moving vehicle) is more suited to
reconnaissance surveys such as locating large
buried channels.

There are several parameters one must be con-
cerned about during GPR reflection profiling.
These include: i) operating frequency and transmit-
ter power, ii) step size, iii) length of time window,
iv) time sampling interval, v) antennae separation,
vi) line location and spacing, vii) antennae orien-
tation, viii) trace stacking.

i) Operating frequency and transmitter power For
each study site, the advantages of depth of pen-
etration versus resolution should be considered
before the antennae frequency and transmitter
power are selected. The concept from Davis &
Annan (1989) known as the 'range - resolution
trade-off involves an increase in resolution and a
decrease in range (depth) as the centre frequency of
the antennae increases. Lower frequencies increase
depth of penetration while higher frequencies
improve discrimination ability (Hanninen 1992).
Most sedimentary studies use antennae with fre-
quencies between 50 and 500 megahertz (MHz),
with the majority of research reported in this vol-
ume using 100 MHz antennae. Higher frequency
antennae (400 to 1000 MHz) have shorter wave-
lengths which can yield high resolution but little
depth of penetration. Lower frequency antennae
(10 to 50 MHz) have longer wavelengths that can
yield greater depth of penetration but lower resol-
ution.

In sedimentary environments, stratigraphy
occurs at a variety of scales ranging from mm to
10's m in both the horizontal and vertical dimen-
sion. To effectively image the subsurface with
GPR, various antennae frequencies need to be
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Fig. 1. GPR profiling procedure, (a) The step-like procedure involves repetitive moves of both transmitter and receiver
at a constant antennae spacing, (b) Five schematic GPR traces showing the arrival of air wave and ground wave
pulses, and a lower reflected wave from a subsurface reflector (after Jol & Smith 1991). (c) GPR field set-up. The
system includes operator with backpack (console, portable computer and 12V battery). Two 100 MHz antennae
(closest one is the transmitter, further one is the receiver). The antennae are connected via fibre optic cables (visible
as black cables on the sand). Carrying handles attached to the antennae allow for easier transport and are used to
secure the fibre optic cables with a loop to absorb accidental fibre optic pulls. In this relatively flat area, a 2 person
crew can collect GPR data quickly and efficiently.

employed. Wave theory suggests that the greatest
vertical resolution that can be expected is one quar-
ter (i) of the wavelength (Nyquist sampling inter-
val; Sheriff & Geldart 1982). The higher the fre-
quency the higher the resolution of the GPR image.
In other words, to be able to resolve fine scale
structures, high frequency antennae are desirable.
Table 1 provides theoretical resolution for typical
sedimentary environments. Other studies have
shown the resolving limits of GPR antennae at cer-
tain velocities (Davis & Annan 1989; Jol 1995;
Smith & Jol 1995). The actual resolution, however,
for deeper reflections is slightly less as the higher
frequency energy in the radiated pulse is preferen-
tially attenuated. Changing the centre frequency of
a GPR system permits selective enhancement of
subsurface responses. In particular, gradational
boundaries, such as a 'water table', become better
reflectors when frequency is reduced to the point

where the wavelength is long compared to the tran-
sition thickness. Continual developments in GPR
systems have allowed for a range of antennae fre-
quency to be exploited for use in field studies.

At present, GPR units can be used with a variety
of output powers on the transmitter (however,
some countries have limited this output). The
increase in transmitter power can significantly aid
in greater depth of penetration and/or increased
continuity of reflections of sedimentary environ-
ments (Jol 1995).

H) Step size Spatial resolution also places a lower
bound on the survey design and selection of
antennae centre frequency. Step size (the distance
between each data collection point, also known as
station spacing) is extremely important and should
be included in the survey design process. In order
to assure the ground response is not spatially ali-

GPR IN SEDIMENTS: A GOOD PRACTICE GUIDE
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Table 1. Theoretical values for resolution of GPR in typical sedimentary environments for different antennae fre-
quencies

Antenna frequency Lithology

50 MHz
100 MHz
200 MHz

Saturated sand
0.06 m/ns

0.3-0.6 m
0.15-0.3 m
0.075-0.15 m

Damp sand
0.1 m/ns

0.5-1.0 m
0.25-0.50 m
0.125-0.25 m

Dry sand
0.15 m/ns

0.75-1.5 m
0.375-0.75 m
0.1875-0.375 m

Note: The theoretical resolving limit is 1/4 to 1/2 of the wavelength (Sheriff and Geldart 1982). The wavelength was
calculated using the following equation: X = v/f, where X - wavelength, v - velocity (which is given based on the
environment), f - frequency (centre frequency of antennae was used). In reality the peak return frequency is usually
less than nominal antennae frequency which leads to reduced resolution, although resolution is related to bandwidth
not just peak frequency.

ased, the Nyquist sampling intervals should not be
exceeded (Keary & Brooks 1991). The Nyquist
sampling interval is i to i of the wavelength in the
host material. In sedimentary studies, a maximum
step size of one metre (often less 0.1-0.5m
depending on the antennae frequency) should be
used to provide detailed horizontal resolution of
sedimentary structures, yet allow profiles to be
completed in a timely manner (depending on site
conditions). A typical survey with 100 MHz
antennae should have a step size of 0.25 m, how-
ever, larger step sizes can be used where the sub-
surface stratigraphy is composed of continuous
horizontal layers. If the step size is too large, the
data will not adequately define steeply dipping
reflectors or diffraction tails. To image horizontal
surfaces, such as the water table, this criterion can
be compromised and a greater step size can be
used. From a practical viewpoint, increasing the
station interval reduces data volume and survey
time, yet from a data interpretation standpoint,
adhering to the Nyquist sampling interval is very
important.

Imaging sedimentary structures in the shallow
sub-surface is often a primary aim of GPR surveys
in sediments. The data from these environments are
collected at various step sizes which influence the
horizontal resolution. The decision to increase or
decrease the step should be based on a variety of
factors including: size of the sedimentary feature
being investigated, dip angle, and areal extent of
the survey. Large scale sedimentary structures such
as sets of cross-stratification in aeolian sands and
sandstones, river deposits, deltas and coastal sedi-
ments have been successfully imaged using GPR.
Some studies of river deposits have been unsuc-
cessful and we suspect that this is primarily due to
poor survey design resulting in a lack of resolution
of the subsurface. The vertical resolution of GPR
is covered in the previous section but the horizontal

resolution is equally important and impacts
strongly on the survey design. The radar signal is
not directed vertically down into the ground but
spreads out from the transmitter, thus it is possible
for reflections to come back from reflectors out of
the plane of the radar profile. However, most of
the reflected energy comes from an elliptical area
beneath the transmitter known as the first Fresnel
zone which has a radius that is determined by the
radar wavelength, velocity and depth to the reflec-
tor. To image sets of cross-stratification in the sub-
surface the step size relative to the width of a set
of trough cross-stratification has to be less than i
(Fig. 2). At least five measurements (preferably
many more) are required to be able to identify the
geometry of a trough shaped reflector, any less
results in spatial aliasing (Fig. 2). Thus, sets of
trough cross-stratification 1 m wide require a step
size of 0.2 m or less to be correctly identified.
Large troughs >5 m wide could be identified with
1 m step size but a step size of 0.5 m would be
much better. Aim step size is frequently used
with 100 MHz antennae and with this survey con-
figuration sets of trough cross-stratification less
than 2.5 m wide are unlikely to be correctly
resolved. The resulting reflection pattern is likely
to include discontinuous concave and convex
reflection patterns that have been seen in GPR pro-
files of braided river deposits.

A hypothetical survey designed to resolve the
top and base of a 1 m thick bed requires a wave-
length of between i to i of the bed thickness (e.g.
a wavelength of 0.5 m to 0.25 m to resolve a bed
with a thickness of 1 m). A set of cross-stratifi-
cation, with sufficient contrast in dielectric proper-
ties to produce a reflection, dipping at 30° will
extend for around 1.75 m (Fig. 3). In order to
resolve this feature the horizontal step size needs
to be 0.4 m. However, for a bed of 0.2 m thickness
the wavelength required to resolve the top and base
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Fig. 2. Spatial aliasing of sedimentary structures due to insufficient horizontal sampling; (a) step size equal to trough
width fails to image troughs; (b) step size 1/2 of trough width leads to spatial aliasing because troughs are under-
resolved; (c) step size 1/2 trough width but different sampling locations could be completely misrepresented; (d) step
size 1/4 trough width, the reflections start to resemble trough shapes. A step-size of a minimum of 1/4 trough width is
required to resolve trough cross-stratification and step size should preferably be even less.

of the bed is only 0.1 m to 0.05 m and the step size
required to resolve sets of cross-stratification is less
than 0.1 m. Very few surveys of sedimentary
environments have used step-sizes of less than
0.1 m. Small scale sets of cross-stratification are,
therefore, not being imaged because surveys are
conducted with too low a resolution (see Wood-
ward et al. 2003).

iii) Length of time window When selecting the
length of time window for a survey, the window
should exceed target depth by around one third
(Annan 2002). This will often require prior testing
at the site. For deeper penetration, a time window
increase will result in larger amounts of data being
recorded and processed, and a longer survey time.

iv) Time sampling interval The time sampling
interval (sampling rate), is the rate at which the
received signal is sampled and is based on the
wavelength/frequency of the transmitted signal. As
the antennae frequency is increased, a higher sam-
pling rate is needed (based on Nyquist principle -
see step size). However, as the time sampling rate
is increased (keeping length of time window
constant), survey time will also increase.

v) Antennae separation Some antennae have a
fixed separation while others can be varied.
Antennae separation varies for each antennae fre-
quency but should be as small as possible based
on initial testing and survey needs (e.g. 1m for
100 MHz). A close separation can cause a small
amount of signal saturation in the top portion of
the trace. However, this is usually compensated by
the decrease in geometric distortion of the near sur-
face and the near vertical incidence of reflections
(Annan 2002). Depth resolution of targets
decreases as antennae separation increases,
although this effect is small until antennae separ-
ation approaches 1/2 of the target depth. If little is
known about the survey area, a safe rule-of-thumb
is to set antennae separation equal to 20% of target
depth (A.P. Annan, pers. comm.). In practice, a
small antennae spacing is often used because oper-
ational logistics usually demand simplicity.

vi) Line location and spacing Where possible,
GPR survey line orientation should be laid out to
include a grid with lines running parallel and per-
pendicular to the expected sedimentary dip direc-
tion. The collection of lines in grids is usually
required to create 2-D visualisations and to make
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Fig. 3. Imaging sets of cross-stratification in a 1 m thick bed are possible with a step size of less than 0.5 m and
wavelength less than 0.5 m. Imaging sets of cross-stratification in a 0.2 m thick bed requires a step size of less than
0.1 m and a wavelength of less than 0.1 m, which is rarely used in field surveys.

tie lines for correlation. Fence diagrams are an
effective means to tie 2D lines together and provide
an overall perspective of a sedimentary body
(Bristow 1995a; Bristow et al 1996, 1999; Roberts
et al 1997). Line spacing is usually a compromise
between the time taken to conduct a survey and the
data density required to image the target. At many
sites ground conditions (vegetation, topography,
buildings, roads) sometimes prohibit the collection
of data in well-defined grids. In such cases, follow-
ing tracks and trails may be the only way data can
be collected.

There is increasing use of 3-D surveys, where
closely spaced lines give sufficiently dense data
coverage for the construction of 3-D block models
(Beres et al 1995). The data can then be processed
and exported into a 3-D visualization software
package. The 3-D cube enables the depositional
framework of the stratigraphic unit of interest to
be interpreted in more detail than was possible
based on widely spaced 2-D profiles (Figure 4).
The sedimentary unit can now be visualised from
any viewing angle and sliced so that the internal
stratigraphy can be mapped, including bed thick-
ness and volume calculations. We feel that the col-
lection of detailed grid data will lead to a better

understanding of stratigraphic architecture and will
result in improved depositional models of sedimen-
tary environments. However, there is a significant
increase in the time involved in both the acquisition
and processing of 3-D data.

vii) Antennae orientation Selecting antennae
orientation does affect the quality of collected data
(Jol et al. 1995; Lutz et al. 2003). Figure 5 illus-
trates the various modes for antennae deployment.
One must remember that antennae are dipolar and
radiate with a preferred polarity. The most com-
mon orientation that provides the widest angular
coverage of a subsurface reflector is the perpen-
dicular broadside to direction of survey approach
(PR-BD). This orientation is also the easiest for
surveying in sedimentary environments. In some
cases, the parallel broadside (PL-BD) better ident-
ifies features such as the water table in the subsur-
face (Van Overmeeren 1994). In addition, close
coupling of the antennae to the ground should be
maintained in order to maximize reflection energy
(Annan 2002). Maintaining a consistent antennae
configuration and electronic connections through-
out a survey is important because this will allow
changes in polarity, due to increases or decreases
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Fig. 4. A 3-D GPR image of an ancient dune complex viewed from the southwest in Zion National Park, Utah, USA
(Junck & Jol 2000; there is a colour version of this image on the front cover of this book). The 200 MHz data was
collected in a 7 m X 10 m grid with a 0.10 m step size. The image shows 3 sets of dipping reflections interpreted as
cross-stratification with 2 horizontal reflections which are interpreted as bounding surfaces. The block model can be
used to determine the true dip direction of sets of cross-stratification to reconstruct dune migration and palaeowind
direction.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the various modes for antennae
deployment/orientation (electric field is assumed to be
aligned along the antennae axis; from Annan 2002)

in permittivity (impedance) with depth, to be
determined.

viii) Trace stacking Each trace in a GPR profile
should be vertically stacked (e.g. 32 or 64 times)

to enhance the return signals by taking the running
average for a number of subsequent radar trans-
missions. In this way, random signals (noise) are
minimized while persistent signals (reflections) are
emphasized (Ulriksen 1982). An increase in trace
stacking will increase the time taken to collect data.

Velocity sounding

In order to transform the two way travel time from
reflection profiling into depth, the propagation
velocity of EM energy of the profiled sediment
must be determined. This can be accomplished by
the straightforward process of drilling, digging,
vibracoring holes or logging outcrop in order to
determine depth, and from the measured reflection
time, calculate the velocity. However, more sophis-
ticated and less destructive ways to determine the
velocity are available. Common mid point (CMP),
Wide-Angle Reflection and Refraction (WARR),
and borehole to surface soundings are commonly
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used in reflection seismic and can be applied in
GPR. CMP and WARR techniques involve con-
ducting a survey in which the spacing between the
transmitter and the receiver is successively
increased with each step. CMP soundings are gen-
erally considered more precise as the antennae are
always centred on the same point (Fig. 6). Optimal
CMP soundings are obtained when the electric
fields of the antennae are parallel and the antennae
are moved apart along a line which is perpendicular
to the electric field polarization (antennae con-
figuration - perpendicular broadside; see Fig. 5)
above a horizontal reflector. Results are used to
obtain an estimate of the radar signal velocity ver-
sus depth in the ground by measuring the change
of the two-way travel time to the reflections.

CMP surveys should be one of the first surveys
undertaken upon arrival at the site and if possible,
several CMPs should be collected in the study area
prior to major surveys being conducted. When col-
lecting a CMP, one should start with the antennae
at a minimum separation and move each antenna
out every 5 or 10 cm (total antennae separation
increases 10 or 20 cm) until there is no signal
return, the incidence angle to the deepest reflection
is 45-60°, or one reaches the end of the cables.
Results from CMP soundings are a plot of antennae

Fig. 6. CMP procedure, (a) The separating step-like tech-
nique used to determine EM propagation velocity of the
near surface sediments, (b) An example of a CMP profile
used to calculate near surface velocity (Jol & Smith
1991).

separation (distance) versus time (Fig. 6). The
dominant wave fronts, which are normally
observed, are the direct airwave and then the direct
ground wave, followed by any reflected and refrac-
ted radar waves. In many cases, the ground wave
can be used to calculate the velocity of the sedi-
ment being investigated. When using CMP surveys
to determine the velocity to a reflecting horizon at
depth it is important that the surface is horizontal.
Interpretation of the CMP datasets will allow one
to calculate velocity (slope of the dipping lines is
inversely proportional to the velocity) of the sedi-
ment being surveyed which will determine time
window depth (depth of penetration). Note that the
depth scale is not a linear scale since GPR is a time
domain technique. CMPs provide a good estimate
of velocity and in most cases, using this procedure,
depth to target can be often found within 10-
20 cm - accurate enough for most sedimentary
studies. More detailed velocity analysis procedures
are also available but will not be reviewed here
(Fisher et al 1992).

Additionally, CMP soundings provide other
pieces of information about the study site including
an estimate of signal attenuation (amplitude fall off
with distance), which will aid in designing survey
parameters such as antennae separation and an
appropriate time window. In areas of surface clut-
ter, CMP surveys can separate above and below
ground reflections. Further velocity analysis will be
necessary at sites where sediments or water content
vary significantly (in depth or horizontally).

Pringle et al. (2003) describe the use of vertical
radar profiles (VRP) taken down the face of a rock
for site-specific time-depth calibration. In VRP sur-
veys the transmitting antenna is positioned on top
of an exposed section, a few meters back from the
cliff face, and the receiving antenna is moved down
the exposed cliff face. VRP reflection events can
be correlated with stratigraphic horizons exposed
in the cliff face improving correlation with fixed
offset reflection profiles.

Test survey

Before arriving at a study site, background infor-
mation and permission to enter the site should have
been acquired. To employ an effective survey strat-
egy, the orientation of the geomorphic feature
under investigation, and potential sedimentary
structures (dip and strike), should be known (or
predicted) based on aerial photograph or topo-
graphic map interpretation. Seeking permission to
conduct a GPR survey on an individual's or organi-
zation's land can take a few moments from a brief
phone call or visit to the respective landowner, to a
long application process completed months before.
One item to emphasize when requesting permission
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to conduct a GPR survey is that GPR is a non-
invasive technology.

Upon arrival at a new site, and with the needs
of the research question in mind, it is advisable
that a series of trial reflection and CMP surveys be
undertaken. These surveys should include trial
lines over a short distance (20-30 m) with the full
range of all available antennae and transmitter volt-
ages. CMP surveys should then be carried out
(preferably over a horizontal reflection if one can
be identified). Following the trial surveys the data
should be analysed prior to extensive surveys being
carried out. This initial testing should provide opti-
mum system configuration and data collection
parameters, and tends to minimize the time spent
on site while optimising data quality. For each pro-
ject adequate time needs to be allocated to run
through these preliminary procedures which may
take up to several hours to complete.

Topography

The collection of topographic data is an essential
component of a GPR survey. The measurements
should be made along each GPR profile at 5 m
intervals (or less) and at breaks of slope. A variety
of instruments can be used including optical levels,
total station, laser levels, and GPS. In areas with
subdued topography (less than 5 m change in
elevation), laser levels provide a fast and accurate
method for collecting topographic data. In more
complex terrain, a total station provides greater
flexibility and higher accuracy. Optical levels are
perfectly adequate but increase survey time. To
gain sufficient accuracy with GPS receivers RTK
units are required (note that GPS receivers have
difficulty working under trees and require post
processing). Essentially, depending on site con-
ditions, we prefer either the laser level and/or total
station approach for its ease of operation, accuracy
and versatility. When incorporating topographic
data into the GPR lines, proper velocities need to
be used; incorrect application of velocities and top-
ography can be seen in profiles where normally
horizontal reflections such as the water table dip.

Logistics and survey arrangements

Site conditions vary between sedimentary environ-
ments which requires equipment set-up to be flex-
ible and practical. We have found that standardiz-
ing the GPR system configuration and set-up
allows one to compare datasets from one site to
another with more accuracy and ease. What fol-
lows are some suggestions to aid in effectively car-
rying out GPR surveys in sedimentary environ-
ments:

• GPR equipment (console, laptop and battery)

should be carried in either a 'wheelbarrow'
type configuration or, in more rugged environ-
ments, a backpack mode (Fig. 1c).

• Along a survey line, we suggest leading with
the antennae followed by the console and com-
puter (Fig. 1 and 7). If you are using bistatic
antennae the transmitter should follow the
receiver. The distance between the antennae
and the console/computer should be the full
extent of the cables. This set-up will reduce
EM energy generated by the computer, console
and battery from being picked up by the
receiver during surveying (Baker & Cull
1992). Keeping the cables running straight
back from the antennae to the console also
reduces the risk of cable snagging.

• Selection of equipment to be used, and the
number of persons required to operate the GPR
system, is dependent on the site conditions and
survey parameters. We often collect GPR data
with a 2-3 person crew. This allows one to
move the antennae, one to operate the com-
puter and assess data quality, and one to move
cables, tapes, and antennae if separation is

Fig. 7. Effective use of manpower to conduct a GPR sur-
vey along a game trail through thick bush in South Africa
with 4 people looking after the fibre optic cables, 1 hold-
ing the antennae and another looking after the computer
and console. Results can be seen in the paper by Botha
et al. (2003).
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greater than 1 m (in rugged environments; Fig.
1 and 7), in addition to performing any other
miscellaneous tasks. If one has a well-trained
crew, data from a 100 MHz antennae survey at
a 1.0 m step (64 stack) in a relatively flat area
can be acquired at a rate of 500 m/hour. How-
ever, many sedimentary environments are not
flat and offer a variety of obstacles (vegetation,
steep slopes) which will dramatically slow sur-
vey rates by a factor of ten. As GPR data col-
lection can become tedious, achievable goals
should be set so that the survey crew does not
become discouraged. Changing roles fre-
quently helps to reduce mental and physical
fatigue; in addition all crew members are mak-
ing a full contribution to data collection which
aids in team building.

• While collecting GPR data, detailed field notes
should be taken of survey layouts, equipment
parameters, problems (such as trigger sticking,
bad traces, cable problems) and all field obser-
vations (including surface features and sources
of external noise such as trees, motor vehicles,
buildings, overhead power lines, telephone
poles, cb/FM transmitters). The appearance of
trees or other surface features on the GPR pro-
files varies depending on the ground contact
and resistivity of the sediment. If there is good
coupling with the ground then air waves are
less of a problem. While in the field one can
quickly confirm if surface features such as a
tree or wall are being imaged or not. Running
a short line up to the tree or wall does this.
The profile should show a diagonal reflection
that comes to the surface as one approaches the
feature in question.

• Metallic cables (power and communication)
should be in a constant configuration with
respect to the antennae as they can produce EM
radiation (noise). Cables lying across the
ground can produce confusing or erroneous
signals on GPR profiles. They should be
secured so that connections do not become
stressed or disconnected during surveys. It is
good practice to have the cable leave the
antennae vertically and move perpendicular
back to the console possibly using the oper-
ator's shoulder as a pivot point.

• Fibre optic cables are flexible but fragile, how-
ever they have the advantage of not producing
EM radiation and this reduces one source of
noise from the equipment. Careful handling of
the fibre optic cables will increase their work-
ing life and maintain data quality. Fibre optic
cables can be damaged during surveys by
being snagged, tugged or trodden on. When
this occurs GPR data show time zero drops as
well as noise spikes. To avoid this problem,

make sure the fibre optic cable is securely
attached with slack at both the antennae and
the console (provision of a loop at both ends
helps to reduce shock from sharp tugs; Fig. 1c).
In addition, keeping the cable out in full length
reduces the chance of the cable getting snagged
on vegetation or rough terrain. If you have
extra personnel they can be deployed to look
after the fibre optic cables (Fig. 7). When pack-
ing up fibre optic cables carefully roll them up
to prevent twists and secure the loop with tape
or velcro. To reduce field downtime when a
cable breaks - always carry a spare set of fibre
optic cables and connections. Like batteries,
fibre optic cables will need to be replaced after
a certain amount of wear and tear.

• Tasks to be organized prior to data collection:
(a) before major field surveys purchase new
batteries and keep them fully charged to extend
life; (b) always carry spare charged batteries
with you in the field; (c) repair kit of tools
should be assembled so that one can make
repairs while in the field (e.g. screw drivers,
pliers, soldering iron, digital voltmeter
(multimeter), insulating tape, etc); (d) fibre
optic cable ends should be examined regularly,
preferably with a small magnifier, for chips,
scratches, sunken or projecting ends. These
problems can lead to data degradation or
receiver error; (e) due to the variety of con-
ditions in which surveys are conducted, a back-
up portable computer and a spare transmitter
should be considered in remote locations; (f)
for data collection in the step mode, double-
sided metric fibreglass survey tapes (forestry
chains) with 0.l m divisions are essential. Sev-
eral tapes laid out in advance and during data
collection will allow surveys to be conducted
without stopping.

• While in the field, the use of a hotel or cabins
with electricity is desirable to recharge bat-
teries. In addition, data can be backed-up, pro-
cessed and plotted. In remote locations with no
electricity or accommodations, an extra tent for
GPR processing and printing is recommended.
A working generator will be needed to
recharge the batteries on a nightly basis.

• Upon returning from the field, the following
items should be completed on a daily basis: (a)
data should be backed-up onto a separate stor-
age media (e.g. disc, zip). Since field surveys
are a costly endeavour and computers and/or
hard drives do fail, multiple backups are
advised. While surveying in the field, data files
should be regularly saved to avoid large file
sizes; (b) datasheets should be filled out for all
lines collected (includes field notes and para-
meters; see Table 2 for an example); (c) data
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Table 2. Example data sheet that can be used to collate data from daily GPR surveys

Ground Penetrating Radar Data Sheet
Department of Geography, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

Project:

Date:–

File
name

Start
position

End
position

Ant.
freq.

Direction Step
size

Ant.
spacing

Time
scale

Topo Location &
comments

should undergo basic processing and be printed
out, if possible. Preliminary interpretation of
the plotted lines can check data quality and
direct future (or the next days) survey work.
Some projects assess problems in real time,
with processing and printing undertaken in
the field.

• Even though GPR systems are robust, they still
contain many sensitive electronic components
and delicate connections, therefore, when
transporting GPR equipment, there is a need
for rugged, waterproof, foam lined cases (e.g.
Pelican). When transporting the equipment
across borders, a Garnet can provide a rela-
tively easy and cost effective method to avoid
delays with customs.

Extreme environments

GPR can operate in extreme environments from
deserts to ice caps (Fig. 8), but suitable modifi-
cations are required for operating in these con-
ditions; most notably, preventing water from
entering electronic equipment and portable com-
puters. Other issues that constantly plague surveys
in these extreme environments, are that computer
screens fail in very hot conditions, field readability
of computer screens in bright sunlight is often poor
(this is more severe with active matrix color
screens), and battery performance declines in cold
(snow and ice) conditions. Providing protection
from rain, sun and extreme temperatures is a sens-
ible precaution for most field surveys especially
when operating in remote areas (Fig. 8). One sim-
ple modification is to place the portable computer,
battery and/or console inside a box (insulated if

necessary); this provides some protection from the
elements and also gives shade to the screen
improving readability. The provision of fully
charged spare batteries is always desirable in the
field. In arid and sandy environments, windblown
sediments can cause serious problems to the com-
puter keyboards, ports, disc drives, electrical and
fibre optic connections. It is important these items
are suitably protected; wrapping a keyboard in
cling film (saran wrap) or similar product, taping
the ports shut and being extremely careful with
fibre optic ends when making connections helps to
reduce the problem of sand and fine dust in all
those cracks. The effect of working in extreme
environments on the surveying schedule (e.g.
breakdowns, maintenance) must also be taken into
consideration when establishing a timetable.

Processing and display

Much of the GPR data collected in sedimentolog-
ical environments requires only minimal pro-
cessing to enable interpretation. One can often
make preliminary interpretations while the data is
being collected - a significant benefit of the GPR
method. The processing of GPR data is an
immense subject. From a signal processing stand-
point, there is a wide similarity between impulse
radar measurements and reflection seismic; thus
there is a whole array of seismic processing tech-
niques and software available to apply to GPR
data. Seismic processing packages are available
and have been successfully adapted for enhancing
radar data (Ulriksen 1982; Fisher et al 1992,
1996). However, when considering the low cost of
radar surveys compared with the cost of reflection
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Fig. 8. (a) GPR field set-up in extreme wintry conditions,
Iceland. The GPR console, battery and computer are insu-
lated and covered. in the sled (foreground) to provide
warmth to the equipment as well protect the equipment
from the elements. The antennae (background) are
wrapped in plastic to prevent any water from entering.
(b) Data collection on a hot (>50°C) sunny day in desert
conditions, Israel. The sunshade allows the operator to
read the computer screen and the equipment to stay within
operating temperatures while surveying. The figure dem-
onstrates and attests to the portability and ruggedness of
GPR equipment to survey in rough terrain and under
varying temperature conditions.

seismic, it is not economical to process radar data
to the same extent. If one has not been able to col-
lect good quality data in the field, extensive pro-
cessing will not change this fact. In this section
a brief overview of several basic GPR processing
possibilities are addressed.

According to Annan (2002), an important aspect
of GPR processing is understanding the need for
time gain. A major problem with GPR data is that
attenuation of the radar signal in the ground can be
highly variable. One can have a low attenuation
environment where exploration depths of tens of
metres can be readily achieved. In other situations,
attenuation can be quite high and depths of only 1
or 2 metres can be penetrated. Another way of
viewing the amplitude of signals versus time is
shown by a spherical EM wave spreading into the
ground; it will fall off inversely with distance into
the ground, attenuating exponentially due to the
conductivity losses in the sediment. Signals from
great depth are very small and may be invisible or
indiscernible in the presence of signals from a shal-
low depth. Therefore, there is a need to equalize
amplitudes or apply some sort of time gain func-
tion that compensates for the rapid fall off in radar
signals from deeper depths. The concept of time
varying gain is one that applies a gain to the data
which increases with time after the pulse is trans-
mitted. The rise of the gain function is tailored to
accommodate the signal fall-off and signal ampli-
tude versus time.

Two of the more popular types of gain function
that can be applied to compensate for the rapid sig-
nal fall-off are: (1) automatic gain control (AGC),
and (2) spherical and exponential gain compen-
sation (SEC).

With an AGC function, the objective is to equal-
ize the amplitudes all the way down each trace.
Gains are adjusted by estimating the average signal
level at every point on the trace, then computing
the gain, which is inversely proportion to the signal
level. In areas of weak signal, a gain is large and
in areas of strong signal, the gain is small. AGC is
ideal for monitoring continuity of reflections, but
obliterates all amplitude information. Hence, once
data has been processed with AGC, one can no
longer make reliable deductions concerning the
strength of any particular reflection relative to other
reflections (Sensors and Software 1999). When
interpreting GPR data in sedimentary environ-
ments, it is important to note that in order to ident-
ify high amplitude reflections a constant gain is
required; it is also worth noting that gain amplifies
noise and reflections alike.

The concept of SEC is to apply a linearly
increasing time gain combined with an exponential
increase. The velocity and attenuation of EM sig-
nals through the ground are estimated in order to
most effectively compensate for spherical spread-
ing losses and exponential dissipation of energy
(Sensors and Software 1999).

In the course of processing, simple filters can
also be applied to the data. Temporal filtering is
basic, but one of the most powerful for GPR analy-
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sis. Down-the-trace-averaging (running average) of
the signal replaces the data at a given point by the
average over a window centred about that point.
This type of averaging acts as a low pass filter by
reducing random noise.

Spatial filtering can be applied to remove or
emphasize different types of spatial variations. The
simplest type is either a high or a low pass filtering
of the data. The trace-to-trace averaging (mix) pro-
cess option adds two or more traces together to
produce an average trace. The number of traces to
be added together is determined by the user. The
primary purpose of this spatial, low pass filtering
is to emphasize flat lying or low-angle, gently
dipping reflections while suppressing rapidly
changing ones (e.g. diffraction tails) or random
noise. An alternate approach, trace-to-trace differ-
encing, replaces a trace with the difference between
itself and the previous trace. This high pass filter
has the effect of enhancing localized, rapidly
changing features in the profile (e.g. diffraction
tails, point reflectors) and suppressing flat lying
and constant features. In practice, high and low
pass filters should be considered mutually exclus-
ive because they produce opposite effects on the
data (Sensors and Software 1999).

Depending on the proximity of the transmitter
and receiver, as well as the electrical properties of
the ground, the transmit signal may induce a slowly
decaying low frequency wow (wave) on the trace
which is superimposed on the high frequency
reflections (Moorman 1990). The wow should be
corrected before the data is plotted, and before
exporting data to seismic processing packages.

A wide variety of other processing techniques
can be applied to GPR data and are addressed in
the literature (Ulriksen 1982; LaFleche et al. 1991;
Fisher et al. 1992, 1996). Generally speaking, the
more sophisticated the processing, the more care

that must be taken in field acquisition of the data.
For most sedimentary geologists, detailed data pro-
cessing is out of scope due to time and budget con-
straints. There is, however, an ongoing discussion
about migrating GPR data (e.g. Fisher et al. 1996;
Neal and Roberts 2001). It is an avenue that GPR
is advancing in but, due to field conditions and the
need to interpret data while in the field, there has
been limited use of migration. All stated dip angles
should, however, be corrected to include migration
effects because during the process of data collec-
tion, dipping reflections on the profile are not in
their true position (Ulriksen 1982; Sheriff 2002;
Fig. 9). When the antennae are moved over a
material containing a sloping reflector, the resulting
profile tends to underestimate the depth to the
reflector at every point (Fig. 9). If the measured
angle in the radar profile is b, then the actual angle
(a) can be computed with the mathematical
expression a = sin–1 (tan (3) (Ulriksen 1982). The
maximum recordable slope is identical to the radi-
ation angle of the antennae. This is not a fixed mea-
sure, but rather a function of the receiver antenna
properties; as a rule, slopes greater then 36° are
difficult to record (Ulriksen 1982). If one works
through the equation with realistic values for sedi-
mentary environments (1-25°), angles taken from
GPR profiles and those that are migrated are likely
to be within a degree or two. For most environ-
ments, this range is acceptable and overall reflec-
tion patterns do not change significantly. However,
higher angle features such as faults and fractures
can be observed because of offsets in reflections,
and scatter from the fault plane.

Display methods are a diverse subject for GPR.
The majority of the data in this publication is
presented as wiggle trace plots, that is, the ampli-
tude of the trace is plotted left and right along a
vertical line which depicts the amplitude of the sig-

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram demonstrating the effect of collecting data across a dipping reflector. The signal returns
perpendicular to the reflector, not directly below the antennae (source-detector). This results in the reflection being
higher and shallower (up dip direction) within the GPR image than the actual reflector (from Keary & Brooks 1984).
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nal versus time. Aligning these traces adjacent to
one another generates a wiggle trace plot which
depicts the variation in subsurface features
(stratigraphy) versus position. This type of display
resembles seismic reflection profiles and allows
similar interpretation methodologies. Other tech-
niques include single trace plots (e.g. as on an
oscilloscope), and grey scale or colour coding the
amplitudes while generating a profile.

In summary, most GPR profiles require little
post-processing to enable the interpretation of sedi-
mentological features. It is good practice to first
edit data based on any field notes concerning bad
traces or other issues. Following data editing, the
data should be time zeroed by conducting a first
pick and then shifting the dataset based on the first
pick. Time zeroing is often an automated procedure
in software packages but in some situations (e.g.
fibre optic pulls), individual traces will have to be
corrected manually. In most cases, the data is now
ready to be plotted with procedures that include the
application of filters and gains to the data so that
stratigraphy can be highlighted. To reduce some of
the noise present in datasets, down trace and trace-
to-trace filters should be applied using minimum
values. It is important to spend time processing and
reprocessing datasets to see the effects of using dif-
ferent parameters. Many of the profiles published
in the sedimentary literature have applied AGC to
stratigraphic data and used a wiggle trace format
for display. Further processing of the GPR data
may not be time and cost effective for everyday
operational surveys, some advanced processing can
introduce user bias into interpretation. There is no
processing that can compensate for poor data,
therefore, good survey design and quality control
in the field are most important.

Interpretation methodology

Interpretation of radar profiles is the most subjec-
tive part of the GPR methodology. It is important
that the person responsible for the interpretation is
aware of the aim of the investigation, and the level
and accuracy of interpretation required. The factors
that contribute to the electrical properties of the
sediments also have to be known. To better under-
stand the relations between the radar profile, the
field conditions, and medium being measured, it
would be advantageous for the interpreter to be
present during fieldwork. The profiles should be
subjected to preliminary interpretation immediately
upon completion, so that one can decide on poss-
ible resurveying or, if needed, adjusting the survey
plan or data collection parameters.

Before interpreting GPR data, there are several
concepts that should be considered. The two direct
waves (air and ground) observed at the top of the

profile are often the strongest return signals. As a
result of the high velocity and low attenuation of
radar energy in air, the direct air wave is the first
to arrive, travelling at the speed of light. The direct
ground wave usually follows the air wave with an
arrival time that is a function of the ground surface
propagation velocity. Changes in surface con-
ditions can be identified by fluctuations in the
arrival time of the direct ground wave.

Following the processing of GPR profiles, an
objective interpretation should be undertaken that
is independent of other datasets (e.g. cores) and
sedimentary models. Many projects that we see are
model driven interpretations that miss key compo-
nents visible in the GPR profiles. Initially, all the
data should be printed and laid out on a table.
Major reflections should be picked-out, traced
around and between profiles, and where possible
made into closed loop correlations (Bristow 1994).
For this procedure, the coloured crayon still pro-
vides a valuable interpretation tool. Many prin-
ciples used in radar stratigraphic interpretation are
derived from basic seismic interpretation method-
ologies (see next section). Following seismic strati-
graphic principles, the next step is to identify
reflection terminations and then characterise these
as downlap, onlap, offlap, etc. This is the basis for
constructing a relative chronology of sedimentary
deposits.

During the analysis of the radar profile it is
important to identify the origin of the reflections;
that is, whether the interfaces indicated represent
actual changes in the subsurface or interference.
The latter may consist either of entirely random
noise or of regularly repeating reflections which are
independent of changes in the properties of the
medium. A common interference is 'side swipe'
responses which give rise to hyperbolic features on
GPR records. These are the classic signature of
localized features such as pipes, cables or other
objects that are spatially limited. Features that run
parallel to the profile may produce horizontal or
sub-horizontal reflections. A common misconcep-
tion when interpreting GPR data is that the profile
is a vertical section perpendicular to strike. In
reality profiles are often oblique to the sedimentary
structures. In addition, sedimentary structures are
three dimensional and reflections can come from
structures outside the plane of the profile.

Core data, outcrop sections, quarry faces and
excavated trenches have been widely used to pro-
vide ground truth for GPR interpretations (e.g.
Smith and Jol 1992; Huggenberger 1993; Bristow
1995a, 1995b; Bristow et al 1996; Woodward et
al. 2003). Detailed field and lab studies of radar
reflections in sediments have also been carried out
for this purpose (Topp et al. 1980; Knoll 1996; Van
Dam and Schlager, 2000; Van Dam et al. 2002a,
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2002b). In addition, Van Dam et al. (2003) con-
clude that variations in water content associated
with small scale textural changes in sediments are
responsible for the changes in permittivity that
cause reflection of radar signals.

To interpret stratigraphy and facies from radar
data, characteristic features of radar reflection rec-
ords must be identified and then related to sedimen-
tary structures responsible for the reflections. The
interpretation methodology that is followed
depends on the desired outcome. There are three
possible approaches:

1) Buried object - looking for a distinctive signa-
ture or radar facies

2) Stratigraphic study - looking for relative
chronology - use radar (sequences) stratigra-
phy to identify bounding surfaces and reflec-
tion terminations or truncations

3) Sedimentary study - looking for bounding sur-
faces to define sandbody architecture and the
fill, or radar facies

Examples

1) In the search for buried objects, such as dead
bodies or buried treasure, the objective is to
locate a specific object, and the method is to
identify a reflection signature that is associated
with the target. In the case of a buried soil
horizon or the water table the objective is to
locate a continuous reflection that is caused by
the horizon. A buried body or treasure chest
should give a characteristic anomaly or hyper-
bolic reflection pattern.

2) In the search for the relative chronology of
sand dune deposits or fluvial sediments the
objective is to identify reflections that rep-
resent sets of cross-stratification and bounding
surfaces so that a relative chronology can be
established from cross-cutting relationships.
This includes the identification of reflection
terminations and truncations indicating onlap,
downlap or erosional truncation at strati-
graphic horizons.

3) In sedimentary studies for reservoir analogues
the sandbody geometry, bounding surfaces and
internal fill all need to be identified. In this
case a combination of radar facies interpret-
ation and radar Stratigraphic analysis is
required.

Radar stratigraphy - overview

Radar stratigraphy originates from the principles of
seismic stratigraphy which, in turn, are developed
from the concepts of physical stratigraphy and the
idea that seismic (radar) reflections result from
stratal (bedding) surfaces and unconformities. As

the material above stratal surfaces and unconform-
ities is younger, a relative record of the chronostra-
tigraphy, as well as depositional and structural pat-
terns, is produced (Mitchum 1977). Sangree &
Widmier (1979) noted 'depositional environments
can be predicted through an orderly approach to
the interpretation of seismic reflections'. Since
GPR reflections are analogous to seismic reflec-
tions, it follows that depositional environments can
also be interpreted from GPR records. Therefore,
radar stratigraphy can be defined as the study of
stratigraphy and depositional facies as interpreted
from radar data using seismic Stratigraphic prin-
ciples (definition modified from Mitchum et al.
1977a).

Radar stratigraphy is an approach that provides
a high resolution perspective of units by putting
them in a continuous areal context. A Stratigraphic
framework is one that divides the radar profile into
units which represent periods of essentially con-
tinuous sedimentation. The ability to recognize
major radar reflection patterns allows bedding
planes, bedsets, and sets of cross-stratification to
be imaged (Bristow 1995b). These units are com-
posed of relatively conformable and genetically
related strata. The depositional units may therefore
be interpreted in terms of naturally occurring epi-
sodes of sedimentation. The episodes contain pri-
mary reflections that parallel bedding and palaeo-
depositional surfaces.

The gross physiography of the environment in
which sediments were deposited is displayed as
reflections on the radar section and can be used
both to predict facies and reconstruct paleoenviron-
ments. A radar facies can be defined as a mapp-
able, three dimensional sedimentary unit composed
of reflections whose parameters differ from adjac-
ent units (definition modified from Mitchum 1977).
The concept of radar facies is now widely applied
in GPR interpretation (Beres and Haeni 1991; Jol
and Smith 1991; Huggenberger 1993; Jol 1993;
Bristow 1995b; Van Overmeeren 1998; Van Het-
eren et aL 1998) and, while radar facies can be
used to discriminate sedimentary environments
(Van Overmeeren 1998), it is also worth noting
that similar reflection patterns (radar facies) can be
produced in a range of different sedimentary
environments and, therefore, radar facies should be
considered as non-unique. For example, hum-
mocky discontinuous reflections are interpreted as
accretionary spit-beach sand and gravel by Van
Heteren et al. (1998), hummocky vegetated sand
dunes by Bristow et al. (2000), poorly resolved sets
of trough cross-stratification by Bristow et al.
(1999), and beach ridge deposits by Neal & Rob-
erts (2000). Radar facies provide a means, to class-
ify reflection character and subdivide GPR profiles
into units that can be related to sedimentary struc-
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tures and depositional environments; they are not
a direct indicator of any specific environment. It is
worth noting that water content within sediments
will have an influence on the strength of the radar
reflection returns; for example the reflection from
a water table can cut across reflections from sedi-
mentary features (Van Overmeeren 1994).

The basis for the interpretation of radar facies
is derived from seismic reflection facies analysis
(seismic stratigraphy; Sangree & Widmier 1977;
Roksandic 1978; Sangree & Widmier 1979;
Brown & Fisher 1980). The process of describing
and interpreting the radar reflection parameters
within a depositional sequence is known as radar
facies analysis (radar stratigraphy; Mitchum and
Vail 1977). In general, the use of seismic stratigra-
phy enables the interpretation of depositional facies
from seismic data (Mitchum et al. 1977b), while
radar stratigraphy is particularly useful for
investigating the geometry and the relationships
between facies (Moorman 1990; Beres & Haeni
1991; Gawthorpe et al. 1993).

A discussion of seismic stratigraphic principles
for interpretation would be too lengthy for this
paper. The original work on seismic stratigraphy
can be found in the American Association of Pet-
roleum Geologists Memoir No. 26 edited by Pay-
ton (1977), while summaries and case studies are
provided by Roksandic (1978), Ramsayer (1979),
Anstey (1982), Sheriff (1980, 1982), Bally (1983),
Berg & Woolverton (1985), and Hardage (1987).
Additions and alternative perspectives in the field
include publications by Wilgus et al. (1988), Gallo-
way (1989a, 1989b), and Van Wagoner et al
(1990, 1991).

Due to the coarse resolution of seismic data, the
schematic examples of sequence patterns
developed for seismic stratigraphy are large fea-
tures such as deltaic packages and .palaeovalleys.
However, when interpreting GPR data it should be
noted that there is at least one and sometimes two
orders of magnitude between the resolution of
reflection seismic data and GPR profiles. GPR pro-
vides high resolution data and thus enables the
study of smaller depositional units, such as the
internal architecture of deltaic environments, river
channel fills and sand dunes. These smaller scale
features must also be incorporated into the
interpretation methodology. Moorman (1990),
Beres & Haeni (1991), Jol & Smith (1991), Fitz-
gerald et al. (1992) and Gawthorpe et al. (1993)
were some of the first to successfully attempt to
apply seismic stratigraphic principles to smaller
features in radar profiles. They related reflection
signatures (patterns) from radar profiles to litho-
logic and stratigraphic characteristics of sediments.

Summary

In this paper, we have briefly outlined many of our
experiences related to the collection, processing,
interpreting and publishing of GPR data. We hope
that the article will help novice users to quickly
adopt the GPR methodology to investigate more
sedimentary environments. In conclusion, when
considering portability, resolution, cost effective-
ness and time efficiency of a research tool for
assessing the shallow subsurface stratigraphy (0 to
50 m) in sand, gravel and organic deposits, GPR
is unmatched by any other methodology in the
earth sciences.
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Abstract: The Maputaland area of northeastern South Africa is characterized by extensive dune-
fields which developed during polyphase reworking of regional aeolian cover sand from the
Mid-Pleistocene to the Holocene. Extended parabolic dunes, many preserved only as wind-rift
trailing limbs, as well as areas of sinuous crested dunes, hummocky dune systems and the high,
composite, accretionary coastal barrier dune cordon are the dominant dune forms. There are few
natural sections exposing the stratigraphic succession and unequivocal relative age relationships
between dune systems are uncommon. A ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey of dunes and
representative aeolian sand stratigraphic units was undertaken in order to investigate the internal
structure of the different dune forms and identify stratigraphic relationships between buried
sedimentary units. The GPR profiles revealed that the trailing limbs of almost all the parabolic
dunes that were surveyed comprise stacked sand units, separated by low-angle reflections inter-
preted as bounding surfaces, which accumulated through polyphase vertical accretion. Most
extended parabolic dunes are aligned north-south and the upper parts of the dunes are charac-
terized by inclined reflections in GPR profile interpreted as large-scale sets of cross-stratification
with apparent dips toward the west. A hummocky dune revealed cross-stratified aeolian sand
superimposed on a truncated dune form and probably formed through deflation of pre-existing
dunes. Using 100 MHz and 200 MHz antennae, it is clear that GPR is capable of imaging very
fine sedimentary structures and buried erosional surfaces in the homogeneous aeolian sand of
Maputaland. At some of the sites investigated, the buried sand units identified were sampled by
hand-augering for infrared-stimulated luminescence dating. The age determinations on these
samples suggest that vertical accretion of up to 7 m of sand occurred intermittently over variable
time scales up to 25 000 years on some parabolic dune limbs during the Late Pleistocene. In
some complex dunefields, adjacent dunes were mobilized at different times, suggesting that
remobilization was localized. The implications of the complex internal structure and vertical
accretion of extended parabolic dunes are discussed in the context of changes in vegetation
cover and water table due to seasonal and short-term cyclical climate variations as well as long-
term climate change patterns during the last glacial cycle and the Holocene.

The Maputaland region of northern KwaZulu-Natal tury of geological mapping since the initial reports
Province, South Africa, and Maputo Province of of Anderson (1901, 1904), and geological mapping
southern Mozambique includes the coastal plain of the region (Geological Survey 1985a, b), the
lying east of the Lebombo Mountain escarpment stratigraphic relationships between the subsurface
between St Lucia Estuary in the south and Maputo succession of weathered aeolian sand units and the
Bay in the north (Fig. 1). Despite almost one cen- surficial dune topography are poorly understood.

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 29–46. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
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Fig. 1. Locality map showing the towns, main roads and
rivers of the southern Maputaland region in northern
KwaZulu-Natal province, South Africa. Coastal lakes and
estuaries are shaded black.

There are few naturally exposed sections through
the stratigraphic succession and the internal struc-
ture of compound dunes or relative age relation-
ships between dune systems is poorly constrained.
A recent re-evaluation of the regional stratigraphic
framework and initial description of the Late Ceno-
zoic Maputaland Group (Botha 1997a), updated by
the same author in the synthesis by Maud and
Botha (2000), has provided a simplified strati-
graphic system which recognizes the composite

nature of many aeolian sand bodies or dune forms
(Fig. 2).

The critical need to identify buried sand units or
dune topography beneath the surface of composite
dunes was highlighted by the initial near-surface
luminescence dating programme conducted by
Botha and Porat (2000), which showed that dunes
of widely disparate ages occur within the same
dune system. Most samples for luminescence dat-
ing were obtained by hand-augering to a depth of
3 m in order to avoid the effects of near-surface
bioturbation and shallow reworking. The sand
appeared homogenous at the majority of sites and
it was not possible to discern possible bounding
surfaces or reactivation surfaces between buried
sand units. Blind sampling, unconstrained by a
knowledge of subsurface stratigraphy, could result
in a biased geochronological or palaeoenvironmen-
tal interpretation. Identification of buried sand units
could facilitate future sequential dating through the
dune that would provide a more reliable assessment
of the accretion of aeolian sand on composite
dunes.

Geophysical techniques, including detailed
bathymetry and shallow seismic profiling, have
provided significant stratigraphic detail of the aeol-
ian sand succession beneath the coastal lake basins
of Lake Sibaya (Miller 1996, 2001) and the Kosi
lake system (Wright 1997). These investigations
have revealed truncated aeolian sand units and
buried palaeotopography which corroborated the
marine transgression/regression events of the Late
Pleistocene to Holocene sea-level curve derived
from the Sodwana Bay continental shelf and littoral
zone (Ramsay 1995, 1996). Early unpublished
attempts to elucidate the internal structure of coas-
tal plain dunes close to Lake Sibaya using GPR
showed that depositional stratification could be dis-
cerned in the electrically resistive sands (Craill et
al. 1993; Du Plessis 1993).

In order to assess the depositional history of
dune formation in the relatively homogenous,
pedogenically altered dune sands, the use of GPR
profiling was identified as the most suitable non-
destructive method with resolution capable of
determining the fine internal structures of sand
dunes. Application of this technique elsewhere has
successfully identified the internal structures of
complex dunes (Bristow et al. 2000a, b). The use
of high-resolution GPR profiling of representative
parabolic, hummocky and sinuous crested dunes
across the broad Maputaland coastal plain aimed
to determine whether these dune forms are simple
or composite features. Future luminescence dating
of buried aeolian sand bodies or truncated dunes
could then facilitate a more detailed palaeoenviron-
mental reconstruction of the region.
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Fig. 2. Geological map showing the distribution of aeolian sand stratigraphic units relative to incised drainage lines
linked to coastal water bodies. The positions of sites investigated with GPR transects are shown by blocks. (Dune
forms characteristic of the younger aeolian sand stratigraphic units are shown in Fig. 3.)

Geological evolution of the Maputaland
coastal plain
The stratigraphy of the Maputaland coastal plain
region reflects the onlapping lateral arrangement of
littoral and marine regressive facies of different

ages, due to the dominant influences of periodic
epeirogenic uplift in the Neogene and superim-
posed sea-level fluctuations throughout the Late
Mesozoic and Cenozoic, as reconstructed from the
fragmented research summarized by Hobday
(1975), Davies (1976), Dingle et al. (1983), Par-
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tridge and Maud (1987), Watkeys et al. (1993),
Botha (1997a), Maud and Botha (2000) and Wright
et al. (2000) and depicted here in Fig. 2. Late Jur-
assic volcanic rocks and a succession of Mid- to
Late Cretaceous marine sediments are uncon-
formably overlain by a thin remnant layer of littoral
marine and aeolian sediments deposited during the
Late Neogene marine regression. These deeply
weathered sands are now rubified to form 'Berea'
red sand, which forms broad 'whaleback' dunes
along the western side of the Pongola and Mkuze
River valleys and Lake St Lucia (Fig. 2). Coastal
outcrops of Mid- to Late Pleistocene Isipingo For-
mation calcified dunes and beach deposits and the
more widespread, clay-enriched Port Durnford/
Kosi Bay Formations, comprising coastal lake and
aeolian sediments, represent events during the pen-
ultimate glacial cycle (oxygen isotope stages [OIS]
7 to 5e) and underlie the younger dune cover inland
(Botha 1997a; Maud & Botha 2000). The last gla-
cial cycle is recorded by widespread aeolian cover
sands of the KwaMbonambi Formation dune sys-
tems across the coastal plain. The composite, high
coastal barrier dune cordon comprising the Sibayi
Formation forms a narrow, forested ridge defining
the seaward margin of the coastal plain (Figs
2 & 3).

The north-south orientation of inland dunes is
oblique to the present coastal wind regime of north-
erly to northeasterly summer winds and winter sys-
tem of strengthened southwesterly winds and off-
shore westerly 'land breezes' (Fig. 3). The
orientation and topography of the high coastal bar-
rier dune cordon, the long fetch of coastal lakes
and the irregular, vegetated interior dunes influence
the wind patterns inland.

Morphology of Maputaland coastal plain
and dune systems
Aeolian sand of the Late Neogene to Holocene
covers different parts of the coastal plain and is
responsible for the distinctive terrain morphologi-
cal regions of Maputaland (Figs 2 & 3). Many
dunes are either 'compound dunes', where the
dunes are two or more of the same type, or 'com-
plex dunes', which comprise two or more different
dune forms (Tinley 1985; Pye & Tsoar 1990). The
inland areas of the Maputaland coastal plain are
characterized by a very prominent north-south
alignment of highly elongated parabolic dune
forms whereas the coastal barrier cordon exhibits
shorter parabolic dunes aligned toward the north-
west or southwest off the beach and foredunes (Fig.
3). Understanding the long-term evolution of this
ancient coastal plain largely depends on a knowl-
edge of the chronological and palaeoenvironmental
context of complex dune forms and their morpho-

logical development in response to remobilization
or sand accretion.

East of the Pongola River valley a variable layer
of reddish brown 'Berea' sand underlies Kosi Bay
Formation sand, forming the core of the
Tshongwe-Sihangwane composite sand megar-
idge, which is up to 16 km wide and rises to elev-
ations of up to 143 m a.m.s.l. (above mean sea
level) (Figs 2 & 3). The catena of clay-enriched,
distinctly mottled soils developed within Kosi Bay
Formation dune sands has been truncated and
buried over much of the crest of the Tshongwe-
Sihangwane megaridge and coastal plain toward
the east by KwaMbonambi Formation dunes. On
the lower-lying eastern coastal plain, these closely
spaced, composite parabolic dune plumes, wind-rift
parabolic limbs and hummocky dune systems are
separated by expanses of hygrophilous grassland or
seasonal wetlands. Interdune slacks and complex
dune/wetland systems separated by extended para-
bolic dunes occur in the headwaters of the Kosi
and Sibaya lake catchments. The 'gegenwalle' pat-
terns of low sinuous ridges within seasonal wet-
lands (Paul 1944) occur at Nkwankwane near Phel-
andaba in the north, the northern Muzi swamp
catchment and the Ozabeni wetlands (Figs 2 & 3).

The complexity of the dune systems in areas
close to the drainage catchments of the coastal
lakes, including the Kosi system, Sibaya, Mgobez-
eleni, Bhangazi and St Lucia (Figs 2 & 3), has been
enhanced by the combined effects of marine
transgression/regression cycles, which influenced
the regional groundwater table and fluvial channel
incision, and the periodic reworking of the dunes.
The KwaMbonambi Formation dunes span the last
glacial cycle in this area. The north-south-aligned
parabolic dune remnants surrounding estuaries and
marine embayments inundated during the Last
Interglacial were etched by fluvial incision during
the regression preceding the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) low sea level. The luminescence
dating framework described by Botha and Porat
(2000) shows that aeolian deflation during the
LGM to Mid-Holocene redistributed sand in dune
plumes northward from the former lake basins onto
the surrounding dune systems. A zone of complex
hummocky dunes, degraded parabolic dunes and
sinuous to linear dune limb remnants up to 5 km
wide occurs immediately inland of the coastal dune
cordon between the coastal lakes (Fig. 3).
Localized hummocky dune complexes developed
inland during the Mid- to Late Holocene when
accretion was widespread against the coastal bar-
rier dunes. The high, composite coastal barrier
dune cordon comprises at least four generations of
dunes comprising the Sibayi Formation, and some
of the ascending parabolic dunes reach heights of
over 172 m a.m.s.l. in this area. The beach and
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Fig. 3. Dune systems associated with the various aeolian sand stratigraphic units shown using dune crest form lines.
Wetlands are shaded grey and open water is shown in black. Many of the dunes are extended or elongated parabolic
dunes or remnant 'wind-rift' limbs as well as poly genetic hummocky dune complexes. Note the reduced dune density
of degraded dune forms on the older stratigraphic units. GPR study sites described in the text are shown by blocks
on map.
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foredune complex is remarkably linear, broken
only by shallow, low-spiral curve embayments.

The GPR transects were positioned to provide
insight into the internal structure of a range of rep-
resentative dune types forming part of the complex
terrain underlain by the diachronous KwaMbon-
ambi Formation aeolian sands. The most widely
represented dune form on the inland dune plain or
high coastal barrier are vegetated parabolic dunes
or the 'wind-rift' degraded remnants of the trailing
limbs or arms of elongate or extended, parabolic
dunes (Pye 1983, 1993; Pye & Tsoar 1990; Tinley
1985). The extended parabolic dunes are charac-
terized by a range of terminal morphologies and
prominent asymmetrical trailing arms or limbs hav-
ing steep external slopes and gentler internal
slopes, which migrate outward at a slower rate
(Thompson 1983; Pye & Tsoar 1990; Pye 1993).
The concave interdune depression or deflation cor-
ridor between the stabilized trailing limbs is com-
monly a poorly drained flat surface with very low,
vermiform sand ridges in this region. The GPR tra-
verse in the northern part of Tembe Elephant Park
was over a typical large parabolic dune limb and
the site was selected because the framework of
luminescence dating in this area suggested long-
term sand accretion in the complex parabolic dune-
field (Botha & Porat 2000). The Lulube dune is a
striking example of an isolated extended dune (Figs
2 & 3). Composite parabolic dunes or degraded
dune limbs in the Sileza area can be traced for up
to 8 km and many linear dune limb remnants are
2.5-4.5 km in length.

The broad definition of 'hummock dunes' by
Pye and Tsoar (1990) is convenient in the context
of Maputaland, where it encompasses the com-
plexes of irregular, vegetated sand hills, commonly
less than 10m high and varying from 30m to
200 m across. Hummock dune forms or hummocky
dune topography is most extensive inland of the
high coastal barrier dune and, in many areas, these
apparently over-steepened dunes, with intervening
semicircular interdune hollows, frequently flooded
to form perennial wetlands, seem to have formed
from localized wind scour and 'blowout' develop-
ment in stabilized parabolic dune systems. There is
a particularly well-developed hummock dune com-
plex southeast of Mbazwana which covers an area
of about 8 km2, surrounded by complex, irregular
parabolic dune limbs (Fig. 3).

GPR traverses across representative dune
forms
The internal structures of typical parabolic and
hummocky dune forms were characterized using
GPR profiling. This non-destructive technique is
capable of imaging sedimentary stratification,

truncated and buried topography and changes in
sediment texture in the low-conductivity sands that
dominate the dune systems. The GPR equipment
and techniques utilized in this study were based on
those employed by Bristow et al. (2000a, b) to pro-
file coastal dunes in England and linear dunes in
Namibia. The Sensors & Software Inc.'s pul-
seEKKO 100 GPR system utilized is designed for
deep-sounding geological surveys and the
100 MHz and 200 MHz antennae frequencies were
employed during the surveying. Theoretically, the
best overall penetration is achieved in dry, sandy
sediment with the higher conductivity of moist,
saline or clayey substrates and heavy mineral con-
centrations absorbing or scattering the propagated
waves (Bristow et al 2000&).

Sites within the complex polyphase dune sys-
tems on the Maputaland coastal plain were selected
on the basis of the previous aerial photograph
interpretation, field investigations and the strati-
graphic framework for the Cenozoic deposits in the
region defined by Botha (19970, b). The field
investigations also benefited from an existing
framework of provisional luminescence dates
which have been summarized by Botha and Porat
(2000). The GPR study assisted with the selection
of additional luminescence dating sites, but the
main focus was to profile good examples of rep-
resentative dune forms, those with interesting
stratigraphic relationships, or to investigate areas
where a range of luminescence ages from surficial
sands suggested localized reworking/accretion and
stratigraphic complexity.

The pulseEKKO 100 GPR control unit and 12 V
battery were housed in a modified golf cart for
mobility. A laptop computer was attached to the
control unit to process the reflection signals. In
order to attain an acceptable balance between depth
of penetration and detail of reflection signals most
traverses were undertaken using the 100 MHz
antennae with 1 m spacing and 0.5 m step interval
on transects measured along a fibreglass tape. Sites
with low relief and potentially fine stratigraphy
were surveyed using the 200 MHz antennae, 0.5 m
spacing and 0.25 m step size. Common mid-point
surveys determined that the velocity of the propa-
gated wave through the dry ground was
O.^mns"1 and this value was used to convert
two-way travel time values to depth. A velocity of
0.06 m ns"1 was assumed for saturated sands. The
Sensors & Software Inc. software package was
used to process the traverse data, adjust parameters
for optimum detail, merge adjacent traverses and
correct for the topography. Minimal processing
was used to retain the integrity of the raw data.
Initial processing parameters included automatic
gain control (AGC) with gain maximum value 200,
trace-to-trace filter 1, down-the-trace filter 1 and
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dewowing. A Sokkia Total Station was utilized to
survey elevation along the traverse line at 5 m
spacing. The profile data was migrated in order to
remove possible interference patterns but made
little difference to any of the profiles presented
here.

Results

Over 4300 m of GPR profile data were collected
from 14 sites across the Maputaland coastal plain.
The selection of GPR profiles presented here dem-
onstrate the composite internal structure and strati-
graphic complexity of polyphase sand accretion on
distinctive, representative parabolic and hummocky
dunes of the KwaMbonambi Formation across the
coastal plain (Figs 2 & 3). The sites described
below include a large extended parabolic dune at
Lulube near Kosi Bay and the narrow limb of an
extended parabolic dune from a closely spaced sys-
tem in the Sileza Nature Reserve. A linear segment
of a degraded dune limb was traversed in the north-
ern part of Tembe Elephant Park. A high hummock
dune was traversed within the hummocky dune
topography near Mbazwana and a sinuous crested
dune, which lies isolated by surrounding wetlands,
was profiled at Mosquito Hill, Ozabeni wilderness
area, Greater St Lucia Wetland Park.

Lulube extended parabolic dune

The terrain morphology around the Kosi Bay lake
system provides useful relative dating evidence that
can be used to estimate the age of the dune system
(Fig. 4a). On the western margin of the lake sys-
tem, truncated, Middle to Late Pleistocene Kosi
Bay Formation dune sand and wetland deposits
underlie the regional KwaMbonambi Formation
sands forming north-south-aligned parabolic dunes
that are truncated by incised stream valleys, prob-
ably in response to lowered base level during the
marine regression preceding the LGM. Bathy-
metric and seismic profiling surveys of the lake
floor show that the incised estuary was cut off from
the sea by beach-barrier washover fan sediments
and subsequently by accretion of ascending para-
bolic dunes on the high coastal barrier dune cordon
during the Early to Mid-Holocene (Wright 1997;
Wright et al. 2000). Luminescence dates on dunes
south of the Kosi lakes reveal sand mobility toward
this area from the south during the latter part of
OIS 3 and around the LGM (Botha & Porat 2000).

The Lulube extended parabolic dune is situated
on an almost flat plain underlain by aeolian sand
at 32 m a.m.s.l. in the Mahlungulu area about 5 km
north of the Kosi Bay Nature Reserve camp site
(Figs 3 & 4a). This extended parabolic dune,
aligned on 355° is 4.3 X 0.9km and rises 18m

above the surrounding plain at its highest point
along its western limb. The surrounding, closely
spaced, discontinuous linear dune segments, 300 m
to 600 m in length, with a few well-preserved para-
bolic dunes up to 1.5 km in length, aligned from
340° to 005°, is apparently older than the single
large-scale Lulube feature. Preliminary infrared-
stimulated luminescence dates show that the nose
of the parabolic dune reached its current position
in the Early Holocene. A low dune positioned
within the apex of the dune nose may be the result
of secondary reworking of sand from the seasonal
wetland that floods the interlimb trough during
wet periods.

A series of four GPR profiles were run across the
dune nose and limbs, and the results of 100 MHz
traverses over the northwestern and western pro-
files are presented here (Fig. 4a–d). The water table
forms a strong continuous, subhorizontal reflection
beneath the dune and dipping reflections beneath
the water table are probably multiples of the water
table because they mirror the dune topography
(Fig. 4c). The northwestern profile (Fig. 4c) shows
NW-dipping reflections interpreted as cross-bed
foresets and two irregular reflections dipping
toward the southeast, which could be bounding sur-
faces separating accreted sand units. The traverse
across the western limb using 100 MHz antennae
achieved good signal penetration to 20 m depth and
the 200 m-long GPR profile shows that the dune
top comprises westward-dipping reflections inter-
preted as cross-bed sets up to 10 m thick (Fig. 4d).
These structures overlie and downlap onto a strong
reflection with low relief that has a form roughly
symmetrical with that of the dune surface. This sur-
face is sharply truncated at 125 m along the tran-
sect, suggesting that the surface could represent
buried topography, possibly with a well-developed
soil profile.

A shorter traverse (not shown) across the lower
eastern limb did not reveal any structures in the
~5 m above the water-table reflection. However, a
greater depth of penetration beneath the water table
was achieved at this site, revealing stacked sets of

Fig. 4. (a) Geology and dune crest form lines in the area
surrounding the large extended parabolic dune Lulube
near Kosi Bay. The positions of the northwestern and
western GPR traverses are shown. The positions of the
luminescence dates from 3 m depth on the nose and east-
ern limb are shown (Porat, pers. comm.). (b) Legend
showing the regional stratigraphic units represented on
the geological maps in Figs 4a, 5a, 6a, 7a and 8a. (c)
GPR profile from a traverse using 100 MHz antennae
across the northwestern part of the nose of the prominent
extended parabolic dune at Lulube. The geological
interpretation shows vertical accretion of stacked, cross-
stratified sand units.
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Fig. 4. (d) GPR profile from the transect across the middle section of the western limb of Lulube parabolic dune.
The cross-stratified upper part of the dune buries a reflection which is interpreted as buried topography. TWT, two-
way time.

small-scale reflectors dipping toward the east and
discontinuous concave reflections interpreted as
sets of trough cross-stratification. The strong
reflection deep beneath the water table imaged in
the other profiles was not present at this site.

The GPR profiles provide evidence of an appar-
ent westerly movement of the western dune limb
through accretion of sand on the slipfaces of an
active dune, forming large-scale planar sets of
cross-stratification in the dune (Fig. 4a, c & d). The
arrangement of bounding surfaces indicates upwind
stacking of accreting sets of cross-stratification,
which is unusual in parabolic dunes. The surface
over which the dune advanced displayed low relief.
The long extension of the dune points to a south-
erly prevailing wind that was strong enough to
cause vortices capable of transporting sand over the
western limb.

Sileza extended parabolic dunefield and
gegenwalle wetland

The Sileza Nature Reserve lies southwest of
KwaNgwanase town and Lulube dune, close to the
settlement of Phelandaba (Fig. 1) and the southern
margin of the Nkwankwane 'gegenwalle'/wetland
complex (Figs 3 & 5a). The wetland is bounded
by a narrow sand ridge with the form of a very
broad parabolic dune (Fig. 5a). The striking,
closely spaced pattern of low, extended parabolic
dune limbs in this area is the northern end of a

wide plume of discontinuous, compound parabolic
dunes that extend for over 20km northward of
Lake Sibaya (Fig. 3). The area offered an opport-
unity to obtain a GPR profile from a typical para-
bolic dune (Fig. 5a).

The GPR profile shown in Fig. 5b is from the
western side of the western limb of the extended
parabolic dune investigated at Sileza. Dense sand
forest and thicket on the eastern side of the dune
limb precluded GPR survey and it was only a
cleared pathway through the bush that enabled the
100 MHz GPR traverse of the western side.
Despite the 1 m spacing between readings and sur-
rounding trees, the profile is remarkably clear.
Three westerly dipping reflections are interpreted
as bounding surfaces separating vertically accreted
sand units. The upper sand unit at a depth of 3 m
was dated at 10.5 ka and, at 6 m depth, beneath a
bounding surface, the sand accumulated at 11.5 ka
(Porat, pers. comm.).

The undulating land surface to the west of the
parabolic dune investigated is characterized by
short linear dune limb segments and the eastern
margin of the wetland complex is marked by a low
linear dune (Figs 5a & c). A GPR traverse was
undertaken across the transition from the low dune
into the wetland. It ended on a very slight topo-
graphic rise that marks the start of the complex
array of very low, sinuous gegenwalle ridges that
occur within the wetland (Figs 3 & 5a). The domi-
nance of discontinuous subhorizontal reflections
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Fig. 5. (a) Geological map of the parabolic dune system in Sileza Nature Reserve close to the southeastern margin of
Nkwankwane seasonal wetland. The positions of GPR traverses carried out along the marginal dune defining the edge
of the wetland and across the western flank of a high parabolic dune limb are shown. (See Fig. 4b for legend.) (b)
Profile from a GPR transect using 100 MHz antennae across the western side of the high parabolic dune investigated
at Sileza. The geological interpretation indicates vertically accreted sand units separated by bounding surfaces. (c) GPR
transect across the margin of the seasonal wetland and low boundary dune. The profile shows discontinuous subhorizontal
reflections that represent shallow troughs and thin beds of sand.
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with localized low-angle or curved reflectors sug-
gests vertical accretion of thin beds of aeolian sand
with localized sets of cross-stratification or irregu-
lar reflections which could be deflation hollows
(Fig. 5c). No distinct structures can be detected in
the low eastern sand ridge. The sand ridge unit is
continuous with the surficial strata in the wetland,
suggesting that this dune could have been deflated
from the wetland or possibly represents a marginal
sand deposit related to high water levels.

Tshongwe-Sihangwane megaridge, Tembe
Elephant Park

A prominent terrain feature of central Maputaland
is the broad Tshongwe-Sihangwane sand megar-
idge forming the interfluve between the Pongola
River valley and the north- and south-draining lin-
ear Muzi wetlands (Figs 1, 2 & 3). The ridge
extends for about 80 km and is up to 15 km wide,
reaching an elevation of 143 m in the north of
Tembe Elephant Park near Sihangwane and 134 m
a.m.s.l. north of Tshongwe settlement in the south
(Figs 3 & 6a). The sand ridge has a composite
megaridge form, possibly enhanced by incision of
the Pongola River. It was created by weathered
Late Neogene to Pleistocene dune sands which
were buried beneath a complex pattern of KwaM-
bonambi Formation discontinuous, extended para-
bolic dunes, up to 8 km long; wind-rift parabolic
dune limbs and hummocky dunes create the surfi-
cial topography. The antiquity of the core of the
megaridge is exhibited by the advanced pedogenic
profile development in clay-enriched and ferrugi-
nous soil profiles within Kosi Bay Formation sands
exposed on the ridge flanks and hardpan calcrete
in the Muzi floodplain, which contrast with the
young, quartzose aeolian surficial sands.

GPR profiling of a representative parabolic dune
limb using 100 MHz antennae aimed to ascertain
whether the pedogenically modified Kosi Bay For-
mation aeolian sands could be imaged beneath the
surficial sand cover. The preliminary framework of
luminescence dates from dunes near Sihangwane,
and the northern part of Tembe Elephant Park had
also revealed a long period of sand accretion within
a dune limb and disparate ages from near-surface
layers in adjacent dunes. The 10 m vertical profile
through an exposed dune west of Sihangwane (Figs
1 & 3) showed that accumulation occurred from
14.6 ka to 8.8 ka (Porat, pers. comm.). At the sur-
veyed transect 14.8 km to the north (Fig. 6a), two
adjacent dune ridges, sampled 1.3km apart, pro-
duced ages of 10.8 ka and 23.2 ka respectively. The
dune with the younger upper layer was chosen for
the GPR survey in order to ascertain whether older
sand units occur at depth.

A traverse 180 m long was surveyed from west

Fig. 6. (a) Geological map showing the dune crest form
of parabolic dunes in the northern part of the Tshongwe-
Sihangwane megaridge in Tembe Elephant Park. The
dunes appear to have over-ridden older clay-enriched
strata. The transect was positioned close to the site of a
luminescence-dated dune crest to investigate whether older
sand units occur buried beneath the young surface layer.
The vertical sequence of luminescence-dated sand units
identified by the 100 MHz GPR profile are shown in Fig.
6b. (See Fig. 4b for legend.)

to east over the 8 m-high sand ridge (Fig. 6b). A
series of three low-angle reflections within the
dune, interpreted as bounding surfaces between
aeolian sand units, divide the sand into four strati-
graphic packages. The lowest surface (1) has a sub-
horizontal attitude, the subsequent surface (2) dips
toward the west and the overlying bounding sur-
face (3) dips to the east at a low angle. The young-
est layer contains reflections with an apparent west-
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Fig. 6. (b) GPR profile from a 100 MHz transect across a wind-rift parabolic dune limb in the northern part of Tembe
Elephant Park. The profile shows a series of deep reflections interpreted as bounding surfaces separating stacked aeolian
sand units. The uppermost cross-stratified unit is terminal Pleistocene in age and the older units at depth accumulated
over a period of 25 ka (luminescence dates after Porat, pers. comm.).

ward dip, which are interpreted as sets of cross-
stratification indicating dune migration in a general
westerly direction. The GPR profile indicates that
the previously dated sand layer was the youngest
stratigraphic unit at a depth of 3 m below the dune
crest (100 m position) and represents a period of
active dune migration also represented by the Sih-
angwane road-cutting site to the south (Figs 1 &
2). Further sampling of the eastern side of the dune
(160m mark) to a depth of 6.3m enabled pen-
etration to a depth representative of the oldest sand
unit (1) at the base of the dune. Luminescence
dates of 35.8 ka, 21.9 ka and 14.7 ka were obtained
(Porat, pers. comm.). The combination of GPR pro-
filing and high-resolution luminescence dating has
shown that sand accreted toward the west on the
surveyed dune whereas the adjacent dune with
older sand near the surface (Fig. 6a) was either
stable or accreted a thinner layer of sand during
these events.

Mbazwana hummocky dunefield

The settlement of Mbazwana lies southwest of
Lake Sibaya about 9 km from the coast at an elev-

ation of about 64 m a.m.s.l. (Figs 1, 3 & la). This
area lies within the dunefield, comprising closely
spaced, extended parabolic dunes and wind-rift
trailing limbs that are characteristic of the land-
scape around the incised Sibaya catchment tribu-
tary streams. Luminescence dating of isolated para-
bolic dune complexes on this surface confirmed
that some areas were mobile during OIS 2
(Botha & Porat 2000).

The distinctive, complex hummocky dunefield
that lies north of the Mbazwana stream headwaters,
close to the interfluve between this system and the
eastward-draining Mgobezeleni lake catchment, is
bounded by a semicontinuous dune ridge that
defines a very broad parabolic form (Fig. 7a). The
dunefield width tapers from 2.5 km to 1.5 km in
the north and extends for 3.8 km north of a broad
wetland that lies at about 30 m a.m.s.l. The individ-
ual dunes are 5–10 m high and are characterized
by short limbs of less than a few hundred metres
and many dune forms have branching or coalescing
limbs. There is a general NNW–SSE trend of limb
orientations. Hummocky dune forms and parabolic
blowouts are characteristic of the coastal plain strip
immediately inland of the high coastal barrier cor-
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Fig. 7. (a) Geology of the area southeast of Mbazwana showing the hummocky dune complex relative to the incised
Mbazwana stream and Lake Mgobezeleni. The position of the luminescence-dated dune in the north where the GPR
traverses were carried out are indicated. (See Fig. 4b for legend.) (b) North-south-oriented GPR profile through a large
hummocky dune form in the hummocky dune complex located southeast of Mbazwana. The direction of sand movement,
confirmed by another perpendicular GPR transect, shows the upper cross-stratified sand unit accreted toward the northw-
est, burying truncated dune topography.

don and, in many areas, it appears as if the dunes
are the result of polyphase reworking and disrup-
tion of the wind-rift limbs of stabilized parabolic
dunes. Luminescence dating of a high dune crest
in the north of the dunefield indicated that this dune
was stabilized at 7.2 ka (Porat, pers. comm.). The
aim of the GPR survey across this particular dune
was to determine the internal structure of this typi-
cal hummock form and, if possible, to interpret the
mode of formation of these enigmatic dune forms.

Two 100 Mhz GPR profiles oriented north-south
and west-east (not shown) were collected across a

hummocky dune about 13m high (Fig. Ib). The
north-south profile presented here shows subhori-
zontal basal reflections truncated by an undulating
reflection that defines a low, domed surface which
is out of phase with the present dune crest (Fig.
7b). The dune crest is formed of a cross-stratified
sand unit defined by reflections with an apparent
northerly dip. The profile perpendicular to this tra-
verse (not shown) exhibits reflections dipping
toward the west, indicating that the true direction
of sand migration was toward the northwestern
quadrant, which is consistent with the elongation
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of many dune crests in the complex. Both the mod-
ern dune surface and the buried hummocky top-
ographies are interpreted as deflationary landscapes
formed by erosional modification of pre-existing
dunes. Future work is required to elucidate the
relationship between the hummocky dunes and the
peripheral parabolic dune in order to define
whether the dune hummocks represent a later phase
of remobilization.

Sinuous crested transverse dune, Ozabeni
wilderness area
The dune traversed by GPR lies in the Greater St
Lucia Wetland Park, south of the Mbazwana area
(Figs 1 & 3). An extensive area of seasonal wet-
lands lies between the southward-draining Mbaz-
wana stream and the Mkuze River swamps and the
composite coastal barrier cordon in the east (Figs
2 & 3). The flat wetlands, sinuous dune forms and
pristine grassland of the Ozabeni wilderness area
are drained to the east by the incised catchment
tributaries of Lake Mgobezeleni and Lake Bhan-
gazi North (Figs 3 & 7a). The distinctive gegen-
walle ridge/wetland complexes are surrounded by
low, curvilinear dune ridges or sinuous crested
transverse dunes on a relatively flat surface (Fig.
8a). Larger sinuous crested transverse dunes, sepa-
rating wetlands and seasonally inundated hygro-
philous grasslands or surrounding ovoid pans, are
often broadly convex toward the west. Lumi-
nescence dates from the low dunes bounding the
wetlands toward the north indicate dune activity
during the Early to Mid-Holocene (Botha & Porat
2000). The Mosquito Hill site presented an opport-
unity to run a GPR profile using the 100 MHz
antennae across a prominent dune ridge between
an expansive wetland and a flat land surface, which
might confirm whether the flat surface continues
beneath the dune or whether the core of the dune
preserves older dune topography (Fig. 8a).

The GPR profile shows an exceptionally clear
image of the internal dune structure with sets of
cross-stratification dipping toward the west in the
sand above a basal reflection, which is probably the
regional water table (Fig. 8b). A low-angle surface
dipping to the west within the cross-stratified unit
is interpreted as a reactivation surface. The large
sets of cross-strata with an apparent westerly dip
downlap onto a low-angle reflection dipping gently
to the west, which appears to correlate with the low
gradient of the land surface that slopes toward the
Mkuze swamps in the west. The western footslope
of the dune is underlain by a wedge of sand with
internal stratification approximating the present
dune slope and is interpreted as sheetwash collu-
vium derived off the former avalanche face. This
probably reflects the erosive effects of high rainfall

of this area. Shallow trough-shaped reflections
under the surface on the eastern dune slope could
indicate some localized aeolian reworking.

On the basis of the GPR profile, two auger holes
were drilled (Fig. 8b). A sample was taken from
the upper, cross-stratified layer of the dune and a
hand-augered hole to a depth of 6 m on the base
of the western footslope penetrated strata corre-
lated with the low-gradient land surface to the
west. Infrared-stimulated luminescence dates con-
firm that the buried, flat land surface was stabilized
around 17.3 ka, whereas the crest of the overlying
dune migrated westward to this position around
6.6 ka (Porat, pers. comm).

Discussion

Development of Maputaland dunefields

Maputaland is characterized by complex dune pat-
terns formed by intact and wind-rift parabolic dune
limbs, coalesced parabolic dune limbs, compound
'welded' parabolic dunes or multiple phases of
parabolic dune accretion to form large megaridge
complexes. The internal structures of typical
Maputaland dune forms identified during the GPR
survey indicate that many parabolic dune limbs are
probably composite features comprising vertically
stacked, accreted sand units. Despite a pronounced
north-south pattern defined by the alignment of
parabolic dune limbs (Fig. 3), the parabolic dunes
profiled at Lulube and Tembe exhibited internal
structures interpreted as indicating a general west-
erly sand transport direction over the dune limbs.
The Ozabeni sinuous crested transverse dune also
migrated toward the west. The typical hummock
dune profiles showed buried truncated dune top-
ography and a northwesterly direction of sand
movement.

Sand accretion and dune remobilization can be
interpreted in the context of the long-term evol-
ution of the dune systems constrained by the pre-
liminary framework of luminescence dates
(Botha & Porat 2000) and the dates obtained from
the buried sand layers identified during the GPR
survey of the sites described. Although palaeo-
environmental evidence from this region is limited
to palynological records from dated Holocene peat
deposits (Mazus 1997; Grundling et al. 1998) and
buried wetland diatomite sediments (Maud et al.
1997), the longer term development of the dune
systems can be assessed relative to the regional ter-
rain morphological and palaeoenvironmental
changes during the Mid- to Late Pleistocene and
Holocene in response to climatic and base level
changes influenced by glacio-eustatic sea-level
fluctuations.

The last glacial cycle included the stepwise coo-
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Fig. 8. (a) Geological map showing the position of the GPR transect over the sinuous crested dune at Mosquito Hill,
Ozabeni wilderness area, relative to the high coastal barrier dune cordon and the incised tributary of the Mkuze River
wetlands. The positions of luminescence dates in the dune crest and the older sand unit beneath the base of the dune
are indicated (Porat, pers. comm.). (See Fig. 4b for legend.) (b) GPR profile and geological interpretation of the sinuous
crested transverse dune forming Mosquito Hill, northern St Lucia wetlands. The profile shows vertical accretion of sand
units and a strong westward transport component shown by cross-stratification. A wedge of sheetwash redistributed sand
buries the base of the dune slipface.

ling and environmental desiccation of the eastern
parts of southern Africa during OIS 3 and 2 preced-
ing the LGM (Botha et al. 1992; Partridge et al
1992). Around 18 ka BP the marine regression
exposed the sandy continental shelf off Maputaland
to a depth of about –125 m (Ramsay 1995, 1996;
Ramsay & Cooper 2002), resulting in drainage
incision to the lowered base level and emergence
of the aeolian sand substrate in the catchment bas-
ins of coastal water bodies (Wright et al. 2000).
This incision of drainage networks in the uncon-
solidated aeolian sand aquifer and long-term draw-
down of groundwater tables was probably rapid
during the marine regression. The geological and
palaeoenvironmental evidence from Maputaland
during the Late Pleistocene and Holocene concurs

broadly with the statement by Kocurek et al.
(2001) that it is 'Widely recognized that the conti-
nental aquifer immediately adjacent to the marine
body adjusts to sea level'. Kocurek et al. (2001)
noted that the water table in some aeolian systems
is a control on the type and rate of accumulation
and defines the depth to which deflation will occur
in the formation of regional bounding surfaces. In
such 'wet' aeolian systems, water table-controlled
deflationary surfaces are created as wind deflation
of sand proceeds to the water table or its capillary
fringe and is represented by a diagnostic planar sur-
face. The regional behaviour of the water table
over time can affect aeolian systems at the basinal
scale when vegetation cover in sandy substrate is
controlled by falling water-table conditions, with
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resultant change from hygrophilous grassland to
drier grassland with a woody shrub component or
forest during longer periods of lowered water table.

The cessation of diatomite accumulation within
Mbazwana area interdune wetlands in the Mkuze
River and Mseleni River/Lake Sibaya catchments
during OIS 2 (Maud et al 1997) can be attributed
to drawdown of the groundwater table due to
stream incision to the lowered sea base level. How-
ever, the present Lake Sibaya basin is elevated at
~20 m a.m.s.l. behind the coastal barrier and the
expansive swamps in the Siyadla catchment drain-
ing into the Kosi lakes system are perched, at least
locally, above the clay-enriched Kosi Bay Forma-
tion aeolian sands. These factors sound a caution-
ary note when directly linking regional water table
to sea level.

The dunes forming the surface of the dry
Tshongwe-Sihangwane megaridge accreted sand
layers, albeit locally and episodically, during OIS
3 and 2 in the terminal stages of the Pleistocene
(~36 ka to 10.8 ka). Sand accreted on parabolic
dune limbs at Sileza (11.5–10.5 ka) and Lulube
(7.9 ka) during the Pleistocene/Holocene transition
when the surficial layers of some dunes near Sih-
angwane and Tembe to the west were also accumu-
lating. The elevated temperatures and humidity
during the Holocene altithermal and a rapid rise in
sea level continued into the Mid-Holocene, when
sea levels reached elevations close to those of the
Eemian high sea-level stands (Ramsay 1995,
1996). It is evident that stabilization of active para-
bolic dune plumes occurred during the Mid- to Late
Holocene, when sustained peat accumulation in
interdune wetlands and deflation hollows after
-7 ka (Grundling et al. 1998) reflected a rise in
regional groundwater-table level. The distinctive
dune/wetland complexes, where vegetation-
stabilized gegenwalle sand ridges occur within sea-
sonally inundated wetlands (Paul 1944; Pye &
Tsoar 1990; Pye 1993), suggest that sand mobiliz-
ation from interdune troughs or intradune deflation
corridors of the common parabolic dune forms on
the Maputaland coastal plain was controlled not
only by changes in vegetation cover but jointly by
seasonally or longer term, cyclically high
groundwater levels.

The Ozabeni wilderness area is characterized by
very extensive wetlands between the coastal barrier
and the Mkuze swamps in the west and is also
bounded by the northeastern shallows of St Lucia
and the Mgobezeleni catchment, which limit the
sand supply area. The westward sand migration of
the sinuous crested dune at the Mosquito Hill tran-
sect could be interpreted as inland migration of a
transgressive coastal barrier parabolic dune com-
plex. However, in this part of the coastal barrier,
the cordon is composed of rubified and locally

calcified Mid- to Late Pleistocene sands, which
implies that this high terrain form was stable and
in existence at the time of the Holocene sand remo-
bilization that resulted from the marine trans-
gression.

The concept of seasonally or cyclically, cli-
matically controlled sand deflation from interdune
wetlands or intradune limb depressions and epi-
sodic accretion onto existing dune structures is sup-
ported by the unusual stacking of sand units on the
asymmetrical western limbs of parabolic dunes sur-
veyed. The long-term evolution of the Maputaland
coastal plain shows a broad correspondence
between the youngest-dated phases of sand mobil-
ization, around 6 ka, and the incidence of peat
deposits in interdune wetlands.

Conclusions

The interpretation of the geomorphic evolution of
Maputaland during the Late Pleistocene and Holo-
cene is inhibited by the lack of natural sections
through the dunes and compounded by poorly pre-
served physical and stratigraphic relationships
between dune forms comprised of variably weath-
ered aeolian sand. GPR traverses were undertaken
over dunes comprising quartz sand in order to
reveal whether the limbs of parabolic dunes are
simple or compound features. The GPR profiles
revealed the complex internal structure of represen-
tative dune forms and elucidated the stratigraphic
relationships in some areas. Large-scale planar
cross-bed foresets, shallow troughs, stacked aeolian
sand units separated by bounding surfaces and
buried dune topography were identified. Several
GPR transects across the limbs of the northward-
extended parabolic dunes at Lulube and a traverse
over a Sileza parabolic dune limb revealed stacked
sand units, suggesting polyphase vertical accretion
on the western dune limb. The hummock dune
form within the hummocky dune complex at Mbaz-
wana displayed a northwesterly sand migration
direction from the apparent dips of inclined reflec-
tions recorded in perpendicular traverses. Sand
transport toward the westerly quadrant was con-
firmed by foresets preserved within a sinuous
crested transverse dune at Ozabeni just inland from
the coastal barrier.

The detail provided by the GPR traverses facili-
tated hand-augering to sample buried sand units at
specific depths and the resultant luminescence
dates provide valuable chronological control on the
periodicity of dune remobilization. Vertical
accretion rates on parabolic dune limbs were prob-
ably variable but sand movement occurred, prob-
ably episodically, over long periods of time, i.e.
25 ka at the Tembe site, as opposed to ~6 ka at the
nearby Sihangwane dune and less than 1 ka on the
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Sileza dune limb. It is clear that, without lumi-
nescence dating, the periodicity of dune remobiliz-
ation cannot be assessed accurately and that the
identification of the internal stratigraphy of dunes
using GPR profiles is necessary for precise sam-
pling of the sequence of accreted sand units.

The situation of many parabolic dune systems
adjacent to seasonal wetlands or development of
temporary lakes within the interlimb corridor sug-
gests that seasonal groundwater fluctuations could
have influenced the polyphase reworking of dunes
or deflation from ephemeral wetlands with
localized accretion on adjacent parabolic dune
limbs. The dominant parabolic and hummocky
dune forms and vertical accretion of sand units sug-
gest that vegetation stabilization of dune limbs,
possibly related to seasonal or longer term, quasi-
cyclical fluctuations in precipitation, was one of the
dominant controls on dune remobilization.
Regional sand movement had ceased by the Mid-
Holocene, when peat swamps occupied many inter-
dune wetlands.

The findings of the GPR survey provide critical
detail of the internal structure of diverse, complex
dune forms which reinforces the interpretation of
the polycyclic evolution of the regional dune sys-
tems based on dune-form mapping supported by
geochronological studies.
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support of KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife personnel, R. Taylor,
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Abstract: A stream cut-bank at Flintstone Hill, Lauder Sandhills, Glacial Lake Hind Basin,
southwestern Manitoba, exposes an extensive Holocene sedimentary sequence. Ground penetrat-
ing radar (GPR) is used to determine lateral continuity of four major stratigraphic units (wetland
complex, Mid-Holocene aeolian dune, sandsheet/fluvial, Late Holocene aeolian dune) and to
image primary sedimentary features within the dune strata. Depth of GPR signal penetration is
only about 5 m. Signal attenuation is attributed to the presence of primarily pedogenic silts/clays
and carbonate- and iron sesquioxide-rich horizons within the sandier units. Nevertheless, the
stratigraphic units are shown by GPR, and confirmed by core data, to be laterally continuous
within the survey area. Finer-scale dune strata are not well displayed in the aeolian units. Signal
attenuation above the Mid-Holocene unit and relatively high iron sesquioxide concentrations
within the unit limit imaging of well-preserved dune foreset strata. In the Late Holocene unit,
depositional strata are poorly preserved and GPR primarily images soil A-horizons formed on
surfaces of temporary stabilization within the dune sediment.

A Holocene sedimentary succession comprising
four major units is displayed along several cut-
bank exposures of the Souris River in the Lauder
Sandhills (Figs 1 & 2). A basal lacustrine/wetland
mud and peat unit (unit A) is overlain by an aeolian
dune sand unit (unit B). This, in turn, is overlain
by a sand and silt fluvial/sand sheet unit (unit C),
and the sequence is capped by another aeolian dune
sand unit (unit D, Fig. 2a). Pedogenic features
include multiple soil A-horizons within unit D and
well-developed clay lamellae in units C2 and D.
Unit Cl has elevated carbonate content. Locally,
unit B has prominent iron and manganese mottles,
especially at the top, and is leached of iron or
gleyed at the base. Figure 2b illustrates this sedi-
mentary sequence and includes dates on some fea-
tures within it; sedimentological analysis and
radiocarbon and luminescence dating of these units
is ongoing (Boyd 2000; Bergstrom et al. 2001,
2002; Running et al. 2001 & unpublished data).

For this study, a ground penetrating radar (GPR)
survey was performed at Flintstone Hill, adjacent
to one of the cut-bank exposures, in order to deter-
mine (1) whether the units exposed in cut-bank
profiles can be traced laterally in radar profiles and
(2) whether sedimentary structures, particularly
dune internal stratigraphy, can be further eluci-

dated. This research is part of a much larger project
to determine landscape evolution in, and human
interaction with, ecologically diverse localities
within the Canadian Plains region (Running et al.
2001; see also website of SCAPE project at
http ://scape.brandonu.ca).

GPR signals reflect prominently from boundaries
between materials with contrasting electrical
impedance (Brewster & Annan 1994). In sedi-
ments, water content exerts a major control on
electrical permittivity, a primary property affecting
impedance. Water content is in turn controlled by
sediment characteristics such as grain size, organic
content and presence of iron oxides, which all
affect the amount of pore water retained in a sedi-
ment (e.g. van Dam & Schlager 2002; van Dam et
al. 2002). Because the four major units of the study
sequence alternate between sandy aeolian sedi-
ments and units of fluvial and lacustrine origin with
elevated silt/clay content, contacts between the
contrasting lithologies are expected to generate
GPR reflections.

GPR has been used with great success in a num-
ber of Holocene aeolian dunes since the early
1990s, when Schenk et al. (1993) published radar
images of the internal stratigraphy of an area of the
Great Sand Dunes in Colorado, USA. Some more

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 47-54. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.

http ://scape.brandonu.ca
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Fig. 1. Location of study site at Flintstone Hill, in the
Lauder Sandhills, southwestern Manitoba, Canada.

recent examples include radar images of the
internal stratigraphy of Namibian desert linear
dunes (Bristow et al. 2000) and studies of coastal
dune history that show phases of dune activity and
dune stabilization in Denmark (Clemmenson et al.
1996) and the mid-Atlantic coast of the USA (Jol
et al. 1998). Clear internal dune stratigraphy is also
imaged in densely wooded parabolic dunes in
North Carolina and Virginia coastal dunes (Jol &
Havholm, unpublished data). Therefore, GPR is
expected to delineate dune strata within the aeolian
component of the sedimentary succession in the
study area.

Setting
Flintstone Hill is in the Lauder Sandhills, a group
of dunefields in the southwestern quadrant of the
Glacial Lake Hind Basin, approximately 80 km
southwest of Brandon, southwestern Manitoba
(Fig. 1). The basin was deglaciated between 12 ka
and 11 ka BP as Glacial Lake Hind formed and
evolved through a series of phases as described by
Sun and Teller (1997). Early on, Glacial Lake Hind
experienced through-flowing drainage at various
times from the north, west and south, and drained
eastward to Lake Agassiz via the Pembina, and
later also the Assiniboine, spillways (phases 2–4 of
Sun and Teller 1997). Glacio-fluvial, -deltaic and -

Fig. 2. (a) Profile 2000-3 in the Souris River cut-bank,
showing units A-D; height of dune crest above river is
about 8 m (see Fig. 3 for location), (b) Schematic rep-
resentation of sedimentary units exposed at Flintstone
Hill. Asterisks mark positions of radiocarbon ages listed
at right (dates from Boyd 2000 and unpublished data).
The explanation also applies to cores and profiles shown
in Figure 4.
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lacustrine sediments filled the basin. As the spill-
way outlets incised, lake level lowered until the
basin was drained. Oak Lake and adjacent wetlands
are the last remnants of the ancestral glacial
meltwater lake.

The sand component of the glaciogenic deposits
is reworked by wind into at least 18 small dune-
fields that are scattered throughout the basin, cover-
ing over 70 km2 (Oak Lake Dunes, see David
1977). The dunes, like most in the Canadian plains,
are parabolic dunes that are currently stabilized and
vegetated (David 1977; Pfeiffer & Wolfe 2002).
Dune arms in the Lauder Sandhills are oriented
WNW-ESE (average orientations for 18 dune clus-
ters range from 96° to 134°, Ollendick et al. 2000),
with arms nearly parallel to the modern average
wind direction (resultant drift direction, Brandon,
126°, Wolfe 2001). Dunes in the small dunefield
that includes Flintstone Hill have dune arms 500-
2000 m long and up to 10 m high.

Methods

The GPR acquisition system used in the study is a
pulseEKKO 100 with a 400 V transmitter and
100 MHz antennae. Step separation is 0.5 m and
antennae separation is 1 m. Basic processing used
to produce the digital profiles (GPR traverses)
includes automatic gain control (AGC), signal satu-
ration correction, trace stacking (horizontal averag-
ing of 3) and point stacking (running average of
7). A near-surface radar velocity measurement of
O.12 m ns– 1 is calculated from a common mid-
point (CMP) survey at the site and is used to deter-
mine signal depth penetration. Topographic map-
ping using a laser level allows correction for terrain
variability and is tied in to a site survey using a
Topcon Total Station and a Trimble ProXRS global
positioning system (GPS), calibrated using a local
base station for increased precision. Ground truth
is provided by both cut-bank exposures and by
4.5 cm diameter cores collected with a Geoprobe
system.

Data

Transects imaged run along the crests of parabolic
dune arms (transects 1rl and 1r2) and perpendicu-
lar to these (transects 1cl-lc3) in order to provide
both information in three dimensions (Fig. 3) and
the fullest imaging possible of the uppermost dune
unit. Of 500 m of transect length collected, 400 m
of representative transect are presented here. The
GPR signal penetrated to approximately 5 m depth
(Fig. 4a–e), which is shallower than expected given
the quartz-rich sand-dominated sedimentary
sequence observed at the site. Nevertheless, radar-
stratigraphic units correlate to stratigraphic units

Fig. 3. Details of GPR transect grid at Flintstone Hill.
Dashed line indicates approximate shape of component
of dune imaged; squares indicate locations of cut-bank
profiles; circles indicate geoprobe cores. GPR transects
denoted with the letter 'r' run parallel to the dune arms.
Transects with the letter 'c' cross the dune arms. Italic-
ized numbers indicate positions (in metres) on each tran-
sect. Only the black portion of transect 1cl is shown in
this paper.

exposed in outcrop. They can be traced laterally
away from the cut-bank exposure and are con-
firmed by core data.

A distinctive subhorizontal reflection separates
two radar-stratigraphic units, an upper and lower
unit, where the lower unit is close enough to the
surface to be imaged (e.g. transect 1r2 position 60-
100 [Fig. 4b]). The lower unit displays some appar-
ent NW-dipping reflections (e.g. transect 1r2 pos-
ition 64-70 [Fig. 4b]) and some apparent SE-
dipping reflections (e.g. transect 1r2 position 85-
94 [Fig. 4b) that may represent the upper portions
of a trough-shaped feature. Dipping strata are also
suggested in the unit on transect 1c2 (position 47-
90 [Fig. 4e]), where they are interrupted by an
irregular subhorizontal reflection (transect 1c2 pos-
ition 49-85 [Fig. 4e]). A small part of another
prominent reflection at the base of the lower unit
is imaged at a depth of 250 ns (transect 1cl pos-
ition 0–4 [Fig. 4c]). However, on a substantial por-
tion of the transects, the signal did not penetrate to
the base of the lower GPR unit.

The upper unit contains examples of concave-
upward reflections up to 20 m wide and 3.5 m deep
(e.g. transect 1r2 position 6-26 [Fig. 4b]), as well
as concave-downward reflections (e.g. transect 1c2
position 20-37 [Fig. 4e]. Apparent SE-dipping
reflections are also present locally, approximately
1.5 m thick (e.g. transect 1rl position 36-50 [Fig.
4a]).

Transect intersections provide a three-
dimensional view locally. The SE-dipping reflec-
tions on transect Irl downlap onto a bowl-shaped
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Fig. 4. GPR transects and profile and core data: (a) transect 1rl, (b) transect 1r2, (c) transect 1c1, (d) transect 1c3,
(e) transect 1c2 (see Fig. 3 for locations and Fig. 2 for explanation of symbols for profiles and cores). Positions of
intersecting transect lines, profiles and cores are shown across the top of each transect. The upper profile in each is
uninterpreted; the lower profile is interpreted. Bold line highlights reflections interpreted as unit C, dashed where
projected. Thinner lines indicate reflections interpreted as dune strata, buried relict dune surfaces or iron mineral
concentrations. The bold line at about 250 ns on transect 1cl in (c) marks a reflection inferred to be the top of unit A.
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feature approximately 5 m wide and 2 m deep at Interpretation
the intersection of transects 1rl and 1c3. A dome-
shaped feature approximately 7 m wide and 3 m A comparison of the radar transects to the cut-bank
deep is imaged at the intersection of transects 1cl profiles and geoprobe cores indicates that the radar-

Fig. 4. (c–e) Continued.

and 1r1. stratigraphic units correspond tothe stratigraphic
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units, although radar signal penetration is rarely
deep enough to reach the wetland complex strata
(unit A). The prominent reflection on transect 1c1,
position 0-5, at about 250 ns (3.5 m depth [Fig.
4c]), probably represents the top of unit A. The
reflection is not extensive enough nor close enough
to any ground-truth points to confirm this interpret-
ation, but the depth and prominence of the reflec-
tion supports it.

The lower radar-stratigraphic unit corresponds to
unit B, which represents a phase of Mid-Holocene
(6760-5350 uncalibrated radiocarbon years before
present/RCYBP) dune migration. Although limited
radar data are available from the unit, dipping
reflections imaged on transect 1r2 (position 60-100
[Fig. 4b]) and transect 1c2 (position 49-90 [Fig.
4e]) suggest troughs. The geometry indicates that
eastward-dipping angle-of-repose foresets observed
in two dimensions in the cut-bank may belong to
trough cross-strata in three dimensions. This would
indicate a migrating dune with a sinuous, rather
than straight, crestline. Alternatively, these troughs
could represent blowout features within the dune
strata. The irregular reflection on transect 1c2
(position 49-85 [Fig. 4e]) may represent an irregu-
lar bounding surface between sets of dune cross-
strata or, more likely, a band of iron oxide staining
that cross-cuts dune foreset strata.

The prominent, laterally continuous subhorizon-
tal reflection at 0 m elevation on the depth scale in
Figure 4 corresponds to unit C, a sandsheet/fluvial
unit deposited between 5350 and 3250 RCYBP.
Unit C contains silty and organic-rich horizons that
retain moisture and thereby elevate electrical per-
mittivity to generate the GPR reflection. The
reflection is imaged in every GPR transect that pen-
etrates to sufficient depth and is confirmed in cores,
suggesting that unit C is continuous in the subsur-
face.

The upper radar-stratigraphic unit corresponds to
unit D, a deposit interpreted as a parabolic dune
that migrated into the area in the Late Holocene
(3250-2470 RCYBP). In most transects, this unit
has a thin (~1 m-thick) upper zone with a chaotic
reflection pattern that, in some areas, resolves itself
downward into more distinct patterns, such as con-
cave-upward, concave-downward and dipping
reflections. Bowl-shaped reflections probably rep-
resent deflation-scour features with soil A-horizon
development, as observed in the cut-bank exposure
(Fig. 2). GPR images suggest that, locally, steeply
dipping foresets are preserved where sand blew
into one of these blowouts, although such strata
were not observed in the exposure (see intersection
of transects 1rl and 1c3 [Fig. 4a & d] and transect
1c2 position 10-26 [Fig. 4e]). Concave-down and
low-angle dipping reflections may represent other
past surfaces of stabilization within the dune unit.

The dome-shaped reflection at the intersection of
transects 1r1 and 1cl (Fig. 4a & c), although steep-1
sided for a dune surface, appears to indicate dune
accretionary stratigraphy; alternatively, it may indi-
cate a buried cultural feature.

Discussion

The limited depth of penetration of the GPR signal,
rarely more than 5 m, was unexpected in the dune
sand-dominated sedimentary succession at Flint-
stone Hill. Quartz-rich sand dunes elsewhere have
been successfully imaged to depths of 15-20 m
(e.g. Jol et al. 1998; Bristow et al. 2000). Signal
attenuation increases as electrical conductivity of
a material increases (Annan 1992), and the study
succession contains several materials that typically
have elevated conductivity. The multiple buried
soil A-horizons in unit D and the organic-rich hor-
izons in unit C have a silt/clay content as high as
9% (e.g. Hopkins & Running 2000). Clay lamellae
in units C2 and D also have a slightly elevated clay
content. Silt/clay-sized particles within coarser
sediments have been shown to cause signal attenu-
ation (Jol & Smith 1991; Jol et al. 1996). Elevated
carbonate content, such as that in unit Cl (up to
5%), also contributes to signal attenuation
(Smith & Jol 1992).

GPR imaging of dune internal stratigraphy is
only partly successful in this study. In outcrop, the
Late Holocene dune sediment (unit D) shows very
limited preservation of primary depositional fea-
tures; a few low-angle wind-ripple laminations
were observed in one profile. Stratigraphy is domi-
nated by surfaces of various shapes (concave-up,
concave-down, sloping) associated with soil A-
horizons. The surfaces represent temporary stabil-
ization during parabolic dune evolution. Reflec-
tions of similar shape and scale are observed in
the radar images. Elevated levels of organics and
silt/clay-sized particles at the surfaces, which pro-
vide greater water-retention capacity, probably
cause reflection of electromagnetic energy at the
surfaces (van Dam & Schlager 2002).

The older (Mid-Holocene) dune unit (unit B) has
good preservation of dune slipface foresets in some
cut-bank profiles and in parts of some cores. Unfor-
tunately, signal attenuation in overlying sediments
provides limited imaging of unit B. Radar transects
display only a few dipping strata. A large-scale
trough may represent a trough-shaped bounding
surface similar to those imaged elsewhere (e.g.
Schenk et al. 1993; Bristow et al. 2000) or possibly
a deflation scour. A prominent, irregular subhori-
zontal reflection near the top of this unit is prob-
ably caused by iron/manganese sesquioxides,
emplaced post-depositionally, which are typically
concentrated near the top and bottom of unit B and
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which cross-cut depositional features more com-
monly than they parallel them. Horizons with elev-
ated iron oxide content have been shown to gener-
ate radar reflections because of increased pore-
water retention relative to smoother quartz grains
(van Dam et al. 2002). Significant attenuation of
GPR signal at this reflection suggests that the moist
iron-stained sediment has a high conductivity.

Conclusions

A GPR survey of the predominantly aeolian Holo-
cene sedimentary succession at Flintstone Hill
allows subsurface imaging of the major strati-
graphic units observed in cut-bank exposures. The
units are traced laterally away from the exposed
sections and further confirmed by core data. Lim-
ited depth of signal penetration (~5 m) is attributed
primarily to pedogenic silt/clay, carbonate and
sesquioxide-rich horizons within the sandy sedi-
ment. Despite the limited depth of penetration,
GPR provides useful data on the stratigraphy of the
area around Flintstone Hill. In areas of low dune
relief, unit C and parts of unit B, and even the top
of unit A, are imaged. With the collection of more
GPR data in dune hollows and areas adjacent to
the dunefield, these units may be traced outward
from Flintstone Hill further to determine their lat-
eral extent.

Fine-scale depositional features of the dune
strata are not as well imaged in this sedimentary
sequence as in some other dune studies. In the
upper dune unit (unit D), dune strata are poorly
preserved in the sediment. In unit D, GPR prim-
arily images the surfaces of temporary stability that
developed soil A-horizons before they were buried
or eroded. In the lower dune unit (unit B), although
dune slipface foresets are well preserved, a combi-
nation of signal attenuation and interference by
iron-rich horizons that cross-cut stratification limit
imaging of primary dune strata. Successful imaging
of some dipping and trough-shaped strata suggests
that more could be learned about the nature of the
dunes that generated this sediment package with
further radar imaging in topographically low areas.
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Abstract: The Danish North Sea coast is characterized by the presence of coastal barrier sys-
tems. One of these systems, the Holmsland Barrier, is a transgressive wave-dominated barrier.
For the purpose of studying large-scale architecture in a transgressive barrier, as well as small-
scale sedimentary structures, a ground penetrating radar (GPR) field experiment has been carried
out. The study focuses on the identification of high-amplitude reflections of the large-scale archi-
tecture of the barrier and the recognition of small-scale structures for interpretation of coastal
processes. The observed radar facies fall into two groups, both interpreted as storm washover
deposits. One group, dominated by parallel to subparallel reflection, is related to the seaward
horizontal stratification in the washover fans. The other group, dominated by sigmoid and oblique
clinoforms, is related to delta foreset stratification, indicating that the washover fans are termin-
ated in standing water. The observations derived from the GPR study of the Holmsland Barrier
suggest that this transgressive barrier is composed almost entirely of washover deposits with
local small amounts of aeolian deposits. This study has shown that the GPR method is outstand-
ing in mapping both large-scale architecture and small-scale internal structures in a coastal bar-
rier.

Coastal barriers are typical morphological features
of dynamic coasts. Many different types exist and
the types of individual barriers at different
locations are primarily related to the interplay
between sea-level change, wave energy, tidal
range, sediment flux, geology and 'initial' mor-
phology. The most common type of coastal barrier,
however, is the transgressive barrier, characterized
by a general landward retreat (e.g. Davis, 1994).

Different barrier types are generally assumed to
contain sedimentary structures that reflect their ori-
gin. Internal structures of present transgressive bar-
rier coasts have traditionally been studied from vib-
rocores and open transects in the unsaturated zone.
In recent years, ground penetrating radar (GPR) has
proved to be a successful tool for studying sedi-
mentary structures in a variety of depositional
environments, such as fluvial environments (e.g.
Beres et al 1999; Vandenberghe & Overmeeren
1999), aeolian environments (e.g. Bristow et al.
2000) and in barriers (Smith & Jol 1992; Jol et
al 1996). The GPR method has the advantage of
producing continuous high-resolution images of

internal sedimentary structures in a non-
destructive, time- and cost-effective way.

The objective of the present study was to
describe and analyse the internal sedimentary struc-
tures in a transgressive barrier coast and, from
these, to obtain an understanding of the processes
forming the barrier. A GPR study was therefore
carried out on the Holmsland Barrier, a highly
dynamic, wave-dominated, transgressive coastal
barrier along the central part of the Danish North
Sea coast (Fig. 1).

Geomorphological and geological settings

The study area is on the northern part of the 30 km-
long and 2 km-wide Holmsland Barrier along the
Danish North Sea coast (Fig. 1). The barrier is
wave-dominated and the tidal range is between
0.5 m and 0.8 m, but wind stress during severe
storms can add more than 2 m of set-up to the sea
level; this normally occurs several times each win-
ter. The inlet between the North Sea and the lagoon

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 55-65. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00 ©
The Geological Society of London 2003.
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Fig. 1. Location map of the Holmsland Barrier along the
Danish North Sea coast, showing GPR lines 1-5. (For
GPR line 1 see Fig. 2; for sections of GPR line 2, located
at 'a', 'b' and 'c', see Figs 3, 4 & 5 respectively.)

(Ringk0bing Fjord) is situated at Hvide Sande (Fig.
1) and is controlled by a sluice lock.

The study area was glaciated several times dur-
ing the Quaternary. The last glaciation did not
reach the area and its terminal moraine is located
approximately 50 km north and 80 km east of the
study area. The geomorphology of the area, how-
ever, is strongly influenced by sediments from earl-
ier glaciations. It was assumed that the area has not
experienced Holocene sea levels higher than those
at present (Krog 1979), although a number of sea-
level fluctuations close to the present level have
probably occurred (Morner 1976).

Along the major part of the North Sea coast,
including the study area, the coast is replenished
by the Danish Coastal Authorities in order to pre-
vent an otherwise natural coastal retreat of the bar-
rier (Kystinspektoratet 1998). Prior to the coastal
replenishment programme, old back-barrier marsh
deposits were locally observed on the North Sea
foreshore as a consequence of the landward
migration of the barrier (Andersen 1963). The
present net longshore littoral transport is southward
(Laustrup et al 2000).

GRP experiment

The GPR method images sedimentary structures in
the ground that are related to changes in dielectric
properties. The GPR method operates by transmit-
ting a very short electromagnetic pulse into the
ground using an antenna. Abrupt changes in dielec-

tric properties cause some of the electromagnetic
energy to be reflected back to the ground surface,
where it is recorded and amplified by a receiving
antenna. The recorded signal is registered as ampli-
tude and polarity versus two-way travel time. The
signal is processed and displayed as a GPR profile,
in which the vertical axis is expressed as two-way
travel time in nanoseconds (ns) and the horizontal
axis is a distance axis along the measured survey
line in the field. The vertical axis can be converted
to depth or elevation if the radar-wave velocity in
the penetrated material is determined. A detailed
description of the GPR method can be found in,
e.g., Davis and Annan (1989).

Survey details

GPR data were collected along four east-west-
oriented 1.4-1.9 km lines and a 10km mainly
north-south-oriented line. The east-west-oriented
GPR lines 1-4 run across the Holmsland Barrier
from the beach at the North Sea coast over the fore-
dunes toward the lagoon behind the barrier (Fig.
1). The north-south-oriented GPR line 5 crosses
the east-west-oriented GPR lines (Fig. 1). The
GPR lines are partly located on footpaths in the
vegetated dunefield and back-barrier area as well as
on gravel roads in an area with summer residences.

The GPR data were collected in step moode with
a Sensors and Software Inc. pulseEKKO 100 sys-
tem equipped with a 400 V transmitter and 100
MHz antennae. The data were sampled with a step
size of 0.5 m and aim antenna spacing.

Data processing

Standard processing included dewowing and a
three-point time filtering, as well as scaling using
automatic gain control (AGC). An AGC time win-
dow of one or four pulse-widths was used. AGC
with a time window of four pulse-widths enhances
relatively strong reflections, whereas an AGC with
a time window of one pulse-width amplifies all
reflections equally. The latter gain is used when
low-amplitude reflections from internal structures
need to be studied.

Topographic correction based on cartographic
information was applied to all profiles.

Velocity determination by borehole log
correlation

Two auger drillings with liner are located on the
GPR profile 1 at Drilling 1 (at station 833 m) and
Drilling 2 (at station 1696 m) (Figs 1 & 2). Drilling
1 goes through well-sorted, medium-grained sand
to a depth of 5.5 m, where it hits a clay-rich layer
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Fig. 2. GPR line 1 and line drawings (in full length, separated into four sections) showing major sedimentary struc-
tures. R1-R3 (heavy lines), continuous high-amplitude reflections; RG (grey line), interpreted as the groundwater
table. The depth conversion is based on a velocity of 0.06 m ns"1.
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Fig. 2. Continued.
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and is terminated. The groundwater table is
detected at a depth of 1.9 m. A reflector at 30 ns
is interpreted as a reflection from the groundwater
table, resulting in a velocity of 0.13 m ns"1 for the
unsaturated sand. The top of the clay-rich layer at
5.5 m correlates with a high-amplitude reflection at
137 ns, resulting in an interval velocity of
0.06 mns"1 for the saturated sand. At Drilling 2,
the lithology is sand with thin layers of peat and
marine clay above 3.7 m and till below. The
groundwater table was detected at a depth of 1 m.
It has only been possible to correlate the top of the
till layer to a reflection in the GPR profile. This
resulted in an average velocity of 0.07 m ns"1. The
velocities found from correlation with the drill logs
are consistent with velocities for equivalent
materials reported in the literature (e.g. Davis and
Annan 1989).

Because of topographic variations and a dipping
groundwater table, it was not practical to use an
elevation scale, which takes into account velocity
change at the groundwater table. Therefore, the
elevation scale is based on a velocity of
0.06 mns"1, found to be valid for saturated sand
in this area.

Observations and interpretations

The description and characterization of the GPR
profiles fall into two parts. The first part charac-
terizes the continuous, high-amplitude reflections
that separate the GPR sections into main units. In
the second part, focus is on radar-facies analysis of
low- to medium-amplitude reflections. The descrip-
tions follow the terminology of radar sequence and
radar-facies analyses (e.g. Beres & Haeni 1991;
Gawthorpe et al 1993).

Continuous high-amplitude reflections

Descriptions of the high-amplitude reflections are
exemplified in GPR line 1 (Fig. 2). For practical
reasons GRP lines 2-4 are not displayed. The pat-
tern of high-amplitude reflections is similar in all
four east-west profiles (lines 1-4); thus the
description of line 1 covers all GRP profiles.

Line 1 is presented as a GPR profile as well as
a line drawing in Figure 2. The GPR profile is
scaled with AGC with a time window of four
pulse-widths, such that the amplitude ratio is pre-
served. Thereby, a few continuous, relatively high-
amplitude reflections appear clearly.

The stratigraphically lowest-lying high-
amplitude reflection (Rl) is nearly continuous
across the barrier from the back of the foredunes
at a depth of about 7 m to the end of the GPR line,
600 m from the lagoon shore (Fig. 2). Rl is con-
tinuous, almost straight, partly paired and has a

slight seaward (westward) dip, except in the west-
ernmost part. The apparent eastward dip in the
westernmost part may be due to errors in the topo-
graphic correction. The signal is strongly attenu-
ated below this reflector.

In the western part of the profile, a continuous,
almost straight reflection (R2) dips slightly east-
ward and apparently downlaps onto the lower high-
amplitude reflection (Rl) at about position 550 m
(Fig. 2).

An uppermost-lying, continuous high-amplitude
reflection (R3) is found in the western part, straight
and slightly eastward-dipping until it reaches a pos-
ition of 700 m, where it becomes hummocky and
closer to the surface (Fig. 2). At about 1050 m, R3
starts to dip eastward and at 1140 m it downlaps
onto reflection Rl at a depth of about 4 m. Below
the foredunes in the western part (see Fig. 2),
reflection R3 lies below another high-amplitude
reflection (RG). In the rest of the profile, RG
becomes a medium- to low-amplitude and partly
discontinuous to continuous reflection.

Internal structures from low- and medium-
amplitude reflections
Low- to medium-amplitude reflections display
internal structures of the barrier. Several types of
radar facies have been identified. One radar facies,
which consists mainly of subhorizontal parallel
reflections, appears in all GPR lines, although it is
most prominent at the westernmost part and at the
very eastern end of the profiles close to the
lagoon shore.

Another prominent radar facies in the western
part of the GPR lines consists of parallel, slightly
eastward-dipping reflections, which are continuous
at distances of 50-200 m. This radar facies is illus-
trated in an 80 m-long section from the western
part of GPR line 2 (Fig. 3). Some reflections down-
lap onto a basal, continuous high-amplitude reflec-
tion (at about 120ns).

Further eastward, radar facies are characterized
by short, eastward, steeper-dipping reflections.
These radar facies are displayed in Figures 4 and
5. In Figure 4, the two steeply dipping sequences
are separated by a straight, continuous, slightly
eastward-dipping reflection between 90 ns and
130 ns. The lower sequence of inclined reflections
consists of sigmoid clinoforms downlapping onto
a lower, continuous high-amplitude reflection. To
the east, between 1200 m and 1240 m (Fig. 4), the
reflections gradually become more divergent. The
upper sequence of steeply inclined reflections con-
sists of a mixture of oblique and sigmoid clino-
forms that downlap onto the straight, slightly
dipping reflection separating the two inclined
sequences. The reflections in the sequence are



Fig. 3. Section of GPR line 2 (located at 'a' in Fig. 1) showing: (a) prominent continuous low-angle dipping reflections from the seaward barrier, and (b) these reflections
highlighted. The reflections are interpreted as horizontal stratified deposits in the proximal part of a washover fan. The depth conversion is based on a velocity of 0.06 m ns–1.



Fig. 4. Section of GPR line 2 (located at 'b' in Fig. 1) showing (a) two sets of prominent, steeply dipping reflections and (b) these reflections highlighted. The reflections are
interpreted as two sets of delta foresets deposited in the distal part of a washover fan. The depth conversion is based on a velocity of 0.06 m ns– 1 .



Fig. 5. Section of GPR line 2 (located at 'c' in Fig. 1) showing (a) prominent steeply dipping reflections and (b) these reflections highlighted. The reflections are interpreted
as delta foresets deposited in the distal part of the washover fan. The depth conversion is based on a velocity of 0.06 m ns–1.
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bounded above by discontinuous parallel reflec-
tions. The reflections in the upper sequence have a
steeper dip than those in the lower sequence. At
100 m (Fig. 5) further east, a sequence with even
more steeply dipping reflections is found. In this
sequence, the radar facies is characterized by sets
of small, parallel oblique clinoforms that toplap
onto larger sigmoidal clinoforms. All clinoforms
downlap on a continuous high-amplitude reflection
at about 150 ns.

Interpretations and discussions

The observed pattern, with internal structures
dominated by parallel, subparallel and low-angle
dipping reflections in the seaward half of the GPR
lines (Fig. 3), and with sequences of steeper-
dipping sigmoidal and oblique prograding clino-
forms in the other half of the profile (Figs 4 &
5), corresponds to internal sedimentary structures
discussed as storm washover fans (Schwartz 1975,
1982). According to Schwartz (1975, 1982), the
seaward part of a washover fan has a horizontal
stratification and, where the washover fan termin-
ates in a pond or a lagoon, delta foreset stratifi-
cation will develop. The parallel, subparallel and
low-angle dipping reflections are therefore inter-
preted as the horizontal stratified part of a wash-
over fan. The steeper-dipping sigmoidal and
oblique clinoforms indicate that the washover fans
terminated in shallow standing water and are there-
fore interpreted as delta foresets (Figs 4 & 5).

The continuous, high-amplitude reflections (Rl,
R2 and R3 in Fig. 2) are interpreted as boundaries
between individual sequences of washover
deposits. Information from boreholes in the barrier
indicates that some high-amplitude reflections can
be caused by a thin layer of peat or clay at the
boundaries. Drilling 1 on GPR line 1 (Fig. 2) pen-
etrated through reflection R3 without giving a clear
indication of the cause of this reflection. Only a
slight increase in organic material in an otherwise
homogeneous sand is observed. The hummocky
part of reflection R3 in the central part of the bar-
rier (Fig. 2) is interpreted as a buried dunefield. At
Drilling 2 on GPR line l(Fig. 2), in the northern-
most part of the barrier, the lower-lying high-
amplitude reflection Rl, which can be followed
across the entire barrier, is correlated with the
boundary between the glaciogenic sediments and
the overlying barrier sediments. Other borehole
logs in the northern part of the barrier also report
glaciogenic sediments found at a depth of 5-10 m.
The topmost high-amplitude reflection, RG, begin-
ning at the foredunes, is interpreted as the
groundwater table (Fig. 2). The reflection of the
groundwater table can be followed as a medium-

to low-amplitude reflection across the rest of the
profile (Fig. 2).

Figure 6a displays line drawings of GPR lines
1-4 and thus the internal structures of the northern
Holmsland Barrier (see Fig. 1 for location of
profiles). In Fig. 6b, the corresponding interpret-
ations of sedimentary structures of the profiles are
shown for each individual line. All four profiles
have comparable patterns and the individual major
units, separated by the high-amplitude reflections,
are correlated using the crossing GPR line 5.
Therefore, the profiles are divided into major units,
valid for all four profiles, and subdivided into
structural units according to the radar facies, fol-
lowing the interpretations described above. The
present aeolian dunes are the top unit (TU). The
TU is confined to the active foredune area. Small
shallow dunes also exist eastward, but are included
in the stratigraphically upper unit (UU). The UU
is the unit above reflection R3. The topmost part
(UU-1) consists of low-angle washover deposits
and the lower part (UU-2) is the terminal high-
angle continuation of UU-1, with abundant delta
foresets. In line 2, a part of the UU is interpreted
as aeolian deposits (UU-3). The middle unit (MU),
below the UU, is divided into a washover subunit
and an aeolian subunit. The GPR signal is gener-
ally attenuated below reflection R3, and internal
structures are therefore less pronounced. There are,
however, both low- and high-angle washover
deposits locally in MU-1. The MU-1 forms a
landward-sloping wedge and the aeolian part of the
middle unit (MU-2) is draped onto the terminal
part of MU-1, where it continues landward for a
short distance. It has not been possible to deduce
any clear internal structures from the lower unit
(LU), because of the attenuation of the GPR signal
below reflection R2. It is likely that this unit also
comprises washover deposits, but this has not
been verified.

Summary and conclusions

The Holmsland Barrier, a transgressive barrier
along a wave-dominated part of the Danish North
Sea coast was studied using GPR. Four GPR lines
were shot across the barrier and a fifth profile was
surveyed parallel with the barrier to enable strati-
graphical correlation between the four GPR
cross-sections.

A few continuous high-amplitude reflections
occurring across the barrier were used to divide the
stratigraphy into several radar facies and individual
sedimentary sequences. The various radar facies
observed can be divided into three main groups.
One group, consisting of parallel, subparallel and
low-angle dipping reflections, is interpreted as
horizontal stratified washover deposit, whereas the



Fig. 6. Cross-sections of the Holmsland Barrier, (a) GPR lines 1–4 displayed as line drawings, (b) Geomorphological and stratigraphical interpretation. TU (top unit), active
aeolian dunes. UU (upper units): UU-1, most recent washover deposits divided into parallel stratification; UU-2, delta foresets; UU-3, aeolian deposits. MU (middle units): MU-
1 older Washover deposits- MU-2 aeolian deposits IU (lower Units). Iu LU (lower units): LU-I, oldest unit, presumably washover deposits
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second group, dominated by sigmoidal and oblique
clinoforms is interpreted as delta foresets related to
washover deposits terminating in standing water.
The third group represents aeolian deposits, with a
chaotic appearance.

Observations of internal structures in the Holms-
land Barrier, derived from four GPR crosssections,
all suggest that the coastal barrier is composed
almost entirely of washover deposits, with aeolian
deposits locally.

The several sequences of washover deposits, as
well as the presence of buried dunefields, suggest
that general dynamic conditions have shifted dur-
ing the development of the barrier, going from
high-dynamic periods, with frequent storm wash-
over, to calm periods with surface stabilization.
The shifts are presumably linked to climate fluctu-
ations. However, datings are required to document
the frequency of both the long-term depositional
cycles and the short-term individual washover
events, and to link these shifts to climate fluctu-
ations.
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Abstract: Ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys were used to identify three distinct sea-level
highstands within the oxygen isotope stage (OIS) 5-equivalent sediments of the Quaternary Cape
May Formation in southern New Jersey. The three units, QCMla, QCMlb, and QCMlc, are
designated as submembers of the Cape May 1 member. The transgressive ravinement surfaces
(TRS) forming the bounding unconformities of these units are recognized as laterally extensive
reflections on the radar records and have been corroborated as gravel lag deposits and associated
lithological discontinuities in continuous vibracores and hand-augered boreholes. GPR and litho-
logical data have been used to interpret these highstand deposits in a sequence-stratigraphic
framework. These units are thin (3 m or less), lithologically similar and present limited geo-
morphic expression of their individual existence beneath a low terrace (+6 m to mean sea
level/MSL) on the northern margin of Delaware Bay. In the upper two units, QCMlb and
QCMla, radar surveys across subtle, bay-margin parallel, sublinear topographic highs of 3 m
relief or less in the Jones Island area reveal internal structures consistent with geomorphic
interpretation as stranded estuarine shorelines. The newly identified shoreline complexes are
located well bayward of, and lower in elevation than, the commonly accepted +5 m to +6 m
MSL OIS 5e shoreline. This older shoreline abuts the Cedarville Scarp and is attributed to the
sea-level highstand associated with QCMla. GPR was also used to accurately place vibracores
for gathering samples of the three units for optically stimulated luminescence dating. Together,
these three highstand deposits record sea-level fluctuations within OIS 5, at time scales shorter
than those commonly recognized in the mid-Atlantic region.

A complex record of Cenozoic sea-level change is the Delaware Bay estuary (Fig. 1). In this area,
preserved in the siliciclastic sediments of the mid- O'Neal (1997) and O'Neal and McGeary (2002)
Atlantic coastal plain of North America. During the identified six emergent sediment units deposited
past few decades, third- and fourth-order sea-level during climate-induced fifth-order sea-level high-
cycles (106-105 yr) (Ma-100 Ka) have been ident- stands of Mid- to Late Pleistocene age within the
ified in the region in lithological cores and sand Cape May Formation.
and gravel quarries (Owens & Denny 1979; In global climate and sea-level change studies,
Owens & Minard 1979; Mixon 1985; Sugarman et the last warm-climate, interglacial period
al 1993; Ramsey 1997; Newell et al. 2000), and (Sangamonian) is often used as a model for under-
seismic surveys obtained on the adjacent continen- standing the potential for future change within the
tal shelf (Colman & Mixon 1988; Toscano et al. current interglacial episode. This time period corre-
1989; Colman et al. 1990; Sheridan et al. 2000). sponds in part with marine oxygen isotope stage
The delineation of less extensive sedimentary sue- (OIS) 5, with the peak warmth and highest sea lev-
cessions recording fifth-order cycles (105-104yr) els attributed to a narrow time range of a few ka
(100 Ka-10 Ka) has proven problematic due to the during substage 5e, centred at 125 ka (Fig. 2).
spatial constraints of coring and the low Uncertainties exist, however, regarding short-term
(comparatively) resolution of the seismic method, fluctuations (104-103 yr) (10 Ka-Ka) in tempera-
In recent studies, however, ground penetrating tures and sea levels during OIS 5, making compari-
radar (GPR) has been successfully used in strati- sons with the present difficult. Recent efforts in the
graphic studies on the coastal lowlands adjacent to mid-Atlantic region to identify higher than present

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 67-77. 0305-8719/03/$15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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Fig. 1. (a) Inset map of mid-Atlantic region of North America, showing location of Delaware Bay. (b) Map of southern
New Jersey showing study area, shaded outcrop pattern of Quaternary Cape May Formation (modern salt marsh
omitted), Cedarville Scarp, Delaware Bay and the Cape May Peninsula. Generalized topography adapted from USGS
1 : 100 000 metric series maps (modified from O'Neal & McGeary 2002).

Fig. 2. Stacked, smoothed SPECMAP marine oxygen
isotope curve plotted versus age. Odd-numbered sub-
stages 5a, 5c and 5e are labelled (modified from Imbrie
et al. 1984).

OIS 5 highstand deposits (and hence warm-climate
deviations) younger than substage 5e have suffered
from difficult stratigraphic (Szabo 1985; Wehmiller
et al. 1992; Wehmiller & Miller 2000) or geoch-
ronological (Ramsey 1993, 1997) control. On a
global scale, the debate continues as to whether

substage 5e is the only OIS 5 time period to record
sea levels higher than present (Toscano 1992; Lud-
wig et al 1996; Toscano & Lundberg 1999;
Hearty & Kaufman 2000). The need for refinement
of the OIS 5 highstand record with good strati-
graphic and geochronological control is clear.

Study area and goals

The Quaternary sediments of the Cape May Forma-
tion occupy two broad, gently sloping terraces, sep-
arated by the Cedarville Scarp (Fig. 1), along the
northern margin of Delaware Bay in southern New
Jersey, and are subdivided into three members,
Cape May 1, 2 and 3, in increasing age order
(Newell et al. 2000). These estuarine-marine
deposits were emplaced during Mid- to Late Pleis-
tocene sea-level highstands and stratigraphically
overlie the fluvial Miocene-Pliocene Bridgeton
Formation and the marine Miocene Cohansey For-
mation. The Cenozoic geologic history of the
region is summarized in Newell et al. (2000) and
O'Neal and McGeary (2002).

O'Neal and McGeary (2002) used 50 MHz GPR,
vibracores and hand-augered boreholes to delineate
four submembers of Cape May 3 beneath the older,
upper terrace that slopes gently from +18 m to
+9 m mean sea level (MSL). In this same study,
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Cape May 1 and 2, and the modern salt marsh,
were found to underlie the younger lower terrace
that slopes from +6 m to MSL. The two terraces
are separated by the Cedarville Scarp, formed by
erosion during the sea-level cycles that deposited
the sediments of Cape May 1 and 2. Two of the
radar lines used in that study, CVS and CV4, are
shown crossing the Cedarville Scarp from the
upper to lower terrace in Figure 3.

O'Neal et al. (2000) used amino acid racemiz-
ation dating to place age estimates equivalent to
OIS 9 and/or OIS 11 on the submembers of Cape
May 3. These estimates fit well with other local
and global coastal records (Belknap 1979; Riggs &
Belknap 1988; Wehmiller et al. 1992; Hearty et
al 1999a, b; El-Asmar & Wood 2000; Hearty &
Kaufman 2000; Rostami et al 2000) and suggest,
by stratigraphic position, that Cape May members
2 and 1 correlate with highstands during OIS 7 or
9, and 5, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the study location on the lower
terrace in the Jones Island area of southern New Jer-
sey (see inset in Fig. 1 for regional location). This
broad, nearly flat terrace is bordered by Delaware
Bay and the Cedarville Scarp. It is separated into a
wide, fringing salt marsh in the lowland section and
a gently undulating plain in the upland. The
interfluves of the upland contain low-relief (3 m or
less) sublinear topographic highs that roughly parallel
the modern bay margin. A network of small rivers
and creeks drains both terraces, forming meandering
tidal channels across the salt marsh. Tilled agriculture
is the predominant land use in the upland areas.

The primary goals of this investigation were to
delineate and date unconformity-bounded high-
stand deposits, presumably stemming from separ-
ate sea-level cycles, within the OIS 5-equivalent
sediments of the Cape May Formation as defin
by Newell et al (2000) and O'Neal and McGeary
(2002). An additional goal was to use GPR to accu-

Fig. 3. Location map of GPR profiles JI1-4 in the Jones Island area. Also shown are hand-augered boreholes and
vibracores obtained during this study. 50 MHz GPR profiles of O'Neal and McGeary (2002) are shown relative to
the Cedarville Scarp. Elevation contours adapted from the Cedarville USGS 7.5 topographic quadrangle map.
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rately locate optimal areas for vibracoring super-
posed highstand units, providing good stratigraphic
control for optically stimulated luminescence
(OSL) dating. Based on the geomorphology of the
lower terrace, the linear feature of Jones Island was
chosen for GPR investigation as a possible
stranded shoreline of an OIS 5 sea-level event
younger than substage 5e. The shoreline of this 5e
event is seen well inland and is represented by the
Cedarville Scarp (Figs 1 & 3).

Methods

GPR use in coastal areas has proved successful in
delineating sedimentary structures (Leatherman
1987; Jol & Smith 1991, 1992a, b; Meyers et al
1994; Bridge et al. 1995; Jol et al. 1996), locating
buried palaeochannels (Wyatt & Temples 1996;
O'Neal & McGeary 2002) and interpreting Holo-
cene coastal geomorphic development (FitzGerald
et al. 1992; Hill & FitzGerald 1992; van Heteren
et al. 1994). Recent coastal stratigraphic GPR stud-
ies in the Delaware Bay region include O'Neal
(1997) and O'Neal and McGeary (2002).

The GPR used in this study was a 250 MHz,
broadband Noggin system, manufactured by Sen-
sors and Software, Inc. This fixed-separation,
bistatic system is a tow-behind model that produces
a non-alterable graphic output from initial user-
specified wave velocity/depth profile (initial wave
velocity selection of 0.l mns^1 was verified by
corroboration of major reflections with lithology in
boreholes), stacking and collection interval values.
Though topographic correction was not possible
with the final output, this unit was chosen for its
speed of operation and small size. Manual correc-
tion for the subtle topography encountered in the
field area was considered a reasonable trade-off for
the constraints imposed by long profiles collected
in the width of one row in an agricultural field.

Sediments from superposed highstand units
identified in this study were collected in situ via
vibracore and processed for OSL dating at the Uni-
versity of Illinois in Chicago. A multiple aliquot
additive dose method was applied to quartz grains
in the 100-150 jum size fraction. Green light
(540 nm) stimulation was used to excite natural and
laboratory-induced luminescence, and the resulting
emission was isolated with Corning 7-59 and 5-58
filters and measured by a standard photomultiplier
tube. The total bleach method was used to calculate
equivalent doses. An exponential fit was used to
model the additive (3 dose response with interp-
olation to the solar reset level at <20% of the high-
est applied p dose. The equivalent dose was calcu-
lated as a mean value for integrals between 3 and
90 seconds after initial exposure to green exci-
tation. The dose rate was determined from Uran-

ium and Thorium content, measured by a-coun-
ting, and from 40K% measured by inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The
OSL dating methods used in this study are fully
described in Forman et al. (2000).

Results

Stratigraphic framework

During the course of this investigation, approxi-
mately 2.3 km of GPR data were collected in four
continuous profiles in the Jones Island area (Fig.
3). Profiles JI4, JI2, JI1 and JI3, in landward to
bayward order (Figs 4, 5 & 6) were acquired to
resolve the sea-level highstand stratigraphy of the
OIS 5 deposits across and bayward of this topo-
graphic high.

In the interpretive Figures 4, 5 and 6, only major
reflections exhibiting characteristics of the uncon-
formities that bound sea-level highstand deposits
are labelled. Though none of the major reflections
was truncated by another, smaller internal reflec-
tions, indicative of sedimentary deposition, are
seen to be truncated from above, or to downlap
onto, these major reflections throughout the pro-
files. Each major reflection is designated an alpha-
betical label that is consistent throughout the pro-
files.

Because the lithology throughout the area is pre-
dominantly sand on sand, deposited in intertidal to
shallow subtidal zones, coarse sands and gravelly
sands encountered in cores and boreholes are con-
sidered possible evidence of a bounding uncon-
formity along a transgressive ravinement surface
(TRS). The coarse sediments of a TRS in a sil-
iciclastic setting are deposited in a nearly continu-
ous, bayward-sloping sheet in the high-energy
environment of an active shoreline cutting into and
riding over underlying deposits during a rise in sea
level (Nummedal & Swift 1987). The combination
of a laterally continuous major reflection that
coincides with substantial coarse sand and gravelly
sand deposits was considered evidence of such an
unconformity in this study. Coarse sand, granules
and pebbles are abundant in the adjacent, fluvial
Miocene Bridgeton Formation, which serves as the
source of much of the sediment in the Quaternary
Cape May Formation (O'Neal & McGeary 2002).

The geometry of the reflections shown in the
GPR profiles in Figures 4, 5 and 6 was combined
with lithology from boreholes, and with vibracores
and topographic data from transit surveys, to pro-
duce the sequence-stratigraphic cross-section
shown in Figure 7. A vertical exaggeration of 75 X
was used to enhance the subtle topography.

Reflection A appears at an elevation slightly
above MSL on the northeastern (landward) end of
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Fig. 4. 250 MHz GPR profile JI4 and interpretations collected in the Jones Island area of southern New Jersey. Promi-
nent reflections A and B represent transgressive ravinement surfaces (TRS) forming the bounding unconformities of
the OIS 5-age highstand units QCMla and QCMlb, as identified in this study. The central section of profile JI4 is
redundant and has been omitted here due to space constraints.

Fig. 5. 250 MHz GPR profile JI2 and interpretations collected in the Jones Island area of southern New Jersey. Promi-
nent reflections A, B and C represent transgressive ravinement surfaces (TRS) forming the bounding unconformities
of the OIS 5-age highstand units QCMla, QCMlb and QCMlc, as identified in this study.

GPR line JI4 (Fig. 4) and correlates well with the
base of the OIS 5-equivalent Cape May 1 deposits
identified by O'Neal and McGeary (2002) near the
Cedarville Scarp (Figs 1 & 3). The reflection may
be traced discontinuously southwest (bayward) at
this elevation until it begins to slope more steeply,
midway along GPR line JI2 (Fig. 5). Coarse, grav-
elly sands were found at the same elevation as
reflection A in boreholes ODOO-J10 and J6 (Fig.
7). A projection of the sloping reflection from JI2
bayward correlates well with the gravel unit
encountered at the base of vibracore OD99-J3 (Fig.

7). These lines of evidence suggest that reflection
A is a TRS, forming the lower bounding uncon-
formity of the lowermost unit in Cape May 1, here-
in designated QCMla. This unit cuts into and
overlies Cape May 2 (QCM2) (Fig. 7).

Reflection B appears at an elevation of +2m
MSL on the northeastern (landward) end of GPR
line JI4 (Fig. 4), dipping gently to an elevation of
—hi.5 m MSL on the southwestern end of the pro-
file. Allowing for topographic correction (Fig. 4),
this reflection slopes gently landward to the north-
east and bayward to the southwest, peaking beneath
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Fig. 7. Sequence-stratigraphic cross section of the Jones Island area, southern New Jersey, showing the interpretation
of OIS 5-age highstand units QCMla, QCMlb and QCMlc, as identified in this study. Lithology from boreholes and
vibracores, ground penetrating radar profile locations and OSL dating sites are also shown. HST, highstand systems
tract; RST, regressive systems tract; TST, transgressive systems tract.

the crest of the topographic high near borehole
ODOO-J10. Reflection B maintains this elevation
(-+1.5 m) midway through GPR line JI2 (Fig. 5),
where it dips to approximately MSL. With minor
deviations, this reflection maintains this orientation
across GPR profiles III and JI3 (Fig. 6) before
dipping more steeply bayward. From the northeast
(landward), boreholes ODOO-J11 and J8 (Fig. 7)
reveal coarse sand at the elevation of reflection B,
while boreholes ODOO-J10 and J6, and vibracores
OD99-J1 and J2, encountered a gravelly coarse
sand deposit (Fig. 7). Together, this evidence sug-
gests that reflection B is a TRS, forming the lower
bounding unconformity of an intermediate unit in
Cape May 1, herein designated QCMlb. The dif-
ference in lithology along the TRS of reflection B,

most pronounced beneath the topographic high in
profile JI4 (Fig. 4), suggests a decrease in energy
as sea level reached its maximum elevation during
the highstand of this time (Fig. 7).

The third major reflection encountered in this
radar investigation, reflection C, appears abruptly
from just below land surface on the southwestern
(bayward) end of GPR line JI2 (Fig. 5). This
reflection truncates smaller, internal reflections of
unit QCMlb below and may be traced at an elev-
ation of ~+l m MSL across GPR lines JI1 and JI3
(Fig. 6). Near the southwest (bayward) end of pro-
file JI3, reflection C dips bayward to an elevation
of — 1 m MSL. Gravelly coarse sands were found
at the elevation of reflection C in vibracores OD99-
Jl and J2 (Fig. 7). Projection of this sloping reflec-

Fig. 6. 250 MHz GPR profiles JI3 and JI1 and their interpretations collected in the Jones Island area of southern
New Jersey. Prominent reflections B and C represent transgressive ravinement surfaces (TRS) forming the bounding
unconformities of the OIS 5-age highstand units QCMla, QCMlb and QCMlc, as identified in this study.
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tion bayward correlates well with the gravelly
coarse sand deposit found at the base of the middle
unit (below the salt-marsh deposits) in vibracore
OD99-J3 (Fig. 7). This projection, and the absence
of a third highstand unit in vibracore OD99-J3,
indicates that unit QCMlb has been truncated by
the TRS coincident with reflection C. These lines
of evidence suggest that this TRS forms the lower
bounding unconformity of the uppermost Cape
May 1 unit identified in this study. This unit is her-
ein designated QCMlc.

Radar stratigraphy

Reflections A and B respectively form the lower
and upper bounding unconformities of unit
QCMla. Internal reflections in this unit, throughout
the radar profiles shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6, are
generally flat-lying to gently bayward-dipping.
Borehole ODOO-J6 and vibracores OD99-J1, J2 and
J3 (Fig. 7) reveal the lithology of this unit to be
predominantly medium, pebbly sand, with
occasional silt and fine sand (above the basal
gravel). Together, this evidence suggests depo-
sition in a sandy offshore/bay-bottom environment.
In contrast, the lithology of QCMla coarsens land-
ward of borehole ODOO-J6, shown in the coarse
sands and gravels of boreholes ODOO-J10, J8 and
111 (Fig. 7). Together with the landward-dipping
internal reflections in profile JI4 (Fig. 4) beneath
borehole ODOO-J10, these data suggest higher
energy deposition, possibly as sand and gravel bars
in a shallow, offshore or bay-bottom environment.

Unit QCMlb is bounded by reflection B and the
modern land surface across most of GPR profiles
JI4 (Fig. 4) and JI2 (Fig. 5). Bayward of borehole
ODOO-J10 in Figure 4, the internal reflections vary
between dipping landward and bayward. Above the
basal gravel (TRS) in this borehole is a medium
to coarse sand deposit (Fig. 7). The lithology and
internal reflections at this location suggest depo-
sition in a shallow nearshore to shoreface environ-
ment, possibly as foreshore bars welding onto a
shoreface. The landward-dipping internal reflec-
tions landward of borehole ODOO-J10, composed
of medium, pebbly and silty sands as shown in
boreholes ODOO-J8 and 11 (Fig. 7), suggest depo-
sition as overwash in a backshore environment.
These data suggest that this section of the Jones
Island area represents the shoreline during the sea-
level high of QCMlb time.

The internal reflections of unit QCMlb in profile
JI2 (Fig. 5) are more variable. In the landward end
of the profile, these reflections range from flat-
lying to bayward- and landward-dipping. The
medium, pebbly sands of this unit, shown in bore-
hole ODOO-J6 (Fig. 7), suggest deposition in a shal-
low nearshore environment. In contrast, the

internal reflections bayward of the dip in reflection
B in profile JI2 (Fig. 5) reveal a bayward pro-
gression from steeply dipping clinoforms to nearly
flat-lying horizons. This suggests deposition
toward the offshore as sediments programed into
deeper water. The fine to medium sands of the
upper section of this unit (above the basal gravel)
in vibracore OD99-J1 (Fig. 7) support this
interpretation. A thin (1 m or less) set of nearly
flat-lying internal reflectors at the top of unit
QCMlb is shown on the bayward end of profile
JI4 (Fig. 4) and across profile JI2 (Fig. 5) until they
are truncated by reflection C. The coarse, pebbly
and silty sand of these upper sediments suggests
deposition during regression as sea level fell in
QCMlb time.

Reflection C forms the basal unconformity (the
TRS) of unit QCMlc. Above the coarse sands and
gravels associated with this TRS in vibracores
OD99-J1 and J2 (Fig. 7) is a succession of
medium, pebbly to silty sand, capped by a coarser
unit of sands and gravels. As with unit QCMlb,
this sequence suggests an overall highstand cycle
of transgression and regression. The internal
reflections of unit QCMlc support this interpret-
ation. The topographic high in profile III (Fig. 6)
contains internal reflections indicative of bayward
deposition on its bayward side and overwash on its
landward side, suggesting the location of the
QCMlc shoreline. This is further supported by the
variable internal reflections in profile JI3 (Fig. 6),
landward of the bayward break in slope. These
reflections, combined with the vibracore-derived
lithology, suggest deposition in a shallow near-
shore environment. At the slope break, the lower
internal reflections flatten and dip bayward, sug-
gesting deposition in deeper water. The upper
internal reflections near the vibracores in Figure 6
flatten and mimic the modern land surface. The
gravelly, silty, coarse sand of these upper sedi-
ments was probably deposited in a regressive set-
ting during the sea-level fall of QCMlc time.

OSL dating

GPR was used to locate optimal sites for obtaining
sediment samples for OSL dating that could be
retrieved in superposition, within the depth range
of the land-based vibracoring method. Following
the placement of test vibracores OD99-J1 and J2
near the bayward end of profile JI3 (Fig. 6), a
second vibracore, ODOO-J1OSL2, was obtained
immediately adjacent to OD99-J1. This core was
sectioned under darkened laboratory conditions,
and representative samples of each of the three
Cape May 1 highstand units were taken for OSL
dating.

The results of the OSL laboratory analyses
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yielded minimum age control only and are shown
in Table 1. The sample from the oldest unit,
QCMla, was saturated respective to equivalent
dose, preventing calculation of a numerical age.
The QCMlb sample was near saturation, yielding
a minimum age of 101 (±15)ka. The youngest
sample, QCMlc, showed poor precision in
determining the additive dose, yielding an impre-
cise minimum age of 37 (±6) ka.

Discussion

Highstand stratigraphy

In the Jones Island area of southern New Jersey,
the oldest subunit of the Cape May 1 member,
QCMla, exists entirely in the subsurface. The lith-
ology of this unit, revealed in boreholes and vibra-
cores, suggests a sandy offshore/bay-bottom
environment of deposition. The shoreline during
QCMla time was located further inland, along the
Cedarville Scarp (Fig. 3). A gravelly sand bar is
present within the unit at the northeastern
(landward) end of the study area. The basal gravels
and coarse sands coincident with major radar
reflection A (Figs 4, 5 & 7) are representative of
a thin, transgressive systems tract (TST) deposited
during the sea-level rise of QCMla time. The over-
lying coarse sands in the landward section and the
medium sands in the bayward section of the unit
(Fig. 7) represent deposition in shallow and moder-
ate depth waters during the QCMla highstand, in
a highstand systems tract (HST). The upper limit
of unit QCMla is unknown in this location because
it has been removed during the transgressions asso-
ciated with the overlying QCMlb and QCMlc
units, along the TRS associated with major reflec-
tions B and C, respectively.

The overlying highstand units QCMlb and
QCMlc mantle the surface of the lower terrace
(Fig. 7). The lithology of QCMlb suggests depo-
sition in a sandy nearshore environment to the
southwest (bayward). To the northeast (landward),
below the topographic high of Jones Island, the
coarse sands in borehole ODOO-J10 (above the
basal gravel), contrasted with the medium sands in
ODOO-J8 and 111, suggest shoreface and back-
shore, respectively, depositional environments.

This evidence is consistent with the geomorphic
interpretation that Jones Island represents a
stranded estuarine shoreline. Figure 7 shows the
sequence-stratigraphic interpretation of the basal
gravels and overlying sands of QCMlb as a thin
TST and a continuous backshore to nearshore HST,
respectively. The uppermost silty, pebbly sands of
this unit are interpreted as a thin regressive systems
tract (RST), deposited during the sea-level fall of
QCMlb time. This unit has been incised along
major reflection C by the transgressive event asso-
ciated with unit QCMlc and has been removed
completely bayward of GPR profile JI3 (Fig. 7).

While not delineated on topographic maps as an
area of relief, topographic data collected herein,
combined with GPR profiles JI1 and JI3 (Fig. 6)
and the lithology seen in vibracores OD99-J1 and
J2 (Fig. 7), suggest that unit QCMlc contains a
low, stranded estuarine shoreline complex. Above
the gravelly coarse sands of a thin TST at the base
of this unit in vibracore OD99-J1 is a medium to
coarse, pebbly sand deposit, indicating a shoreface
to shallow nearshore environment (Fig. 7). This
same interval in vibracore OD99-J2, further bay-
ward (Fig. 7), contains a medium, silty to pebbly
sand deposit, suggesting slightly deeper water in a
moderate-depth nearshore or bay bottom environ-
ment. These bayward-fining sediments, combined
with the landward-sloping internal reflections seen
in QCMlc, landward of the topographic high in
GPR profile JI1 (Fig. 6), support the interpretation
of the middle section of this unit as a continuous
backshore to nearshore HST. The uppermost silty,
pebbly sands seen in vibracores OD99-J1 and J2
represent a thin RST, deposited as sea level fell
in QCMlc time. The subtlety of these geomorphic
features has been enhanced by the 75 X vertical
exaggeration used in the cross-section of Figure 7.

Age estimates

The OSL dates obtained in this study are not con-
clusive enough to assign the highstand units
QCMla, QCMlb and QCMlc to specific time per-
iods within OIS 5. They do, however, suggest that
multiple, higher than present highstands occurred
within OIS 5. The sediments of QCMla are satu-
rated with respect to additive dose and so could be

Table 1. Results of OSL analyses of highstand sediments of Cape May 1 submembers

Unit

QCMlc
QCMlb
QCMla

Lab#

UIC821
UIC820
UIC819

Equivalent
dose (Gy)

>39 ± 6
>80 ± 13
Saturated

U

1.71
0.89
4.42

(ppm)

± 0.22
± 0.11
± 0.67

Th

3.93
2.02
1.72

(ppm)

± 0.59
± 0.29
± 0.25

0.43
0.38
0.18

K%

± 0.01
± 0.01
± 0.01

Moisture
(%)

14 ± 2
14 ± 2
14 ± 2

Dose rate
(Gy/ka)

1.06 ± 0.06
0.79 ± 0.05

N/A

GSL age
(ka)

>37 ± 6
>101 ± 15

N/A
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of OIS 5 age or older. A -125 ka, OIS 5e age of
this unit is likely, nonetheless, because it correlates
well with a highstand unit identified by O'Neal and
McGeary (2002) at the globally recognized OIS 5e
sea-level elevation of +5-6 m MSL along the Ced-
arville Scarp (Figs 1 & 3), adjacent to the study
area. This interpretation is supported by the near-
saturated state of the sediments of QCMlb, at 101
(±15) ka. With a possible range (albeit a minimum
age) of 86-116 ka, unit QCMlb could possibly
have been deposited in any of the warm-climate
peaks indicated by the marine OIS record, though
it lies closer to OIS 5a and 5c (Fig. 2). The poor-
precision date of 37 (±6) ka for QCMla is unlikely
because such a highstand would have occurred dur-
ing a globally recognized time of climate-induced
lowered sea level. This unit was probably
deposited during a highstand in late OIS 5, though
an OIS 5e or a Holocene age cannot be completely
discounted at this time.

Conclusions

GPR has successfully been used to delineate three,
thin (3 m or less), unconformity-bounded highstand
units within the Cape May 1 member of the Quat-
ernary Cape May Formation on the northern mar-
gin of Delaware Bay, in southern New Jersey. Two
newly identified younger submembers, designated
QCMlb and QCMlc, were deposited during separ-
ate sea-level cycles within OIS 5. Their stranded
shorelines are found well bayward of that of the
lower, older submember, QCMla, and exhibit sub-
tle geomorphic expression as bay margin-parallel,
sublinear topographic highs of 3 m relief or less.
The shoreline of submember QCMla (OIS 5e) is
found along the Cedarville Scarp and was pre-
viously attributed to the whole of QCM1.

Radar was also successfully employed to accu-
rately locate continuous vibracore and hand-auger
sites, to correlate radar- and sediment-derived stra-
tigraphy and to collect sediments for OSL dating.
The geochronological analyses are suggestive, but
inconclusive at this time. Whether units QCMla,
QCMlb and QCMlc are attributable to multiple
sea-level events within OIS 5e alone, or to some
combination of OIS 5e and 5c or 5a, their identifi-
cation as highstand units deposited during distinct
sea-level cycles within OIS 5 provides an improved
record of higher than present sea-level fluctuation,
at time scales shorter than commonly recognized
in the mid-Atlantic region.

We would like to thank S. Forman for his considerable
luminescence dating efforts and D. Belknap and D. Fitz-
Gerald for their constructive reviews of previous versions
of this manuscript.
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Abstract: Ground penetrating radar (GPR) stratigraphic profiles of the classic cross-valley bar-
rier and associated spits of Late Pleistocene Lake Bonneville, near Stockton, Utah, are used to
infer transgressive depositional style and internal sedimentary structures. From onlapping pat-
terns of radar reflections, which mimic subsurface stratigraphy, we reconstruct the following
depositional sequence and style: (1) at the north end of the Rush Valley, the barrier formed by
vertical accretion while keeping pace with hydro-isostatic-forced basin subsidence and/or slow
lake-level rise; (2) a reorientation of the longshore transport pathway, induced by continued
basin subsidence and/or a lake-level rise, produced a spit that prograded 2.5 km southwestward
into Rush Valley. The NW-dipping radar reflections from the spit onlap SE-dipping reflections
from the back-barrier, indicating that this spit was deposited after the barrier; (3) a final rise in
lake level and/or basin subsidence again reoriented longshore transport and deposited the smaller
upper spit. Radar reflections from the upper spit onlap the proximal eastern margin of the Stock-
ton spit. This upper spit is the final landform deposited during the Bonneville highstand. The
depositional sequence inferred from radar stratigraphy agrees with the transgressive hypothesis
formulated in 1890 by G. K. Gilbert.

Located in northwestern Utah State, Late Pleisto-
cene Lake Bonneville at its highstand inundated
51 000 km2 of interconnected fault-block basins up
to an elevation of 1552 m, with a maximum depth
of 300m (Gilbert 1890; Currey 1990). Beginning
sometime after 28 ka, Lake Bonneville began ris-
ing from levels comparable to those of modern-day
Great Salt Lake and culminated at the Bonneville
highstand shoreline for approximately 500 a at
15 ka (Oviatt 1997). Near the village of Stockton,
coastal processes of the Bonneville highstand
deposited a cross-valley barrier and two spits. At
approximately 14.5 ka, sediments in Red Rock
Pass catastrophically failed and lake discharge
eroded an outlet spillway channel, drawing lake
levels down 108m (Malde 1968; Currey et al
1983; Jarret & Malde 1987; O'Connor 1993). Fol-
lowing the outlet failure, water levels in Bonneville

never again achieved the elevation of the former
highstand (Currey et al 1983).

Located between Tooele and Rush Valleys,
53 km southwest of Salt Lake City, Utah, the
Stockton barrier and spit complex was first
described and illustrated by Gilbert (1885, 1890;
Figs 1 & 2). Threshold control at the Bonneville
shoreline provided the stability necessary for con-
struction of the landform assemblage. Within the
assemblage, a 1.2 km-long upper-level spit occu-
pies the highest position (1594 m), followed by the
2.5 km-long Stockton spit at 1585 m, and thirdly
the 3.0 km cross-valley barrier (Stockton Bar,
1576 m). Burr and Currey (1988) hypothesize that
the entire complex was deposited in 500 a, while
Lake Bonneville was near its highstand limit.

While the eastern margin of Lake Bonneville
received the largest influx of clastic sediment from

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London.
Special Publications, 211, 79-86. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Stockton complex looking east (from Gilbert 1890). Location of view is on the left side of
Figure 2. In the left distance is the Bonneville erosional shoreline and sediment transport corridor from Tooele Valley.
The Stockton barrier extends diagonally across the diagram, while the southwest-trending Stockton spit is in the right-
middle. The upper spit is barely detectable behind the Stockton spit. On either side of the barrier arcuate shorelines
formed at lower lake levels are visible.

Fig. 2. Location of the barrier bar and spits near Stockton, Utah. Radar cross-sectional profiles are mapped on the
barrier and spit surfaces. Letters a-f indicate the sequence and position of the prebarrier concave northward shorelines
formed by waves from the north of prebarrier Lake Bonneville (Gilbert 1890).

rivers draining the Uinta and Wasatch mountains blocks of shore ice, eroded gravel and boulders
(Lemons et al. 1996), the rest of the sub-basins' from nearby alluvial fans in the Tooele Valley and
coastal deposits were derived from alluvial fans deposited the barrier-and-spit complex (Fig. 1; Gil-
and weathered bedrock. In the study area, waves bert 1890; Burr & Currey 1988).
and longshore currents, and possibly moving Four gravel-pit exposures are present within the
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complex (Fig. 2). The largest is a 26 m-deep rail-
road-cut through the barrier. Though largely conce-
aled by colluvium, the uppermost in situ deposits
exhibit gently inclined (4-10°) strata dipping
northward and steeper-dipping (25°) strata to the
south. Eastward-inclined strata at 25° are visible in
the upper portion of an exposure near the distal end
of the Stockton spit. At the distal end of the upper
spit, a third exposure shows gravel beds dipping
up to 25° SW. The fourth exposure, in the most
proximal part of the spit-and-barrier complex,
shows gravel beds dipping 4-10° NW, similar to
the north side of the railroad-cut.

Grain size of the sediment (foundation) beneath
the barrier and spit is uncertain. Gilbert (1890) sug-
gested that a series of northward concave (plan
view), stepped, palaeobeach strandlines located up
to 2 km south of the back-barrier were deposited
in a sequence of steps as shore positions moved
progressively northward (see a [lowest] to f [high-
est] in Fig. 2). Since the present barrier consists of
gravel, it therefore seems reasonable that the sub-
barrier foundation also consists of beach gravel.
Presently, strandlines (shorelines a-f, Fig. 2)
located south of the barrier are mantled with a silt-
rich fine-grained sediment, probably deposited in
quiescent water following formation of the barrier.
Gilbert (1890) also suggested that beneath the
northward-accreted beach sequence (a-f, Fig. 2) a
lower but reversed sequence may have been
deposited earlier. If beach gravel underlies the bar-
rier, it is probable that compaction of sub-barrier
sediment is insignificant and cannot account for the
elevation differences between the barrier and
upper spit.

Gilbert (1890) determined that the shoreline of
the Bonneville phase was not horizontal on a
regional scale. The Bonneville shoreline, for
example, is 74 m higher along the Lakeside Moun-
tains (near the basin centre) than those near the Red
Rock Pass. Similarly, the lower Provo shoreline
(equivalent to Red Rock Pass) at mid-basin was
bowed upward to a maximum of 59 m. Gilbert
(1890) attributed these strandline deformations to
hydro-isostatic rebound following removal of the
Lake Bonneville water load. Without the aid of
internal stratigraphic exposures, Gilbert (1890)
hypothesized, on the basis of hydro-isostatic lake
water influence on the crust, that the cross-valley
barrier and spits near the village of Stockton were
deposited in a transgressive sequence (from north
to southeast) during the Bonneville highstand.

The objectives of our research were two-fold.
The first was to test whether ground penetrating
radar (GPR) could detect onlapping structures of
younger landforms over older features, thus provid-
ing a useful geophysical approach to determine the
depositional sequence (transgressive or regressive)

of other coastal landforms . The second objective
was to explore the internal sedimentary structure
of the barrier and spits with GPR and, from the
reflection patterns of sedimentary structures, to
interpret palaeodepositional processes.

GPR methodology

GPR can provide high-resolution lithostratigraphic
profiles to depths of 70 m in sand and gravel under
ideal conditions (Smith & Jol 1995). A pulse of
high-frequency electromagnetic energy (EM), usu-
ally in the 10-1000 MHz range, is transmitted into
the ground and is partially reflected back to the sur-
face because of changes in bulk electrical proper-
ties. This permits identification of contacts, includ-
ing changes in sediment grain size (facies change),
mineralogy, density, bedrock contact and water
content (Davis & Annan 1989). Quartz-rich clastic
sediments free of silt, clay, caliche and brackish-
saline groundwater produce the best results (Jol &
Smith 1991). Sediments in the barrier and spits in
this study are, for the most part, dry except for the
upper metre of soil, which, on a seasonal basis, is
occasionally snow-covered (0-30 cm), saturated
and frozen. Where minor amounts of tufa and cal-
iche are present in the barrier, radar penetration
with 50 MHz antennae is limited to depths of 14 m,
whereas 27 m depths are attainable in the 'cleaner'
spit sediment. GPR theory and methodology are
discussed at length elsewhere (Ulriksen 1982;
Davis & Annan 1989).

GPR profiles presented here were acquired using
a pulseEKKO IV system in reflection survey mode
with a 1000 V transmitter (pulser voltage) and
50 MHz antennae. Antennae separation of 2 m
(oriented perpendicularly to the direction of
movement) and 1 m step intervals (equal to one
vertical wiggle trace) were used in order to maxim-
ize penetration while maintaining high stratigraphic
resolution (0.5–1.0 m, assuming a two-way velo-
city of 0.l m ns-1)- Each trace was vertically
stacked 64 times with a sampling rate of 800 ps.
Profiles were processed and plotted using pul-
seEKKO IV (version 4.2) software with automatic
gain control. Depth scales are determined using an
average near-surf ace velocity determined from
common mid-point surveys (CMP) conducted at
each site (Davis & Annan 1989). For the Stockton
study area, two-way travel velocities of
0.12 m ns"1 and 0.14.m ns"1 for the barrier and
spits, respectively, were calculated and consistent.
Each profile was topographically corrected using
laser-levelled data. The two uppermost continuous
reflections in all profiles represent air- and ground-
wave arrivals, respectively, and are not part of the
stratigraphic data. The ground wave is the datum
from which depth measurements are made. Reflec-
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tions below the ground wave are interpreted to rep-
resent stratigraphy and, when continuous, represent
time lines of sedimentation.

A total of 7000 m of radar profiles along 33 dif-
ferent tracks were shot on the barrier and two spits
at frequencies of 100, 50, 25 and 12.5 MHz; due
to space limitations in this paper and repetitive stra-
tigraphy, we will present 1457 m of the 50 MHz
data in six profiles (Fig. 2). Two nearly parallel
profiles, 400 m apart, shot across the northern sec-
tion of the spits and barrier determined the
sequence of landform deposition. Two other pro-
files shot along the mid-barrier, cross-wise and
lengthwise, helped determine the barrier style of
deposition. Two final profiles shot cross-wise and
lengthwise at the distal end of the Stockton spit
determined its depositional style.

Radar stratigraphy results

Across the spits and barrier, a 400 m-long radar
profile (oriented 132° relative to geographic north,
as are all subsequent measurements) from mid-
barrier to the crest of the upper spit reveals radar
stratigraphy and sequence of deposition (Figs 3 &
4). NW-dipping reflections along the northwestern
margin of the upper spit onlap SE-dipping reflec-
tions on the southeastern side of the Stockton spit.
Between the Stockton spit and barrier, NW-dipping
reflections along the northwestern margin of the
spit onlap SE-dipping reflections in the back-bar-
rier. A second radar profile (450 m), located 400 m
southeastward of Figure 3 and oriented 140° was
shot across only the barrier and Stockton spit (Fig.
4). This profile shows a similar radar stratigraphic
relationship to that in Figure 3; NW-dipping
reflections from the northwestern margin of the spit
onlap SE-dipping reflections of the back-barrier.

Two GPR profiles were shot on the barrier
700m west of the railroad track (Fig. 2). The
south-north 110m profile shot across the width of
the barrier shows stacked convex stratigraphy (Fig.
5). The southern portion of the barrier is dominated

by steeply SW-inclined (25°) reflections which rest
against the convex reflections. The northern side of
the barrier shows less steep reflections inclined 4-
10°. A 50 m long GPR profile shot from west to
east, parallel to the trend of the barrier, shows hori-
zontal reflections to a depth of 14 m (Fig. 6).

At the distal end of the Stockton spit two GPR
profiles were shot (Fig. 2), one 215 m-long, ori-
ented longitudinally along the spit axis (Fig. 7), the
other 245 m-long, oriented across the spit (Fig. 8).
The longitudinal profile has an azimuth of 10° and
begins at the upper break in slope at a United States
Geological Survey monument. Station 200 m inter-
sects the cross-spit profile in Figure 8 at station
175 m. The cross-spit profile (Fig. 8) was oriented
100° from west to east, beginning and ending at
the upper break in slope. Figure 7, between stations
70 m and 190 m, shows two packages of inclined
strata, both dipping 25° southward, separated by a
prominent horizontal reflection. The cross-spit pro-
file exhibits convex-shaped reflections between sta-
tions 165 m and 245 m (Fig. 8). Steeply inclined
(25°) westerly reflections between stations 0 m and
165 m constitute the majority of the spit volume.

Transgressive sequence and internal
structures
Radar stratigraphy from the two spits and barrier
(Figs 3 & 4) reveals a southeastward transgression,

Fig. 6. GPR profile showing horizontal reflections shot
from west to east along the barrier axis.

Fig. 5. South-north GPR profile across the barrier shows stacked convex reflections as part of the core. Width of
foreset beds on the south margin increases towards the east and accounts for the remainder of the barrier. This
westward-thinning wedge of foreset facies indicates that duration of deposition was limited relative to other facies.
Poor quality of data is due to tufa and/or caliche matrix in the near-surface gravel.
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Fig. 7. At the distal end of the Stockton spit, a longitudinal radar profile shows two sequences of steeply inclined
(25°) foreset strata separated by a prominent continuous horizontal reflection.

Fig. 8. Cross-sectional radar profile of the distal Stockton spit, showing one set of convex-shaped reflections buried
by another. Extensive steeply-inclined westward-dipping foresets make up the majority of the Stockton spit.

influenced by a basin subsidence and/or lake level
rise and shifting longshore transport routes (Fig.
9a). Onlapping patterns of radar reflections demon-
strate that barrier strata underlie sediment of the
Stockton spit, which in turn underlies sediment of
the upper spit. Both profiles shot 400 m apart show
the same pattern to depths of about 20 m.

The first feature to form at Stockton was the bar-
rier, which received at least 26 m of gravel, mostly
by vertical accretion, probably keeping pace with
basin subsidence, as proposed by Burr and Currey
(1988). This is apparent in the cross-barrier profile
shown in Figure 5, which reveals a stacked
sequence of convex-shaped reflections constituting
the barrier core. Horizontal reflections shown in a
GPR profile, shot from west to east along the bar-
rier axis, are indicative of vertical aggradation (Fig.
6). This pattern precludes the possibility of west-
ward progradation of spit foresets in building the
barrier, as might be expected, and is typical in most
stable large lakes (Smith & Jol 1992).

Continued basin subsidence initiated a second
phase of barrier deposition. For a short period of
time, gravel washed over the barrier, widening it,
as it prograded southward into the Rush Valley, as
indicated in Figures 3, 4 and 5, by steeply dipping
foreset beds (-25°). These foresets (underwater
angle of repose) extend from the top of the barrier
core, suggesting that their formation began after it
vertically accreted to its final thickness. The steeply
inclined foresets on the back-barrier (between sta-

tions 80 m and 160 m in Fig. 3, and stations 110 m
and 280 m in Fig. 4) rest directly on a prominent
basal reflection.

Gently inclined reflections (4-10°) on the north-
ern side of the barrier and spits are associated with
the palaeobeach, which we believe was severely
impacted by large storm waves. These reflection
angles contrast with the steeper reflections imaged
in the foreset beds. Foresets with 25° slopes rep-
resent the steepest underwater angle of repose for
gravel and sand that can be maintained before fail-
ure.

As barrier deposition progressed, storm waves
overtopped the barrier, transporting silt and clay
into the comparatively quiescent waters in the
back-barrier area (Rush Valley). Along with fine-
grained material from sources within the Rush Val-
ley, this material settled and formed a silt-
dominated mud bed. This mud facies, exposed on
the ground surface south of the barrier, causes a
probable perched water table or saturated sand and
silt, imaged as a prominent basal reflection between
stations 80 m and 340 m (Fig. 3), below which
there is a notable loss of signal return. All antennae
frequencies (100, 50, 25 and 12.5 MHz) shot along
this profile exhibited the same basal reflection, fol-
lowed by a loss of signal return, suggesting that
the reflector is saturated silt and clay, which would
explain the prominent reflection.

Further subsidence and/or lake-level rise reori-
ented the longshore transport corridor to bypass the
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barrier and begin deposition of the Stockton spit.
The convex-shaped core of the Stockton spit is
located between stations 270 m and 365 m (Fig. 3),
and stations 320m and 440 m (Fig. 4). Between
stations 160 m and 190 m (Fig. 3), and 260 m and
300 m (Fig. 4), steeply inclined radar reflections of
the northwestern spit margin onlap opposite
dipping back-barrier sediments.

Radar stratigraphy in Figure 7 shows a south-
ward-prograding two-storied foreset at the distal
end of the Stockton spit. The two packages of stee-
ply inclined (25°) foreset beds, one above the
other, are separated by a prominent horizontal
reflection (Fig. 7). The lower foreset package is
interpreted as the initial spit core deposited at a
lower lake level. The prominent horizontal reflec-
tion may represent a beach deposit or a sand bot-
tomset layer deposited in advance of the upper
foreset package. Because this layer is probably
finer-grained and retains moisture, it will provide a
different radar-resistive characteristic than adjacent
gravel facies. Given that progradation rather than
vertical accretion of spits is most common in stable
water bodies (Smith & Jol 1992), the second fore-
set package may have been a response to a sudden
lake-level rise. A rapid increase in lake level
allowed the upper package of foresets to overtop
and prograde beyond foresets in the initial spit
core. The cross-spit reflection patterns shown in
Figure 8 confirm the presence of two separate spit
cores. The initial spit core is represented by the
lowermost set of con vex-shaped radar stratigraphy,
which is overlain by convex reflectors of the
second spit core deposited at a higher lake level.
At station 200 m on Figure 8 (intersection with Fig.
7), the difference in elevation between the two spit
cores is approximately 7.5 m. The core of the upper
level foreset package is, however, offset to the east
and is at a maximum thickness near station 220 m
(Fig. 8). Thus, we hypothesize a rise in lake level
of 8-10 m in the Stockton area. A significant por-
tion (70%) of the Stockton spit, between stations
0 m and 180 m (Fig. 8), was deposited by west-
ward accretion of foresets . The irregular stepping-
up nature from east to west of the nearly flat
reflections at the top of the foresets (Fig. 8) sug-
gests minor increases in lake level during west-
ward progradation.

Further subsidence and/or lake-level rise reori-
ented the longshore transport pathway 400 m
further east to deposit the upper spit. Radar stra-
tigraphy shows inclined strata from the upper spit
lapping onto the southeastern side of the Stockton
spit (between stations 340 m and 375 m in Fig. 3).
An additional, yet smaller, uppermost spit was
described by Gilbert (1890); its relationship to the
present upper spit would most probably have fol-

lowed the same depositional onlapping pattern as
the other two spits described in this study.

Discussion
Our results from GPR-imaged stratigraphy of the
Stockton barrier and spits clearly demonstrate the
sequence of deposition as being landward or trans-
gressive (Fig. 9a). This depositional sequence is
opposite (regressive, Fig. 9b) to the lakeward pro-
gradational sequences that one might interpret
without previous knowledge of the isostatic subsid-
ence that accompanied lake-level rise. From either
near-stable or falling water-level situations, such as
those in the Great Lakes (Law 1989; Kesik et al.
1990; Chrzastowski & Thompson 1994; Thomp-
son & Baedke 1995) or northern Alberta (Smith &
Jol 1992), barriers and spits generally follow a
regressive sequence.

In gravel, high-resolution GPR can show palaeo-
depositional patterns of subsurface stratigraphy,
from which depositional style can be interpreted.
Most barriers in the Great Lakes and northern
Alberta (Lake Athabasca) formed initially as pro-
grading spits across a bay (our unpublished GPR
data from Hamilton, Ontario, Lake Ontario and
Duluth, Minnesota, Lake Superior). For the Stock-
ton barrier south-north- and west-east-oriented

Fig. 9. (a) Transgressive sequence as proposed by Gil-
bert (1890) and Burr and Currey (1988) in response to
basin subsidence and/or rising lake level, (b) Regressive
sequence expected if features had formed during a period
of stable or falling lake levels.
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radar profiles show stacked convex and horizontal
reflections, respectively, which can only be inter-
preted as slow vertical accretion, not progradation.
To our knowledge, depositional style of the Stock-
ton barrier is different from existing models (Law
1989; Kesik et al. 1990; Chrzastowski & Thomp-
son 1994; Thompson & Baedke 1995).

Internal stratigraphy and depositional style of the
Stockton spit, though complex, is similar to others
of Holocene age (Nielsen et al. 1984; Nielsen
1988; Smith & Jol 1992). In spite of the large vol-
ume of sediment stored in nearby alluvial fans, it
is incredible that so much large-calibre sediment
was transported in a short period of time, perhaps
400-600 a, while threshold control existed (Burr &
Currey 1988; Oviatt et al 1992). Perhaps storms
of that period (15.0-14.5 ka) were of such high
magnitude, frequency and duration that nothing
comparable exists today. The influence of long-
shore transport aided by shore ice is unknown.
Transport of boulders frozen into large sheets of
moving shore ice could be an effective process and
help explain the large number of boulder-sized
clasts (30–40 cm b-axis) in the Stockton spit rela-
tive to the cobble-sized clasts in the barrier.

Our results confirm observations by Gilbert
(1890) and Burr and Currey (1988) that, once coast
gravel is emplaced, it is relatively resistant to wave
erosion during subsequent rising and falling stages
of lake level. This is expressed by the absence of
truncated reflections that would represent planed-
off parts of the barrier or Stockton spit. This might
be explained by the minimal rounding that would
have occurred given the short transport distances
from the Tooele Valley alluvial fans. The angular
to subangular fragments would interlock and
become very resistant to entrainment. In spite of
high-energy waves and vigorous longshore pro-
cesses, our results suggest that coast gravel land-
forms in the foreshore zone of Lake Bonneville
were scarcely modified. This opinion is supported
by the relative inability of waves to modify either
the proximal Stockton spit or barrier following
basin subsidence and/or lake-level rise.

This study demonstrates the effectiveness of
radar stratigraphy for interpretating depositional
sequences of different coastal landforms. In
addition, complex radar stratigraphy can be used to
interpret depositional style and patterns of coastal
features. Our GPR results verify the landward
(southward) transgressive depositional sequence
proposed by Gilbert (1890) and elaborated by Burr
and Currey (1988). Their hypothesis was inter-
preted from coastal morphology and knowledge of
Lake Bonne ville water-level fluctuations and basin
subsidence. Without prior extensive knowledge of
a coastal suite of landforms, GPR is the quickest

and most cost-effective means of understanding
depositional history.

It took over a hundred years and the advent of
new technology (GPR) before Gilbert's (1890)
hypothesis for the depositional sequence of the
Stockton barrier and spit complex could be con-
clusively tested. The results confirm the work of
Gilbert (1890) and show that no amount of tech-
nology can replace careful analysis and critical
reasoning.

A grant from the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council (NSERC) of Canada purchased the
radar system and supported fieldwork. M. Machette is
thanked for organizing a 1988 GSA field trip which intro-
duced Smith to the area and facilitated healthy discussion
on landform evolution in the Stockton area. We woul.
like to thank C. Oviatt, M. Chan, J. Boothroyd and P.
Patton for constructive comments on earlier versions ^
this paper.
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to examine the internal architecture and post-glacial
evolution of Cheekye fan, British Columbia, Canada. Analysis of a large database of ground
penetrating radar (GPR) profiles has allowed the identification of ten reflection configurations
that characterize this high-energy environment. GPR profiles augmented with test-pit, well-log
and radiocarbon data provided detailed subsurface information and revealed the large-scale
internal architecture and Holocene sedimentation history of Cheekye fan. Based on a shift in
reflection configuration with depth, GPR data appears to record a change in the mode of depo-
sition through time. This data suggests that Cheekye fan is a paraglacial fan, largely a product
of the geological past. This fact should be taken into consideration when making future haz-
ard estimates.

This study was initiated to test the utility of ground
penetrating radar (GPR) in imaging alluvial fans, a
landform that has had little attention by GPR prac-
titioners. Despite a growing body of alluvial fan
literature, there remains a lack of understanding of
the processes and controls influencing alluvial fan
sedimentation (for discussion see Blair & McPher-
son 1992, 1994a; Hooke 1993; Blikra & Nemec
1998; Blair 1999). This is partly due to the lack of
detailed stratigraphic information (Blair &
McPherson 1994a). The paucity of data on the
three-dimensional internal architecture of alluvial
fans reflects the difficulty of drilling in these land-
forms and of finding appropriate sections for study.
Recognizing the recent success of GPR to image
the subsurface, it was felt that GPR could provide
a means of reducing this sampling problem on
alluvial fans. The production of long, continuous
two-dimensional profiles with relatively deep pen-
etration would allow major architectural elements
and their interrelationships to be determined. This
in turn would facilitate the interpretation of long-
term fan evolution.

Of special interest on alluvial fans is the return
frequency of the formative processes (e.g. flooding,
debris flow, avulsion). Since the architectural

elements delineated by GPR can be attributed to
dominant sedimentary processes, a reliable model
may help to determine the dominant process active
on a fan, or whether a shift in the dominant process
has occurred over time. However, a detailed hazard
analysis is not possible without chronological con-
trol. Thus, GPR must be applied in conjunction
with other investigative approaches.

Cheekye fan was selected for this investigation.
It is located at the mouth of the Cheekye River, on
the western flank of Mount Garibaldi within the
southern Coast Mountains of British Columbia,
about 70 km north of Vancouver (Fig. 1). Cheekye
fan is a complex landform composed of Late Pleis-
tocene, terraced, colluvial-glacial kame deposits
(Friele & Clague 2002) and a Holocene alluvial
fan, known as the lower Cheekye fan (Friele et
al. 1999).

The community of Brackendale, within the
Municipality of Squamish, is located on the distal
portion of the southern sector of the lower fan.
Development pressures have pointed to the need
for a more thorough understanding of fan pro-
cesses. In order to understand the magnitude and
frequency of natural hazards and to provide rec-
ommendations for future development, an exten-
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Fig. 1. Location of Cheekye fan in southwestern British
Columbia, Canada.

sive geotechnical review was undertaken by
Thurber Engineering Ltd and Golder Associates
Ltd (1993). Their 1993 report provides radiocarbon-
dated stratigraphy from numerous shallow test pits,
yielding a geochronological framework for the last
6 ka of fan development. This study builds on the
Thurber and Golder (1993) dataset by extending
their shallow test-pit data to a greater depth,
allowing a better understanding of the processes
that have affected the fan throughout the entire
Holocene. This contributes to hazard analyses in a
qualitative way by placing the reconstructed Late
Holocene geochronology in the context of the
entire post-glacial record,

Environmental setting
This is an area of complex geology. Late Cenozoic
magma, generated as a product of subduction of
the Juan de Fuca plate beneath the North American
plate margin, produced the Garibaldi Volcanic Belt
(Keen & Hyndman 1979; Green et al. 1988). Vol-
canism was active in the region during deglaciation
when peleean-style eruptions built up the dacitic
tuff breccia cone that surrounds Mount Garibaldi
(Mathews 1952) (Fig. 2). Part of this tuff breccia
cone was deposited on and against the valley gla-
cier, about 10.6 ka BP (Friele & Clague 2002), and
collapsed as the glacier melted, depositing an esti-

Fig. 2. Location and extent of Cheekye fan and its catch-
ment basin showing stream orders.

mated 2.9 km3 of material in the Squamish River
valley (Mathews 1952).

Prior to progradation of the Squamish River
delta to its present position, the proto lower fan
extended into the Howe Sound fjord as a fan-delta.
The fan-delta was built during a period of higher
sea level 10.2–9.8 ka BP and later developed into
an alluvial fan as sea levels fell in response to iso-
static rebound (Friele et al. 1999). Cheekye River
had incised the ice-contact materials of the upper
and middle fan by 10 ka BP (Clague et al. in
press), providing abundant sediment for redepo-
sition to the lower fan during this early period. The
vertically structured lavas and pyroclastics underly-
ing the western flank of Mount Garibaldi provided
the predominant source of sediment available for
delivery to the lower Cheekye fan in the Late Holo-
cene. Ninety percent of the sediment delivered to
the lower fan arrived in the first 4 ka of fan devel-
opment (Friele et al. 1999).

Present climate is characterized by a mean
annual rainfall of about 2200 mm, with wet winters
and moist summers. Extreme rainfall produces
floods in fall (rainfall) and winter (rain on snow).
This modern climate has existed with minor vari-
ation for about 4.5 ka BP; however, during the
early Holocene, mean annual precipitation was up
to 40% less (Mathewes & Heusser 1981). Thus, the
decline in sediment supply through the Holocene
was accompanied by an increase in runoff (Fig. 3).

In summary, lower Cheekye fan is a paraglacial
(sensu Church & Ryder 1972) alluvial fan,
developed in a wet, west-coast climate. Fan growth
was affected by dramatic changes in sediment sup-
ply, base level and climate throughout the Holo-
cene. These shifts in controlling parameters prob-
ably conditioned shifts in the dominant processes,
affecting the fan throughout the Holocene. Poten-
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tial changes in sedimentation style are the subject
of this paper.

Cheekye fan

Lower Cheekye fan (hereafter referred to as Chee-
kye fan) is bounded by the Cheakamus and Squam-
ish Rivers to the west and by bedrock outcrops to
the north and east, and grades into the Squamish
floodplain to the south (Figs 2 & 4). The fan has
a radius of 3-4 km, an average slope of 4.5% and
covers an area of about 8.3 km2 (Thurber & Colder
1993). The western edge of the fan is truncated by
the Cheakamus and Squamish Rivers, producing a
scarp about 15m high in places (Fig. 5). The south-
ern edge of the fan is graded to the Squamish River
floodplain at about 10m above sea level (a.s.L). A
number of bedrock outcrops exist in the northern
portion of the fan, at the mouth of Cheakamus
River, and an outcrop of ice-contact fan deposits
exists near the apex. Debris flow materials cover
about 50% of the fan outward from the apex
(Thurber & Colder 1993).

Cheekye River flows in a westerly direction
from the apex to the central part of the fan at 120 m
a.s.L (Figs 2 & 4). Along this proximal part of the
fan, the channel is entrenched with a minimum of
5 m freeboard and is partly confined by bedrock
outcrops. At 120 m a.s.L, the channel turns 90° to
the north, discharging into Cheakamus River. No
abandoned channels are evident on the surface.
Downfan from the 120 m a.s.L elevation, the fan
is incised less than 5 m.

Fig. 4. Surficial geology map of Cheekye fan showing
layout of GPR survey lines. Thick black lines show
location of profiles shown in Figures 10-13. CG, Cheekye
gravel pit exposure; GD, garbage dump exposure; WW,
water well.

The stratigraphy of parts of the fan is exposed in
a number of pits and cut-banks (Thurber & Colder
1993). The upper 10-15 m of fan sediment is a
complex consisting of matrix-supported debris-
flow diamicton and clast-supported, weakly planar
bedded to massive sheetflood deposits (Figs 5 & 6).

Debris flow units vary in thickness from about
5 m in the proximal locations in the fan to 0.5-2 m
in distal locations. Dates from about 15 m depth
near the western edge of the fan indicate that this
material has accumulated in the last 6600 years.

A 10 m-deep by 40 m-long pit at the Squamish
municipal garbage dump exposed four distinct
debris flow units, ranging from 0.5 m to 5.5 m in
thickness, which overlie weakly stratified sheet-
flood gravels (Fig. 7). The surface unit is up to
5.5 m thick, massive, dark brown-grey, gravelly-
bouldery, poorly sorted matrix-supported diamic-
ton. The clasts are angular to subrounded and
maximum clast size is 1 m in diameter. The larger
clasts are composed of grey and purple porphyritic,
dacitic to andesitic volcanic rock. Logs up to 80 cm
in diameter are common at the base of this unit and
provide an average age of 1315 (±83) yr BP (Fig.

Fig. 3. Precipitation and best-fit curve showing declining
sediment yield for Cheekye fan from onset of paraglacial
period to present.
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Fig. 5. Western edge of Cheekye fan truncated by Squamish River. Cut face is c.15 m high and exposes predominantly
horizontally bedded sheetflood gravels.

Fig. 6. Photograph of exposure at Cheekye Gravel pit showing crudely bedded sheetflood gravel. Outcrop is oriented
perpendicular to flow direction. (Person lower left indicates scale.)

7). A date from beneath the lowest debris-flow unit
yielded an age of 4810 (±80) yr BP (Ekes 2000).

Sheetflood gravel is exposed at the operating
Cheekye Gravel gravel pit near the southwestern
edge of the fan (Fig. 6). Two units of crudely bed-
ded sheetflood gravel separated by a 0.8 m-thick
moderately sorted debris-flow diamicton are
exposed in a more than 100 m long, and in places
8m high, NW-SE wall. The upper, 6 m-thick,
grey, clast-supported gravel unit rests on a sharp,
erosional contact. Mean clast size is 10-15 cm;
maximum clast size is 80 cm. Clasts are sub-
rounded-rounded and composed mostly of grey,
green and purple rhyolite and green phyllite. Hori-
zontally layered or tabular cross-bedded lenses of
medium to coarse sand are visible within the gravel
unit; these layers are 10-80 cm thick and can be
followed over 10m laterally. The large pebbles and

cobbles commonly exhibit imbrication. No grading
is apparent; the largest clasts are found 3 m from
the top of the unit. This unit appears massive, but
poorly developed horizontal bedding is discernible
locally (Fig. 6). Vertical and horizontal log casts
are common.

Methods

GPR is a high-resolution geophysical tool based on
propagation and reflection of electromagnetic
waves (EM) in the frequency range 10-1000 MHz.
Subsurface reflections are caused by changes in
dielectric properties, controlled in unconsolidated
materials primarily by pore filling, sediment type,
stratification and grain size. Particularly in electri-
cally low-conductive sediments, the GPR method
has proved to be a powerful tool in environmental,
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Fig. 7. Photograph and stratigraphy of debris flow diamicton at the Squamish municipal garbage dump exposure.
Survey rod on photo is 3 m long. Hammer (circled) marks location of sample that yielded 4810 (±80) 14C age.

hydrogeological, glaciological, permafrost, geo-
technical and sedimentological studies (e.g.
Beres & Haeni 1991; Bridge et al. 1995; Bristow
1995; Arcone 1996; Bristow et al 1996; van Het-
eren et al. 1998; Moorman et al. 1988; Moorman &
Michel 2000; Russel et al. 2001; Arcone &
Delaney 2002; Olhoeft & Selig 2002).

Profiling by GPR is similar to sonar and seismic
reflection profiling; the radar produces a short pulse
of high-frequency electromagnetic energy that is
transmitted into the ground. Some of the energy is
reflected back to the surface due to a change in
bulk electrical properties of different subsurface
lithologies and the character of the interface
(Davis & Annan 1989). At the surface, a receiver
monitors reflected energy versus delay time. The
pulse delay time from the energy transmitted into
the ground and reflected back to the receiver is a
function of the strength of energy transmitted into
the ground, the EM propagation velocity through
the sediment, the depth of subsurface reflectors and
the character of the interface (Davis & Annan
1989; Jol 1993).

Contrasts in the dielectric constants of the differ-
ent sediment types usually cause strong reflections
from lithological boundaries in the subsurface
(Jol & Smith 1991). The strength of the reflected
signal is approximately proportional to the differ-
ence in dielectric constants of the sediment inter-
face (Davis & Annan 1989). Changes in the dielec-
tric constant also affect the rate of attenuation of
energy passing through the ground. These effects
enable the subsurface stratigraphy and ground-
moisture conditions to be inferred from the charac-
ter of the radar return signals (Jol & Smith I992a).

GPR surveys on Cheekye fan were conducted
along existing trails, roads and dykes (Fig. 4). A
pulseEKKO IV system was used with a 400 V
transmitter. The system consists of two unshielded
antennae, a console unit and a display and data-
storage unit (laptop). The GPR was powered by a
12V battery and, for most surveys, was assembled
on a golf cart to increase mobility and ease of oper-
ation (Fig. 8). All surveys presented here were car-
ried out with the 50 MHz antenna for two reasons:
(1) it provided the depth penetration required (10-
30 m), and (2) it offered the resolution (1-2 m) that
allowed the identification of the major alluvial fan
facies and architectural elements. GPR data were
collected in a step-recording mode, providing the
best ground coupling and best data quality.
Antenna separation was 1 m and 2 m; step size was
0.5 m and 1 m. The sections presented here are cor-
rected for topography.

Common mid-point (CMP) gathers were meas-
ured in order to derive sediment velocities. CMP
survey mode involves systematically increasing the
antenna separation over a CMP. For horizontal
reflectors, the layer velocity was then calculated
from the recorded two-way travel times. The aver-
age near-surface velocity based on CMPs was
0.10 mns-1.

Data were processed using the pulseEKKO
software package (V 4.2). Automatic gain control
was applied for presentation. The number of stacks
was 64 per trace. Low-pass temporal filtering
(averaging seven traces) was applied to reduce ran-
dom noise. The horizontal scale of all profiles is
distance in metres and the vertical scale is shown
as both two-way travel time in nanoseconds and
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Fig. 8. PulseEKKO IV GPR field system outfitted with 50 MHz antennae set up for profiling: console and display
unit attached to golf cart (1); transmitter antenna (2); receiver antenna (3); fibre-optic cable (4); survey line (5).

depth in metres based on near-surface velocity
derived from CMP measurements. The profiles
presented show a 4 : 1 vertical exaggeration unless
stated otherwise.

GPR calibration

The reliability of GPR data interpretation is depen-
dent on the experience of the interpreter and their
familiarity with the Quaternary history of the area.
On Cheekye fan, interpretation of GPR profiles
was verified by stratigraphic information from out-
crop data, well logs, test-pit descriptions and air
photographic and topographical cross-section
analysis. In addition, interpretation of radar facies
was greatly aided by an extensive calibration exer-
cise carried out on alluvial fans and related sedi-
ment bodies throughout southwestern British
Columbia (Ekes 2000). As part of this project, over
95 km of GPR data from various sites in southern
British Columbia were collected and analysed.
These sites include various types of mass-
movement deposits, fluvial environments and
alluvial fans. Wherever possible GPR was cali-
brated against exposed outcrops (Ekes & Hickin
2001). The experience gained from conducting this
regional calibration greatly enhanced our ability to
understand GPR response and aided interpretation
where other subsurface information was limited.

GPR facies

Radar facies are described in terms of reflection
continuity, shape, amplitude, internal reflection
configuration and external form using the approach
applied by Jol & Smith (1991), Beres & Haeni

(1991), van Heteren et al. (1998) and Beres et al.
(1999). Ten macro-scale radar facies distinguished
by reflection patterns were identified on Cheekye
fan profiles (Fig. 9). Macro-scale radar facies are
defined here as a radar facies exceeding c. 2m
thickness and c. 40 m in horizontal distance on a
two-dimensional GPR profile. The full lengths of
all GPR profiles (Fig. 4) were analysed and inter-

Fig. 9. Summary of GPR facies and their interpretation
for Cheekye fan.
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Fig. 10. Line 1 GPR profile (for interpretation of facies codes see Fig. 9). M, Multiples.

preted but only selected profiles are presented in
this paper. A summary description of radar facies
is given below. (For a more detailed facies descrip-
tion and analysis see Ekes & Hickin 2001).

1. Reflection-free facies

A reflection-free configuration may signify: (1)
massive homogenous lithological units; (2) the
presence of highly conductive dissolved minerals
in groundwater, or (3) the presence of sediments
containing high clay content that attenuates all of
the EM signal (e.g. van Heteren et al. 1998).
Attenuation of the EM signal is exhibited in some
very prominent ways in units characterized by high
conductivity losses. Examples are shown in Figures
10 and 11.

Till is a common deposit on the study area with
high clay content. Boreholes WWII and WW12
(Fig. 4), drilled on the northern section of the fan,
encountered a 20 m-thick till unit below 12 m of
fan gravel (Thurber & Colder 1993). The poorly
defined reflection pattern and lack of penetration
on profiles from the northern part of Cheekye fan
are interpreted as till.

2. Bedrock

A macro-scale hyperbolic reflection pattern is
identified on many radar profiles, most of which
were collected in areas with nearby bedrock out-
crops. Sections with hyperbolic facies are charac-
terized by prominent irregular reflections that mark

the top of the bedrock unit. Their internal pattern
is often one of stacked hyperbolas or diffractions
taking the inverted chevron shape (Figs 10 & 12).
Penetration within this facies is good, often greater
than 800 ns (40 m). Examples of bedrock facies are
given on Line 1 between 310m and 855 m (Fig.
10), and on Line 3 between 0 m and 190 m (Fig.
12) sections.

3. Alluvial fan facies 1

Chaotic reflection pattern with wide-crown meso-
scale diffractions occurs at 300 ns (15 m) or greater
and is characterized by reflection discontinuity
with hyperbolas of meso-scale. No stacking is
apparent nor is the inverted chevron pattern present
(Fig. 11). This reflection configuration is found on
medial to distal parts of the fan in basal strati-
graphic horizons.

This signal pattern is interpreted as having orig-
inated from bouldery debris-flow sediments. Dif-
fractions point to the presence of boulders and the
chaotic pattern indicates the lack of internal struc-
ture. The fact that this facies is found at the base
and margin of the fan suggests that bouldery debris
flows were the predominant processes in early fan
formation and these events commonly reached the
distal fan. These bouldery deposits may represent
debris reworked from ice-contact materials of the
upper and middle fan.

The pattern on Line 2 between 240 m and 555 m
at 375 ns (18 m) depth (Fig. 11) is also interpreted
as bouldery fan facies. Here, due to the closeness

Fig. 11. Line 2 GPR profile (for interpretation of facies codes see Fig. 9).
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Fig. 12. Line 3 GPR profile and its interpretation, (for interpretation of facies codes see Fig. 9).

of a steep bedrock cliff (Fig. 4), this reflection pat-
tern is interpreted as imaging rockfall sediments.
There is field evidence of recent and past rockfalls
and slides at this location (Ekes 2000).

4. Alluvial fan facies with utility cables and
pipes

A chaotic reflection pattern is prevalent on GPR
profiles which were collected along paved roads.
These lines run through the community of Brack-
endale, where the survey was conducted partly on
the asphalt road surface. Individual reflections are
mostly discontinuous and often chaotic with promi-
nent micro-scale hyperbolas. This facies is charac-
terized by shallow penetration and by many mul-
tiples, indicating an environment generally not
favourable for GPR surveys.

The high-frequency chaotic radar facies exclus-
ively occurs on GPR lines from areas where the
upper part of the natural stratigraphy has been dis-
turbed (Fig. 13). Diffraction patterns caused by
overhead power lines, trees and other large objects
on or above the surface are common. Some of the
individual hyperbolic reflections were caused by
fire hydrants along the survey line. Multiples are
caused by antenna ringing, probably due to the
vicinity of metal objects such as fence posts or
vehicles.

5. Alluvial fan facies 2

This facies is characterized by short, discontinuous,
irregular or wavy reflection patterns and is preva-
lent in most transects (Figs 10-13). Closer to the
apex of the fan this facies is generally present on
the surface. With increasing distance from the apex
this pattern is found at greater depth.

This facies is interpreted as having resulted from
massive and weakly stratified debris flow and/or
sheetflood deposits. The lack of stratification and
lobate character of the massive, matrix-supported
debris-flow units explain the discontinuous and
chaotic nature of the radar reflections. The fact that
this facies is more prevalent closer to the apex and
at greater depth in distal areas suggests that there
has been a decrease in the average runout distance
of matrix-supported debris flows through the Holo-

6. Alluvial fan facies 3

This facies is characterized by strong, surface-
parallel, horizontally continuous reflections, which
can be followed over several hundred metres (Figs
10-13). This pattern is prevalent on the majority
of the transects. Generally it is found at younger
stratigraphic positions on the fan and is more com-
mon with increasing distance from the apex.

Fig. 13. Line 4 GPR profile (for interpretation of facies codes see Fig. 9).

cene.
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This facies is interpreted on the basis of well
logs, shallow test pits and exposures, as well as
GPR reflection pattern, as horizontally bedded
sheetflood sand and gravel and clast-rich, debris-
flow diamicton.

7. Alluvial fan facies 4

This facies is characterized by a chaotic reflection
pattern and poor signal penetration. The best
examples are found on profiles collected in the
vicinity of Squamish municipal garbage dump.
Elsewhere, this pattern is found in a near-surface
position; e.g. on Line 1 (60-210 m) (Fig. 10).

This pattern is interpreted as clay-rich, matrix-
supported diamicton. The debris-flow unit
observed at the garbage dump exceeds 5 m thick-
ness at these locations and in places overlies a ser-
ies of similar diamicts (Fig. 7). The high clay con-
tent explains the lack of penetration and poor data
quality. Elsewhere, the younger debris-flow deposit
is thinner (<3 m); therefore, its effect on signal
penetration is not as dramatic.

8. Channel fill

Trough-shaped reflectors were found on some of
the strike-oriented profiles. Most examples of this
pattern occur near the fan surface, e.g. Line 1
between 440 m and 570 m (Fig. 10). Their lateral
extent is from 30 m to 280 m and depth rarely
exceeds 5 m.

Width and depth of these features corresponds
well with the size of the existing channel on Chee-
kye fan (50-100 m). Interpretation is based on this
fact and the classic trough shape (Fig. 10). The fact
that these features are not found at depth may sup-
port the proposition that debris flows declined in
frequency and runout through time, allowing chan-
nels to develop as sediment supply decreased
(Fig. 3).

9. Delta foresets

Steeply inclined, high-amplitude clinoforms were
observed on three profiles: e.g. Line 2 between
630 m and 920 m (Fig. 11). This reflection pattern
is 10-20 m thick and is only found below GPR fac-
ies interpreted as alluvial-fan sediments. Similar
reflection patterns from Late Pleistocene and Holo-
cene river deltas were interpreted as delta foresets
by Jol & Smith (1992a, b).

The elevation of the top of the foreset package
is about 45 m in the centre of the fan (Fig. 11) near
the garbage dump and declines downfan. At the
distal edge of the fan, the top of the foresets sits
at —10m. These elevations are consistent with
relative sea-level fall from the local marine limit to

the Early Holocene lowstand, spanning the period
10.2-9 ka BP (Friele et al 1999; Friele & Clague
2002).

10. Fluvial facies

Sigmoidal oblique reflection patterns are charac-
terized by high-amplitude, continuous reflections
and good signal penetration. A complex sigmoidal
reflection pattern corresponds with a variety of
internal structures, such as epsilon cross-beds and
longitudinal bar foresets, which in turn are inter-
preted as evidence of channel and bar migration
and point bar deposition. These features together
are the basis for interpreting this radar facies as
fluvial sediments. This pattern is found exclusively
on the margin of Cheekye fan on Line 4 (520-
900 m) (Fig. 13). Line 4 was surveyed on an arti-
ficial dyke built on the Squamish floodplain in the
vicinity of the active channel (Fig. 4). At this
locality fluvial sediments onlap distal fan sedi-
ments due to the combined factors of floodplain
aggradation and Late Holocene sea-level rise
(Clague et al 1982).

Internal architecture of Cheekye fan

Analysis of over 27 km of continuous GPR data
provided detailed subsurface information well
beyond the reach of test pits and drill holes. Identi-
fication of floodplain, bedrock, fan-delta foresets,
till, channels and four alluvial fan facies in con-
junction with knowledge of local Quaternary sea-
level change and test-pit data enabled the construc-
tion of a generalized model of internal fan architec-
ture (Fig. 14).

Fan deposits overlie till and hummocky bedrock
near the apex in the proximal fan sector and at the
mouth of Cheakamus River in the northern fan sec-
tor (Fig. 14). It is also likely that bouldery sedi-
ments reworked from ice-contact rock-avalanche
debris underlie a portion of the fan near the apex.
The topography of this complex underlying surface
is not fully known. A well log near the apex
(WW15; Fig. 4) indicates bedrock at 30 m depth,
as do a number of recent cores sunk at the garbage
dump (Ekes 2000). GPR penetration increased
downfan to 40 m and did not encounter bedrock,
suggesting a greater thickness of alluvial fan
deposits in that direction. Two well logs (WWII
and WW12; Fig. 4) in conjunction with GPR data
at the mouth of Cheakamus River, indicate 10-
20 m depth to till at that locality.

Two basic architectural components were
defined within fan sediments: subaqueous sedi-
ments, represented by foresets, and subaerial alluv-
ial fan sediments. Foreset beds, prominent on Line
1 (Fig. 11), indicate a fan-deltaic setting for lower
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Fig. 14. Schematic cross-section of Cheekye fan showing its internal architecture.

Cheekye fan and suggest that the lower fan con-
tinued to prograde during the period of sea-level
fall 10.2-9 ka BP (Friele et al. 1999).

Alluvial fan sediments can be further divided
into four GPR facies (Fig. 9). Fan facies 1, the
deepest of the fan facies, is interpreted as being
bouldery, representing reworked ice-contact
materials deposited during early fan development.
Fan facies 2, interpreted as predominantly matrix-
rich, debris-flow diamicton, is predominant at
lower stratigraphic horizons and at the apex of the
fan. Alluvial fan facies 3, interpreted as chiefly
parallel-bedded sheetflood sand and gravel and
clast-rich debris-flow diamicton, becomes the
dominant facies in the upper 20-25 m of the fan
stratigraphic column in the western, central and
southern fan sections, indicating that sheetflood
activity and fluvial reworking were more dominant
processes in the later development of the fan.
Channel-fill patterns seen at shallow depth (e.g.
Fig. 10) suggest a tendency toward channel
incision through time as sediment supply
decreased. Parallel bedding may, in part, represent
a decline in sediment deposition rate allowing sur-
face winnowing to take place, giving more appar-
ent stratification.

Discussion

GPR distinguished reliably between alluvial fan
and non-alluvial fan sediments. There is a clear
separation between delta foresets and overlying fan
sediments as well as bedrock and overlying fan
sediments (Figs 10-13). The top of the underlying
till could only be tentatively delineated with GPR;
well-log data was used to verify this interpretation.

Although initial GPR calibration surveys showed
some promise in distinguishing debris flow from
sheetflood, the results are not consistent (cf.

Ekes & Hickin 2001). Debris-flow sediments pro-
duce distinctive radar signals if their conductivity
is sufficiently different from those of adjacent units
and if the thickness and depth of a sediment body
in question is within the range of the transmitter
antenna frequency. This was the case with alluvial
fan facies 4, which is characterized by chaotic or
poorly defined reflection configuration and found
locally in a near-surface position. This facies is
interpreted as matrix-rich, debris-flow diamicton
with high clay content and exceeding 3 m thick-
ness.

Clast-rich debris-flow sediments and sheetflood
gravels can have a very similar appearance in out-
crops or in test pits and a similar conductivity.
Therefore, these units may produce very similar
radar signals. Moreover, the thickness of individual
units is often below the resolution of the 50 MHz
antennae. Therefore, fan facies 2 and 3 could not
be conclusively interpreted as being of either debris
flow or sheetflood origin, only as matrix-rich diam-
icton or poorly bedded sheetflood sand (facies 2)
and as horizontally bedded sheetflood sand and
gravel or clast-rich debris flow diamicton (facies
3). The distinction between fan facies 2 and 3 is
based on the presence or absence of horizontally
continuous and layered elements. The ultimate
interpretation was based on detailed knowledge of
the Quaternary history of the area and on an under-
standing of the development of paraglacial alluvial
fans reflecting the likely predominance of sedi-
ments within that facies.

Based on GPR data, a model for fan develop-
ment extending back to the deglacial period
(10.2 ka BP) is proposed. High sedimentation rates
contributed to rapid growth in the Early Holocene,
despite relative sea-level fall and low precipitation
rates. These high sedimentation rates probably
resulted in a very active fan surface with frequent
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channel changes driven by aggradation. A high
sediment supply and relatively low runoff regime
probably led to the dominance of debris-flow
activity (GPR alluvial fan facies 2). After about
6 ka BP sediment supplies declined and runoff
gradually increased. This may have conditioned a
shift to sheetflood dominance (GPR alluvial fan
facies 3), at least at distal portions of the fan. At
some point the Squamish and Cheakamus Rivers
coalesced with the Cheekye fan, eroding the fan
toe and producing the steep scarp along the fan's
northern and western edge. Distal truncation indi-
cates the decreasing activity in the Late Holocene.
Reduction in sediment supply may have contrib-
uted to a tendency toward channel stability and
incision, leading to the development of channel-fill
features. The depth and distribution of radiocarbon
dates gives some indication of Holocene fan evol-
ution. Ages of near-surface deposits indicate that
the southern sector of the fan has probably been
largely inactive for about 7 ka BP. During the Mid-
Holocene, fan activity was concentrated on the
central sector and eventually shifted to the northern
sector, where the channel is located today. GPR
data suggest that debris flows were predominant
and commonly reached the distal fan early in the
Holocene, but that later unconfined debris flows
halted near the apex. This is supported by surface
deposits and historical records (Thurber & Colder
1993), indicating that unconfined debris flows have
affected the apex, while only channelized debris
flows have reached the fan toe.

Blair & McPherson (1994a, b) presented a
model for fan formation whereby a strong relation-
ship exists between the primary sedimentary pro-
cesses active on fans and the evolutionary stage of
the fan drainage basins. Sediment gravity flows
triggered by collapse of bedrock cliffs are
important in alluvial fan construction during their
early stages of development, as is the case here
with the collapse of the western face of Mount Gar-
ibaldi onto the waning ice sheet. As the basin
becomes more dissected, and as the fan builds out,
there is a shift from sediment-gravity to fluid-
gravity dominated deposition. Blair & McPherson
(I994a) and Blair (1999) argue, however, that at a
given stage of development alluvial fans are domi-
nated by either debris flow or sheetflood processes
and that geologic and weathering conditions in the
drainage basin usually promote one of these pro-
cesses to the near exclusion of the other. In the
case of the Death Valley fans studied by Blair
(1999), the period of fan evolution covers many
millions of years; whereas with the Cheekye fan
the period of evolution spans the Holocene Epoch.
Thus, the paraglacial fan model (Church & Ryder
1972) represents a dramatically telescoped version

of the Blair & McPherson (19940, b) fan evol-
ution model.
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Abstract: Closely spaced (1 m) ground penetrating radar (GPR) profiles were used for a three-
dimensional characterization and comparison of glaciofluvial gravel-bed deposits in palaeodis-
charge zones of the Wurmian Rhine glacier (southwestern Germany). Previous sedimentological
outcrop investigations revealed three regionally reoccurring architectural styles of gravel bodies.
For each of these styles a three-dimensional GPR dataset has been acquired in active gravel pits
in order to calibrate the radar profiles with outcrop walls and to analyse, in three dimensions,
the depositional elements and their stacking pattern in the subsurface.

The GPR data were interpreted by mapping reflection terminations in order to delineate geneti-
cally related units. In particular, radar facies types and radar sequence boundaries were used to
define and map depositional elements. Both accretionary and cut-and-fill depositional elements
could be identified. Accretionary elements are characterized by horizontally to low-angle inclined
(1-3°) and moderately continuous reflections (5-30 m) terminating on flat sequence boundaries;
they represent the deposits of gravel sheets and traction carpets. In contrast, cut-and-fill elements
are characterized by low to steeply inclined (3-25°), often discontinuous reflections terminating
on concave to trough-shaped lower truncation boundaries; these are interpreted as scour-pool
fills and small dissection elements (e.g. chutes and lobes).

The three basic architectural styles of gravel bodies can be distinguished on the basis of the size
and proportion of cut-and-fill elements mapped within the radar images. One type of gravel body
is composed of an amalgamation of large cut-and-fill elements whereas the other two types are
dominated by accretionary elements and differ by the proportion of smaller cut-and-fill elements.

The results show that GPR is an adequate technique to illuminate the sedimentary architecture
of the various types of gravel bodies. GPR data allow detailed three-dimensional reconstruction
of depositional elements and their stacking pattern in the subsurface.

Most glaciofluvial gravel-bed deposits of braided
rivers have a highly heterogeneous sedimentary
architecture. Centimetre to metre-scale lithofacies
units with lateral extensions of decimetres to tens
of metres are organized into genetically related
units (depositional elements). These elements rep-
resent former geomorphologic units of an ancient
river system. Thus, in order to understand the
palaeofluvial environment as well as to enable
adequate quantitative analysis of these deposits,
information on their three-dimensional architecture
is required (Brierley 1996).

Starting with the work of Ulriksen (1982), the
ground penetrating radar (GPR) technique has been
applied in an increasing number of case studies to
image sedimentary structures and architectures in
the shallow subsurface (about 2-40 m depth). This
technique works well in low-conductive sediments,
such as sand and gravel deposits, and many studies

have documented that the geophysical (dielectric)
properties are closely related to primary sedimen-
tary structures (e.g. Van Dam 2001). Hence, two-
dimensional GPR profiles have been used, among
others, for delta deposits (e.g. Jol & Smith 1991;
Smith & Jol 1992, 1997), fluvial deposits (e.g.
Bridge et aL 1998; van Overmeeren 1998; Vanden-
berghe & Overmeeren 1999) and proximal glacio-
fluvial deposits (e.g. Huggenberger 1993; Beres et
al 1995; Olsen & Andreasen 1995). Additionally,
a large-scale (>5m) arrangement of parallel pro-
files or profiles arranged in a large-scale grid
enabled the geometrical reconstruction of promi-
nent fluvial sedimentary units (e.g. Stephens 1994;
Bridge et al 1995; Asprion & Aigner 1997; Bris-
tow et al 1999). However, these measurements are
often inadequate to resolve the three-dimensional
character of metre-scale fluvial architectural
elements. Recently, closely (<1 m) spaced GPR
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profiles have been measured (e.g. Beres et al. 1995;
McMechan et al. 1997; Asprion & Aigner 1999),
leading to a highly detailed cube of continuous
GPR information. Beres et al. (1999) illuminated
the three-dimensional architecture of highly hetero-
geneous braided river deposits in the Swiss part of
the Rhine Valley by using three-dimensional
GPR data.

Based on comparative outcrop investigations of
25 sites within palaeodischarge zones of the whole
Rhine glacier area, three basic recurrent architec-
tural styles of braided river deposits (including the
type presented by Beres 1995) can be dis-
tinguished. The detailed sedimentological analysis
of these different architectural styles is documented
in a separate publication (Heinz et al. in press). The
major objectives in the present paper are:

1. To document and discuss the possibilities of
the GPR technique in order to characterize
these different architectural styles. Therefore
GPR profiles were calibrated with correspond-
ing outcrop walls.

2. To map depositional elements in the subsur-
face using three-dimensional GPR surveys and
to quantify their dimension and proportion
within the different gravel-body types.

The overall aim is to contribute to a sedimentol-
ogical database of lithofacies and preserved depo-
sitional elements with three-dimensional GPR
characterization and make it applicable to subsur-
face studies (e.g. prediction of aquifer
heterogeneity).

Sedimentology

This paper focuses on the principal architectural
patterns of various gravel bodies as detected by the
GPR technique. For details concerning the pro-
cesses, formation and interpretation of fluvial
gravel-bed deposits we refer to previous studies
(e.g. Best & Bristow 1993, Siegenthaler & Hug-
genberger 1993; Heinz et al. in press) and only a
brief summary is given here.

The fluvial environment can be reconstructed by
recognition of the record and preservation of depo-
sitional elements (Miall 1985; Siegenthaler & Hug-
genberger 1993), which are characterized by spe-
cific external shapes and internal structures. Two
groups of depositional elements can be classified
here (cf. Heinz & Aigner 1999).

1. 'Cut-and-fill elements' are characterized by an
erosive concave lower bounding surface with a
sedimentary fill deposited almost immediately
after the erosional phase, preserving the
depression. Examples are scour-pool fills
which are formed at channel bends and chan-

nel confluences (Ashmore 1993) of a braided
river system and small dissection elements
occurring on, e. g., bar-complexes.

2. 'Accretionary elements' show an aggradational
and/or progradational stratification style built
up on a flat lower bounding surface. These
deposits are interpreted as in-channel accumu-
lations (i.e. gravel bars). Their dominant
appearance in outcrops are gravel sheets
(stacking of many horizontal to subhorizontal,
about 0.1-0.2 m-thick sheet-like units with lat-
eral extension of tens of metres), traction car-
pets (massive, 0.5-2.0 m-thick units with lat-
eral extension of hundreds of metres) and
gravel dunes (cross-stratified units with a
thickness of 0.3-1.5 m and a lateral extension
of tens of metres).

Depositional elements are made up of different
lithofacies types. In glaciofluvial gravel deposits of
the Rhine glacier area the major lithofacies types
are: (1) poorly sorted gravel, (2) alternating gravel,
(3) well-sorted sand and gravel, and (4) cobble-
and boulder-rich gravel. The most frequent litho-
facies is 'poorly sorted gravel' (mixture of sand
and gravel with a sand proportion of 30%), which
occurs in cut-and-fill elements as well as in
accretionary elements. Lithofacies type 'alternating
gravel' (composed of a lower zone of bimodal to
polymodal gravel and an upper zone of graded,
well-sorted openwork gravel) appears dominantly
in cross-stratified elements (scour pools, gravel
dunes). Lithofacies type 'well-sorted sand and gra-
vel' is mostly found in areas of diminished flow
(e.g. in marginal parts of scour-pool fills and the
lee side of channel accumulations). In contrast,
lithofacies type 'cobble- and boulder- rich gravel'
(cobble-and-boulder proportion of 30^0%) indi-
cates high-magnitude events and appears exclus-
ively in accretionary elements (particularly trac-
tion carpets).

Comparative analysis of 25 gravel pits in palaeo-
drainage zones of the Wurmian Rhine glacier area
(see Fig. 1) revealed three regionally reoccurring
sedimentary architectures of gravel bodies, classi-
fied here as types A, B and C. For each type an
outcrop wall photograph is shown in Figure 2.

Type A is abundant in the Rhine Valley. Gravel
bodies are characterized by an amalgamation of
large cut-and-fill elements with a thickness of 1-
3 m and lateral extensions of 10->30 m (Fig. 2a\
note that the cut face is directed perpendicularly to
the overall palaeoflow direction from east to the
west). The cut-and-fill elements are constructed of
cross-stratified sets consisting chiefly of the litho-
facies types poorly sorted gravel and alternating
gravel. In this example, thick units of stratified
sands are also preserved within the cut-and-fill
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Fig. 1. Location of the studied sites in southwestern Germany related to the last maximum ice-extension of the Wiirm-
ian Rhine glacier lobe.

elements. Accretionary elements occur only as
relicts. They are represented by horizontal to sub-
horizontal units of gravel sheet deposits (poorly
sorted gravel).

In contrast, types B and C gravel bodies are
dominated by accretionary elements (stacking of
horizontally to subhorizontally stratified gravel
sheets) and the cut-and-fill elements are generally
much smaller in dimension. Type B gravel bodies
show a proportion of cut-and-fill elements of 30-
35% on average. Their lateral extensions vary from
7 m to 30 m with a mean thickness of 0.7-0.8 m
(Heinz et al. in press). Within type C gravel bodies,
the proportion and dimension of cut-and-fill
elements is even more reduced (proportion <20%,
thickness 0.3-0.6 m, lateral extension 2-18 m).
Particularly in this kind of gravel deposits, it is
very difficult to recognize the small-scale struc-
tures because they mainly consist of poorly sorted
gravel with little contrasts visible at the outcrop

walls. Both type B and type C gravel bodies occur
in palaeodischarge zones which drained the RJiine
glacier north of the river Danube (see Fig. 1).

GPR reflections, acquisition and
processing
GPR reflections appear to be associated with
changes in the residual water content of different
lithofacies types (Huggenberger 1993), which is
primarily controlled by their grain size and sorting.
Strong reflections are expected between poorly
sorted lithofacies types (poorly sorted gravels, cob-
ble- and boulder-rich gravels), matrix-free open-
work gravel (upper zone of lithofacies 'alternating
gravel') and sand-dominated lithofacies types (e.g.
well-sorted sand, bimodal gravel).

Resolution is controlled vertically by the fre-
quency of the antennae used (high frequency =
high resolution and lower penetration depth),
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Fig. 2. Outcrop-wall photographs showing the three different architectural types of gravel bodies recognized in palaeo-
discharge zones of the Rhine glacier. Type A occurs in the Rhine valley and is composed of an amalgamation of
large cut-and-fill elements (c/f) with relics of accretionary elements (ace.). Types B and C occur in the northern
discharge areas of the former Rhine glacier. In general, the deposits are dominated by accretionary elements. In gravel-
body type B, cut-and-fill elements are more frequent and larger in size than in type C.

whereas the lateral resolution is conditioned by the
Fresnel zone (mean volume of the reflected
wavefront), which is controlled by the wavelength
and the depth of the object (lateral resolution
diminishes with depth) and the distance between
measurements.

The GPR data presented here were measured
with a GSSI (Geophysical Survey Systems Inc.)
system (model SIR-10A) and a pair of 300MHz
antennae (separation of transmitter and receiver
was fixed at 1.4 m). For this study, this frequency
represented the best compromise between high res-
olution and adequate penetration depth. Useful
information was obtained to a depth of 5-1 Om
below the surface. Common mid-point (CMP) and
radar-tomography measurements (e.g. Beres et al.
1999; Tronicke et al. 1999) give an average near-
surface wave velocity of 0.1 mns"1, resulting in
an effective vertical resolution in the order of a
few decimetres.

Data acquisition was carried out in those parts
of the selected gravel pits where soil and weathered
material had already been removed and uniform
surface conditions predominated. The three-
dimensional grids were arranged by parallel GPR
profiles with a spacing of 1 m in one direction and
1-5 m in the orthogonal direction, covering areas
of 600-1750m2 for the individual surveys.
Whereas 1 m spacing (in one direction) was

important in order to obtain a continuous three-
dimensional cube of radar data, the spacing of the
orthogonal lines was determined by the size of the
subsurface structures. Orthogonal lines were used
to control the interpretation of the mapped depo-
sitional elements. Thus, a spacing of 5 m was
applied for gravel-body type A, 2 m for type B and
1 m for type C (compare to the size of depositional
elements in Fig. 2).

The data were collected in a continuous mode;
the antennae were pulled along a tape with 'step-
velocity', so that a trace was received every 0.1 m
(maximum value). To determine the location of the
traces a marker was set at every metre. No stacking
of traces has been carried out in the field. Each
three-dimensional grid was measured in one day.

Raw data were processed with band-pass filter,
automatic gain control and Kirchhof migration
using the PC-based system Reflex (K. J. Sandme-
ier, Karlsruhe, Germany). Creation and presen-
tation of the three-dimensional cube of radar data
was carried out with the software Slicer Dicer. Pro-
cessed radar profiles of one direction were com-
piled and horizontally interpolated. We found that,
with a spacing of 1 m, all vertical details of a radar
profile were correctly interpolated and imaged
within the three-dimensional cube (in the case of
300 MHz antennae).

Interpretation and mapping of depositional
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elements was carried out with the three-
dimensional software Gocad. From profile to pro-
file, the respective elements were outlined and sev-
eral surfaces could be modelled. The erosional
lower bounding surface of cut-and-fill elements
was much easier to recognize in the radar images
than individual units of horizontally to subhori-
zontally stacked accretionary elements (gravel
sheets). Therefore mainly the lower borders of cut-
and-fill elements are highlighted in the figures.

Results

L Calibration of GPR profiles

Calibrating GPR data is important in order to
appraise the reliability of the radar method in dif-
ferent depositional environments. In former stud-
ies, calibration has been carried out with core data
(e.g. Bridge et al. 1995, 1998) or nearby outcrop
faces (e.g. Huggenberger 1993; Asprion 1997;
Rea & Knight 1998). In this study the data were
verified by nearby outcrop faces and (where
possible) by direct comparison of GPR profiles
with the (later) excavated outcrop wall. In the
Herten gravel pit several GPR profiles were meas-
ured and marked at the surface. During excavation
of the gravel pit the successive vertical outcrop sec-
tions could be matched exactly with the sites of the
previously measured GPR profiles, resulting in a
direct comparison of outcrop walls and correspond-
ing radar image.

One such example of a photographed outcrop
wall, GPR image and interpretation according to
depositional units (units A-F) is shown in Figure 3.

Unit A is characterized in the radar image by
continuous and high-amplitude, subhorizontal
reflections. This simple pattern corresponds well
with the horizontally stratified gravel sheets in the
uppermost 1.8 m of the outcrop.

Within unit B, inclined, low- to moderate-
amplitude reflections downlap and onlap onto rela-
tively continuous high-amplitude reflections that
truncate lower strata. Both the depth and geometry
of unit B correspond well with the outcrop photo-
graph. The base of this unit consists of a matrix-
rich (silty) gravel layer, which is responsible for
the strong (double wavelet) reflection. Upper parts
of unit B comprise trough cross-stratified 'alternat-
ing gravel' with a large proportion of openwork
gravel. The radar image shows inclined reflections
with dips slightly less than the dip angle of the
cross-stratification in the photograph, particularly
towards the south. Additionally, the number of
alternating gravel cross-strata is higher than the
number of reflections, indicating that not every sin-
gle layer could be resolved.

The wedge shape of unit C is clearly shown in

Fig. 3. Comparison of outcrop-wall photograph and radar
image at the Herten gravel pit. Position and external
shape of the depositional units (A-F) correspond well
with the radar image. Internal structures are indicated in
the upper units (A, B and C) whereas within the lower
units (D, E and F) the stratification is not resolved
adequately. Varying amplitudes correspond to changes in
lithofacies types but identification of individual strata is
ambiguous without outcrop information.

the radar image. The low- to moderate-amplitude,
discontinuous internal reflection pattern shows that
this unit is comparatively homogeneous (mainly
sand-rich, poorly sorted gravel).

Unit D is composed of cross-stratified alternat-
ing gravel (southern part) and (sand-rich) 'poorly
sorted gravel' (northern part of unit D). In the radar
image, high-amplitude reflections appear in the
southern and central parts of unit D, where alternat-
ing gravel is situated below the 'poorly sorted grav-
el' of unit C. In the northern part of unit D, low
to moderate amplitudes are present, indicating only
slight contrasts in lithofacies. The internal cross-
stratification could not be recognized without out-
crop information.

In outcrop, unit E is composed mostly of cross-
stratified, poorly sorted gravel with intercalated
thin (5-10 cm) and discontinuous layers of open-
work gravel. While the position and geometry of
unit E can be identified in the radar profile, the
internal cross-stratification is not revealed, but
appears as subhorizontal reflections with low to
moderate amplitudes.
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The lowermost unit F consists of sand-rich,
poorly sorted gravel intercalated with subhorizont-
ally stratified, discontinuous beds of openwork gra-
vels (10-20 cm in thickness). Units F and E show
no clear boundary and are difficult to separate in
the radar image. The reflection pattern of unit F can
be described as subhorizontal, moderate to highly
continuous, with moderate to high amplitudes.
However, the length of reflections does not corre-
spond to the discontinuous openwork beds as seen
in the outcrop section.

The detailed comparison of radar image and out-

crop wall showed that the depth position (velocity
= 0.lmns"1) and external shape of the depo-
sitional units are well reproduced in the GPR pro-
file. They can be defined by reflection terminations,
distinct reflection patterns and, in some cases, by
the occurrence of high-amplitude radar boundaries.
In general, the amplitudes of reflections are con-
trolled by the permittivity contrasts between the
single lithofacies types constructing the depo-
sitional units. Thus the contrasts in these gravel-
bed deposits are often more dominant within a
depositional unit than between them. This means

Fig. 4. Comparison of two-dimensional radar profiles reflecting different types of gravel-body architecture. Data are
processed (band-pass filter, Kirchhof migration) and depositional elements are outlined within the images, (a) Amalga-
mation of mainly large-scale cut-and-fill (c/f) elements indicated by units of inclined reflections terminating on lower
boundaries, (b) Dominance of accretionary (ace.) elements (subhorizontal to horizontal reflector pattern) with local
cut-and-fill elements (small truncation zones), (c) Stacking of accretionary elements indicated by mainly subhorizontal
reflector pattern.
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that, for the delineation of the units, a sedimentol-
ogical interpretation is required. In the upper and
middle part (units A, B and C), the internal struc-
ture of depositional units is well depicted in the
radar image. However, this is not possible in the
deeper parts (units D and E). Within unit D, the
internal is marked by a high-amplitude reflection
resulting from the high contrast between the inter-
face of elements C and D (especially in the south-
ern part). Within unit E, it is assumed that the
transmitted wavelength (of the electromagnetic
wave) was too long to resolve the small-scale beds
(5 cm thick openwork gravels). In unit F, the
reduction of resolution is probably responsible for
the relatively continuous reflections, even though
the openwork gravel layers are more discontinuous.
Obviously, when comparing outcrop and GPR sec-
tions, it must be considered that the radar profile is
affected by off-axis reflections from the subsurface.

Small-scale (vertical, <0.1 m; lateral, 1-3 m)
lithofacies changes cannot be recognized in the
radar images. This is probably due to signal inter-
ference, diffractions, differences in velocity and
resolution. High-amplitude reflections indicate high
contrasts in relative permittivity but it is often dif-
ficult to predict the changes in lithofacies from this
data alone.

2. Case studies

(a) Hartheim/Herten gravel pit. The two study sites
are situated in the Rhine Valley (see Fig. 1). Both
sites show a very similar sedimentary architecture
of gravel-body type A. Data acquisition in the Har-
theim gravel pit was carried out on the top floor

of the outcrop. Soil and weathered material were
removed and GPR lines could be measured on a
dry and flat area of 1750 m2. The grid had a length
of 50 m in the NE-SW direction and a width of
35 m in the NW-SE direction. Parallel, continuous
GPR lines were measured at 1 m spacing (NW-
SE lines) and at 5 m spacing (NE-SW lines). An
electrical powerline about 20 m away from the grid
produced noise signals (hyperbolas) in the deeper
parts of some radar images.

Figure 4a shows a typical GPR profile of this
site. In the middle part of the section (from 30 ns
to 140 ns) the reflections are mostly inclined (3-
15°), dipping in different directions. Due to trunc-
ations, these reflections are discontinuous (1-
10 m). With respect to the dips of reflections and
reflection terminations (downlap and onlap), sev-
eral genetically related units with trough-shaped
lower boundaries were recognized. They are inter-
preted as cut-and-fill elements.

In some parts (e.g. in the uppermost part) of the
radar image, horizontal to subhorizontal, more con-
tinuous reflections (10-30 m in lateral extent) are
interpreted as accretionary elements. A nearby out-
crop face revealed a record of complex scour-pool
fills and relics of gravel sheets (see also Fig. 2a).

The data cube and its interpretation (Fig. 5)
shows a three-dimensional stacking of cut-and-fill
elements and relicts of accretionary elements. Units
02-05 and 08 represent the lower bounding surface
of scour-pool fills. Cut-and-fill elements are often
amalgamated and some are elongated in palaeoflow
direction (south-north). Dimensions of the detected
cut-and-fill elements are given in Figure 7. Because
the depositional elements are sometimes far larger

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional GPR data and spatial position of depositional elements as interpreted at the Hartheim site
(gravel-body type A). Surfaces represent the lower boundaries of depositional elements. Deposits of units 02-05 build
up complex scour-pool fills (cut-and-fill elements).
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than the extent of the radar grid, these values rep-
resent minimum dimensions.

In order to obtain more data about dimensions
of cut-and-fill elements in this type of gravel body
(type A), a second site (Herten) with an area of 28
X 44m was investigated with three-dimensional
GPR surveys. A similar architectural pattern is
revealed in the GPR profiles, showing a dominant
preservation of large cut-and-fill elements and a
smaller proportion of accretionary elements (see
also Fig. 2). The dimensions of cut-and-fill
elements are included in Fig. 7. In both sites radar
images could be interpreted to a depth of 8-10 m.

Fig. 6. (a) Three-dimensional GPR data and interpretation of depositional elements obtained at the Ostrach site (gravel-
body type B). Flat and relatively extensive surfaces (e.g. units 12 and 08) represent accretionary elements (gravel
sheet deposits) while small and slightly concave surfaces show the position of local cut-and-fill elements (e.g. units
07, 10 and 14). (b) Three-dimensional GPR data of the Saulgau site (gravel-body type C). The GPR images are
characterized by subhorizontal reflections indicating stacked accretionary elements (e.g. units 02, 04, 05 and 15).
Rarely, small-scale cut-and-fill elements are present (e.g. unit 03).

(b) Ostrach gravel pit. This site is situated in Upper
Swabia close to the last maximum ice-extension of
the Würmian Rhine glacier (see Fig. 1). GPR lines
were measured on a middle terrace of the Ostrach
gravel pit, positioned about 6 m below the original
surface. Acquisition was carried out in winter and
a thin (5 cm) layer of snow covered the flat gravel
surface. The size of the grid was 20 X 30 m. Paral-
lel GPR lines of the longer profiles were directed
NW–SE and spaced 1 m apart while the orthogonal
profiles (NE–SW direction) were separated by a
distance of 2 m.

A characteristic two-dimensional radar image of
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this site is shown in Figure 4b. Large parts of the
image are characterized by horizontal to subhori-
zontal reflections with low to moderate continuity
(5-15 m). This reflection pattern is disrupted by
local truncations. Low-angle inclined (1-5°), dis-
continuous (1-3 m), low- to moderate-amplitude
reflections occur within these units. A nearby out-
crop face (see Fig. 2b) revealed a dominance of
accretionary elements (gravel-sheet deposits) and
local, smaller-scale cut-and-fill elements (scour-
pool fills).

The three-dimensional GPR survey is shown in
Figure 6a. The lower truncation zone of cut-and-
fill elements is relatively easy to delineate whereas
it is difficult to pick the (sub) horizontal reflection
pattern of stacked accretionary elements (i.e. gravel
sheets). Therefore, apart from the cut-and-fill
elements (e.g. units 04, 07, 10 and 14), only a few
prominent horizontal reflections of accretionary
elements were mapped in the subsurface data cube
(e.g. unit 12). In the uppermost 4 m it was possible
to detect small-scale cut-and-fill elements (e.g.
units 04, 08 and 10) while below this, only larger
and more prominent units could be recognized.
Below 7 m, no sedimentological interpretation
according to depositional elements could be carried
out. It is clear that not every depositional unit that
would be noticed at the outcrop wall is represented
in the radar image. This can be explained by low
contrasts, thin beds and a relatively large mean
reflection volume in comparison to the size of the
units. The GPR data volume revealed 11 local,
partly amalgamated cut-and-fill elements which are
slightly elongated in palaeoflow direction (SE-
NW). Their dimensions are shown in Figure 7.

(c) Saulgau gravel pit. The Saulgau site is situated
close to the terminal moraine complex of the last
maximum ice-extension (Upper Swabia). GPR
lines were measured on the surface of the gravel
pit where soil and weathered material had already
been removed. Data was acquired on a 30 X 20 m
grid on a flat and slightly damp gravel surface. The
longer lines were oriented east-west and the
orthogonal lines oriented north-south; both sets of
lines were spaced 1 m apart.

A typical GPR profile of the site is shown in
Figure 4c. The whole radar image is characterized
by a subhorizontal, low to moderately continuous
(3-15 m) reflection pattern. In this case the sedi-
mentological interpretation with regard to depo-
sitional elements was very difficult. As already
documented in Figure 2c, the gravel body is mainly
composed of numerous stacked gravel-sheet
deposits with very rare, small-scale cut-and-fill
elements. Hence, the interpreted surfaces shown in
Figure 6b do not necessarily represent boundaries
of single depositional elements but show relatively

prominent and traceable, probably composite,
reflections, which reproduce the diffuse architec-
tural style of the gravel body. Within the upper-
most 3 m, it was possible to detect four small cut-
and-fill elements. Their dimensions (see Fig. 7) are
similar to those of the Ostrach site but no direc-
tional elongation could be recognized. Interpret-
ation of the reflections was carried out to a depth
of 5 m. Below 5 m, the signal could no longer be
interpreted.

Discussion

The GPR to outcrop wall calibration demonstrated
the possibilities of, and limits to, the detection of
depositional elements in the subsurface. The broad
classes of the accretionary- and cut-and-fill-
elements in particular were almost always reco-
gnizable in the radar images. Due to reflection ter-
minations, the lower boundary of cut-and-fill
elements can be detected in the radar profiles. In
contrast, it is difficult to define the boundaries of
accretionary elements, which are usually con-
structed by stacks of thin gravel sheets.

For each sedimentary type of gravel body, a
characteristic radar pattern was apparent. In gravel-
body type A, inclined reflections terminate on
lower truncation boundaries (complex stacking of
large cut-and-fill elements). Gravel-body type B
showed horizontal to subhorizontal reflection pat-
terns with more scattered small-scale truncations.
Individual depositional elements can be detected in
the upper 7 m of the gravel body. By comparison,
discrete depositional elements are very difficult to
recognize in the radar images of gravel-body type
C. Only a few small-scale truncation zones are vis-
ible in the radar image. The radar pattern is domi-
nated by subhorizontal reflections, which reflect the
stacking of diffuse gravel sheets in these deposits.

Three-dimensional GPR data clearly improve the
reliability of subsurface interpretations and allow
the detection in detail of the geometry of cut-and-
fill elements in the subsurface. In Figure 7, their
dimensions are quantified for each site investi-
gated. Type A gravel bodies can clearly be differ-
entiated from types B and C gravel bodies due to
the larger dimension of these elements. Types B
and C can be distinguished by the total number of
cut-and-fill elements detected.

The overall dimensions of cut-and-fill elements
derived from the three-dimensional GPR data cor-
respond well with those measured directly at the
outcrop wall (Table 1). However, very small-scale
elements (<0.5 m in thickness and <3 m in
length), which appear particularly in gravel-body
type C, cannot be resolved with the 300 MHz
antennae used in this study (particularly those in
the deeper parts of the deposits). Due to the restric-
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Fig. 7. Cross-plots of the dimensions of cut-and-fill elements as mapped with three-dimensional GPR surveys at the
different sites. Within the Herten and Hartheim sites (type A), cut-and-fill elements are characterized by large dimen-
sions within a broad range. The Ostrach site (type B) can be distinguished from the Saulgau site (type C) by the total
number of cut-and-fill elements and slightly larger dimensions.

Table 1. Comparison of the proportion and dimension of
cut-and-fill elements within the three types of gravel
deposits

Gravel-body type
A B

Study site

Percentage of
c/f elements

Size of c/f
elements (m):
Median
thickness

Max. thickness

Median width

Max. width

Median length

Max. length

Hartheim Herten

80
>80

1.7
L4
4.0
1.9
21
23
40
55
45
40
70
52

85
>80

1.9
2.2
3.5
3.3
30
23
38
28
39
39

>60
44

Ostrach

35
30-40

0.8
0.7
1.5
1.4
9
7
15
10
13
9.5
20

12.5

C

Saulgau

15
<10

0.6
0.6
1.0
0.8
4.3
5.7
12
8

4.3
8
12
9

Values derived from outcrop analysis
Values derived from three-dimensional GPR data

ted radar grid size, dimensions of cut-and-fill
elements of gravel-body type A have smaller
maximum values than those measured directly at
the more extensive outcrop faces.

The total proportion of cut-and-fill elements was
not calculated exactly for this study. However, a
rough visual estimate clearly reflects the orders of
proportion. Within gravel-body type A, the pro-
portion of cut-and-fill elements is >70-80%; for
gravel-body type B a range of 30-40% is estimated
and, for type C, less than 10% (compare with data
of Table 1).

Conclusions

This three-dimensional GPR study recognized dis-
tinct sedimentary architectures in highly hetero-
geneous glaciofluvial gravel deposits in the palaeo-
discharge areas of the Wiirmian Rhine glacier lobe.
GPR profiles were calibrated with nearby outcrop
faces or by exact comparison of radar images with
the corresponding outcrop sections.

Depositional elements were interpreted accord-
ing to their reflection pattern and external shape.
Reflection amplitudes are related to contrasts
between different lithofacies types constructing
depositional elements. However, it is not possible
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unambiguously to predict the petrophysical proper-
ties of single strata from these reflections.

Three types of gravel body architecture were dif-
ferentiated using three-dimensional GPR surveys.
They were classified according to the proportion
and size of cut-and-fill elements. Thus, three-
dimensional GPR surveys provide a means for both
qualitative and quantitative three-dimensional
characterization of these deposits.

As gravel deposits contain important
groundwater resources in this region, the GPR
technique is an appropriate, non-destructive tool
for characterizing aquifer heterogeneity.
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Abstract: Fan deltas are common depositional features along the macro-tidal, fjorded coast of
southern British Columbia. To determine the sedimentary architecture of the Cypress Creek fan
delta, West Vancouver, British Columbia, a combined ground penetrating radar and geomorphol-
ogical study was carried out. Five radar facies were identified and their associated geomorphic
environments were established: oblique clinoform radar facies (delta front); mounded radar facies
(debris-flow deposits); undulating subhorizontal radar facies (beach zone); concave radar facies
(river channels) and horizontal radar facies (salt-water intrusion). The delta plain was formed
primarily by debris flows, some of which reached the delta front to form prograding foreset
beds. Radar facies analysis established the occurrence of arcuate scars and masses of slumped
material, signifying mass movement on the delta front. Wave action, working over a 4.9 m tidal
range, has reworked the distal delta-plain debris-flow sediments into an armoured gravel beach.
A depositional model is proposed for a fan delta in a macro-tidal fjord setting.

Fan deltas are isolated but distinctive depositional
features scattered along the fjord coast of south-
western British Columbia. With pocket beaches,
submarine fans and braid deltas they represent one
of the few active depositional environments occur-
ring on this dominantly bedrock coast. In this
region, a fan delta is typically deposited at the
mouth of a high-relief drainage basin having a suf-
ficiently thick veneer of surficial deposits to pro-
vide a source for repeated debris-flow events. The
surficial material is usually composed of varying
combinations of till, fluvioglacial, weathering and
colluvial deposits plastered on the bedrock flanks
of a fjord. Where rivers are eroded into bedrock
drainage basins and lack a veneer of surficial
deposits, the fan deltas are either absent or very
small. The dominant depositional processes for-
ming the fan deltas are debris flows, and river
floods that typically occur after rain-on-snow or
high-intensity but low-periodicity precipitation
events.

Prior to the emergence of a fan delta, a subaque-
ous fan accumulates below sea level on the fjord
side wall. With continued aggradation, the top of
the expanding subaqueous fan reaches sea level,
where it forms a fan-delta plain. With continued

progradation of the fan, the delta plain becomes
more extensive and the beach, on its outer edge,
becomes wider and more geomorphically distinc-
tive. Where a stream crosses the beach zone, some
of its load bypasses the beach and is deposited on
the delta front, though a certain volume is retained
in the tidal zone as a channel-mouth bar or is added
to the beach sediments. The outer edge of the delta
plain is at the place where the subaqueous delta
plain meets the delta front and is demarcated by a
well-defined break in slope. The delta fronts of
fjord fan deltas can have slopes reaching 20° in
places. The subaerial fan-delta plain reflects the
overall morphology of an alluvial fan with a
marked convexity in cross-profile that diminishes
with distance from the apex of the fan.

The similarities, links and differences between
the sedimentary prisms that form fan deltas and
braid deltas have been the subject of a rapidly
growing literature ever since the introduction of the
term 'fan delta' into the literature by Holmes in
1965. Discussions of the terminology, processes
and architecture of fan deltas are to be found in pa,
braid deltas occur primarily at the head of fjords,
where they are fed by gravel-bed rivers that form
a wide delta plain with Gilbert-type deltaic large-
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scale foresets. The nature of submarine sedimen-
tation and morphology of coarse-grained fan deltas
along this coast has been described by Prior and
Bornhold (1988, 1990). In this paper, we focus on
the geomorphology and sedimentary structure of a
fan delta. The lack of outcrop, combined with the
difficulty of drilling into the cobble-boulder gravel
that forms most fan deltas in southwestern British
Columbia, severely limits the analysis of the depo-
sitional architecture of a fan delta. One way of
overcoming these difficulties is the use of ground
penetrating radar (GPR) to provide images of the
subsurface. Analysis of GPR data yields reflection
patterns that can be grouped into radar facies that,
in turn, can be linked to specific fan-depositional
environments (Jol & Smith 1990; Van Heteren et
al 1998).

In this study, GPR is used to define the depo-
sitional architecture and geomorphology of a high-
energy, coarse-gravel fan delta deposited at the
mouth of Cypress Creek in the municipality of
West Vancouver, British Columbia (Fig. 1). The
specific objectives of the study are: (1) to establish
the components forming the depositional architec-
ture of a debris-flow-dominated fan delta using
radar facies analysis; (2) to integrate surface sec-
tions, surface debris-flow evidence, shore sedimen-
tation and well logs with the radar-defined facies
of the fan delta; and (3) to propose a depositional
model for a coarse-grained fan delta on a macro-
tidal coast.

Physical setting

The drainage basin of Cypress Creek is located on
the southern edge of the Coast Mountains of Bri-
tish Columbia. The bedrock geology of the drain-
age basin consists largely of granodiorite with
lesser amounts of gneiss (Roddick 1965). A thin
veneer of till, fluvioglacial deposits and colluvium
(Clague 1994) covers the bedrock of the basin. The
geomorphic evolution of the Cypress Creek drain-
age basin has been strongly influenced by the gla-
ciers flowing across the Coast Mountains and down
the Fraser Lowland during the Late Wisconsinan
glaciation (Armstrong 1990).

The drainage-basin area of Cypress Creek is
13.4 km2, with the subaerial part of the fan delta
having an area of 0.26 km2 (Fig. 2). The fan delta
has a maximum width, from east to west, of
c.800 m and a maximum axial length, from the fan
apex to the mouth at sea level, of c.400 m. The
receiving basin for the fan delta is the Burrard
Inlet, a macro-tidal estuary (maximum tidal range
of 4.9 m), located on the eastern side of the Strait
of Georgia, a major water body separating Van-
couver Island from the mainland of the province.
Although it had been occupied by glaciers, Burrard

Fig. 1. (a) Location map of the drainage basin and fan
delta of Cypress Creek, (b) Aerial view of Cypress Creek
fan delta clearly showing (white tones) the beach zone
and deposition at the mouth of the creek. The location of
the 150 m highstand delta is shown. (Photo source: A.
Roberts, Simon Fraser University.)

Inlet does not have a sill and it is shallower (10-
110m depth) than the adjacent fjord of Howe
Sound, where water depths reach 280 m. The basin
floor onto which the fan is prograding has depths
of 30 m seaward of the fan.

The drainage basin extends from sea level to an
altitude of 1326 m (Fig. 1), with an accompanying
marked climatic gradient. At sea level (Point
Atkinson), annual precipitation averages 1250 mm,
but increases to 2950 mm at Hollyburn Ridge, at
an elevation of 950 m. The upper part of the basin
extends into a subalpine zone, receiving several
metres of snow per annum as part of a total annual
precipitation averaging 3500 mm. The forest cover
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Fig. 2. A topographic map of the fan delta showing the location of the GPR lines, drill core sites and fan cross-sections.

of the basin reflects the climatic and topographic
gradients, with western hemlock (Tsuga
heterophylla), cedar (Thuja plicata) and Douglas
fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) dominant in the lower
elevations and increasing amounts of mountain
hemlock (Tsuga mertiana) and spruce (Picea) at
higher altitudes. The very highest elevations of the
basin are classified as alpine with a cover of shrubs
and dwarfed trees.

Sea-level history

A controlling factor in the geomorphic evolution
and sedimentary architecture of fan deltas along the
British Columbian coast is sea-level change
resulting from the post-glacial isostatic rebound
that took place after the retreat of the Cordilleran
Ice Sheet (Late Wisconsinan) and the interaction
of the accompanying eustatic sea-level rise. After
the ice had retreated, around 12 ka, the sea invaded
the isostatically depressed Burrard Inlet and rela-

tive sea level was established close to the present
150 m elevation level. With the onset of isostatic
rebound, sea level fell rapidly to about 40 m by
11.5 ka (Clague 1983). Between 9 ka and 8 ka, sea
level stabilized at 12m below present-day sea
level, after which it rose until a short-lived still-
stand occurred between 6.2 ka and 5.8 ka
(Williams and Roberts 1989). Once the stillstand
came to an end, sea level resumed its rise until
present sea level was reached around 2.3 ka.

Fan deltas started to aggrade immediately after
Burrard Inlet became ice-free and continued to
form intermittently during falling sea levels. In the
case of the largest fan delta on the northern side
of Burrard Inlet, the Capilano River (about 10 km
east of Cypress Creek), there is evidence of at least
three palaeofan-deltas graded to former sea levels
at 150 m, 90 m and 55 m. For Cypress Creek, there
is only evidence of one palaeofan-delta at 150-
155 m, below which the present active fan delta
has graded to modern sea level.
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Deposition of the modern Cypress Creek fan
delta was probably initiated after sea level started
to rise from its lowest level of —12m. With
increasing accommodation space being provided
by rising sea level, the creek probably continued
to replenish its subaqueous fan upslope from the
fan developed at the —12m level. Once sea-level
rise stabilized at around 2.3 ka, accommodation
space growth was halted, progradation became the
dominant depositional style, and the modern delta
plain was established.

Methods

GPR surveys were conducted to establish the sedi-
mentary architecture of the Cypress Creek fan
delta. GPR has proved to be an effective technique
for reconstructing the sedimentary structure of
coarse sediments and coarse clastic Quaternary
depositional environments (Jol & Smith 1991;
Huggenberger 1993; Roberts et al. 1997). For a
more theoretically based discussion about GPR, see
Davis & Annan 1989; Jol 1995; Annan & Cosway
1996; Conyers & Goodman 1997. In this study, we
used a pulseEKKO IV radar system (400V
transmitter) to obtain strike and dip profiles of the
fan delta. Antennae with a centre frequency of
100 MHz were used with a separation of 1 m and
steps of 0.5 m. Traces were collected using a sam-
pling interval of 800 ps (picoseconds) over a time
window of 500 ns (nanoseconds) and were stacked
vertically 64 times. For the purpose of display,
automatic gain control (AGC), dewow, and topo-
graphical and reverse corrections were applied to
the datasets. A common mid-point (CMP) gather
was acquired to obtain velocities for depth conver-
sions: an average velocity of 0.10 m ns"1 was cal-
culated and penetration depths of up to 15m were
achieved. The study area was completely
urbanized, so location of GPR lines was not always
optimal. However, the fortuitous location of a soc-
cer-field of an elementary school on the central part
of the fan allowed us to lay out a grid of 10 m-
spaced dip and strike lines in order to obtain a
three-dimensional view of the subsurface (Fig. 2).
Other lines were collected along roads, ditches and
the fan delta's beach.

A fan delta generally has few stratigraphic sec-
tions because its delta plain is roughly graded to
sea level and it usually lacks road-cuts or channel-
bank exposures. In the case of the urbanized
Cypress Creek, property-accessibility issues reduce
the number of potential sections even more. Fortu-
nately, well logs were available from water wells
that had been drilled for a federal research labora-
tory on the edge of the fan delta (Pacific Hydrology
Consultants Ltd 1995); these logs provided some
degree of lithological control for the GPR profiles

(shown later in Fig. 8). The beach facies consist
primarily of coarse debris-flow and fluvial sedi-
ments reworked and redistributed by tidal and
wave processes. The beach facies were mapped at
a scale of approximately 1 : 5000. Aerial photo-
graphs, topographical maps and hydrographical
charts were examined to determine the exact form
and size of the fan delta and to construct a longi-
tudinal profile from different parts of the study

Radar facies of fan delta

A radar facies is defined as a mappable, three-
dimensional sedimentary unit composed of radar
reflections having characteristic properties that can
be used to differentiate it from other facies in a
given profile (Jol & Smith 1991). Analysis of some
3000m of GPR lines shot across the fan delta
resulted in the identification of five major radar
facies, which are discussed below (Table 1).

Radar facies I: oblique clinoform radar
facies

Description This facies is characterized by promi-
nent oblique reflections with amplitudes that tend
to decline down dip but can be quite variable, with
strong and weak amplitudes alternating along a sin-
gle reflection (Fig. 3). Although the reflections are
usually parallel to one another, they show, in some
profiles, a tendency for convergence (Table 1; Fig.
4). In several GPR profiles, there are groupings of
oblique reflections separated by slight changes in
dip (Fig. 4) or by a bounding disconformity,
implying that the reflections were formed by a pro-
cess that changed position or intensity on the fan
delta. Dips of the reflectors vary between 10° and
20°. When the reflections are viewed along the
depositional strike they are either horizontal or
have very low dips. The oblique reflectors of this
facies have, on some lines, abrupt upper termin-
ations. There are rare examples of sigmoidal pat-
terns (Table 1) and the best example is on the lower
boundary of the facies in line Stn 135/137 (Fig. 3).
When GPR lines are taken along both the dip and
strike of the fan delta (Fig. 5), a three-dimensional
view emerges of the tie-in between the steeply
dipping progradational reflections and their hori-
zontal equivalents in the strike orientation.

Interpretation This radar facies is interpreted as
representing the foreset beds of the fan delta. The
fluctuations in dips of these beds recorded in radar
lines is a result of the shifting of Cypress Creek
across the delta plain. Debris flows that followed
the course of the creek would, in time, clog the

area.
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Table 1. Signatures of the radar fades forming the fan delta

channel, causing the stream to avulse to a new pos-
ition on the delta plain. A result of this channel-
shifting is a displacement of the location of the
supply of fresh sediment to the delta front, leading
to a change in delta foreset geometry.

Radar facies II: mounded radar facies

Description Characterizing this facies are reflection
patterns forming a series of hummocks or mounds
(Table 1). In places, the convex reflections forming
the mounds are individual features quite segregated
from adjoining reflections (see Fig. 3, northern end
of facies II) but, in other locations, the reflections
forming a mound will interfinger with reflections

from adjacent mounds. The internal reflection pat-
terns within a mound vary from being stacked (an
irregularly layered signature) to fragmented (where
it is inferred that an erosional process has removed
part of the pattern).

Interpretation These mounded features are inter-
preted as the radar image of the outer surface and,
to a lesser degree, the internal bedding of debris-
flow lobes that flowed over the subaerial surface
of the fan delta. The facies occurs above or land-
ward of the inferred foreset beds (facies I) and is
the main component of the delta's topset beds.
Modern debris-flow deposits are often deposited
side by side with, or onlap adjacent to, previously
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Fig. 3. The radar facies of GPR lines Stn 135/137. Roman numerals refer to the facies discussed in the text. (See
Fig. 2 for location of GPR lines.)

deposited lobes, resulting in a regular to irregular
convex surface morphology. These onlapping and
roughly layered flows form a convex, stacked radar
signature. Active debris flows can, on occasions,
erode previously deposited flows or reactivate them
and deposit them further down slope, all resulting
in the fragmentation of the continuity of the radar
reflections imaging a debris flow. The rugose tex-
ture of debris-flow terrain can produce radar-
reflection signatures that can be similar to hyper-
bolic diffractions. Therefore, a challenge in the
interpretation of the reflection patterns of this fac-
ies involves differentiating between the mounded
signal, representing debris flows, and hyperbolic
events (diffractions) emanating from individual,
large boulders occasionally rafted by the debris
flows. Applying air-velocity and ground-velocity
grids to the tails of suspected hyperbolic events
showed that, for the most part, the mounds were
real reflection patterns and not hyperbolic events.
There is a clear hyperbolic event in line Stn 100
and it is centred on the 83 m-distance mark (Fig.
5); its tails can be seen extending outwards from a
central point.

Radar facies HI: undulating subhorizontal
radar facies

Description This facies is distinguished by high-
amplitude, horizontal to very gently undulating sin-
gle or double reflections that truncate the underly-
ing reflections and form a 'platform' for overlying
reflections (Table 1). The reflections form a low-
angle ramp dipping seaward, where it may merge
with the sigmoidal upper part of the clinoforms of
facies I or simply truncate the clinoforms. Of the
five facies characterizing the fan delta, it is the
thinnest, with a thickness varying between 1 m and
2 m (Fig. 3).

Interpretation This facies is interpreted as the
beach zone of the fan delta. The reworking of the
seaward edge of debris-flow lobes and fluvial
deposits on the delta plain forms a wide (up to
100 m) beach truncating the underlying sediments.
This truncation is captured by the horizontal radar
reflections of this facies.
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Fig. 4. GPR line 123: a dip line across the foreset beds
of the fan delta. This line illustrates the slight changes in
the dip of the foreset reflections and the radar signatures
of slope failures. Numbered arrows: 1, concave scar of a
delta-front failure site; 2, site of slumped mass that has
shifted down slope. (See Fig. 2 for location of GPR lines.)

Radar fades IV: concave radar fades

Description This facies is characterized by reflec-
tions having concave geometries and moderate to
strong continuity; the base of the facies is defined
by moderate- to high-amplitude reflections (Table
1; Fig. 3). Above the reflection defining the basal,
concave bounding discontinuity of the facies, there
can be other concave reflectors or short, dipping
reflectors which may, or may not, be aligned. In
rare situations, there is a horizontal reflection cap-
ping the concave package. Facies IV is often diffi-
cult to distinguish because of its limited extent and
its potential confusion with the infill areas between
the mounded reflections of facies II.

Interpretation These concave reflections are inter-
preted as the radar images of the fan delta's dis-
tributary channels. The channel boundary is usually
a well-defined concave reflection, because it is
abruptly eroded into the underlying delta-plain
deposits. At present, there are two active creeks

crossing the delta: the larger one (Cypress Creek),
at its mouth is 20 m wide and 2 m deep, while the
smaller one is 2.3 m wide and 1 m deep. This size
differentiation is reflected in the radar images of
the channel cross-sections found in the fan delta
(Fig. 3).

Radar fades V: horizontal radar fades

Description This minor and spatially limited facies
is typified by high-amplitude reflections continuous
for short distances and then broken by transparent
zones that completely lack any radar signal
(Table 1).

Interpretation This reflection pattern is typically
generated in one of two ways: either by salt-water
intrusion beneath the delta plain, or where a GPR
line has been run on the active beach and the signal
is lost completely because of salt water present in
the beach sediments.

Depositional and geomorphical
environments

The depositional environments of a fan delta are
established by combining the mapping of the mod-
ern geomorphology with subsurface images pro-
vided by the GPR. Four major depositional
environments are identified: delta plain, channel
zone, beach zone and delta font.

Delta plain

The delta plain of a fan delta can be subdivided
into two zones: (1) the subaerial delta plain
extending from the bedrock boundary at the back
of the fan to the low tideline; and (2) the subaque-
ous delta plain which is the morphological continu-
ation of the subaerial plain extending from the low
tideline to the break in slope at the top edge of the
delta front.

Subaerial delta plain This geomorphic unit has a
2-4° slope from the fan's apex — where the stream
emerges from its bedrock valley — to the low tide-
line (Fig. 2). In cross-section from east to west, the
fan has a convex profile with the high point
roughly coinciding with the channel of Cypress
Creek. The surface of the delta plain is formed
primarily by bouldery hummocks (Fig. 6b) inter-
spersed, in places, with gravelly aprons. In its natu-
ral state, prior to the residential land use of today,
this hummocky landscape was covered by an old-
growth forest (Douglas fir, western hemlock and
red cedar; Fig. 6b). Repeated deposition of debris
flows formed this landscape and, by extension, the
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Fig. 5. A fence diagram of the relationship between the steeply dipping delta-front reflections and the horizontally
of the same reflections in the strike direction. (See Fig. 2 for location of the GPR lines.)

topset beds of the fan delta. The largest trees would
have slowed, or even blocked, the debris flows and
prevented them from spreading out over the delta
plain. The debris-flow lobes were deposited when
a surge of sediment, leaving the confines of the
bedrock gorge of the creek, decelerated and then
halted on the low slopes of the delta plain. The
lobes are produced by a frontal concentration of
cobbles and boulders, some rolling and others sus-
pended, in a slurry of pebbles, granules and sand

that precedes the finer tail of the complete debris-
lobe event. The radar reflections of radar facies II
reproduce the convex geometry of these lobes. The
debris-flow deposits are characterized by poorly
sorted, sandy matrix-supported gravels (Gms) and
clast-supported gravels (Gm) with localized areas
of open-framework cobble gravels (Fig. 6d). Very
large boulders, up to 1m in diameter, are partly
embedded in the surface areas of many lobes. In
core, the topset bed of the delta can attain a thick-
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Fig. 6. (a) Channel-mouth bars of Cypress Creek at low tide (see also Figure 7). (b) The hummocky surface of a
debris-flow lobe, (c) View across the beach, (d) A drawing from a photograph of a section through debris-flow deposits
showing rudimentary stratification.

ness of 12 m (well 4-94 in Fig. 7). From the few
exposures available (Fig. 6d), individual gravel
beds have limited continuity, a finding that fits with
radar facies II, which shows mounded reflections
having limited spatial extent, typically 5-8 m
across, often interfingering with reflections from
adjacent mounds (see facies II in the upper part of
Fig. 3).

In places along the banks of Cypress Creek,
where it crosses the upper subaerial delta plain,
there are gravel aprons that splay out from the
channel. The aprons are typically 5-10 m wide and
up to 50 m long and are composed of normally
graded beds between 10 cm and 35 cm thick.
Insights into the formation of an apron occurred in
1985, when the coarse frontal lobe of a debris flow
that had flowed down the channel of Cypress Creek
halted and blocked the passage of a slurry of finer
particles (mainly sand and pebbles with a few
cobbles) trailing the frontal lobe. This slurry
flowed out of the channel and was deposited on
the uneven surface of the delta plain, draping the
hummocky surface or infilling depressions. A sep-
arate GPR signature for the apron has not been
identified; a not unexpected outcome given the
thinness of the unit.

The seaward edge of the subaerial delta plain is
sharply trimmed by wave action where a beach has
formed (see Beach zone below). Morphologically,
the beach is distinguished by a smooth to undulat-
ing surface, in marked contrast to the hummocky
surface of the rest of the subaerial delta plain.

Subaqueous delta plain This part of the delta plain
extends from the low tideline to the break in slope
at the top edge of the delta front; the break in slope
occurs in a water depth of about 1.5 m (at mean
low tide). The width of this geomorphic unit varies
from 10 m to 80 m. The gravels within the unit are
finer, compared to the beach zone, and are mainly
pebbles with lesser amounts of cobbles. The flat-
tened, upper part of a sigmoidal radar reflection in
line Stn 135/137 (Fig. 3) may represent the
subaqueous part of the delta plain with the inclined
part of the reflection being the delta front.

Channel zone

Crossing the delta plain are two creeks. The major
one, Cypress Creek, drains the complete basin
while a smaller tributary stream to the west drains
a small basin on the hillslope above the western
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side of the fan (Figs 2 & 7). Where Cypress Creek
emerges from a narrow bedrock gorge onto the fan,
it has a width of 12.5 m and a depth of 2.1 m;
downstream, the channel narrows to 10 m where
residential development encroaches the banks
(which have been rip-rapped). At the high tidemark
along the edge of the delta plain, where the channel
enters the tidal zone, it widens to 25 m.

The channel sediments consist of poorly sorted,
cobble gravels, with lesser amounts of sand. Bould-
ers (up to 1.5 m in diameter) are scattered up and
down the channel, though with a greater concen-
tration near the fan's apex. The sand component of
the bedload is found either as the matrix of the
gravel in the channel lag or as isolated lee accumu-
lations behind boulders or bars, or in indentations
in the channel banks. In places, the channel gravels
are clearly remnants of debris-flow lobes that have
been modified by subsequent fluvial events. Where
the stream enters the tidal zone, channel-mouth
bars are formed (Figs 6a & 8). Some of the channel
gravel in the tidal zone is moved by wave action
from the channel onto the adjacent beach, though
most of the gravel is moved through the tidally
influenced reach of the channel and deposited on
the delta front. Volumetrically, these deposits are
a minor component (about 15%) of the delta-
plain sediments.

Beach zone

The beach zone is the seaward edge of the subaer-
ial delta plain where debris-flow and river sedi-
ments are reworked by wave action. The beach
zone extends from the upper beach, the highest part
of which is above normal high tides, to the lower
beach that extends to the lowest tideline (Fig. 8).
The surface morphology of the beach varies from
a smooth, sandy uniform surface at the western
edge of the fan delta to the low-relief, gently con-
vex lobate gravels of the central part of the beach
(Fig. 6c). This lobate geometry is partly captured
by the map of the gravel facies (Fig. 8), which
shows systematic variations in the surface concen-
trations of different gravel sizes. These lobate pat-
terns, it is suggested, are linked to the wave erosion
of debris flows in the beach zone, whereby the
upper part of a debris-flow lobe is eroded leaving
a basal lobate remnant. Wave action tightly packs
sand between the gravel clasts and forms a lag
resistant to erosion, thereby preserving, albeit
faintly, the lobate forms of eroded debris flows;
these forms are not to be confused with beach
cusps that form on some beaches. The low relief
and gentle dips of the beach are represented by the
gently undulating reflections of radar facies III
(Fig. 3).

Upper beach The upper beach is the inland fringe
of the beach zone rising between 1.0 m and 1.5 m
above the level of the more extensive lower beach.
Although the surface of the upper beach is covered
largely by sand with occasional pebbles, a section
through the beach revealed the following sequence:
from 1.5 m to 1.0 m — pebble-cobble gravel with
a sand matrix; from 1.0 m to 0.5 m — sand with
scattered pebbles; and from 0.5 m to the surface —
coarse sand. The GPR image of the upper beach
sediments can be seen in facies III of line Stn
135/137 (Fig. 3), between 35m and 49m
(horizontal distance) and around 6 m to 7.5 m in
depth, where it is imaged by a set of parallel
reflections in an en echelon pattern with regard to
the reflections of the lower beach, which are
slightly lower in elevation. This configuration of
the radar reflections, the landward set being
slightly higher than those of the seaward set, is a
direct image of the geomorphological relationship
between the upper and the lower beach discussed
above.

Lower beach For the most part, the lower beach is
armoured by gravel. The winnowing of the sand
and granules from the surface gravel produces a
stable lag, or armour, resistant to further erosion.
The armour displays lobate patterns in grain size
(Fig. 8). In areas where boulder gravel or boulder-
cobble gravel facies are dominant, the individual
boulders are commonly randomly dispersed. This
is a reflection of the manner in which the largest
boulders are often randomly distributed in a debris-
flow front as it surges across the delta plain. That
wave action has not removed these localized vari-
ations in gravel texture is partly a function of the
sheltering effect of Point Atkinson (Fig. 1) block-
ing waves with a westerly component — the direc-
tion of winter winds having the potentially largest
fetch. The waves from shorter fetch directions have
not been able to entrain the gravel to the degree
where reworking would have removed the lobate
texture patterns. The laterally extensive beach
armour is formed by a single or, more rarely, dou-
ble clast layer, below which is gravel with a matrix
of coarse sand or sand and pebbles. Scattered
within the beach gravels are whole and broken tests
of mussels (Mytilus spp., Clinocardium spp.), coc-
kles (Nucella spp.) and barnacles (Balanus spp.):
an assemblage typical of rocky and coarse gravel
shorelines (Bourgeois & Leithold 1984) and which
formed once the beach was cut into the pre-
existing sediments.

The lowest part of the lower beach extends from
the low tideline to the break of slope at the top
edge of the delta front; this part of the beach is
coincident with the subaqueous delta plain. The
gravel occurring in this zone is usually finer
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Fig. 7. Correlation of core logs drilled into the Cypress Creek fan delta (Pacific Hydrology Consultants). (See Fig.
2 for core locations.) m a.s.l., metres above sea level; MSL, mean sea level.

(pebble to pebble-cobble gravel) than that in the
rest of the lower beach. Evidence for the stability
of the gravel in this beach zone is shown by the
growth of seaweed (kelp) covering most of the
subaqueous beach material, with mussels growing
in clusters across many clasts.

Delta front
The radiating delta front of Cypress Creek has a
gradient varying from 16° to 22° (see profiles in
Fig. 2) and flattens out in the prodelta to 2°. The
submarine cone (delta front plus prodelta) extends
out into Burrard Inlet for a distance of 500 m and
to a depth of about 50 m. The morphology of the
delta front is modified by the presence of small
sedimentary lobes representing different locations
of Cypress Creek as it shifted across the delta plain.

Only limited direct observations on delta-front
sediments were collected as part of this project.
Measurements were carried out using a lead weight
with a waxed base that either adhered to or carried
imprints of the sampled sediments. Underwater
sampling revealed zones of coarse gravel near
where the present Cypress Creek enters the ocean,
as well as zones of sand. Silt was found covering
sand and gravel, as fine drape. Soundings down the
delta front and onto the prodelta revealed a fining
from sand, to sand and silt, to silt. During times of
flooding in the main channel, the floodwaters carry
a suspended load with a high fine sand and silt con-
tent, forming a plume that can extend up to 100 m
into Burrard Inlet. The gravel bedload is trans-
ported across the delta plain and into the beach
zone, where it is either added to the beach material
by wave action or deposited on the delta front. The
overall coarsening-up sequence of the delta front
is documented in core 3-72 (—16m to 1m) and
core MW (-30 m to -10 m) (Fig. 7).

Prior and Bornhold (1988, 1990) have carried
out detailed investigations of delta-front processes
and sedimentation in British Columbian fjord
environments and have demonstrated that, once
floodwaters reach the delta front, some combi-
nation of normal sedimentation (sediment settling
out of suspension and being moved by the tides)
and subaqueous gravity processes, including
slumping, debris flows and turbidity currents,
occurs. On the delta front of the Britannia Beach
fan delta, 60 km north of the present study area,
Prior and Bornhold (1988) identified shallow chan-
nels (chutes) eroded by rapid sediment flows.

During periods of rapid sediment accumulation
on the delta front, unstable lobes of material can
slump downslope leaving small scarps. Where the
scarps are high enough (>1 m) and the slumped
material is deposited immediately downslope, it is
sometimes possible to identify a radar signature
for such a slope failure. A detailed examination
of the oblique dipping reflections of facies I, in
the centre of line Stn 123, reveals slight inden-
tations in the normally straight reflection patterns
that are interpreted as slump scars (Fig. 4). In
other places, there is evidence of the slumped
material where short convex reflections are either
downslope of a scar or are found as isolated hum-
mocks without a slump scar that can be directly
related to it (Fig. 4).

Discussion

Sea-level change and fan-delta evolution

Any examination of post-glacial fan deltas in the
coastal regions of British Columbia must incorpor-
ate, in some way or other, sea-level changes
induced by glacio-isostatic movements and, to a
lesser degree, by eustatic changes (Clague 1983).
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When the late Wisconsinan glaciers melted and left
the fjords, and the Coast Mountains became ice-
free, the sea invaded the isostatically depressed
lowlands and established a shoreline at about
150m above present sea level. Cypress Creek
deposited a highstand fan delta aggraded to this sea
level (Fig. 1). With the onset of falling sea level,
this earliest delta was left stranded on the hillside
above the modern fan delta. A continued fall in sea
level and the accompanying decline in accommo-
dation space resulted in the sediments eroded from
the Cypress Creek drainage basin being transported
down the channel directly to a subaqueous cone.
The evidence for a subaqueous cone is the occur-
rence of facies I at the northern end of line Stn
135/137 (Fig. 3) at a depth between 12m and
20 m; deposition at such a depth probably implies
emplacement prior to sea-level rise after 9-8 ka
because, at that time, sea level was around —12m.
There is no evidence of intermediate-level deltas
between the 150 m palaeodelta and the modern
one. After a lowstand was reached sometime
between 9 ka and 8 ka (Williams & Roberts 1989),
sea level started to rise, leading to increased
accommodation space which, in turn, led to sedi-
ment accumulating on the subaqueous cone, such
that the cone accreted vertically and the top of the
cone gradually reached sea level. With the stabiliz-
ation of sea level (around 2.3 ka), there followed a
widening of the cone's top to form a delta plain,
because the lack of accommodation space forced
the delta to prograde. One outcome of the increase
in delta-plain width was that fewer and fewer
debris flows had sufficient kinetic energy to cross
the low slope (<5°) of the plain and deposition
took place prior to reaching the delta front; never-
theless, the finer tails of the debris flows, contain-
ing sand, granules and silt, often continued to flow
across the delta plain. As a consequence, smaller
and smaller amounts of coarse debris reached the
delta front and, over time, the average grain size
of the prograding delta front declined.

Macro-tidal fan deltas: a diagnostic facies

Fan deltas, deposited along the coastal fringes of
the glaciated mountains of southwestern British
Columbia, are often flanked by wide beaches
which, in the subsurface, generate a distinctive
radar signature — undulating subhorizontal radar
facies (III). This facies, it is argued here, is diag-
nostic of macro-tidal fan deltas because it differ-
entiates this style of delta from fans deposited in
large lakes, or along micro-tidal coasts, where
beach development is limited because of the lim-
ited vertical range over which waves can act. Gra-
vel beaches are rarely mentioned in the research
literature of modern fan deltas, although they have

been preserved and recognized in ancient rocks
(Collela 1988). In the macro-tidal regime of the
British Columbian coast, wave action takes place
over a 4.9 m tidal range and, given the low slope
of the subaerial delta plain, can deposit a beach
up to 100 m in width. The radar characterization
of the beach is expressed by two or three parallel
radar reflections (Figs 3 & 9) that cut across and
truncate the reflections of underlying facies or, in
a few places, makes a lateral transition into the
sigmoid architecture of the upper foreset beds.
Lithologically, the beach is represented by a
matrixsupported gravel overlain by a one-clast
pebble or cobble (very rarely boulder) layer (Fig.
8). This vertically limited, but spatially extensive
facies is a distinctive element in the three-dimen-
sional architecture of the Cypress Creek fan delta
(Fig. 9).

Proposed depositional model for Cypress
Creek

In proposing a depositional model for a fan delta,
it is necessary to place it within a climatic, physio-
graphical and oceanographical context, because it
is these regional factors that influence the depo-
sitional processes which construct the architecture
of the fan system. Although adjacent fan deltas
may be distinguished from one another by such
variables as drainage-basin size, shape, degree of
forest cover and length of channel banks formed
by surficial material (a measure used to estimate
the potential of debris-flow generation), these vari-
ables are not, for the most part, the main determi-
nants of fan-delta architecture. They control the
amount of sediment being delivered to the fan, not
its depositional form.

Coastal British Columbia has a mild, wet, west-
coast climate (Barry & Chorley 1968), with pre-
cipitation maximums enhanced by topographical
effects of the mountainous terrain. Water floods
can be produced within a normal precipitation
regime but, for geomorphologically significant
water floods and debris flows to occur, some form
of meteorological triggering is usually required.
Such triggering events include (1) localized cells of
intense rainfall having return periods of 2-5 years
(Hungr et al 1984); and (2) rain-on-snow events
occurring when warm temperatures and rain ripen
a snowpack to temperature levels that cause rapid
melting of the snow, producing high runoff fol-
lowed by the initiation of debris flows. Whatever
the trigger, the intense generation of runoff com-
bined with rapidly increasing pore pressures in the
surficial sediments leads to slope failure that trans-
lates into a debris flow. It is repeated debris-flow
activity that largely constructs the delta plain and
provides the sediment source for the progradation
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Fig. 8. The sedimentary facies of the beach zone and the channel-mouth bars of the Cypress Creek fan delta. The
beach zone is the modern analogue of radar facies III.

of the delta front. In short, debris flows are an
important element of this proposed depositional
model.

The glaciated physiographical setting is broadly
characterized by steep slopes and adjacent deep
ocean water into which the fan deltas can prograde.
Given an equal supply of debris, water depth is
often a determining factor in whether a fully
developed fan delta or a partially modified alluvial
fan will be formed. In deep fjords, where water
depths can reach 100 m along their flanks, alluvial
fans rarely develop a delta plain because the
accommodation space is so large that the subaque-
ous cone will not accumulate a sufficient volume
to reach sea level. However, if the receiving basin
is relatively shallow (as is the case with Burrard
Inlet in the vicinity of Cypress Creek, where water
depths only reach 40 m), a fan delta will construct
a sedimentary prism large enough to reach sea level
and form a delta plain.

Oceanographical influences on the model can be
resolved into two major components: tidal regime
and wave climate. The tidal regime of Burrard Inlet
is mixed semidiurnal with the two high waters sep-
arated by, alternately, a very low tide and a second
low tide that is only about a metre or less than the
high tides. Under such conditions, waves, although
rarely reaching heights of 60 cm, can rework a
wide gravel beach. The Cypress Creek fan is in a
sheltered location, being east of Point Atkinson and

within Burrard Inlet (Fig. 1), so fetch is limited and
maximum wave heights greater than 60 cm only
occur 10% of the time (Thomson 1981).

The depositional model, based on the Cypress
Creek fan delta (Fig. 9), contains the following
components: a delta plain dominated by debris-
flow deposition and crossed by a river channel; a
wide beach zone truncating delta-plain deposits,
and a prograding delta front. The internal architec-
ture of the model was established by radar facies
analysis (Fig. 9b).

Conclusions

The Cypress Creek fan delta evolved during a per-
iod of complex sea-level change. Initially, after the
retreat of the ice and the subsequent marine inun-
dation of the isostatically depressed Coast Moun-
tains and lowlands, a palaeodelta was aggraded to
a shoreline established at 150 m above present sea
level. Sea level fell from the immediate postglacial
highstand and present-day sea level was reached
by 2.3 ka. The fan delta has five major radar facies:
I, oblique clinoform radar facies representing the
foreset beds of the delta front; II, mounded radar
facies providing images of debris-flow lobes for-
ming the delta's topset beds; III, undulating subho-
rizontal radar facies representing the beach zone;
IV, concave radar facies, the GPR characterization
of distributary channels, and V, horizontal radar
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Fig. 9. A proposed depositional model for a fan delta on a macro-tidal coast prograding into a relatively shallow
(=40 m) receiving basin, (a) Depositional model directly linked to the geomorphic features of the fan delta: a, gravel
lobe deposited by the distributary channel on the delta front; b, slumped mass from a slope failure; c, slope-failure
scar with slumped material, (b) The internal architecture of the fan delta, based on radar reflection signatures.

facies, a minor reflection pattern representing salt-
water intrusion. It was concluded that radar fac-
ies — radar facies III — was diagnostic of macro-
tidal fan deltas, because the wide beach and its
associated deposits combine to provide a distinct,
and discriminating element in the fan's architec-
ture.

The shallow waters of the receiving basin are a
constraint on accommodation space and high sedi-
ment flux from the Cypress Creek basin, and
results in the vertical aggradation of the subaque-
ous cone to sea level, thus providing a foundation
for the development of a wide delta plain. The sea-
ward edge of the delta plain was reworked by
waves operating over a 4.9 m tidal range and pro-

ducing a wide beach — a distinguishing property
of a macro-tidal fan delta.

A depositional model of a fan delta was con-
structed to integrate the geomorphical, sedimentol-
ogical and radar datasets.

Fan deltas are not only of geoscientific interest
but also of public-policy interest, because they
are frequently the sites of urban settlement,
despite risks from such natural hazards as debris
flows, river floods and spring-tide inundation.
Extensive property damage and even loss of life
have all occurred on fan deltas in southwestern
British Columbia (Hartley 1996) and the hazard
management of fans is becoming a very
important policy issue (Hungr et al. 1984).
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Hence, it is essential that land-management
decision-making is based on a thorough under-
standing of the geomorphology and sedimentol-
ogy of fans in order that policy has a geoscient-
ific rationale to enable effective planning.
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ant. The assistance of E. Ardelean in drafting the figures
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by the comments of an anonymous reviewer, the careful
review by A. Gardiner and J. Pringle, and the constructive
suggestions of the editors of this volume. The principal
of Cypress Park Elementary School kindly provided
unlimited access to the school's soccer field. The project
was partially supported by a National Science and Engin-
eering Research Council grant to M. C. Roberts.
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Abstract: Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a popular technique for imaging and interpreting
sedimentary architecture. However, current literature shows a wide range in the quality of infor-
mation provided on the GPR methodology and processing technique. It is therefore difficult to
judge the validity of the GPR interpretations and this produces inherent difficulties for compari-
son between surveys. This paper describes the key steps required to collect, process and interpret
GPR surveys in sandy fluvial sediments. GPR data from the South Saskatchewan River, Canada,
are used to illustrate each stage of data collection and processing. Particular attention is given
to the appropriate set-up conditions for the GPR software and hardware, the selection of data-
processing techniques and velocity analysis. Methods for the interpretation of GPR reflectors
are also investigated using ground-truth control provided by a cut-face exposure. This paper
presents recommendations for a systematic and rigorous methodology for the collection, pro-
cessing and interpretation of GPR data in sandy fluvial environments. The paper suggests that
all data-collection parameters and processing steps should be recorded or tabulated in any GPR
publication to facilitate comparisons between surveys.

Traditionally, study of the sedimentology of mod- deposits (e.g. Bridge et al 1998; Ferguson & Brier-
ern rivers has been based upon analysis of cut- ley 1999; Fielding et al. 1999; Vandenberghe &
faces, cores and shallow trenches above the water van Overmeeren 1999; van Dam & Schlager 2000)
table (e.g. Smith 1974; Cant & Walker 1978; and gravels (e.g. Huggenberger 1993; Beres et al.
Crowley 1983; Bridge et al. 1986; Bristow 1993) 1995). Since GPR holds enormous potential for
and has enabled much progress in our understand- such studies, it is appropriate to assess critically the
ing of these complex deposits. Data provided by different set-up configurations and data-processing
such techniques are, however, often only one- or steps that can influence data output and interpret-
two-dimensional, are patchy in terms of spatial ation. Key considerations for the collection of corn-
coverage, and involve surveys that are time- parable, high-quality GPR data sets include: (1) the
consuming to implement (cf. Bridge 1993). Due to methodology applied in the field for data collec-
these limitations, fluvial sedimentologists are now tion, (2) the processing steps of the raw data to
applying a variety of different approaches to enhance data display, (3) velocity analysis to
improve the spatial resolution of data and imaging enable an estimate of depth, and (4) sedimentolog-
of the subsurface. One such approach is the use of ical interpretation of the GPR data,
ground penetrating radar (GPR), which can provide This paper will address these issues using GPR
a much improved record of subsurface stratigraphy data obtained from the sand-bed, braided South
and can be successfully utilized in both sandy Saskatchewan River, Canada, and provide a metho-

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 127-142. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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dological framework for GPR investigations of
fluvial sediments that builds upon past research
(e.g. Daniels et al 1988; Davis & Annan 1989;
Peters et al. 1994; Jol 1995; Tillard & Dubois
1995; Young & Sun 1999). By drawing attention
to these methodological issues, it is anticipated that
the quality of future GPR studies can be improved
in order to aid both interpretation and comparison
between datasets.

Field site

The South Saskatchewan River is the largest river
in the southern Canadian Prairies, originating in the
Rocky Mountains and flowing into Hudson Bay.

The study area near the town of Outlook (Fig. Ib),
is located in a semi-arid grassland zone in the
south-central part of Saskatchewan (Fig. la & b),
where the river is incised by approximately 30 m
into Cretaceous shales and sandstones and into
more recent Quaternary surface deposits. The river
valley is between 0.5 km and 1 km wide and the
river channel has a braided platform, with the
active channel width being between 50 and 300 m.
Bars range in size from 50 m long and 30 m wide
up to 700 m long and 350 m wide (Fig. Ic & d).
All bars in the active channel are inundated at diur-
nal high flow (the river is dammed upstream of the
study reach) and during flood events. The generally
flat bartops are exposed at summer low flow, but

Fig. 1. (a) and (b) Location of the South Saskatchewan River, Canada, (c) Photograph of BAR 1, showing the location
of GPR line AX2 and the cut-face profiles (flow left to right), (d) Aerial photograph showing location of study bars
within the active channel at low flow (flow bottom to top).
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the water table remains close to the bar surface.
Bars in the South Saskatchewan appear to develop
from the amalgamation and stacking of dunes, to
the order of 0.5 m high, which are ubiquitous in all
active channels. Also present are lobate bars that
migrate downstream at 50-300 m per annum and
possess distinct avalanche faces up to 0.5 m high.
More details on the geomorphology and sedi-
mentology of the South Saskatchewan are given by
Cant and Walker (1976, 1978).

Field methodology

Perhaps the most important methodological issue
in collecting usable GPR data is a robust field pro-
gramme that provides a sound foundation for sub-
sequent processing and interpretation. The field
methodology applied when collecting data in the
South Saskatchewan is given in Table 1. When
designing a survey programme, consideration of
several factors is essential:

Choice of GPR system There are now a number of
commercially available GPR systems that can be
used for data collection. Some of these, such as the
pulseEKKO 100 and 1000 (Sensors and Software,

Inc.; Fig. 2a & b) and RAMAC/GPR (Mala
Geoscience) systems allow both common mid-
point (CMP) and common-offset (CO) modes of
data collection. CO data collection involves taking
data profiles by moving the antennae along the sur-
vey line. In CMP surveys the antennae are moved
progressively further apart at an equal offset from
the central survey point. CMP data allows infer-
ences to be made about the velocity of electromag-
netic (EM) wave propagation in the subsurface.
Other systems, such as the Noggin (Sensors and
Software, Inc.) and SPRscan (ERA Technology) do
not allow CMP data collection and are used prim-
arily for commercial applications in urban environ-
ments, e.g. surveys that aim to locate near-surf ace
pipes and cables, and where velocity determination
is less important.

Mode of data collection Data can be collected in
either continuous or step mode. In continuous
mode, the antennae are dragged over the surface
(cf. Davis & Annan 1989). This mode of operation
degrades data quality in subsequent data-stacking
and makes some processing steps, such as
migration and topographic correction, less reliable.
Such degradation is prevalent in rough terrain, e.g.

Table 1. Details of collection parameters and processing steps for all GPR profiles shown in this paper

Data collection

Line
Figure
Location
GPR unit
Survey
Antennae frequency (MHz)
Antennae separation (m)
Station spacing (m)
Mode of data collection
Stacks

AX2
3, 4, 6, 10
BAR1
PE 100
CO
200
0.75
0.10
SAC
64

AX2
4
BAR1
PE 1000
CO
450
0.25
0.05
SAC
64

AX2
4
BAR1
PE 1000
CO
900
0.25
0.02
SAC
64

CMPX1
8
BAR1
PE 1000
CMP
450

0.05
SAC
64

CF900a
9
CUT-FACE
PE 1000
CO
900
0.25
0.02
SAC
64

CY6
11
BARS
PE 1000
CO
450
0.25
0.05
SAC
64

Processing

Dewow
Drift removal
Set time-zero
Band-pass filter

Background removal
Depth conversion
velocity (nans'1)
Elevation statics
Gain (AGC, ns)

8.71
/
/
50-100-
220-440
200
0.05

/
25

22.5
/
/
150-300-
500-1000
100
0.05

/
20

47.8 22.5
/
/
250-500-
1000-2000
100
0.05 0.05

/
15 20

47.8
/
/
250-500-
1000-2000
100
0.05

/
15

22.5
/
/
150-300-
500-1000
100
0.05

/
20

Ground-truthing

Cut-face experiments used for interpretation
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Fig. 2. (a) 200 MHz antennae with the pulseEKKO 100
GPR unit, (b) 900 MHz antennae in use with the pul-
seEKKO 1000 GPR unit.

on vegetated barforms, where radio-frequency
interference is affected by changes in ground-
coupling, as the height of the antennae above the
ground will change through the survey (Peters et
al. 1994). Areas where elevation changes rapidly,
e.g. on bar slipfaces or channel margins, will also
suffer from degradation of data quality for the same
reason (Lehmann & Green 2000; Lehmann et al.
2000). In step mode, the antennae are held a con-
stant distance apart and moved progressively along
the profile. A reading is taken at predetermined
intervals along a tape placed beside the survey line,
and hence the exact position of every trace taken
on the profile is known. This process is made sim-
pler and more accurate if the antennae are mounted
on a purpose-built sledge which ensures that the
antennae are a constant distance apart (Fig. 2). For
the South Saskatchewan study detailed herein,
GPR data were collected in step mode, which is
recommended for two-dimensional surveys in flu-
vial environments. For three-dimensional GPR sur-
veys, the increased acquisition time in step mode
may be prohibitive (e.g. Beres et al. 1995; Beres,
et al. 1999; Lehmann & Green 1999).

Stacking tests Stacking is an averaging process
undertaken during data collection in step mode. At
each survey station (i.e. at every location on the
survey line) a number of traces are collected and
the mean value at each location on the survey line
is saved as the record for the trace. This averaging
suppresses spurious traces, such as atmospheric
EM radiation that can often degrade a single trace
in a dataset. The number of traces averaged in a
data file is a trade-off between a constructive aver-
aging procedure (where the more traces that are
averaged, the better the station trace) and the time
taken to collect a station trace. Multiple trace col-
lection and averaging is time-consuming and may
add little to the quality of the dataset. After field-
testing of different stacks, from 16 to 256, a stack
of 64 was selected for data collection in the South
Saskatchewan as little change in the trace output
was observed with increased averaging, yet the
time for collection is sufficiently small (<10 s) to
allow rapid data collection. In fluvial environments
where EM noise pollution is more severe, e.g. in
urban areas and near to airports, building sites or
radio masts, a higher stacking may be more appro-
priate, such as 128 or 256 stacks.

Station spacing If the distance between survey
points on a CO profile is too great, steeply dipping
and small features cannot be imaged (March &
Bailey 1983; Sheriff & Geldart 1995). This spatial
aliasing results in waveforms being incorrectly cor-
related between adjacent traces (Fig. 3, Smith
1984; Daniels et al. 1988; Arcone 1995; Bernabini
et al. 1995: Reynolds 1997). The size of the river,
the scale of sedimentary features present and the
features of interest to the survey must all be con-
sidered. To illustrate this point, in the Jamuna
River, Bangladesh, a step size of 0.5 m was used
for GPR surveys (Best et al., in press). However,
if such a step size were used for the smaller South
Saskatchewan River, where internal structures are
<2 m in length, very few survey traces would be
collected above them, making many structures
unresolvable (Fig. 3). With a trace spacing of
0.1 m, the steeply dipping structures (DS) are vis-
ible, but the image loses definition with a 0.2 m,
0.5 m or 1.0 m trace-spacing. Indeed, for a feature
to be resolvable with any degree of accuracy, it
is desirable that more than ten traces be collected
directly above it.

Choice of frequency A wide range of antennae fre-
quencies, from 12.5 MHz to 1200 MHz, is avail-
able with commercial GPR systems. A trade-off
exists between penetration (the depth to which
there is enough power output by the antennae to
produce a detectable reflection and therefore image
the subsurface structure) and data resolution (the
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Fig. 3. The results of changing station spacing are plotted with the same number of traces per cm of plot: (a) with
a spacing of 0.10m, the near-horizontal and dipping structures (DS) are visible; (b) with a spacing of 0.20m, the
near-horizontal feature is visible but the steeply DS are becoming difficult to image; (c) with a spacing of 0.50 m,
only the near-horizontal structure is imaged clearly; and (d) with a spacing of 1.0 m, the DS features appear to dip
in the wrong direction due to spatial aliasing.

size of feature resolvable using the radar). The
lower the frequency of the antennae, the poorer the
resolution but the greater the depth of penetration
(e.g. Davis & Annan 1989; Jol 1995). This is illus-
trated in Figure 4, which shows a section of a line
from the South Saskatchewan that was resurveyed
at three different frequencies (200, 450 and
900 MHz). The use of different frequency antennae
can often aid data interpretation by allowing a
range in the scale of features to be imaged. Again,
as with station spacing, the choice of frequency
requires consideration of the scale of the river and
the size of the feature under investigation. With
100 MHz antennae in the Jamuna River, Best et al.
(in press) calculated their theoretical resolution to
be 0.3 m in wet sand, assuming a resolution of one
quarter of the GPR wavelength (Reynolds 1997).
This resolution proved acceptable for profiling the
large-scale bedforms present in the Jamuna. How-
ever, in the saturated sands of the South Saskat-
chewan, where the velocity of propagation of EM
waves is 0.05 m ns^1 (see below), use of 200 MHz
antennae provided a theoretical vertical resolution
of 0.06 m, while 450 MHz antennae provided a res-
olution of less than 0.03 m. The majority of sur-
veys in the South Saskatchewan study were col-
lected using 200 MHz antennae and a pulseEKKO
100 radar system. Key profiles were then rerun
with 450 MHz antennae using a pulseEKKO 1000
radar system to examine smaller-scale sedimen-
tary structures.

Mapping of surface structures During GPR data
collection, careful records must be taken of all sur-
face structures on and near the profile lines. This
must include: (1) the location of surface water; (2)
the angle, location and dip of any visible structure
that crosses the GPR line; (3) change in soil type;
(4) nearby trees, posts, buildings, metal objects;
and (5) the presence of any overhead electrical or
telephone wires. Careful recording of such features
may significantly aid data interpretation, since spu-
rious reflections can often be discounted by con-
sidering the effects of above-surf ace reflectors. The
locations of GPR profiles must be known to allow
repeat surveying; the elevation along the profile
lines must be recorded accurately using a Total
Station or level to enable topographic correction of
the radar transects.

Processing methodology

All GPR data require processing, the aim of which
is to sharpen the signal waveform by improving the
signal-to-noise ratio (Reynolds 1997). The out-
come of processing is a cross-section of the subsur-
face electrical properties, displayed in terms of the
two-way travel time (twt), i.e. the time taken for a
wave to move from the transmitter to a reflector
and return to the receiver. The amount of pro-
cessing undertaken can range from basic, which
allows rapid data output, to the more time-consum-
ing application of algorithms designed for use on
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Fig. 4. Data for the first 10 m of GPR line AX2 on BAR 1, showing profiles collected with 200, 450 and 900 MHz
antennae. The high-frequency antennae allow the near-surface structure to be interpreted (processing steps for these
lines are shown in Table 1) whilst the lower frequencies allow better depth of penetration and imaging of deeper fea-
tures.

seismic datasets, which produce higher-quality out-
put (e.g. Daniels et al 1988; Jol 1995; Liner &
Liner 1995). Some processing packages, such as
pulseEKKO software, will significantly improve
data output, but are not as sophisticated as seismic-
based packages, such as Gradix 1.10 software,
which allow the user more control of processing
parameters. However, it is evident that post-pro-
cessing may significantly improve GPR output
quality and this demands clear description and list-
ing of all processing stages in GPR studies so that
the effects of various parameters can be assessed.

All data profiles for the South Saskatchewan
study were processed using Gradix 1.10 software
(Interpex Ltd, USA). As there are numerous pro-
cessing packages available, it is important to state
the nature of the processing undertaken and the
control parameters employed. This section
describes the optimal processing sequence

developed for the 200 MHz CO profile labelled
AX2 (see Fig. Ic for location). The processing
sequence shown in Figure 5 was applied to all
200 MHz profiles from the South Saskatchewan.
The same processing sequence has also been
applied to data collected with other frequency
antennae, with appropriate filter gates (Table 1).
Steps taken to optimize the data series (see Fig.
5) will be explained briefly and exemplified using
output from survey lines. Many survey parameters
were derived from user experience and iterative
improvements.

Time-zero correction During a GPR survey, the
first waveform to arrive at the receiver from the
transmitter is the air wave. There is a delay in the
time of arrival of the first break of the air wave on
the graphical output due to the length of the fibre-
optic cables connecting the antennae and the con-
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Fig. 5. Processing sequence for GPR line AX2. This pro-
cessing sequence was applied to all the 200 MHz data
collected.

sole electronics. This delay does not remain con-
stant during a survey as the unit must warm-up to
its ambient operating temperature, thus creating
drift in the arrival time. Drift may also be caused
by problems in the fibre-optic cables (nicks or
breaks in the cable) and the internal electronics of
the GPR Tx (transmitter antenna) and Rx (receiver
antenna) units, control unit or trigger switch. In CO
surveys, the antennae are held a constant distance
apart, enabling any drift to be corrected by aligning
the air-wave arrival at zero on the graphical output.

Dewow filtering GPR data often have a low-
frequency noise component in the trace (<1 MHz)
that obscures real data at higher frequencies due to
its high amplitude (Hatton et al 1986). The low-
frequency noise is a result of saturation of the elec-
tronics from the large amplitude of the air wave
and the direct wave that travels along the
ground/air interface (Daniels et al 1988). To
remove this noise (or wow), each trace is filtered
in the time domain, passing frequencies above the
specified high-pass frequency. The filter frequency

is decided by repeat filtering of the raw data at dif-
ferent frequencies and selecting the frequency that
best removes the wow peak from the amplitude
spectra (Fig. 6). It is customary to remove the wow
peak before band-pass filtering (see below), even
though the wow would be removed by band-pass
filtering.

Band-pass filtering Filtering allows the removal of
noise at the high and low end of the amplitude
spectrum. Some processing packages have only a
low-pass filter that would be applied after a dewow
(high-pass) filter. For the 200 MHz antennae, the
peak central frequency response, around which the
filters are centred, is approximately 125 MHz. The
peak frequency value is determined from an ampli-
tude spectrum plot of the GPR profile (see Fig. 7).
The filter used for the South Saskatchewan data
was a trapezoidal band-pass filter (Fig. 6d) in
which four frequencies are defined as gates. Below
Fl, the amplitude response of the filter is 0;
between Fl and F2 the filter tapers between 0 and
1; between F2 and F3 the response is 1, whilst the
filter then tapers from F3 to F4, returning to a zero
response after F4. Care must be taken to ensure
that the tapered sections are not too steep or mul-
tiples will be artificially created around high-
amplitude reflectors in the data. For this reason, it
is usual to keep the pairs of frequency values for
the slopes of the filter at an octave (i.e. 40-80 or
300-600). The frequency gates chosen for the
South Saskatchewan data were 50, 100, 220 and
440 MHz. These values were chosen after thorough
study of the amplitude spectra and repetitive trials
with different filter parameters.

Background removal Background noise is a repeti-
tive signal created by slight ringing in the antennae,
which produces a coherent banding effect, parallel
to the surface wave, across the section (Shih &
Doolittle 1984; Goodman 1994; Stenberg &
McGill 1995; Conyers & Goodman 1997). Back-
ground removal effectively eliminates this banding
without degrading useful information within the
trace (Fig. 6). An operator window is specified, e.g.
100, which defines the number of traces used for
one calculation. The window must be as narrow
as possible, but must not remove short, horizontal
reflectors from the profile. The average signal from
the traces in the operator window is considered to
be noise and is subtracted from the current trace.
Care must be taken in this process not to remove
real linear events in the profile. The time window
where the filter operates must, therefore, be speci-
fied so that the filter is not applied until after the
surface wave.
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Fig. 6. All processing steps applied to the GPR line AX2 on BAR 1. (a) Raw data with a constant gain of 10. (b)
Raw data with an AGC gain with window width of 25 ns. (Gain is applied as the final step of any processing string
to enhance the visual clarity of the data. The effects of gain are demonstrated and are then applied to all output. In
Figure 5, gain is shown as the final processing step.) (c) Dewowed with a high-pass cut-off of 8.71 MHz. (d) Band-
pass filtered using a trapezoidal filter with gates 50-100-220-440 MHz, BN showing the horizontal banding still to
be removed by the background filter, (e) Background removal with a 200-point window.

Migration Migration is applied to collapse diffrac-
tion hyperbolae (the reflection patterns created by
point reflectors in a GPR profile) back to their orig-
inal source location and to position dipping fea-
tures correctly. Migration algorithms assume that
all echoes arise from within the vertically orien-
tated two-dimensional plane of the GPR profile
(Fountain & Jacobel 1997). Migration algorithms
were not found to optimize the radar signal for the
South Saskatchewan and therefore were not
applied. This might be due to the flat nature of
most reflectors, the lack of point reflectors in the
profile, the presence of offline reflectors or the
migration algorithms present in the processing
package.

Elevation statics and depth conversion Surveyed
elevation data are used to apply topography to the
GPR survey line. Firstly, trace windowing is
applied to the data to remove all artefacts in the
survey that arrived before the time-zero arrivals.
The actual elevations recorded for survey points
along the profile are then entered into the data-
processing package and the time-zero arrivals are
'hung' from the topographic profile by applying a
time shift to each individual trace. Depth conver-
sion is a simple display correction that allows the
GPR profile to be displayed as a cross-profile of
distance along the profile line plotted against elev-
ation. This requires calculation of a velocity of
propagation for the EM energy in the subsurface
for the survey area (see below).

Application of gains Gains are used to enhance the
signal amplitude with increasing two-way travel
time (twt) on a data trace. Gains are required
because the amplitude of a reflected signal
decreases with time and depth due to attenuation,
geometrical spreading, partial reflection and scat-
tering (Davis & Annan 1989; Peters et al. 1994;
Reynolds 1997). Gains are usually applied at the
end of any processing series for display of the
traces. While many gain functions exist, e.g. con-
stant, linear and exponential gains, the most com-
monly applied is an automatic gain control (AGC).
AGC is a time-varying gain that runs a window
of chosen length along each trace, point-by-point,
finding the average amplitude over the length of
the window about each point. A gain function is
then applied such that the average at each point is
made constant along the trace. For line AX2, an
AGC with a window of 25 ns was found to be most
applicable (Fig. 6b). The width of the twt window
will depend upon antennae frequency and the
amplitude response of the subsurface and is best
evaluated by systematic trials.

Velocity analysis

A detailed knowledge of the subsurface velocity
field for the propagation of EM energy is critical
to any thorough GPR processing. A number of
methods exist for calculating the velocity of EM
wave propagation in the subsurface, including (1)
CMP analysis, (2) calculation from linear and
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Fig. 7. The amplitude spectra for the 200 MHz GPR line
AX2 on BAR1: (a) raw data, showing the low-frequency
wow peak; (b) dewowed with a high-pass filter of
8.71 MHz, resulting in removal of the wow peak; (c) after
band-pass filtering with a trapezoidal filter with gates 50-
100-220-440 MHz. The cut-off after 440 MHz shows the
removal of high-frequency noise.

hyperbolic refraction patterns, (3) recognizing
reflectors at a known depth in the profile (e.g. by
linking reflections to horizons in cores), (4) the use
of cut-face experiments, or (5) cross-borehole tom-
ography (e.g. Hatton et al 1986; Tillard & Dubois
1995; Reynolds 1997). CMP analysis is the most
common method of velocity calculation.

For CMP surveys, the first arrival is the air
wave, which travels directly from the transmitter
to the receiver. The air-wave arrival is followed by
a ground-coupled wave that propagates through the
ground at the surface-air interface (Fig. 8). Below
this are non-linear reflections from horizons at
depth in the profile. The velocity of EM propa-
gation can be calculated from these reflections by
regressing the move-out distance against the twt

values, provided that (1) the layer reflector is hori-
zontal, and (2) the small spread approximation
holds, i.e. the move-out distance is much smaller
than the depth to the reflector picked for the CMP
(Reynolds 1997).

CMP surveys were conducted on two different
bars in the South Saskatchewan. In order to minim-
ize errors, only reflectors seen on CO profiles from
near-horizontal subsurface planes (dip <1°) were
used to calculate CMP velocities. The twt of the
main reflections from the CMPs were picked
manually for each successive step-out of the
antennae (Fig. 8). The square of the antennae sep-
aration was then plotted against the square of the
twt, and an ordinary least-squares regression under-
taken. Calculation of the inverse of the square root
of the slope from the regression permits the velo-
city of propagation of EM waves to be estimated.
Twelve CMP surveys were carried out in the South
Saskatchewan, with eight 200 MHz CMPs produc-
ing 24 reflections from which a velocity could be
calculated, and four 450 MHz CMPs producing
seven reflections from which a velocity could be
calculated. The mean of the velocities, calculated
by averaging the speed of propagation before the
inverse velocity value was calculated is 0.051 (±
0.006) mns"1, which compares favourably with
published velocities for EM propagation in satu-
rated sand of 0.05 m ns'1 (Davis & Annan 1989).

Interpretation of GPR data
Accurately identifying and interpreting GPR
reflections requires a detailed knowledge of the
local environment. Thus, to aid interpretation of the
subsurface stratigraphy, a ground-truth control is
required, which can be obtained from trenching
following the GPR survey (e.g. Taylor and Macklin
1997; van Dam et al. see p. 257), coring (e.g.
Bridge et al. 1998; Vandenberghe & van Overme-
eren 1999), cut-face experiments (e.g. Liner &
Liner 1995; Asprion & Aigner 1997; Vanden-
berghe & van Overmeeren 1999; van Dam &
Schlager 2000; Kowalsky et al. 2001), or compari-
son with output obtained by other independent geo-
physical techniques (e.g. Camerlynck et al. 1994;
Smith et al 2002). The most effective form of
ground-truth control is to trench parts of the profile
immediately after data collection. However, in
many fluvial environments this is not feasible due
to the remote nature of many sites, the shallow
depth of the water table and the non-cohesive nat-
ure of the sediments. Cut-face experiments allow
direct control in a similar way to trenching,
although cut-faces are often located away from the
active in-channel bars and may be above the water
table. Coring is also extremely useful for ident-
ifying gross structural trends across an area,
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Fig. 8. (a) Method of CMP data collection with the antennae being moved progressively further apart, (b) CMP
output showing the linear air-wave (AW) and surf ace-wave (SW) reflections, and three hyperbolic internal reflections
(IR1-IR3).

although a dense coring network is required to link
the GPR reflectors in three dimensions (e.g. Bridge
et al 1995).

For the present South Saskatchewan River study,
GPR ground-truth control was obtained using a
2 m-high, 20 m-long cut-face (Fig. Ic), a section
of which is shown in Figure 9. A 900 MHz fre-
quency GPR profile was collected along a 40 m

line, 1 m from the edge of the cut-face. Historical
aerial photographs show the cut-face represents
recent erosion into an old (>50 a) vegetated mid-
channel bar. Before describing the GPR profiles, a
number of issues must be considered:

1. The sands in the cut-face were dry and there-
fore the velocity of propagation of EM waves

Fig. 9. Ground-truth control experiment, (a) Photographic montage of the cut-face, showing the major reflectors, (b)
A 900 MHz GPR profile for the cut-face, (c) Interpretation of GPR profile, allowing comparison with the photographic
montage (see text for further details). DR, dipping reflections; SH, subhorizontal reflections.
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was three times faster than in the saturated
sands of the active channel (velocity of EM
propagation in dry sands is O.lSmns"1 ,
Davis & Annan 1989). To compensate for this
higher velocity, 900 MHz antennae were used
to provide comparable resolution to the
200 MHz antennae used in the saturated sands.
This produces an approximate comparison
since wave behaviour, particularly due to
antennae dispersion, is likely to be different
between the 200 MHz and 900 MHz
antennae pairs.

2. The change from wet to dry sands for the cut-
face experiment results in a change from a
two-phase system (water and sediment) where
porosity, and therefore water content, is the
key control on dielectric constants, into a
three-phase system (air, water and sediment)
where factors other than porosity play a role
in determining dielectric properties (van Dam
et aL see p. 257). This transition may change
the amplitude and polarity characteristics of
some reflectors for the cut-face relative to the
active channel reflectors.

3. The presence of a decimetre-thick organic soil
horizon on top of the profile produces a series
of radar multiples. These multiples confuse the
profile and obscure low-amplitude radar
reflectors at depth in the profile. This feature
complicates interpretation of reflectors and
could not be removed by processing due to the
complex, dipping nature of many reflectors.

4. The GPR profile will not mirror exactly the
cut-face, since the sedimentary structures are
three-dimensional and may dip into the cut-
face or change in their three-dimensional form.
This three-dimensionality may thus result in
some features being present at different depths
in the GPR profile as compared to the cut-face,
or some features not being present at all.

5. Little is known about edge-effects produced by
running GPR profiles close to a near-vertical
cut-face. Similar to the near-face experiment
in a road-cut described by Liner and Liner
(1995), the present comparison between the
GPR profile and logged cut-face, suggests that
the near-face effects are small and insignificant
in this instance.

GPR reflections and sedimentological
interpretation
A number of reflections are marked on the GPR
profile and interpretation of the cut-face (Fig. 9).
These include: (1) a subhorizontal reflection
(SHR1) that runs across the top of the profile, (2)
two high-amplitude dipping reflections (DR1 and
DR2), (3) two lower-amplitude dipping reflections

(DR3 and DR4) in the middle part of the section,
and (4) two further subhorizontal reflections
(SHR2 and SHR3) that run across the profile at the
base of the section.

These reflections can be compared directly with
bounding surfaces between depositional units vis-
ible in the cut-face, shown in the photographic pan-
orama and interpretation in Figure 9a and c. The
nature of the radar patterns produced by the depo-
sitional units aids the interpretation of the section.

• SHR1 is interpreted as the interface between
the organic-rich soil horizon and the underly-
ing sediment. This soil horizon had a higher
water content than the dry sands beneath it and
thus produced a high-amplitude reflection. The
velocity of propagation of EM waves in this
soil horizon is thought to have been lower than
that in the sands, and therefore this surface sec-
tion of the profile is disproportionately wide on
the GPR profile (Figure 9b).

• DR1 is a high-amplitude reflection from a
0.02-0.10 m-wide clay drape that runs across
the entire cut-face. The clay was probably
deposited during a period of low flow when
the river deposited only fine-grained suspended
load at this locality, or, given the inclined nat-
ure of the reflector, in an area of flow deceler-
ation in the lee of a bar.

• DR2 represents a second clay drape which is
<0.02 m thick and bifurcates from the main
clay reflection, DR1, at ~5 m along the profile.

• DR3 represents an erosion surface between
depositional units. There appears to be little
change in particle size between the units above
and below the contact, which is defined by an
irregular interface between the bedding fea-
tures within the upper and lower depositional
units that represents an episode of soft-
sediment deformation.

• DR4 represents a reflection from an interface
within the lower depositional unit. The ero-
sional interface is defined by a marked change
in sand-grain size (median grain size of
0.30 mm below to 0.23 mm above) and depo-
sitional characteristics (low-angle to angle-of-
repose cross-stratification).

• SHR2 represents an intermittent reflector from
a thin (<0.01 m) gravel lag. This material is
probably sourced from the reworking of bank
deposits of Quaternary sediments and rep-
resents accumulation of fine gravels above an
erosion surface, with the gravels probably hav-
ing overpassed a smooth sand surface.

• SHR3 is a reflection from a thick (>0.10m)
layer of clay at the base of the cut-face
sequence. This reflection marks the penetration
depth of the GPR, since the clays are thick and
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are saturated because they are at the current
river level, thus preventing further penetration
into the subsurface.

Interpretation of GPR reflections in active
channel bars
Results from the ground-truth control interpretation
can be applied to the study of the modern, active
in-channel bars. The ground-truth control experi-
ment suggests that thin clay drapes of mm-cm
scale, which frequently separate depositional units,
produce the dominant high-amplitude, continuous
reflections in the subsurface. High-amplitude
reflections, such as IR shown in Figure 10, are low-
angle, laterally extensive features that are similar
to the form of the clay drapes documented in the
cut-face. It is suggested here that the majority of
low-angle, high-amplitude reflections seen in the
subsurface are a result of the presence of clay in
the profile.

Erosion surfaces between bedforms can also be
imaged in the cut-face but these reflections are not
as prominent, nor as continuous, as the reflections
from clay drapes. In addition, marked grain-size

changes and thin pebble stringers in the cut-face
produce GPR reflections within packets of sand.
Small features, such as ripple foresets, could not
be resolved in the GPR record for the cut-face.
However, larger cross-sets in the active channel
could be imaged, particularly if the sets are ident-
ified by marked changes in the grain-size distri-
bution and are in the order of >0.10m in thick-
ness. Large cross-stratification produced by an
outwardly accreting bar margin (Bar 3, Fig. Id) is
shown in Figure 11. These sets were the largest
visible structures found in the surface/subsurface
structure of the active bars and are visible in the
GPR record as a result of grain-size changes pro-
duced by waning flow conditions at the end of each
successive increment of deposition (Fig. lib & c).

At the base of the GPR profiles there is a strong
continuous reflector (see BR, Fig. 10), which is
present at approximately the same depth along the
10 km stretch of the river where GPR traces were
collected. Below this reflection, no further reflec-
tions are visible, suggesting that a marked change
in reflective characteristics is present below this
level. This reflection is interpreted as marking the
interface between the active channel-fill and the

Fig. 10. 200 MHz CO profile of GPR line AX2, BAR 1. DF, dune troughs highlighted by erosional surfaces in the
sand-body; S, sets from dunes or small bar fronts; IR, a prominent, continuous reflection, that represents a clay drape;
HP, may represent hyperbolic reflections, although they are poorly resolved due to their depth in the profile; CF, a
channel-fill; BR, a strong basal reflection thought to represent the interface between channel sands and the underlying
Quaternary sediments.
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Fig. 11. Large sets produced at the margin of an obliquely accreting bar, in which the sets are picked out by grain-
size differences, (a) Photograph of the bar margin (flow left to right) showing the surface expression of the sets on
the asymmetric limb of BAR 3 and location of the shallow trench (T), illustrated in (b) which shows fining sequences
(FS), picked out by grain-size differences, within each set. (c) Line CY6 on BAR 3, running across the sets shown
in (a) and (b). The bar has prograded from left to right, and the large sets grow in size to the right and extend for a
large proportion of the flow depth.

underlying Quaternary clay-rich till. This interface
would also be expected to produce this high-
amplitude reflection, since saturated clay-rich sedi-
ments have a very different dielectric constant to
saturated sands. Sediments have filled a possible
scour feature or channel cut into this interface in
an early stage of deposition, marked by CF in Fig-
ure 10. Above this feature a number of hyperbolic
reflectors (HP) are apparent, but these cannot be
migrated and, owing to their depth in the profile,
are likely to be poorly resolved or spatially ali-
ased structures.

Conclusions
The quality of the GPR results obtainable in fluvial
environments will reflect both the nature of the
sediments and local conditions together with the
care applied to the methodology for data collection,
processing and interpretation. This paper has
described the key steps (Fig. 12) required to col-
lect, process and interpret GPR reflectors in a
sandy fluvial environment, as exemplified by data
collected on the South Saskatchewan River. Parti-
cular importance is placed on ground-truth control
obtained from a cut-face, which provides the
necessary verification for the interpretation of GPR
signals in the active-channel environment. This
overview outlines an approach suitable for appli-

cation to future GPR surveys in sandy fluvial
environments and should lead to an improvement
in the quality of GPR studies, which will aid
interpretation of, and comparison between, data-
sets.

Many of the procedures required to collect, pro-
cess and interpret GPR data in sandy fluvial
environments are also applicable to GPR surveys
in other depositional environments. Care must be
taken to choose a suitable GPR system with
antennae frequency appropriate for the scale of fea-
tures under investigation. Field data should be col-
lected, where possible, in step mode with a stack-
ing of >32 and a station spacing appropriate to the
scale and dip of the underlying sedimentary struc-
tures. Processing should entail time-zero correc-
tion, high- (wow) and low-pass filtering, back-
ground removal, depth and elevation correction and
application of gains. In order to correct adequately
for depth, the velocity of EM radiation should be
calculated in the field. In appropriate circum-
stances, particularly where hyperbolic reflections
are encountered, migration should also be applied.
The exact value assigned to any data collection step
or processing sequence will be dependent upon the
scale, depth and nature of subsurface reflectors and
the nature of the GPR equipment used for the sur-
vey. Substantial differences could be expected with
changes in sediment type, e.g. between a gravel
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Fig. 12. Summary of all the necessary steps required to collect, process and interpret high-quality GPR data sets.
Velocity analysis is fed into the CO processing before processed data sets are analysed with the help of data from
ground-truth control surveys.

and sand bed fluvial environment. A series of gen-
eric principles of data collection and processing
should, however, be applied.

All data collection, parameters and processing
steps should be recorded or tabulated in any publi-
cation, recording the methods and processing
applied to each GPR line used in the paper. The
details recorded should include the gates of any fil-
ters used, as well as the collecting system and pro-
cessing package. In order to interpret GPR data
with any confidence, it is also highly desirable to
provide and describe some form of ground-truth
control, preferably from trenching, coring or cut-
face surveys.
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Abstract: The classic idea on the architecture of the push moraines of The Netherlands is one
of imbricated thrusts. This study shows a more complete model of the structural style within a
push moraine. We have mapped three glaciotectonic styles using 50 MHz ground penetrating
radar (GPR).

The moraines are composed of coarse-grained unconsolidated sediments of fluvial and glacio-
fluvial origin. Maximum penetration depth is about 45 m. In a 12 km cross-section over the
eastern Veluwe Ridge we have encountered the following glaciotectonic styles. Style I is found
near the former ice margin and consists of imbricated thrust sheets, with thrust planes dipping
towards the former glacier. Style II, further away from the glacier, is a combination of folds
and thrust structures. The folds have a wavelength of up to 200 m and an amplitude of 40 m.
Style III is almost entirely composed of large-scale folds with wavelengths of 400 m maximum.
Toward the most distal parts of the ridges the folds flatten out.

The study shows that GPR is capable of imaging large-scale glaciotectonic structures, resulting
in a factual model of the eastern Veluwe push-moraine architecture and better insight into post-
glacial denudation amounts and push-moraine genesis.

The glacial structure of large areas in northwestern mainly consisted of non-glacial deposits. More
Europe is characterized by huge glaciotectonic recent studies have pointed at the presence of
structures. They were created when Pleistocene ice meltwater deposits at the distal flanks of the ridges
sheets reworked large accumulations of unconsoli- and partly on top of the ridges (Ruegg 1983). The
dated sediments. During the penultimate glaciation full extent of the meltwater deposits remained
(Saalian) the northern half of The Netherlands was unclear. Structural and sedimentological analyses
ice-covered. Along the southern rim of the ice of push moraines by Van der Wateren (1985, 1987,
sheet a large-scale push-moraine complex was 1995) was mainly based upon large-scale
developed, which extends all the way into Ger- exposures in Germany and Spitsbergen. He was
many and Poland (Van der Wateren 1995; Benneth able to show that push-moraine formation is the
2001). In The Netherlands the push moraines are effect of pressure gradients, caused by the weight
also referred to as 'ice-pushed ridges'. of the ice mass on the weak sedimentary

Netherlands was established during the early ing (bulldozing).
1950s, including general strike and an interpret- In Boulton et al. (1984) an overview was given
ation of the morphostratigraphy (Maarleveld 1953, of the knowledge of the internal structure at the
1981). Geological investigation was only possible time. It was all based upon shallow exposures of
in gravel pits of limited extent, along road cuttings limited extent and depth. Considering the complete
and in drillings (Van den Berg & Beets 1987). At lack of exposures after the mid-1980s, it was sug-
that time it was believed that the push moraines gested that a geophysical approach would gain bet-

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 143-151. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.

The geometry of the push moraines in The sequences. rather than mere frontal glacial push-
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ter insight of the internal structure of the Dutch
push moraines.

Presently, the ridges are part of an extensive nat-
ure reserve. They are also one of the largest aqui-
fers in the country. Continuing extraction of drink-
ing water has led to local drops in the water table
(several metres), significant enough to effect veg-
etation. Hence, the need for detailed information
on the internal structure has increased among
ground water modellers.

To arrive at a closer understanding of push-
moraine architecture, a mapping technique based
upon geophysical research techniques, including
ground penetrating radar (GPR) and high- resol-
ution seismics (HRS) was developed. This paper
deals with results from GPR surveying.

Van Overmeeren (1998) suggested that well-
defined glaciotectonic structures in GPR images of
push moraines are seldom seen. The goals of this
paper are to show the suitability of GPR to study
the complex architecture of push moraines, to show
that a variety of structural styles exist and to
present and discuss examples of each of them.

Research area

The data discussed in this paper were collected at
the southern part of the eastern Veluwe push
moraine. This moraine is by far the largest is the
country, with a length of about 50 km and a width
of about 12 km (Fig. 1). The ridge rises about 70-

100 m above the surrounding lowland and is situ-
ated west of a deep glacial tongue basin underneath
the present River Ussel. The direction of pressure,
as exerted by the glacier was from the east, toward
the west and southwest. The basin is the source
area of much of the sediments now piled up in the
ridge. Strike of the pushed strata is usually perpen-
dicular to the direction of pressure and deformation
(Maarleveld 1981). The total thickness of the
pushed sequences is estimated at about 150-200 m.

Methodology

The technique of GPR has been described else-
where (Davis & Annan 1989). It has been applied
successfully within The Netherlands on a variety
of landforms (Van Overmeeren 1994, 1998; Vand-
enberghe & Van Overmeeren 1999; Goes 2000).

The Dutch push moraines offer favourable con-
ditions for GPR surveying. Generally, the
groundwater table is deep (20-50 m below the
surface). Furthermore, the ridges are composed of
coarse, quartz-rich sands and gravels. Fine-grained
layers (clays/silts) take up about 1-5% of the total
volume and form good reflectors. A maximum pen-
etration depth of 670 ns (two-way travel time) or
approximately 45 m can be achieved using 50 MHz
antennae. This is close to the maximum probable
penetration depth in Quaternary soft sediments
(Smith & Jol 1995). In this study, penetration depth
is about 5-10 m deeper than the groundwater table.

Fig. 1. Location maps, (a) Map showing study area and outline of the push moraines in the central east Netherlands
(after Maarleveld 1953, 1981; Van den Berg & Beets, 1987). (b) Simplified map of study area; arrows indicate
direction of glaciotectonic pressure, (c) and (d) Details of topographic map showing exact locations of Figures 2-6.
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Field surveys were carried out by a high-speed
data acquisition system described by Van Overme-
eren (1994). It was possible to conduct about 8-
10 km of 50 MHz GPR profiles per day using a
pulseEKKO 100 system. All the examples dis-
cussed in this paper are 50 MHz reflection surveys,
using a 1000 V transmitter. Step size was 0.50 m.
Each trace was averaged 8 or 16 times. The time
window was usually set upon expected penetration
depth, which in turn is related to the depth of the
groundwater table. The antennae were housed in a
polyethylene carrier. The antenna separation was
fixed at 2.0 m. An All Terrain Vehicle pulled the
carrier and was capable of driving at a constant
speed of 1 or 2 km/h. The system was triggered by
an electronic odometer. Positioning in the field was
by GPS. An average signal velocity of 0.135 m/ns
for 50 MHz was determined from common mid-
point surveys.

In order to deduce relationships between struc-
tural styles, sediment facies and radar facies, high-
quality drilling was carried out on selected GPR
sections. Complementary data from borehole log-
ging and cone-penetration tests (CPT) served the
same purpose and were also used to define the
deeper parts of the ridges (Bakker, 2002).

Field conditions and processing

Mixed forests cover about 80% of the surface area
of the push moraines. Access into these forests is
only possible via unpaved forest tracks. Data
acquisition involved grid-surveying over these
tracks. Grid density was defined by spacing of for-
est tracks, generally every 150-500 m. This implies
that three-dimensional (3-D) surveying is usually
not possible. The remainder of the area consists of
heath and grasslands with higher accessibility.

On certain occasions the quality of the GPR runs
proved to be poor. The cause for this could not
always be established. One of the causes could be
the antenna orientation relative to the strike of
dipping reflectors (Van Overmeeren 1994). Dif-
fraction hyperbolae are to be expected in situations
with complex tectonized sediments, wedging strata
and the presence of cobble- and boulder-sized gra-
vels in the subsurface. These are all common
phenomena in push-moraine areas. Also unwanted
reflections via above-surf ace objects (fences/trees)
can disturb the data. The presence of subsurface
cables and wires could easily be established from
detailed infrastructure maps. A migration routine
can be applied to correct diffraction effects, but it
can affect the original reflection patterns. In this
paper only unmigrated GPR profiles are shown.

In GPR surveying none of the negative effects
mentioned above were necessarily a problem (see
also L0nne & Lauritsen 1996). In most situations

it was still possible to trace the large-scale geologi-
cal pattern.

Processing involved trace-to-trace and down-
the-trace filtering, dewowing and automatic gain
control (AGC). Particular attention was given to
elevation corrections. Elevation data were
extracted from detailed contour and spot-height
maps (scale 1 : 10,000). The topographic infor-
mation was integrated with the data file in pul-
seEKKO 4.2 software.

Sedimentary facies in push moraines

The push moraines in the central Netherlands con-
sist of several architectural elements:

A. Glaciotectonized fluvial deposits. These are
preglacial in origin (Mid- to Early
Pleistocene) and usually deposited in braiding
river systems in which cross-stratified gravelly
sands and gravels dominate. Fine-grained
sediments have been deposited in sheltered
locations and are mostly limited in extent and
thickness. More widespread deposition of
fine-grained sediments, including local peat
formation, was possible during interglacial
stages. A variety of sediment structures occur,
ranging from cross-stratification to parallel
stratification, overprinted by glaciotectonic
structures. Over 80% of the push-moraine
complex consist of type A.

B. Glaciofluvial deposits. These were deposited
during and immediately after push-moraine
formation, mostly in alluvial-fan facies.
Characteristic are parallel stratified sheetflood
deposits. This stratification can be disturbed
by synsedimentary deformation. In the study
area, these deposits consist almost completely
of reworked local material, i.e. they are
derived from the gravelly sands and gravels
mentioned above, the finest fraction being
washed away. The content of glacial material
(Scandinavian erratics) is usually very low.

Non-glacial deposits include slope deposits (the
result of post-tectonic mass movements in perigla-
cial conditions) and aeolian deposits (dunes and
cover sands and Holocene shifting sands).

We will now discuss examples of GPR profiles
collected across the eastern Veluwe Ridge. GPR
surveying was carried out over the entire southern
part of the moraine. Examples of the encountered
structural styles will be shown, ordered from proxi-
mal (ice-marginal) area towards the undeformed
foreland in the distal direction (Fig. 1). All the
images are parts of longer GPR profile sections.
Orientation of the profiles in Figures 2-5 is NE-
SW, i.e. perpendicular to the general strike of the
pushed deposits. Figure 6 shows an ESE-WNW-
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orientated radar profile. All the GPR surveys are
primarily interpreted in terms of macroscale glacio-
tectonic deformation styles and bedding-plane
reflectors.

Style I: imbricated thrusts

Style I occurs in the ice-proximal parts of the
moraine. Facies is dominated by many oblique or
dipping reflectors (Fig. 2). The apparent angle of
the features is about 20-25°. They dip generally
toward the northeast and can be detected down to
a depth of 30 m below the surface. The reflectors
are thrust planes composed of fine-grained sedi-
ments, as verified by numerous borings and CPT
data (Bakker, 2002). This style resembles the
classic idea of imbricate thrusts.

The continuous, subhorizontal reflector with
negative polarity in Figure 2 is interpreted as the
groundwater table. This was checked and con-
firmed at available water-level stations, in borings
and from CPT data. The thrust planes act as
hydrological barriers, impeding groundwater flow
and resulting in steps in the groundwater table (Van
Overmeeren 1997; Goes 2000). In Figure 2 steps
are visible at the positions 800-850 m and 1025 m
along the profile. The steps are about 2-7 m in the
area of style I.

Style II: imbricated thrusts and folds

Style II occurs in the middle zone of the push
moraine, distal to style I. Figure 3 shows a GPR

section of 270 m collected in this part of the
moraine. It includes an asymmetric fold structure
and thrusts. Fragments of the water table are also
visible, including a step of about 4 m. The wave-
lengths of the folds within style II are in the order
of 250 m with an amplitude of about 40 m. The
folds generally have an asymmetric form with fold
axis mostly dipping northeast. In the example in
Figure 3 the anticlinal structure is expressed in the
present-day terrain morphology, but this is usually
not the case.

This architecture is a reflection of a stress
regime, the source of which was from the right
(northeast). A relatively moderate pressure led to
folding, while subsequent low-angle thrusting
occurred, representing enhanced horizontal short-
ening. However, offset along the thrusts seems to
be limited (>2 m) in this figure.

In the distal direction the folds become more
prominent and the number of thrusts decreases.
The radar profile of Figure 4 is 450 m long and
shows asymmetric folds, a low-angle thrust set
(station 2500-2600) and a normal fault (station
2800). Application of a strong gain (AGC) yields
better information on deeper reflections (not
shown). From the image, it is clear that the present-
day relief bears no relation to the subsurface struc-
ture.

Structural relationships are indicated by dashed
lines. In this example reconstruction of truncated
folds leads to an estimation of about 17 m of post-
glacial denudation.

Fig. 2. 50 MHz GPR section showing style I. The structural elements are thrust planes, dipping towards the source
of pressure. These imbricate thrusts frequently occur with steps in the groundwater table, which can be observed at
800-850 m and at 1025 m along the profile.
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Fig. 3. 50 MHz section showing style II, consisting of folds and thrusts. An asymmetric fold and thrusts are visible
in this example. At 220 m and 350 m a step in the groundwater table is visible.

Fig. 4. 50 MHz GPR section showing style II, consisting of asymmetric folds, a thrust set (station 2500-2600) and
a normal fault (station 2800). Note slight vertical exaggeration. Post-glacial denudation is about 17 m.

Style III: large-scale folds

In the area of style III the GPR profiles are charac-
terized by strong continuous and parallel reflector
sets. Figure 5 is a representation of this style,
occurring in the distal parts of the ridge. The sec-
tion shown is about 1000 m long. The surface is
about 90 m above sea level and the maximum sig-

nal penetration is about 40 m. The water table is
not visible. The figure depicts three anticlinal struc-
tures. Each antiform shows a sedimentological
sequence, represented by three major continuous
bedding plane reflectors. Thrusts are absent. In this
area the largest folds, with wavelengths of 400 m
and an amplitude of 30 m have been recorded. Core
analysis showed that the reflections are the result
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Fig. 5. 50 MHz GPR section showing style III. In this region GPR reflections are typically strong, continuous and
often parallel. This profile shows a sequence of folded bedding planes. Note double vertical exaggeration. At 2620-
2850 m syntectonic infilling by (melt)water occurred. Post-glacial truncation of folds is about 20 m.

of parallel fining-upward sequences (Bakker 2002).
They are possibly locally reworked meltwater
deposits, but lack glacial erratics at this location.

Note that a significant part of the anticlinal forms
have been truncated. The minimum denudation is
at least 20 m for this example. The synforms are
filled with fine-grained and coarse-grained
meltwater deposits, some of which were synsedi-
mentary deformed (station 2620-2850). There are
several subhorizontal reflections visible cross-
cutting the folded strata. They are interpreted as
wetting fronts, the result of groundwater migration
after periods of rainfall.

Figure 6 presents a GPR section from the
extreme distal part of the eastern Veluwe push
moraine. Once more, continuous bedding-plane
reflector sets are visible. In this area folds tend to
flatten, ultimately grading into the undeformed out-
wash plain (sandur) of the foreland. Thrusts have
been observed in this area, but they are rare.

Radar facies as presented within Figures 5 and 6
have the same appearance as GPR data from the unde-
formed sandur. From drill-sample analyses it is clear
that some of the sequences contain glacial erratics. It
is very likely that parts of the pushed sequences are
synsedimentary tectonized glaciofluvial deposits.

Fig. 6. 50 MHz GPR section showing structural style III by continuous undulating bedding-plane reflectors. Vertical
exaggeration >2 X. This style is indicative of the very distal parts of the moraine and shows large-scale folds, which
flatten out toward the southwest.
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Post-glacial evolution

As mentioned in the discussion of the figures,
structural analyses of the GPR profiles make it
possible to reconstruct post-glacial denudation.

Denudation of push moraines is generally the
result of prolonged erosion by wind action and
mass-wasting (Riezebos et al. 1986). Reconstruc-
tion of truncated folds leads to estimates of 15-
20 m of surface level lowering, as a minimum. The
denudation occurred largely during the Weichsel-
ian cold phase, but also during Late Saalian
deglaciation, as evidenced by valley incision and
initial alluvial-fan formation.

The current morphology of the Dutch push
moraines is a reflection of denudation and erosion
processes and bears no direct relation with the
internal structure according to the GPR sections
shown.

Synthesis of glaciotectonic architecture

The classic idea on the Dutch push-moraine archi-
tecture is one of imbricated thrusts (Maarleveld
1981). Although this model was later differentiated
by Van der Wateren (1995), the architecture of the
Veluwe push-moraine complex remained unclear
to date.

Figure 7 presents a synthetic model of the estab-
lished glaciotectonic architecture in a cross-section
over the eastern Veluwe moraine (Fig. la). The
model is an assembly of about 250 km of conduc-
ted GPR surveys. In the study area, the structural

styles are arranged in a NE-SW (proximal-distal)
sequence. In the extreme northeast, imbricated
thrust sheets occur at a moderate angle and are of
varying thickness (style I). Thin sheets dominate
and horizontal shortening is maximal. Recent HRS
on the post-Saalian lowland suggests that the thrust
planes are probably rooted in the Early Pleistocene
fluvial Waalre Formation. This formation is known
for its thick clay layers and acts as the zone of
detachment, or decollement, of the moraine. Style
II is a combination of medium-scale folds with
superimposed thrusts, with intermediate horizontal
shortening. Style III consists of large-scale fold
structures, locally with thrust features and minimal
horizontal shortening. This grades ultimately into
the undeformed sandur.

Overall, the amount of horizontal shortening
decreases in the distal direction, suggesting form
tion of the structural complex within a single defor-
mation event.

The presented sequence of structural styles has
strong analogies with a push-moraine complex in
Spitsbergen (Boulton et al. 1999). It was shown
that most of the Holmstr0mbreen sequence was
formed in a proglacial setting and that it was never
actually overridden by the ice. This could well
apply to the situation in The Netherlands, in which
case glacial overriding did not extend beyond
style I.

A feature debated in the past is the plateau-like
tops of many ridges. Some authors have attributed
this to glaciplanation during overriding of the

Fig. 7. Synthetic model of the eastern Veluwe push moraine based on all GPR data and from HRS (deeper parts style
I). Size of the structural elements is not to scale. Note vertical exaggeration. Bold lines indicate thrusts (with arrows
indicating relative movement), grey lines indicate deformed sedimentary strata. Horizontal shortening decreases in
distal direction. NAP (Normaal Amsterdams Peil) is current sea level. The Waalre Formation is an Early Pleistocene
fluvial system including thick clay layers and forms the decollement for the push moraine.
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ridges (see discussion in Teunissen 1961). An
important argument for this option has been the
distribution of Scandinavian glacial erratics, which
have been found on every part of the ridges, with
the highest frequencies in proximal settings (De
Zanger 1980). Others have explained the plateaux
by periglacial denudation in the form of wind
action and mass wasting (Van der Wateren 1985).

The distribution of northern erratics in distal set-
tings can easily be explained in terms of glacio-
fluvial dynamics. We suggest that the deposition of
glaciofluvial sediments has been much more wide-
spread than previously established and that it was
part of a large-scale system of glacier advance,
push-moraine formation and meltwater deposition
(see also Kluiving 1994; Boulton et al 1999). A
significant amount of the meltwater deposits has
subsequently been eroded by weathering, water and
wind. The scattered distribution of erratics is there-
fore not necessarily a relict of glacial overriding.

Conclusions

This paper shows that low-frequency GPR is cap-
able of imaging large-scale structures. The conti-
nuity of reflections in push moraines is often
remarkable. Although the reflection configuration
can be chaotic in places, this does not always hin-
der structural analysis and mapping of architectural
elements in the Dutch push moraines.

Synthesis of the structural styles within the east-
ern Veluwe push moraine shows a general decrease
in glaciotectonic deformation in the ice-distal
direction. This suggests that the push moraine was
formed during only one glaciotectonic event.
Hence, the exceptional large dimensions of the
eastern Veluwe Ridge do not have to be explained
via complex ice-marginal dynamics (Maarleveld
1981).

We have shown that the post-glacial denudation
of the push moraines is in the order of 20 m, while
the scattered occurrence of erratics can be
explained in terms of the erosion of widespread
meltwater deposits.

This is the first time that it has been possible to
present a factual model of the internal architecture
of part of a push moraine using GPR. The tech-
nique makes it possible to establish the position
and size of hydrological compartments. Our model
enables the mapping and prediction of the presence
and orientation of hydrological barriers.

S. Reiss and P. R. Jakobsen are thanked for their useful
reviews of the manuscript. We thank the conservation
organisations Staatsbosbeheer and Natuurmonumenten
for the permission to carry out the GPR surveys at
their premises.
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GPR derived architecture of November 1996
jokulhlaup deposits, Skeidararsandur, Iceland
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Abstract: Skeidararsandur in southeastern Iceland, with an area of > 1000 km2, is the world's
largest active proglacial outwash plain. In July-August 2000, a total of over 10km of ground
penetrating radar (GPR) profile data (at 50 MHz and 100 MHz) was collected from a variety of
proglacial outwash sediments across the Gigjukvisl channel region of the Skeidararsandur plain.
GPR-profile results and their corresponding facies interpretations are presented for the flood
deposits of a single supraglacial outwash fan and its associated source-proximal ice-walled can-
yon created entirely by the November 1996 jokulhlaup event. By combining the GPR data with
ground surveying, photogrammetry and detailed sedimentary outcrop evidence, this study adds
a new perspective to the large-scale analysis of single, high-magnitude flood events and the
sedimentary record of former, ice-proximal outwash plains. The GPR derived architectures point
to a higher degree of sediment reworking than predicted by previous sedimentary models and
may provide a useful analogue for the study of sedimentation within similar bedrock fluvial and
alluvial fan feeder systems.

Jokulhlaups (glacial outburst floods) are believed
to play a dominant role in the evolution of progla-
cial outwash plains in many parts of the world and
appear to have a strong influence on the mor-
phology, dynamics and development of glacier
margins. An improved understanding of their sedi-
mentary characteristics is therefore invaluable for
the analysis of former ice-sheet dynamics, sedi-
mentary processes, rates of deglaciation and the
prediction of future jokulhlaup hazards. With an
area of > 1,000 km2, Skeidararsandur is the world's
largest active proglacial outwash plain and contains
a variety of proglacial jokulhlaup and non-
jokulhlaup deposits. In late September 1996, a vol-
canic eruption beneath the Vatnajokull icecap,
southwestern Iceland, resulted in the release of
approximately 3.8 km3 of meltwater over the Skei-
dararsandur outwash plain in early November
1996. The ground penetrating radar (GPR) study
presented in this paper concentrates on the large-
scale sedimentary analysis of an ice-proximal, sup-
raglacial outwash fan (referred to here as the
Gigjukvisl outwash fan) and its associated ice-
walled canyon, which were created entirely by a
single outburst flood event during the November
1996 jokulhlaup (Fig. 1). The sedimentary and geo-
morphological characteristics of the deposits have

been described in detail by Russell and Knudsen
(1999a, b\ Russell et al. (1999, 2001) and Roberts
et al. (2000a, b\ 2001), using a variety of tech-
niques, including ground surveying, photogram-
metry and the detailed sedimentary analysis of
exposed channel boundaries and ice-block sections.
Unfortunately, these techniques can only provide
localized information on the hydraulic and depo-
sitional environment and therefore any sedimentary
interpretations may not be fully applicable to the
larger-scale sandur architecture.

The primary objective of this study is to examine
the large-scale sedimentary architecture of the
Gigjukvisl outwash fan by the combined use of
GPR 'imaging', photogrammetry and sedimentary
exposure analysis. A programme of GPR surveying
was initiated in July 2000, resulting in the collec-
tion of more than 10 km of 50 MHz and 100 MHz
GPR data across the full length of the outwash fan.
A pulseEKKO 100 GPR system, configured in co-
planar, 'broadside' reflection mode, was used for
all profile sections, pseudo-three-dimensional (3D)
grids and targeted common mid-point (CMP) velo-
city surveys (collected in the areas associated with
the pseudo-3D grids and exposed sections). Photo-
graphs taken by Dr M. T. Gudmundsson, along
with media footage and airborne videos collected
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Fig. 1. Location map for the Vatnajokull icecap, Skeidararsandur outwash plain, ice-proximal, jokulhlaup outwash
fan and the long, flow-parallel GPR section.

by Dr A. Russell, have provided vital information
on the jokulhlaup flow conditions within the
embayment, ice-walled canyon and outwash plain.
An inventory of the collected GPR data is provided
in Table 1, along with the associated GPR system
configurations and survey details. The location of
the GPR profiles and exposed sections are provided
in Figure 2.

The quality of the collected data was consist-
ently high; therefore only simple processing steps
were required in order to interpret the data in detail.
Each of the collected sections was edited for
noisy/corrupt traces, dewowed, adjusted to time
zero, topographically corrected and converted to a
standard PCX grey-scale image for interpretation.
The CMP analyses revealed approximately linear
velocity profiles for each survey location, ranging
from -0.08 mns"1 at the near-surface through to
0.06 mns""1 at depth. This equates to a subsurface
relative permittivity range of approximately er =
14-25 and is consistent with the relative permit-
tivity of wet, poorly sorted sands and gravels
(Reynolds 1997). Using an average velocity value
of 0.07 m ns"1 as the uniform value for depth con-

version, the observable signal penetration is
approximately 20 m, which is deeper than the cal-
culated total thickness of the outwash deposits
(Knudsen et al 2001).

The November 1996 jokulhlaup

The volcanic eruption beneath the Vatnajokull ice-
cap commenced on 30 September 1996
(Gudmundsson et al. 1997) and, over the next
month, 3.4 km3 of meltwater travelled subglacially
into the Grfmsvotn subglacial lake until a critical
drainage level was reached on the morning of 5
November (Bjornsson 1997). The resulting jok-
ulhlaup began at the most easterly outlet river, the
Skeidara, at 07.20h (local time) and reached a
peak discharge of 45,000m3s-1 within 14 hours
(Bjornsson 1997). In the Gigjukvisl channel, jok-
ulhlaup flows burst from single-conduit outlets and
crevasses up to 2 km in length (Snorrason et al.
1997; Roberts et al. 2000a, b\ Roberts et al 2001),
with the main flow exiting from a fracture complex
outlet that migrated retrogressively during the mid-
to late-rising, peak and early waning stages of the
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Table 1. Inventory of GPR data

Location Survey type Radar
frequency
(MHz)

Details

flow. This resulted in a spectacular double-headed
'embayment' and 'ice-walled canyon' feature that
extended over 500 m into the glacier margin (Fig.
1) (Russell & Knudsen 1999a, b\ Russell et al
1999, 2001; Roberts et al 2000a, b, 2001).

Photographic evidence and media footage taken
during the daylight hours of 5 November show
that, in the early rising stages of the flood, only
minor outflows were present at the ice margin (in
the location of the subsequent embayment). How-
ever, before the creation of the embayment, early-
rising stage floodwaters from the east had been
observed exiting the ice margin and flowing in a
westerly direction along the Gigjukvisl channel

into the existing proglacial, backwater lake. During
the 17 hours of darkness between 16.30h on 5
November and 09.3 Oh on 6 November, the main
fracture complex began to develop and the flows
were concentrated in the embayment area (i.e., at
the point of lowest glacial, hydraulic potential
along the ice margin). By the morning of 6 Nov-
ember, however, waning stage flows were observed
emerging from the newly formed double embay-
ment and flowing across the outwash fan in a
southerly direction. Large-scale flow separation
and macro-turbulence was observed, particularly
around the angular cliff edges of the ice margin,
while rhythmic flow pulses of between 2 s and 4 s

Outwash fan Co-planar reflection
profile

Co-planar reflection
profile

Co-planar reflection
pseudo-3D grid

Co-planar reflection
pseudo-3D grid

CMP velocity
surveys

Control section Co-planar reflection
profile

CMP velocity
surveys

50 Flow-parallel, long-profile section (2044 m) with 2 m antenna
separation and 0.5 m spatial interval. Data collected in dis-
crete step mode with 400V pulse, 16 stacks, 600ns time
window and 1.6 ns temporal interval.

100 Flow-parallel, targeted 100 MHz profile section (150 m) cor-
responding to the 40-190 m positions of the 50 MHz long-
profile section (within ice-walled canyon region). 1 m
antenna separation and 0.25 m spatial interval. Data collected
in discrete step mode with 400 V pulse, 16 stacks, 400 ns
time window and 0.8 ns temporal interval.

50 & 100 Central area of the outwash fan corresponding to the 1560-
1610 m positions of the 50 MHz long-profile section (edge
of proximal and distal fan regions). Ten flow-perpendicular
sections (90 m) with 5 m section spacing centred on the long-
profile section line. GPR system configuration as for the
50 MHz long-profile section and targeted 100 MHz profile
section.

50 Central area of the outwash fan corresponding to the 40-85 m
positions of the 50 MHz long-profile section (within ice-
walled canyon region). Seven flow-perpendicular sections
(50 m) with 7.5 m section spacing centred on the long-profile
section line. GPR system configuration as for the long-pro-
file section.

50 & 100 Central position of pseudo-3D grids along 50 MHz long-pro-
file section line. Co-planar 'broadside' mode with GPR sys-
tem configuration as for the 50 MHz long-profile section and
targeted 100 MHz profile section.

50 & 100 Near flow-parallel 'control' profile section (90 m) running
adjacent to the face of the exposed section at the flanks of
the outwash fan (at a maximum of 4 m from the 60°+ dipping
exposure face). GPR system configuration as for the 50 MHz
long-profile section and targeted 100 MHz profile section.

50 & 100 Central position of the 'control' profile section. Co-planar
'broadside' mode with GPR system configuration as for the
50 MHz-long-profile section and targeted 100 MHz profile
section.
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Fig. 2. Location of the ice-walled canyon, proximal and distal fan regions, extended and control GPR sections, palaeo-
flow and exposed sections used to correlate the GPR sections with the known sedimentary evidence. (Photo source:
Landmaelinger Islands).

duration exited the western embayment conduit,
forming discrete flood-surface waves at the apex of
the ice-walled canyon. Peak-flow shear stresses and
flood powers for the western chamber and ice-
walled channel have been calculated by Russell et
al (2000) as 5000 Nm–2 and 40,000 Wm–2,
respectively, and are therefore capable of trans-
porting sedimentary material of up to 20 cm diam-
eter in suspension.

Depositional environment on the
jokulhlaup outwash fan
The sedimentary environment and hydraulic con-
ditions across the outwash fan can be subdivided
into three distinct regions, summarized as follows.

L Embayment and ice-walled canyon region

• Geometrically restricted, high-energy, deep
flows during the late-rising/peak-flow stages,
progressing into shallower supercritical flows
during the waning stages.

• Transportation of large ice blocks (up to 45 m
in diameter) and boulder-sized materials as
suspended loads.

• High sediment concentrations, with the rapid
deposition of relatively fine- to coarse-grained
material in turbulent, overcapacity flow con-
ditions.

• Localized channelling and bedload transport of
deposits during the later waning stages.
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• An evolving depositional environment during
the headward excavation of the ice-walled can-
yon with the syn-flood creation of proximal
accommodation space and the removal of over
5 million m3 of ice.

2. Proximal outwash fan region

• A zone of rapid-flow expansion, downstream
from the ice-walled canyon, with reduced
flows of shallower depth.

• Rapid transfer/flux of suspended material to
bedload as flow exits the canyon region.

• Prolonged waning-stage flows resulting in the
development of an armoured layer of waning-
stage deposits with later channelling and
bedload transportation.

• Surface deposition of ice blocks in distinct,
flow-parallel linear zones, producing areas of
localized flow separation and supercritical
flow conditions.

3. Distal outwash fan region

• Reduced flows with the progressive widening
of the outwash fan and 'ponding' of the out-
wash waters within the southern region of the
Gigjukvisl channel.

• Deposition of finer-grained material during the
late-rising, peak and waning stages over the
pre-embayment and early-rising stage deposits.

• Far-distal zone affected by the post-flood
action of the main Gigjukvisl channel outwash
river, with sediment reworking at the conflu-
ence of the two flows.

The locations of the 1992 preflood and 1997 post-
flood ice margins, proglacial lake and outwash fan
can be seen in the aerial photographs of Figures 3a
and b. These clearly show the extent of the double
embayment and ice-walled canyon, the distribution
of the outwash sediments and the zones of stranded
ice blocks. The three depositional regions are also
illustrated in Figure 2, together with the palaeoflow
information, location of the extended flow-parallel
GPR fan section, control GPR section and pseudo-
3D surveys, plus the exposed sections used to cor-
relate the GPR data to the known sedimentary evi-
dence.

GPR profile sections and fades
interpretations

The full, flow-parallel, 50 MHz long-profile section
and its associated GPR facies interpretation dia-
gram are subdivided into four 500 m-long sections
(Figs 4a-d). Coherent, identifiable reflections are
represented with a solid boundary line while a

dashed boundary line illustrates less coherent
reflections or interpolated features. Note that, in the
facies interpretation diagrams, the position and
inter-relationship of the reflector truncations and
their associated boundary interpretations are based
solely on the coherence of the reflections and the
continuity of the observed signal. No attempt has
been made, systematically, to interpret boundary
relationships through GPR facies techniques (i.e.
sequence stratigraphy mapping). Although these
methods have been used successfully in finer-
grained fluvial sediments (e.g. Gawthorpe et al.
1999), the presence of interfering diffraction events
from the coarser-grained material makes it difficult
to determine the true nature of the reflection ter-
minations. Instead, local onlap, toplap and downlap
relationships have been identified for particular
units, and only in circumstances where the facies
interpretation is of significant relevance to the
characterization of the depositional environment.

Significant diffraction events are represented by
a small point-source 'box' located at the apex of
each diffraction hyperbola and the topographically
corrected time-zero ground surface is illustrated by
a continuous solid line at the top of each subsec-
tion. The continuous strong reflection located at
approximately 150 ns (two-way travel time) in the
long profile is interpreted as the local water table.
It is represented in the facies diagram by a heavy
dashed line running consistently through all sec-
tions and is estimated to be at a depth of approxi-
mately 5 m, based on a uniform average velocity
of 0.07 mns^1 . This is consistent with spring-line
depths in the exposed sections and the level of the
distal outwash river. In the region of the ice-walled
canyon, however, this strong reflection may not be
an accurate representation of the actual water table
because large blocks of locally buried ice, observed
in the exposed sections at similar levels, may have
a significant yet localized effect on subsurface
groundwater conditions. Note that, in each of the
illustrated sections, an automatic gain control
(AGC) has been applied to the data (to a maximum
value of 200 X the recorded signal value) and that
the quoted dip angles have been determined
directly from the unmigrated GPR sections. As a
result, the estimated dip angles will be 10-20%
greater than the true dip angle of the feature.

Ice-walled canyon region

The three distinct depositional regions (i.e. the ice-
walled canyon, proximal fan and distal fan) can be
clearly identified in the GPR sections by their sig-
nificantly contrasting radar facies. In the ice-walled
canyon region the signal penetration is relatively
low (in comparison to the far-distal fan region), yet
the majority of the reflections and diffractions are
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Fig. 3. 1992 preflood and 1997 post-flood aerial photographs of the glacial margin, Gigjukvisl channel and proglacial
zone (Photo source: Landmaelinger Islands).

of moderate to high amplitude with high coherence
and continuity. Within this region, three separate
facies zones can be identified:

• A prominent zone at 0-180m (Fig. 4a) of
deeper penetration (-15 m) with distinctive,
large-scale, upstream dipping stoss-side reflec-
tions of moderate dip angles (-15°) and few
diffractions. Overlying these stoss-side reflec-
tions are much finer-scaled units of predomi-
nately low-angled, upstream dipping reflectors.
In this case, a distinct erosional sequence
boundary surface can be identified at the base

of the finer-scaled units, with the upper reflec-
tions downlapping at the interface and the
lower, larger-scale stoss-side reflections
toplapping at much lower angles.
Two zones at 200-400 m and 500-650 m (Figs
4a & b) of relatively poor penetration, high dif-
fraction density and few deep reflections. In
both of these zones, the majority of diffractions
are located near the 'water table' boundary
(although low-amplitude diffractions can be
observed at the base of the section). Coherent
downstream and upstream dipping reflections
can be identified in the finer-scaled upper units,
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Fig. 4. (a) 50 MHz GPR section and facies interpretation for the ice-walled canyon region of the long, flow-parallel
profile, (b) 50 MHz GPR section and facies interpretation for the proximal outwash fan region of the long, flow-
parallel profile.

but are less prominent than in the other zones.
Boundary relationships are difficult to identify
but individual downlapping and onlapping ter-
minations can be seen in the shallow down-
stream dipping, low-angled foreset reflections
located between 500 m and 650 m.

• A narrow zone at 360-480 m (Fig. 4a) contain-

ing large-scale, coherent, downstream dipping,
moderate-angled (-15°) foreset reflections of
consistent form and identifiable boundary
relationships. Distinct upper and lower
sequence boundaries can be identified with
associated onlap, toplap and downlap relation-
ships. Penetration is good (-15 m) with the
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Fig. 4. (continued) (c) 50 MHz GPR section and facies interpretation for the proximal and distal outwash fan regions
of the long, flow-parallel profile, (d) 50 MHz GPR section and facies interpretation for the distal outwash fan region
of the long, flow-parallel profile.

presence of deeper, individual, large-scale,
upstream dipping stoss-side reflections at the
end of the zone (460-480 m).

The most striking features of this ice-walled can-
yon region are the deep, well-defined, large-scale,
upstream dipping stoss-side beds of the first 200 m
of the section. Situated in the centre of the ice-
walled canyon, these large upstream dipping units

are interpreted as the stoss-sides of flow-transverse
channel macro-forms, possibly associated with a
hydraulic jump (standing wave), migrating
upstream during the late-rising/peak-flow stages of
the flood and the headward excavation of the ice-
walled canyon. The presence of these rarely pre-
served, supercritical stoss-side bedforms is con-
sidered diagnostic of high sedimentation rates in
rapid, shallow flows and suggests the syn-flood
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creation of headward-migrating accommodation
space. The bedforms are, in general, coarser-
grained and thicker than the deposits of the proxi-
mal and distal fan regions and represent rapid
deposition, almost directly from suspension, of
coarse sediment at the base of turbulent, channel-
restricted flows. The erosional contact and finer-
scaled features of the upper unit represent the later,
waning-stage flow deposits and are associated with
reduced flow conditions, localized sediment
reworking and the passage of a series of smaller-
scale antidunes (Alexander et al. 2001).

These two distinct sedimentary units can be seen
in more detail in the corresponding 100 MHz GPR
profile (shown in Fig. 5) collected between the
40 m and 190 m positions of the long 50 MHz tra-
verse line. The 100 MHz profile shows the detailed
structure of the upper, finer-scaled units and the
relationship of the toplapping large-scale, stoss-
side bedforms to the erosional sequence boundary.
Orthogonal sections collected as part of the
pseudo-3D grids reveal that, in general, the large
upstream dipping bedforms are laterally extensive,
with profile-parallel dips and similar 3D geo-
metries. The finer, smaller-scaled upper units are
not as geometrically uniform, with the shallowest
reflections showing more localized forms and sig-
nificant variations in dip angle away from the pro-
file plane. This evidence suggests that, during the
mid-late-rising and peak-flow stages, palaeoflow
directions were relatively uniform and consistent
with the generalized, profile-parallel orientation.
However, in the later or waning stages, the palaeo-
flow directions changed and the resulting depo-
sitional geometry became more dependent on the
localized flow conditions, probably as a result of
the removal/dissipation of the hydraulic jump.
Flows became supercritical, resulting in the devel-
opment of low-angled migrating antidune struc-
tures within the confines of the canyon walls. The
sedimentary outcrop evidence found in 'control'
sections exposed by the retreating ice walls sup-
ports this waning stage interpretation. The
exposures reveal similar bedform geometries,
scales and, more significantly, clast imbrication
evidence of downstream palaeoflows within the
upstream dipping antidune beds. They are invalu-
able for ground-truthing the GPR sections and
assessing the physical nature of the reflections. Fig-
ure 6 illustrates the 100 MHz control section col-
lected adjacent to the face of an exposure located
at the eastern flank of the ice-walled canyon and is
orientated sub-parallel to the palaeoflow direction.
With the corresponding facies interpretation super-
imposed onto a panoramic photograph of the sec-
tion, a high degree of correlation can be established
between the identified reflections and observable
bedforms in the exposure. The detailed sedimen-

tary logs from this outcrop, and from adjacent out-
crops running obliquely to the section, suggest that
the strong continuous reflections are related to sig-
nificant and laterally persistent changes in the clast-
matrix ratio rather than to any specific sedimentary
horizon (e.g. a narrow cobble band). This is con-
sistent with the assumption that the deposits are in
a highly wet state and that the reflections are gener-
ated from porosity-dependent permittivity contrasts
in the matrix (i.e. variations in volumetric water
content due to porosity change) rather than any
particular 'lithological' variation.

The absence of deeper, coherent reflection
events in the two zones dominated by strong, shal-
low diffractions suggests a significant change in the
geometry of the deeper deposits and/or a much
higher degree of signal-scattering in the near-
surface deposits. With the majority of the diffrac-
tions grouping close to the 'water table' reflector,
it is feasible that these zones represent areas of
highly irregular broken ice (interspersed with
coarse-grained sediment) or horizons of boulder
material lying close to the water-table level. Of the
two possible alternatives, the sedimentary and out-
crop evidence supports the 'broken ice' interpret-
ation. Significant quantities of subsurface ice, and
the corresponding absence of any boulder material,
can be found in the exposed control section near
the lake's surface level. Although this is not truly
indicative of the sedimentary conditions along the
central section of the ice-walled canyon, it is likely
that the two depositional environments are similar.
In addition, sedimentary outcrop evidence from the
downstream end of the ice-walled channel section
confirms the presence of buried ice close to the
water-table level (Fig. 7). The photographs also
show the detailed structure of the finer, small-
scaled waning-stage deposits and the existence of
upstream-dipping antidunes and oriented clast
imbrication structures. On this basis, we interpret
these two zones as areas of syn-flood excavated ice
that form an irregular eroded base to the retrograd-
ing ice canyon.

Proximal outwash fan region

The margin of this region (660-800 m, Fig. 4b) is
characterized by an abrupt change in the GPR fac-
ies with the presence of strong, coherent reflectors
at depth, an increase in the observable signal pen-
etration and a change in the distribution of diffrac-
tions. Located at the edge of the proglacial outwash
plain, the GPR profile alters course around a line
of large kettle holes (the collapsed remnants of
melting, buried ice blocks), therefore deviating
from its flow-parallel orientation. Within this zone,
a strong, 30 m-long, coherent, continuous reflector
is present at a depth of about 15m. Associated with
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Fig. 5. 50 & 100 MHz GPR section and facies interpretation for the stoss-side accreting bedforms section of the ice-
walled canyon region.
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Fig. 6. 100 MHz GPR section, facies interpretation and exposed section photographs for the 'control' section at the
flank of the ice-walled canyon.

this feature are a number of strong diffractions and
a strong, coherent scour or channel reflection at
~2 m below the water table. The finer-grained
upper units, immediately above this scour feature,
appear to have no direct relationship to the deeper
sediments and show similar facies to the waning-
stage deposits of the ice-walled canyon region.
There are a number of plausible interpretations for
these features:

• Given that this region represents the start of
unrestricted, reduced flows at the boundary of
the preflood ice margin (in relatively shallow
floodwater depths), it is possible for large
(+20 m) ice blocks to have been stranded at the
apex of the fan during the mid-rising stage and
then buried by later, rising-/waning-stage
deposits. The deeper reflections/diffractions
would represent the remains of buried ice and
the scour feature would represent the slumping
of the later deposits.

• The deep reflector is an out-of-plane, sideswipe
signal from the sides of the kettle hole
(approximately 4 m deep and less than 10 m
away from the section line) with the scour fea-
ture an effect of the localized flow variations
around the stranded ice block.

• The scour feature represents an erosional sur-
face incised into the preflood and early-rising
stage outwash sediments; the deeper feature
represents a buried ice block formed in a simi-
lar fashion to the first interpretation.

To date, there is no definitive interpretation for
these features. The line of large kettle holes run-
ning obliquely to the main profile line points
strongly to the presence of melting ice masses at
depth, as does the slightly elevated water table
associated with the feature. However, the relatively
undisturbed sediments in the upper unit suggest
that the scour feature is not a product of post-flood
slumping. The out-of-plane, sideswipe interpret-
ation cannot be ruled out either, because the rela-
tive strength of the reflection signal is contrary to
the lower-amplitude nature of the surrounding,
deeper features. The presence of scour-and- fill fea-
tures later in the section supports the third,
erosional-surface interpretation and it is feasible
that the outburst from the initial fracture zone
eroded into the existing deposits. Ultimately, it is
likely that these distinctive features are caused by
a combination of the three processes and that the
presence of extensive, locally buried ice is highly
probable.

In the mid-part of the proximal outwash fan
region (980-1100 m; Fig. 4b & c) the GPR facies
evolve into a zone of moderate to strongly coher-
ent, upstream dipping backset reflections downlap-
ping onto an erosional boundary surface reflection
at a depth of approximately 10 m. These reflections
are interpreted as scour-and-fill features created by
the mid-rising flow stages eroding into earlier, pre-
embayment early-rising stage deposits (generated
by the initial jokulhlaup flood at the eastern, or
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Fig. 7. Exposed section photographs from the down-
stream region of the ice-walled canyon.

downstream, side of the embayment). As seen in
other parts of the section, the finer-scaled units
associated with the later, waning-stage flows also
overlie these scour-and-fill deposits. Further along
the profile (1140-1300 m; Fig. 4c), these scour-
and-fill features pass into a zone of low-coherence,
discontinuous, downstream dipping reflections that
may represent additional scour features or down-
stream-migrating foresets. Although it is difficult
to determine the exact nature of these features, it
is possible to identify a deeper, low-amplitude,
continuous, coherent reflection at approximately
15-18 m. This feature is likely to represent the base
of the jokulhlaup deposits and is consistent with
the net aggradation of the outwash deposits determ-
ined from pre-and post-flood photogrammetry
(Knudsen et al 2001).

Distal outwash fan region

The distal fan region (1300-1800 m; Fig. 4c & d)
marks a transition to relatively shallow, uncon-
fined, expanding flows into deeper waters near the
southern margin of the main Gigjukvisl channel.

For the majority of the section, the GPR facies are
very similar, with deep penetration (up to -20 m)
and continuous, highly coherent, flat-lying reflec-
tions below downlapping, coherent foreset reflec-
tions of moderate angle (~10°). The deeper reflec-
tions are interpreted as vertically accreted deposits
that are related to the pre-embayment, early-rising
stages. The overlying foreset reflections indicate
fan progradation of shallower, rising-to-peak stage
deposits into a deeper 'backwater' environment.
The corresponding orthogonal GPR sections, col-
lected as part of the second pseudo-3D grid, reveal
that both sets of deposits are, in general, laterally
extensive, with similar 3D geometries and facies
forms.

At the far-distal region of the outwash fan
(1800-2044 m; Fig. 4d), the GPR facies change
significantly. The deep, flat-lying reflections are
truncated abruptly by strong, higher-angled foreset
reflections and possible channel scour-and-fill fea-
tures. This indicates interaction between flows
from the outwash fan and from the main Gigjukvisl
channel river, resulting in a zone of flow conflu-
ence. Video-footage, taken during the late-waning
stage of the flood, shows the main Gigjukvisl river
flow crossing the far-distal end of the fan at almost
90° to the direction of the outwash fan flow. This
is consistent with the observed sedimentary evi-
dence and indicates that the scour features relate to
late-waning stage processes within the confluence
zone.

Summary

By combining the GPR sections, facies interpret-
ations, sedimentary analysis and documented evi-
dence, a better understanding of the depositional
chronology of the November 1996 jokulhlaup can
be provided for the fracture outlet area, ice-walled
canyon and associated outwash fan. Figure 8 sum-
marizes this chronology in the form of a cross-
section model with the preflood, food and post-
flood conditions represented as follows.

1. Preflood condition: stable ice margin with pre-
flood, proximal outwash fan and proglacial
lake.

2. Flood condition

• Early rising stages (pre-ernbayment): pre-
embayment flows from the east of the embay-
ment area. Deposition into the existing progla-
cial lake.

• Rising/Peak stages: headward excavation of
the ice-walled canyon, transportation of large
ice blocks and the erosion of the canyon base.
Deposition of large-scale stoss-side, upstream
dipping bedforms in the ice-walled canyon,
scour-and-fill of preflood and early-rising stage
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Fig. 8. Preflood, flood and post-flood summary of the
main facies units and depositional environments.

deposits and the deposition of prograding fore-
sets on the outwash fan. Confluence of flows
at the far-distal region of the fan.

• Waning stage: final position of ice-walled can-
yon, deposition of fine-scaled, upper deposits
of varying bedform types. Localized chan-
nelling and flow migration. Confluence of
flows at the far-distal region of the fan.

3. Post-flood condition: downwasting and retreat
of the ice margin, melting of buried ice and
reworking of far-distal fan deposits.

Conclusions
The use of GPR data to characterize the architec-
ture of these unique deposits adds a new perspec-
tive to the sedimentary record of single, high-mag-
nitude events, pointing to much greater sediment
reworking and depositional complexity than pre-
viously predicted (Maizels 1997; Russell &
Knudsen I999a, b). There is a clear prevalence for
the generation of supercritical channel-scale
macro-forms under the confined flow conditions
provided by the expanding ice-walled canyon and
hydraulic jump. The GPR-derived architectures are
invaluable for investigating the larger-scale fluvial
process and may provide useful models for the
study of sedimentation within similar bedrock flu-

vial and alluvial-fan feeder systems. In this study,
we have shown that the coarse-grained jokulhlaup
deposits are ideal for investigation by GPR and that
the combined use of GPR facies interpretations
with sedimentary outcrop evidence can produce
detailed models of the depositional environment.
This is only the beginning; future GPR work on
Skeidararsandur will concentrate on the large-scale
3D geometry of the ice-walled canyon, proximal
deposits and their relationship to the coarse-grained
non-jokulhlaup facies of the main Skeidararsandur
outwash plain.
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Abstract: The internal structure of a lobate rock glacier located in the San Juan Mountains of
southwest Colorado was investigated using ground penetrating radar (GPR). A 440 m, 25 MHz
longitudinal profile oriented along the central axis of the rock glacier shows moderate to strongly
coherent reflection horizons or layers that can be recognized clearly to a depth of 30-35 m. The
layers are interpreted as representing ice-supersaturated sediments and coarse, blocky rockslide
debris that are the result of flow, perhaps generated by seasonal snow pack covered by episodic
debris flows or high-magnitude discharges of talus from the cirque headwall. Profiles collected
at 50 MHz indicate that, in the upper 20 m thickness of the rock glacier, many of these layers
are laterally continuous. The total depth of penetration (~40 m at 25 MHz) was sufficient to
detect the rock glacier-cirque-floor contact, which is composed of underlying moraine. Several
prominent reflection events that subdivide the profile into broad 10-15 m-thick layers represent
contacts between major depositional units. These units are believed to be individual flow lobes
that were initiated at various cirque-headwall locations. We interpret this rock glacier to be a
composite feature that formed by a process involving the development and subsequent overlap
of discrete flow lobes that have over-ridden older glacial moraine and protalus rampart materials.
The latter materials have been incorporated into the present flow structure of the rock glacier.

Rock glaciers are lobate or tongue-shaped land- rock glaciers. Thus, rock glaciers constitute an
forms composed of mixtures of poorly sorted, important component of a cascading system in
angular, blocky rock debris and ice (Giardino which stream water, groundwater and rock
1979). Although they are located in cirques and materials move from mountain headwalls and talus
valleys of many mountain ranges throughout the slopes to environments downvalley (Giardino &
world, rock glaciers remain poorly understood con- Vitek 1988).
stituents of alpine debris systems. Active (flowing)
rock glaciers transport the surplus debris from talus Significance and occurrence of rock
slopes and glaciers downvalley or downslope to , .
other debris systems. Barsch (1977) and Giardino glaciers

(1979) addressed the role of rock glaciers in terms Within the alpine environment, rock glaciers are
of debris systems and found that rock glaciers the visible expression of mountain permafrost,
account for approximately 60% of all mass trans- making them principal geo-ecological indicators
port in the alpine environments where they occur, within alpine geosystems. As stores for ice and per-
As such, they are of great importance to the geo- mafrost, they are valuable surrogates for infor-
morphic periglacial transport systems in high mation on past atmospheric and water compo-
mountains. For example, 40-60% of the debris sitions (i.e. dissolved solids, heavy metals,
being transported in the Sangre de Cristo Moun- pollutants and oxygen isotope ratios) and are useful
tains of Colorado can currently be described as for monitoring global change (i.e. predicted global
rock glaciers (Giardino et al. 1987). Barsch et al. warming, see Steig et al. 1998). Rock glaciers
(1979) estimated that 15-20% of periglacial mass occupy the heads of many of the watersheds that
transport in the Swiss Alps is incorporated in active supply communities with water throughout western

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 167-179. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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North America and other parts of the world. They
act as long-term (centuries to millennia) reservoirs
for water, releasing a steady flow over the course
of a year. Rock glaciers are also being considered
from a planetary perspective. Similar morphologi-
cal features have been discovered on Mars
(Squyres 1978; Lucchitta 1993; Degenhardt &
Giardino 1999) and Callisto, one of the moons of
Jupiter (Chuang et al. 1999). Based on their mor-
phological similarity to rock glaciers, these land-
forms have been postulated to contain significant
volumes of frozen water.

Although distinctive and widely distributed, the
occurrence and significance of rock glaciers often
go unnoticed. They generally occur in dry, conti-
nental areas rather than humid regions, perhaps
because thin to absent snow cover favours their
persistence (Humlum 1997). Ages of rock glaciers
range from incipient forms on Pico de Orizaba vol-
cano (Palacios & Vazquezselem 1996) to 500-year-
old forms associated with the Little Ice Age
(Humlum 1996). Many are several thousand years
old (e.g. Kaeaeb et al 1997; Calkin et al. 1998)
and some relict rock glaciers are believed to have
formed at the end of the last Ice Age about 10 ka
ago (Sandeman & Ballantyne 1996; Humlum
1998). The occurrence of past or present glaciers
is not a necessary prelude to the formation of rock
glaciers because these landforms exist in both gla-
cial and non-glacial areas.

Formation of rock glaciers

Rock glaciers are a physical response to three types
of geomorphic processes: (1) glacial, (2) periglacial
(Johnson 1984), and (3) talus (Shakesby et al.
1987). The pioneering work of Wahrhaftig and
Cox (1959) suggested that rock glaciers were for-
med by permafrost processes creating a frozen
mixture of rock debris and ice within talus or
moraine materials. With the advent of new tech-
nology and the global interest in recognizing and
studying rock glaciers, these findings have been
affirmed and expanded by subsequent studies (see
Haeberli 1985; Barsch 1996). A few studies also
provide evidence of thick massive ice in the rock
glacier interior and suggest that some forms are
actually debris-covered glaciers (e.g. Potter 1972;
Clark et al. 1994).

Rock-glacier formation begins with accumu-
lation of ice in the upper reaches of the rock gla-
cier. The ice flows downslope, where it ablates
slowly within or beneath the debris of the rock gla-
cier. General requirements for the formation of
rock glaciers have been reviewed by Corte (1987).
Rock glaciers are generally situated at the base of
massive, homogeneous and fractured cliffs and are
rarely found where debris is finely crushed or

where head wall fractures are excessively large
(Wahrhaftig & Cox 1959; Evin 1987).

Although the morphology of rock glaciers and
other lobate landforms with surficial ridges and fur-
rows is well documented (Giardino et al. 1987), it
is also necessary to understand the flow dynamics
responsible for generating these characteristic fea-
tures. Information about the internal composition
and fabric of a rock glacier is required to under-
stand the flow dynamics (Potter et al. 1998), but
the difficulty and costs associated with direct
observation of the internal characteristics make
acquisition of these data problematic. For example,
direct rheological measurements (i.e. flow direc-
tion, flow velocity and stress fields) are time-
dependent and lengthy because the flow of rock
glaciers ranges from millimetres to decimetres
per annum.

Without detailed internal evidence of stresses
and strain rates, temperatures, ice-rock mixtures
and bedrock characteristics, discussion of the pro-
cess or processes that form rock glaciers is prema-
ture. On this basis, the study of rock glaciers has
evolved toward the development of field methods
for characterizing ice/debris ratios and rheological
models. Current understanding of the movement of
a rock glacier, outlined in the work of Haeberli
(1985) and Barsch (1996), is based on models of
creep flow adopted from studies of glaciers and
limited physical data from rock glaciers around the
world (e.g. Burger et al. 1999; Konrad &
Humphrey 2000).

The movement of rock glaciers has been related
to many topographical, lithological and climatic
variables. Equations for mass transport in confined
valleys, locations where rock glaciers commonly
form, suggest that the thickness of a rock glacier
should increase downslope. Kinematic wave theory
(Gerber & Scheidegger 1979) dictates that the
geometry of valley and cirque walls control mass
transport resulting from gravity. Ridge-and-furrow
structures, therefore, represent 'buckling' of the
material to compensate for decreased velocity of
flow downvalley with a corresponding increase in
force provided by faster-flowing material upvalley
(Fink 1980).

Geological setting
Yankee Boy Basin, located in the San Juan Moun-
tains of southwestern Colorado, was chosen as the
study site because of the abundance of rock gla-
ciers. The site is in close proximity to a variety of
rock-glacier types that include lobate (Fig. 1),
valley-side and tongue-shaped morphologies
(Wahrhaftig & Cox 1959; Burger et al. 1999).
Exposed rocks in Yankee Boy Basin (Fig. 2) are
almost exclusively comprised of Tertiary vol-
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Fig. 1. Yankee Boy Basin rock glacier, located in the San Juan Mountains of southwestern Colorado. Photograph
taken from the top of nearby Mt Sneffels, a 4328 m (14 200 ft) peak. The rock glacier is approximately 500 m (1640 ft)
long from the snowline to the toe at Wright's Lake, and 300 m (984 ft) wide at the middle. The rock glacier flows
down a cirque, which is bounded on the southwestern side by Gilpin Peak ridge (4174 m), seen in the background.

Fig. 2. Geographic location of the Yankee Boy Basin
study site with hillslope shaded relief map illustrating the
mountainous setting within the San Juan Mountain Range
of southwestern Colorado.

canics, which are underlain by a block of Pre-
cambrian quartzite (Luedke & Burbank 1976).
Mountain peaks that flank the basin are composed
of San Juan volcanics, including Gilpin Peak
tephra deposits, the Picayune Formation and the
San Juan Formation. The Picayune Formation con-
sists of a series of flows, breccias and tephra layers
of intermediate composition and the San Juan For-
mation is mainly bedded tephra deposits of felsic
composition. In the area of Mt Sneffels, and along

the northern edge of the basin, the mountains also
include cores composed of older granodiorite and
gabbro stock containing Precambrian quartzite
inclusions. Quaternary deposits, consisting mainly
of the San Juan Formation, cover most of the basin
floor, with limited exposure of the granodiorite and
gabbro stock. The easily eroded bedrock supplies
the parent material for deposits such as rock gla-
ciers, alluvium, glacial drift and landslide deposits.
Holocene talus deposits cover much of the valley
walls, and rock glaciers typically occupy cirques
and cirque valleys.

Application of GPR

To fully understand the movement and deformation
patterns within the interior of a rock glacier, a fun-
damental (i.e. generic) description of development
is required. In this study, ground penetrating radar
(GPR) is being used to 'look' inside a lobate rock
glacier to identify its internal structure. GPR offers
the sophistication of other geophysical techniques
combined with portability and ease of use. It is ide-
ally suited to applications in alpine regions, where
logistics and access are generally prohibitive. This
study is being conducted in an effort to understand
the formation history of a lobate rock glacier (see
Fig. 1) by identifying its internal structure and
determining the origin of ridges and furrows, a
characteristic feature of rock glaciers. To date,
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GPR has been used on only three rock glaciers
worldwide (Berthling et al. 2000; Degenhardt et al.
2000; Isaksen et al 2000).

Theoretical background

The generation of digital GPR profiles involves the
transmission of high-frequency (10-1000 MHz)
electromagnetic (EM) radio (radar) pulses into the
ground and measuring the time elapsed between
transmission, reflection off a subsurface disconti-
nuity and reception back to a surface radar antenna.
The profiles, which are similar in appearance to
standard seismic profiles (Annan & Davis 1976),
represent that portion of the transmitted EM that is
reflected back to the ground surface as a result of
changes in the bulk electrical properties of the
underlying materials (Smith & Jol 1997). Such
changes in electrical properties can be attributed to
sedimentological variation (i.e. changing grain
size), facies changes, differences in state of
materials (i.e. water-rock or water-ice contacts),
mineralogy and density. These factors are closely
linked to the water content of a material, which
plays a crucial role in the generation of GPR
reflections.

The Yankee Boy rock glacier contains flowing
water beneath the surface and may also contain
'free' water within pore spaces or cavities. In terms
of propagating GPR waves, water has a direct
effect on the capacity of a transmitting material to
store electrical potential energy under the influence
of an electric field (permittivity). Because relative
permittivity for water is high (81) relative to that
for dry rock (<9), even a small amount of water
may increase the bulk permittivity of the rock
(Reynolds 1997).

Porosity (9) must also be considered with regard
to the proportions of constituents present and their
respective dielectric constants. The relationship
between bulk relative permittivity (er) and <p for an
external field applied perpendicular to bedding is:

where €m and ew are the permittivities for the rock
matrix and pore fluid water, respectively (Reynolds
1997). Thus, the average GPR velocity through a
rock glacier medium will be the weighted affect of
the contributions from rock, granular materials, ice
and water - each having significantly different
dielectrical properties. For example, the GPR wave
velocity through fresh water is 0.033 mns"1,
whereas it is O.^mns^1 through a low-porosity
sandstone (McCann et al. 1988). Given this range
of water-dependent velocity values, accurate analy-
sis and interpretation of the GPR data require that
special attention be given to all of the above fac-
tors.

Equipment and methodology

GPR data were collected at antenna frequencies of
25 MHz and 50 MHz using a pulseEKKO 100A
system from Sensors & Software, Inc. The system
was configured in perpendicular broadside reflec-
tion mode using constant source-receiver offsets. A
step interval of 1m (4m antennae spacing) was
used for the 25 MHz (centre frequency) configur-
ation, and a step interval of 0.5 m (2 m antennae
spacing) was used for the 50 MHz configuration.
Each collected section was edited for noisy/corrupt
traces and adjusted to time zero. On all profiles,
the horizontal scale is distance in metres (m) and
the vertical scale is presented as two-way travel
time (twt) in nanoseconds (ns) and depth in metres.
Data were acquired using a 1000 V transmitter and
stacked 64 times with a time sampling rate of
800 ps. The profiles were processed and plotted in
standard grey-scale and wiggle-trace formats using
pulseEKKO software. The two earliest continuous
reflections in all profiles represent air-wave and
ground-wave arrivals, respectively.

The locations of the GPR transects were chosen
for the purpose of identifying gross internal fea-
tures and to determine if links can be established
between the internal structure and surface mor-
phology. The data were collected over two sum-
mers on a section of the rock glacier where ridges
and furrows are prominent (Fig. 3). Two 50 MHz

Fig. 3. United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
1 : 20000-scale vertical aerial photograph of Yankee Boy
rock glacier taken in 1979. GPR transects are indicated
by solid lines. The common mid-point (CMP) survey was
performed along the western end of C-C'. The dashed
line indicates the inflection where slope of the rock gla-
cier decreases sharply. Position of the line is based on
topographic surveys of the rock glacier. Upslope of the
inflection line (headwall side), the direction of rock gla-
cier flow is toward the northeast. Downslope of the
inflection line (downvalley side) the flow is to the east.
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surveys were made in July 2000, and a single
25 MHz survey was made in July 2001. The
25 MHz survey consists of a 440 m longitudinal
transect line (A-A') that begins in the middle of
the head area of the rock glacier and terminates at
the crest of the toe. It trends in a northeasterly
direction and is oriented approximately normal to
a series of arcuate transverse ridges and furrows
that extend down the central portion of the rock
glacier. A bend in the profile transect was made at
255 m to a more easterly direction so that the tran-
sect line would remain approximately normal to the
ridges and furrows and so that a greater profile
length could be attained.

The two 50 MHz surveys were conducted along
the same series of ridges and furrows as A-A'. One
of these surveys was made along an 86 m linear
transect (B-B') that trends to the northeast
(~N45°E) and crosses A-A' at a distance of 238 m.
Transect B-B' was offset rotationally from A-A'
so that its orientation would be perpendicular to the
strike axes of ridges and furrows on that part of
the rock glacier. The other transect, C-C', follows
75 m along the top of a prominent ridge in the ser-
ies. It trends in a general east-west direction and
curves toward the southeast at its end. C-C' inter-
sects B-B' at 38 m and provides a perspective that
is normal to the ridge axis.

Data processing

All processing was completed using Win_EKKO
Pro version 1.0, a Windows®-based software pack-
age that accompanies the pulseEKKO GPR system.
The raw reflection data were first corrected using
a time filter for signal saturation (dewow). An auto-
matic gain control (AGC) gain was applied to the
dewowed data using a manual gain limit of GMAX
= 500 followed by spatial low-pass filtering at 20%
cutoff. The low-pass cutoff percentage marks the
spatial frequency above which data are removed
and below which data are preserved. The cutoff
frequency is defined as a percentage of the spatial
Nyquist frequency (fnyq) in 10% increments from
10% to 90% (Sensors & Software 1996) as given
by the equation:

For example, if the step size is 1 m (e.g. using
50 MHz antennae), fnyq = 0.5 cycles m"1. The
25 MHz section was migrated (see Media charac-
teristics below) using synthetic aperture image
reconstruction (two-dimensional Kirchhoff
method) and the 50 MHz sections were left unmi-
grated. Finally, topographic corrections were
applied to the profiles using laser-surveyed elev-
ation data collected along the GPR transect lines.

Results

Media characteristics

The common mid-point (CMP) method was used
to determine an average velocity value for the rock
glacier medium. Two CMP surveys were conduc-
ted, one during the July 2000 field season (f =
50 MHz), and the other during the July 2001 sea-
son (f=25 MHz). Both surveys (Fig. 4) were col-
lected along the western portion of transect C-C'
under similar weather conditions. This location was
chosen because the topography along the ridge
crest is relatively flat and because several strong
subhorizontal reflectors were detected within
200 ns (f = 50 MHz) of the rock-glacier surface.

Two semblance analyses, performed using the
Win_EKKO CMP Analysis Program, each yielded
a best-fit velocity value of O.l^mns"1. The sol-
utions, which centred upon reflections at 15 ns and
70 ns in the 50 MHz and 25 MHz profiles, respect-
ively, were based on CMP velocity values that
were wide-ranging. For example, the 25 MHz velo-
cities range from approximately 0.24 m ns"1 at the
near-surface to 0.09 mns"1 at depth. The high
near-surface velocities are the result of surface
irregularities encountered as the antennae were
moved along the boulders and large blocky clasts
that comprise the surface of the rock glacier. In
addition to the gaps between the flat antennae and

Fig. 4. Common mid-point (CMP) surveys collected at
(a) 25 MHz, and (b) 50 MHz. Accompanying semblance-
analysis diagrams are shown to the right. A best-fit velo-
city value of 0.12 m ns"1, obtained in both semblance sol-
utions, was used for the average velocity of the rock gla-
cier medium.
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the rock-glacier surface, the active layer (upper
3 m) of the rock glacier also contains a significant
amount of air-filled void space (i.e. cavities) which
increases GPR wave velocities. This phenomenon
is apparent in the 25 MHz semblance diagram (Fig.
4a), where values in the high-amplitude field above
50ns approach 0.33 mns"1 (air-wave velocity).
This field probably represents a combination of air,
evanescent and 'interference' from the surface. The
low velocity value for the reflection located at
40ns in the 50 MHz CMP profile (0.07 mns"1)
indicates a £r value of approximately 18, which is
consistent with the relative permittivity of wet to
saturated coarse-grained sands and gravels
(Reynolds 1997).

The relatively high velocity of 0.12 m ns^1 was
chosen as the average (representative) value for the
rock glacier medium, based on the assumption that
the 'deeper' velocities (i.e. 0.07-0.09 mns"1) rep-
resent the lower limit in a range of values. In
reality, the velocity of the rock glacier medium
probably falls within a range of values between
0.09 mns"1 and 0.14 mns"1. A velocity of
0.12 m ns"1 equates to an approximate relative per-
mittivity (cr) of 6, which falls within the range of
(er) values for permafrost (Daniels & Roberts
1994; Reynolds 1997). The average velocity is
slightly lower than values for rock glaciers located
in continuous permafrost regions (e.g. Berthling et
al. 2000; Isaksen et al. 2000), which is consistent
for a water-bearing permafrost rock glacier located
in a temperate alpine region. It should be noted that
a higher velocity value was used for migration of
the 25 MHz GPR section (0.15 inns"1), based
upon iterative results over a range of values from
0.09 mns^1 to 0.17 inns"1. The objective of the
migration was to verify the coherence of the
strongest reflections without compromising the
overall clarity of the profile. A velocity value of
0.15 mns"1 was most effective for improving the
clarity of strong reflections while maintaining the
interpretability of the less coherent reflections.

Resolution and signal penetration
The theoretical vertical resolution of the GPR sig-
nals was determined using the equation (e.g. Reyn-
olds 1997):

Where A is the wavelength (m), V is the wave velo-
city of the medium (inns"1), and F is the centre
frequency of the antenna (MHz). At 25 MHz, the
calculated vertical resolution is 1.2 m. Therefore
any layers visible on the 25 MHz profiles have a
thickness of greater than 1 m. The maximum depth
achieved at this frequency was approximately
330 ns (-40 m). The 50 MHz antennae provided a

maximum depth of signal penetration to 500 ns
(-26 m) and resolution of at least 0.75 m, given a
calculated theoretical vertical resolution of 0.60 m.

The 25 MHz GPR profile section The unmigrated
440 m longitudinal GPR profile (A-A'), shown in
the upper part of Figure 5, effectively depicts the
topographic characteristics along the centre portion
of the rock glacier. The steeply sloping surface at
the beginning of the profile marks the accumulation
zone at the head of the rock glacier. Ridges and
furrows, which begin at the 35 m position, are rep-
resented by undulations along the top of the sec-
tion. Elevations range from 3800 m at the begin-
ning of the profile (rock glacier head) to 3735 m
at the end (beginning of the oversteepened toe) and
ridge-and-furrow relief ranges from 1 m to 5 m.

Gross structural features are defined by numer-
ous reflections of variable coherence that are recog-
nizable down to -800 ns (45 m). A strongly coher-
ent reflection along the bottom of the profile

Fig. 5. Topographically corrected longitudinal profile
collected at / = 25 MHz (velocity = 0.12mns~])' (a)
unmigrated section, and (b) migrated section; The water
table is in hydrological communication with Wright's
Lake, which is located at the right of the profile. Topo-
graphic corrections were applied using laser-survey data
that was collected along the same transect line as the GPR
survey. Note that ringing at the bottom of the profile from
90m to 210m was not removed because further pro-
cessing would result in loss of detail. The ringing in the
migrated profile is an artefact of the processing software.
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(-750 ns) represents the contact between the rock
glacier and the cirque floor. It defines the complete
cross-sectional shape of the rock glacier. Thickness
ranges from -15 m at the head of the rock glacier
to a maximum of -40 m at the middle and
decreases to a thickness of -18 m at the toe. The
shape of this reflector is consistent with the
'scooped' contour of a glacially scoured cirque.
Along the profile, and down the flow line of the
rock glacier, there is a transition in the dip of the
reflection horizons. In the first 50 m, the reflection
horizons slant downward, parallel to the surface.
Further along the profile, from 50 m to 125 m, the
reflection horizons trend upward toward the surface
at -45° and display undulated patterns similar to
that exhibited at the top of the profile (e.g. ridge-
and-furrow topography). From 125 m to 230 m, the
reflections parallel the surface and again trend
upward toward the surface further down profile.

Migration revealed six moderately strong coher-
ent reflection horizons throughout the profile, rang-
ing in length from 75 m to 400 m. The horizons
are subparallel to the surface and to each other and
converge toward the beginning of the profile. In
general, the reflections are approximately horizon-
tal beyond 100m, making them subparallel with
the top surface of the profile. The orientations of
less coherent reflections parallel these major hor-
izons, and non-coherent reflections and diffraction
events occur in the upper 5 m of the profile. Dif-
fraction events are more prevalent throughout the
section from 50 m to 125 m. It should be noted
that, although migration enhanced the moderately
to strongly coherent reflections, the presence of
interfering diffraction events generated by the
coarse-grained and talus-sized materials of the rock
glacier make it difficult to determine the true nature
of the reflection terminations in some parts of the
profile.

The 50 MHz GPR profile sections (unmigrated)
The two 50 MHz sections, rendered in wiggle-trace
format, provide more detail about the subsurface
structure in an area of the rock glacier where ridges
and furrows are well developed. Profile B-B',
shown in Figure 6, represents an 86 m cross-
sectional view in a direction normal to the ridges
and furrows. Topographic relief varies from 1 m to
2 m as measured from the bottom of the deepest
furrow to the top of the highest ridge. The profile
is characterized by a series of dipping reflections
that downlap onto more continuous subhorizontal
reflections. The downlapping reflections, which dip
in a general downslope direction, range in length
from 5 m to 7 m and terminate against the subhori-
zontal reflections at angles of 10°-20° from hori-
zontal. The subhorizontal reflections range in
length from 10 m to 30 m and generally trend

toward the top of the profile at shallow angles. A
small number of toplapping reflections are also
present in the central part of the profile (35-50 m).
They are 3-5 m in length and are oriented at 5°-
10° to the subhorizontal reflections.

The upward trend of subhorizontal reflections in
B-B' is consistent with reflections that are ident-
ifiable on the 25 MHz longitudinal profile, A-A'
(see Fig. 5 inset). These reflections represent seg-
ments of longer subhorizontal reflectors that slant
toward the rock-glacier surface at low angles (-5°).
Two of these, located at 140 ns and 490 ns, can be
correlated to moderately strong coherent reflections
(major horizons) from 220m to 310m on profile
A-A'.

Profile C-C', shown in Figure 7, was made
along the crest of a prominent ridge that crosses
profile B-B' at 38 m. It represents a view of the
reflectors as they appear normal to the ridge axis.
Continuous reflections form an undulate structure
reminiscent of a gentle synclinal fold over the
length of the profile. Reflections are subparallel
with the surface from 0 m to 15 m and dip down-
ward at -10° from 15 m to 55 m. Beyond 60m,
the reflections slant upward at -10°. Short down-
lapping and toplapping reflections terminate at
angles of 5-10° against the more continuous sub-
horizontal reflections, as observed in B-B'.

The intersection of profiles in Figures 6 and 7
shows that continuous reflections in B-B' can be

Fig. 6. Topographically corrected 50 MHz GPR profile
B-B', oriented normal to prominent ridges and furrows,
as shown in Figure 3. (a) Processed data without
interpretations, (b) Facies interpretations generated from
profile above. The section is characterized by many
dipping reflections that terminate against more continuous
subhorizontal reflections. Data were processed using
Win_EKKO software provided by Sensors and
Software, Inc.
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Fig. 7. Topographically corrected 50 MHz GPR profile
C-C', oriented along the crest of a prominent ridge in the
sequence of ridges and furrows crossed by A—A* (Fig.
3). (a) Processed data without interpretations, (b) Facies
interpretations generated from profile above. The section
is characterized by many undulating reflections that
resemble a synclinal structure. The dip in the layers is
interpreted to be a longitudinal furrow that was filled in
by over-riding flow-lobe materials.

correlated with those in C-C' (Fig. 8). Reflections
at 330 ns and 480 ns are the most continuous in
both profiles and can be clearly traced from one
profile to the other. Almost all of the less-

continuous reflections can be correlated between
the two profiles at the point of intersection. In
addition, correlation can be made between many of
the reflections at both ends of the two profiles. This
indicates that some of the reflectors in this part of
the rock glacier are laterally continuous (i.e. rep-
resent laterally continuous layers).

Discussion

Composition and inner structure

The 50 MHz profiles indicate a complex stratigra-
phy for the layers that underlie prominent ridges
and furrows. However, it can be seen that many of
these layers are laterally continuous (e.g. Figs 7 &
8). The degree of continuity observed in the layers,
and the average velocity value of the rock glacier
medium, suggest that alternating ice-rich and ice-
poor layers make up the bulk of the rock glacier
medium to a depth of at least 20 m. The layers are
interpreted to be the result of flow, perhaps gener-
ated by seasonal snow pack covered by episodic
flows or high-magnitude discharges of talus debris.
This view is supported by Haeberli and Vender
Miihll (1996), who argue that the ice created in the
accumulation zone of the rock glacier derives
mainly from snowdrifts or from water in the active
layer. Isaksen et al. (2000) also concluded that
large mass-movement events are of great impor-

Fig. 8. The intersection of profiles B-B' and C-C' shows the continuity of layers in the upper 20 m of the rock
glacier. Lateral continuity is as much as 70 m in all directions. Approximate position of profile A—A' is indicated
for clarity.
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tance in the process of debris input and preser-
vation of ice in the frozen sediments.

Unpublished descriptions of a 7.6 m length of
drill core, recovered by the authors in 1997 from
a position approximately 50 m east of profile B-
B', confirm the presence of alternating layers of
coarse ice-rich and ice-poor layers that range from
0.5 m to 1 m in thickness. The layers are composed
mainly of blocks and platy clasts that span less than
0.5 m in the largest dimension. The overall ratio of
debris to ice was found to range from 60% to 70%,
and some ice layers are comprised of up to 30%
silts and fines. Lenses of clean ice were also reco-
vered, ranging in thickness from 0.1 m to 0.5 m.
This is generally consistent with findings for drill-
core samples from other rock glaciers of perma-
frost origin (Haeberli 1985; Barsch 1996) and
descriptions from an exposed rock glacier near
Longyeardalen, Svalbard (Liest01 1962).

Deformation of the layers involves minor
(gentle) folding and small-scale, terminal overlap
(as evidenced by downlapping reflections in profile
B-B' and C-C', see Figs 6 & 7). An example of
larger-scale adjustment is also seen in profile C-
C, where continuous layers along a ridge undulate
in a style similar to synclinal folding. The structure
is believed to have formed when individual layers,
or perhaps a unit of layers, flowed over an older
deposit. The deposits filled in a longitudinal fur-
row, which is visible on the aerial photograph. The
over-riding flow extended eastward and spread to
the southeast.

Gross features

The longitudinal profile and accompanying
interpretation (Fig. 9) provide a general picture of
the overall structure of the rock glacier. Six con-
tinuous horizons, defined by moderately strong
coherent reflections, divide the rock glacier into a
series of distinct subhorizontal components that are
interpreted as layered depositional units. Layers
within each unit are 1-3 m thick and generally con-
form to the orientation and character of the main
horizons.

In the head portion of the rock glacier, the layers
are flat and closely spaced. This type of layering
is consistent with a process in which snow and
talus debris, accumulated at the lower reaches of
the talus slope, moves in tension down the steep
gradient of the head. Below the zone of accumu-
lation, the layers exhibit a more undulating struc-
ture and upward slant. Here, materials leaving the
accumulation zone encounter a decrease in the
slope of the cirque floor. The highly undulated
character of the layers marks the onset of com-
pressive stresses, which are likely to be at a
maximum (Barsch 1996). This is consistent with

Fig. 9. (a) Migrated longitudinal profile from Figure 5,
with (b) accompanying interpretation. Seven main depo-
sitional units can be identified and each unit is comprised
of layers that are subparallel to the major reflection hor-

observations made by Giardino (1979) and Haeb-
erli (1985), who report that ridge-and-furrow
development is most pronounced at sites of
increased compression (i.e. slope decline). It is sug-
gested here that ridges and furrows originate as
small surface irregularities just beyond the slope
inflection and develop into large ridges and furrows
at lower sections of the rock glacier, where slope
decline results in increased compressive stresses.

The upward slant of the layers is similar to
results for steady-state flow-modelling of debris-
covered glaciers (rock glaciers) by Konrad and
Humphrey (2000). They showed that flow paths in
the ablation area initially curve up toward the sur-
face (where ablation rates are relatively high) but
turn back to parallel the surface further downvalley
(where ablation rates are lower). The structure
observed in Figure 9 is generally consistent with
this type of behaviour, which reinforces the idea
that layers comprising permafrost rock glaciers
deform by creep. In this regard, Barsch (1992)
states definitively that the creep of supersaturated
mountain permafrost is the important and decisive
process in rock glacier formation.

The difference in orientation and character of
layers in the upper 10-12m of the rock glacier
compared to layers in underlying units suggests
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that a process of material over-ride is governing
the gross structural character of the rock-glacier
interior. Beyond 125 m, the layers in the bottom
half of the rock glacier do not deviate significantly
from the horizontal, in contrast to the upper layers,
which assume a variety of orientations with respect
to horizontal. Such a difference in character can be
attributed to changes in flow direction that result
when supply of talus shifts from one location on
the headwall to another. This effect can also be
achieved through variable rates of talus supply
along different parts of the headwall. The con-
trolling factor for direction of flow is, therefore, the
maximum gradient encountered by the flow, given
its location within the cirque. The result over time
is the generation of multiple-source flows leading
to discrete depositional units (i.e. flow lobes).

The upward slant of reflectors from 210m to
320 m (along A-A') can be explained by examin-
ing the profile line shown on the aerial photograph
in Figure 3. The flow of materials along the centre-
most portion of the rock glacier appears to have

been diverted by an underlying (older) depositional
unit (flow lobe). The exposed portion of the under-
lying flow lobe stands in higher relief than the lobe
that immediately overlies it, thus providing a gradi-
ent that forces flow of the over-riding lobe to a
more easterly direction.

Model for rock glacier formation

As the aerial view in Figure 3 suggests, the rock
glacier can be considered in terms of a series of
discrete flow lobes. Such a model is supported by
the gross internal structure as interpreted from the
25 MHz longitudinal survey. Figure 10 shows one
interpretation for how the major depositional units
of the rock glacier may be correlated with individ-
ual flow lobes as mapped on the aerial photograph.
The terminations of the major horizons in the inter-
preted profile match closely with the exposed and
inferred boundaries of the flow lobes in plan view.
Using this method, a sequence of seven discrete
flow lobes is identifiable. It appears that the lobes

Fig. 10. (a) Correlation between the main depositional units (interpreted from the GPR profile in Fig. 9) and (b) the
flow-lobe boundaries as mapped on the 1 : 20000-scale vertical aerial photograph, (c) Location of the 440 m longitudi-
nal transect is included for reference. The rock glacier is made up of multiple over-riding lobes.
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flow down the cirque valley together as a com-
posite geomorphological unit.

From this exercise, a model for rock-glacier
development can be formulated. Figure 11 illus-
trates in plan view the proposed sequence of events
involved in the formation of the Yankee Boy rock
glacier. Using a fundamental system of super-
position, it appears that the lower half of the rock
glacier was formed by a series of five flow lobes
that flowed over each other in a prograding fashion
from north to south. Two younger flow lobes fol-
lowed this sequence, one of which (labelled '8' on
Fig. 11) remains active today. As indicated in the
profile, layers in the lower part of the rock glacier
appear truncated and are not continuous to the head
area. This implies 'pinch-out' of the earliest layers
by subsequent (overriding) layered units. In terms
of flow-lobe development, this means that the first

Fig. 11. Model for rock-glacier formation based on GPR
interpretations made from the 440 m, 25 MHz longitudi-
nal profile and the layering sequence (1-8) also depicted
in Figure 10. The location and rate of talus supply along
the headwall controls the avenue (i.e. slope) and direction
of flow for each lobe.

lobes to form flowed along different avenues of the
valley floor. Thus, the rate and position of talus
production along the headwall controls the avenue
and direction of the flow lobes.

Conclusions

The results of this radar investigation show that the
Yankee Boy rock glacier consists of horizontal to
subhorizontal layers of ice-rich and ice-poor strata.
These layers, some of which are laterally continu-
ous up to 70 m in all directions, are interpreted to
be ice-supersaturated sediments and coarse, blocky
rockslide debris. The layers are considered to be
the result of flow, perhaps generated by seasonal
snow pack covered by episodic debris flows or
high-magnitude discharges of talus.

Major depositional units, identifiable by promi-
nent reflection events in the GPR profiles, are
believed to be individual flow lobes that formed at
different positions along the cirque headwall. On
this basis, it is concluded that the formation history
of the rock glacier involves incorporation of ice
within talus debris to form supersaturated perma-
frost and subsequent creep of this material down-
valley. We interpret this rock glacier to be a com-
posite feature formed by a process involving the
development and overlap of discrete flow lobes. Of
the eight lobes indicated by aerial photography, a
sequence of seven discrete lobes is identifiable in
the GPR profile. It appears that the lobes flow
down the cirque valley as a composite geomorphol-
ogical unit.
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Abstract: This research investigates the use of ground penetrating radar (GPR) to determine
the continuity of periglacial slope deposits under peat bogs. In the Central European Highlands,
periglacial slope deposits are a common parent material for soils and play a critical role in
determining the nature of chemical and physical processes in soil development. There is a com-
mon agreement on the general distribution of these slope deposits, but there is an ongoing debate
in German literature concerning the actual age of these deposits. In particular, the youngest head
can usually be found under peat bogs of Late Glacial age (14C and pollen stratigraphy) and has
lead to a minimum age determination of pre-Allerod. Stratigraphic investigations were made
using drill cores, and GPR was used to define the continuity of the head under the bog. Several
examples from southeastern Bavaria are given.

Periglacial slope deposits are widely spread over
the geomorphical landscapes of the Central Euro-
pean Highlands (Fig. 1). They occur at nearly all
elevations within the Highlands and, under normal
circumstances, have been formed under a cold peri-
glacial morphodynamic regime. These deposits dif-
fer considerably from the younger colluvial sedi-
ments of Holocene age that are also found in the
Highlands.

Nowadays, periglacial slope deposits are divided
into several Stratigraphic units forming periglacial
layers (AG Boden 1994; Volkel 1995). The British
term 'head' was used for the translation of the Ger-
man names of these layers. 'Head' describes a
sheet of poorly sorted, angular rock debris with
changing percentages of fine material mantling a
hillslope which was formed and deposited by geli-
fluction and cryoturbation. The youngest, at the
top, is the Upper Head, underlain by the Middle
Head, which occurs only seldom, and, on the bot-
tom, the multilayered Lower Head (Fig. 2). These
units vary extremely in their physico-chemical
properties. Therefore, they play a critical role in all
pedogenic and hydrologic processes.

The Upper and Middle Heads have an aeolian
component as documented by a high percentage of
fine sediment (silt and clay). Late Glacial and Hol-
ocene pedogenic processes always have an effect
on the youngest periglacial slope deposits (Upper

Head), but only a partially effect in the Middle
Head, but no effect on the Lower Head. For this
reason, the Upper and Middle Heads form an ecos-
ystem. They control all physico-chemical and
pedogenic processes, such as weathering and min-
eral creation and transformation, as well as the
storage of nutrients or pollutants. Furthermore,
they function as the exclusive living space of the
edaphon and represent possible space for root
development. For all these processes and interac-
tions the contact with the Lower Head is a major
barrier, isolating and segregating the ecological
importance of the upper units in a very impressive
way. However, it is the Lower Head which controls
hydrological processes. Because of its high per-
meability, resulting from the high coarse-sediment
content (stones), nearly all of the hillslope
interflow runs through the Lower Head. Since the
periglacial slope deposits play such an important
role in the Highlands' ecosystems, the question of
determining the time of their formation is an essen-
tial part of understanding the ecosystem's evol-
ution.

A widespread assumption exists that the Upper
Head was formed during the Younger Dryas stage.
Based on the results of the Greenland Icecore Pro-
ject (GRIP) drill cores (Johnsen et al 1992) or the
dendrochronological results of Becker et al. (1991)
and Friedrich et al. (1999,) the Younger Dryas

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & IOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 181-189. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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Fig. 1. Location map of the study sites. 1, Kugelstadt
Moos (Bayerischer Wald); 2, Seelohe (Fichtelgebirge); 3,
Hausellohe (Fichtelgebirge). Other bog sites referred to
in this paper: I, Totenau (Bayerischer Wald; e.g. Volkel
et al. 2001); II, Schwarzes Moor (Rhon; e.g. Volkel et
al. 2001); III, Radauer Born, Schwarzer Sumpf (Harz; e.g.
Volkel & Leopold 2001). The inset map shows the
location of the study area within western Europe.

ends around 11,570 Cal BP. The varve-chronology
investigations by Merkt & Miiller (1999) have
resulted in comparable dates (11,590 and
11,560 Cal BP). The diffuse mixing in the head of
heavy minerals of the tephra, produced by the
plianian eruption of the Laacher See volcano
(Laacher See Tephra, or LST) (12,900 Cal BP
according to Bogaard 1995; 12,880 years BP
according to Brauer et al 1999; 13,010-13,200 Cal
BP according to Friedrich et al. 1999), has been
used as evidence for a precise age determination of
a formation during the Younger Dry as (AG Boden
1994, p. 363; Benda 1995). Based on chronostrati-
graphical principals, a tephra can only be used as
a marker if it is found as an in situ band. Otherwise
pedo-bioturbation during the Younger Dryas, and,
indeed, the entire Holocene, could have lead to the
diffuse mixture of LST minerals into the Upper
Head and would not indicate the age of formation.
The tephra of the Laacher See eruption did not
reach large parts of Central Europe (Juvigne 1980;

Bogaard & Schmincke 1985). In southeastern and
northeastern Bavaria, e.g. the Fichtelgebirge and
the Bayerischer Wald, a mixing of LST minerals
cannot be documented (Volkel 1995). Earlier stud-
ies had to use different methods for an age determi-
nation of the Upper Head (Volkel & Mahr 1997;
Mahr 1998; Raab 1999). For that reason peat bogs
were chosen. If the Upper Head is older than Late
Glacial bogs, the Head must be below the peat but,
if the Head is younger, then it will be found within
the peat as a mineral layer. Earlier work (Volkel &
Mahr 1997; Volkel & Leopold 2000, 2001, Volkel
et al. 2001) has already demonstrated a pre-
Younger Dryas age for the Upper Head in certain
areas, because the peat overlying the Upper Head
is older than Younger Dryas and, on the other
hand, no mixed mineral layer could be identified
(Table 1; for additional details and radiocarbon
data see Volkel & Leopold 2001, p. 278).

Subsurface data establishing the depth and
extent of peat bogs has been traditionally based on
point-sampling using soil pits and drill-core infor-
mation. By using ground penetrating radar (GPR)
the subsurface understanding of the bog can be
enhanced by providing a two-dimensional image
that both links and extends the drill-core data to
specific GPR reflections. A GPR profile with litho-
logical control (drill core) is, essentially, a geologi-
cal cross-section. Initial work carried out by Vol-
kel & Leopold (2001) and Volkel et al. (2001) has
shown the potential of GPR in stratigraphic studies
of periglacial slope deposits. In this study, GPR is
used to establish whether the periglacial slope
deposits are interbedded with, or underlie, the peat
bogs; this stratigraphic information is critical in
establishing whether the periglacial deposits pre-
date the bog or were deposited coevally with the
peat.

Study areas

Figure 1 shows the study areas where GPR was
used for detecting periglacial slope deposits under
Late Glacial bogs. All study areas are located
between the northern Scandinavian ice sheet and
the southern Alpine glaciers. Except for a few local
glaciers in the Highlands, this area fell under the
influence of periglacial conditions during the last
glaciation. The investigation sites range in altitude
between 800 m and 1000 m a.s.l. (above sea level)
and, as such, are situated in the higher parts of the
Highlands: the Bayerischer Wald, the Fichtelge-
birge and the Rhon. This makes them highly sensi-
tive to possible climatic changes with reactivation
of periglacial processes, such as the formation of
periglacial slope deposits during Late Glacial
times.
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphic overview of the periglacial slope deposits in the Central Europe Highlands. Nomenclature accord-
ing to Volkel et al (2001) following AG Boden (1994).

Table 1. Pollen stratigraphy and ages of peat bogs in Central European Highlands

Locality
Region

Bayerischer Wald

Fichtelgebirge

Rhon

Harz

Name of bog

Totenauer Moor
Kugelstatt Moos

Seelohe
Hausellohe

Schwarzes Moor

Radauer Born
Schwarzer Sumpf

Pollen stratigraphy

la/Boiling
III/Y ounger Dryas

II/Allerod
I/Boiling

Ib/B611ing

Ill/Younger Dryas
Ill/Younger Dryas

Author

Stalling 1987
O. Nelle, Regensburg, pers. comm.

Hahne 1992
HJ. Beug, Gottingen, pers. comm.

Grosse-Brauckmann et al. 1987

Beug et al 1999
Beug et al 1999

2001

2001

Methods
The radar lines were collected using a RAMAC CU
II GPR system. A detailed horizontal profile was
obtained using 100 MHz antennae with a 1.0m
separation and steps of 0.5 m. The 100 MHz
antennae were chosen to achieve the necessary
penetration depth down to 6 m because 200 MHz
and higher antennae were found not to penetrate
the peat body down to the mineral base. Each trace
was vertically stacked 16 times. Automatic gain
control (AGC) was used in processing the signal.
A common mid-point survey (CMP) with 0.25 m
steps was used to obtain an estimate of velocity
(0.042 mns"1 for peat and 0.06 mns"1 to
0.085 mns"1 for slope deposits), which was used
to determine the depth scale of the profile. Direct
correlation with drill-core logs helped calibrate the
velocities with the subsurface Stratigraphic units.

Radar images were processed using the REFLEX
software WIN 1.4 from Sandmeier Software. Raw
data were filtered using background removal and
averaging.

Results
After a short description of the main radar facies
the results of the GPR lines of all the three study
areas introduced here are presented with the raw
data on top with travel time. The second image
gives the interpretation linked with a depth scale.
As CMP surveys showed, peat (0.042 mns~!),
loamy Upper Head (0.06-0.08 mns'1)* and sandy
Lower Head and saprolite (0.08-0.085 inns"1) all
had slightly different velocities. Thus the actual
thickness of the periglacial slope deposits differ
slightly from that in the radar profile, whereas the
depth of the peat bog is accurate.
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The radar fades

Despite the high variance in geology and
accompanying sediments, and in the elevation and
varying ages and development histories of the peat
bogs in the different study areas, the reflections can
be classified into characteristic radar facies. Four
main radar facies can be documented in the several
radar images for which we give some basic infor-
mation.

• Radar facies 1 is represented by subhorizontal,
partly wavy reflections which are often con-
tinuous for several decametres. This reflection
pattern is characteristic for the upper part of
the peat and can often be found throughout the
whole peat body.

• Radar facies 2 has a slightly concave trough-
shaped pattern, often truncating or onlapping
the horizontal reflections of radar facies 1. It
occurs within the peat and therefore its distri-
bution is restricted to that of the bog. It is
either closely linked to the underlying relief or
can be found separated within the horizontal
reflection pattern of radar facies 1.

• Radar facies 3 is characterized by continuous
clinoform reflections with different dips. These
oblique reflections are typical for the slope
deposits or the saprolite. As periglacial slope
deposits cover the relief with all kinds of differ-
ent steepness, there is no characteristic dipping
angle. Dipping reflections sometimes also occur
within the lower part of peat complexes.

• Radar facies 4 are small hyperbola. They occur
either within radar facies 1, indicating tree logs
within the peat, or in radar facies 3, indicating
isolated unweathered blocks in the slope
deposits or sometimes even in the saprolite.

The Kugelstatt Moos (Bayerischer Wald)

In the Kugelstadt Moos (Fig. 3), periglacial slope
deposits occur both outside the confines of the bog
and underneath it. The bog is divided into two
parts, the smaller western and the larger and deeper
eastern part, which are separated by an outcrop at
80 m on the radar line. Pollen stratigraphy has
placed the bog's basal age into the Younger Dry as
period (O. Nelle 2001, pers. comm., radiocarbon
dating in progress).

Bedrock Over the whole area, outcrops of solid
bedrock (granite or gneiss) are only found at the
mountain summits. On the valley slopes and the
lowlands, a thick layer of sandy saprolite (up to
several tens of metres) is found. The saprolite is
marked by reflections of radar facies 3 below the
Upper Head, between 110m and 130m (Fig. 3).
Between 0 m and 30 m, next to profile 7034-2, the

saprolite can be distinguished from the Lower
Head by its slightly higher dip. This reflection gets
lost at around 60 m. It may appear again at the end
of the radar lines, but there is no clear evidence
without drill-core correlation. Between 150 m and
170 m at 120 ns and 220 ns (2 m and 4.5 m depth),
there is a weak, but still visible reflection. We
found that this does not correlate with any geo-
logic feature.

Periglacial slope deposits Periglacial slope
deposits can be detected with GPR in the entire
line. Next to pit 7034-2, between 0 m and 20 m,
the oblique, continuous reflections of radar facies
3 is well documented. Typical reflections of this
facies are found between 90m and 180m, at the
transition of the organic peat towards the mineral
Upper Head. The great difference between the
dielectric constants for these two materials is
responsible for the reflection. Around 90 m some
hyperbole reflections may indicate bigger blocks of
granite. At 110m a truncated reflection may indi-
cate slope deposits running over horizontally bed-
ded saprolite (Volkel et al. 2001).

Peat The upper part of the peat is characterized by
continuous subhorizontal and wavy reflections of
radar facies 1 (e.g. Halleux 1990; Roberts et al.
2000). At 110m to 150m, between 100ns and
200 ns, the peat reflections change towards a more
concave trough-shaped form (radar facies 2), which
is sometimes cut by weak subhorizontal reflections.
Dipping reflections (radar facies 3) often merge into
the concave reflections of radar facies 2. The reflec-
tions within the peat probably indicate layers with a
different water content, linked with a changing den-
sity due to different stages of humification of the
peat. In the Kugelstatt Moos we did not encounter
any tree logs while drilling, but, based on experiences
from other peat bogs, buried trees must be taken into
consideration for hyperbole reflections in the peat
(e.g. at 142 m at -50 ns). The peat has a clear onlap
relationship with the underlying Upper Head, indica-
tive of growth from the bottom of the bog to the top.
However, several breaks and cuts, which can be
linked to different radar facies, probably indicate an
occasional interruption of an overall continuous peat
growth. More importantly, there is no indication of an
intermixed mineral layer in the peat reflection, which
correlates well with the drill-core data.

The Seelohe (Fichtelgebirge)
The morphology of the bog's base (Fig. 4) shows
a step (exaggerated scale ratio of 1 : 20) on the
eastern side between 240m and 260m. On this
step, near core 5937-6, the oldest parts of the bog
(pollen stratigraphy and 14C dates give an Allerod
age, Hahne 1992) are found.
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Fig. 3. GPR profiles at the edge of the Kugelstatt Moos (Bayerischer Wald); uninterpreted and interpreted profiles.
RF, radar facies units.

Bedrock Granite bedrock, partly weathered to a
thick saprolite, underlies the whole study area. The
GPR image of saprolite is rendered transparent by
the high silt and clay content of the periglacial
slope deposits, which attenuate the signal.

Periglacial slope deposits Core evidence reveals
that both the Upper and Lower Heads occur
beneath the bog. The upper contact of the Upper
Head can be correlated with the GPR reflections of

radar facies 3. The contrast in dielectric constants
between peat and the mineral Upper Head is so
high that a reflection can be documented (e.g. Han-
ninen 1992). Between 70 m and 150 m the image
shows up to three more reflections. Some of them
may indicate the boundary between the Upper
Head and Lower Head, but in most places there are
no reflections along the contact zone of the Upper
Head towards the Lower Head, which is probably
due to signal attenuation.
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Fig. 4. GPR profiles at the edge of the Seelohe (Fichtelgebirge); uninterpreted and interpreted profiles. RF, radar
facies units.

Peat The peat deposits are characterized by discon-
tinuous reflections of radar facies 1 and 2. The peat
reflections have a marked onlap relationship with
the underlying Upper Head, showing how the peat
filled in the basin from the bottom to the top. The
horizontal reflections within the peat reflect
changes in the peat composition and are character-
istic of radar facies 1. Mixed mineral layers pro-
duced by aeolian processes causing these kinds of
horizontal reflections (Halleux 1990) were not
found in the drill cores. Neither the Upper Head
nor its aeolian components have been identified in
the GPR line. Furthermore there is a concave
trough-shaped reflection of radar facies 2 within
the peat. This could indicate changes of peat stra-
tigraphy due to sinking processes. Cutting peat in
the 1950s, with the associated drainage of the peat
body, might be a reason for this phenomenon.

The Hdusellohe (Fichtelgebirge)

The Hausellohe (Fig. 5) is believed to be the oldest
of the bogs surveyed by GPR in this research pro-
ject. Pollen stratigraphy establishes the beginning
of the peat growth in Boiling time (H.-J. Beug
2001, pers. comm.), which is the earliest warm per-
iod in southern Germany after the last Glacial
Maximum (LGM). New radiocarbon dates docu-
ment an age of Allerod time at the base of drill
core 5839-10 (11.570-10.985 Cal BC; Hv 24391).

Bedrock The bedrock consists of thick layers of
saprolite, which are imaged by reflections of radar
facies 3 between 0 m and 40 m as well as between
60 m and 110 m. The silty matrix of this saprolite
quickly weakens the radar signal and it disappears
with depth (Annan & Cosway 1992). Drill-core
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Fig. 5. GPR profiles at the edge of the Hausellohe (Fichtelgebirge); uninterpreted and interpreted profiles. RF, radar
facies units.

data show that the reflection documents the exist-
ence of a thin Upper Head.

Periglacial slope deposits The lack of unweathered
solid bedrock in the area surrounding Hausellohe
has formed an untypical Lower Head with no
stones. Continuous reflections of radar facies 3 can
be documented between 50 m and 90 m and partly
broken-up reflections between 100 m and the end
of the line. This radar facies is also found at the
eastern edge of the bog between 0 m and 20 m.
Due to the low difference in the dielectric constant
between the Upper Head and the saprolite at the

Hausellohe, it is not possible to separate the stra-
tigraphy without ground-truthing the radar surveys.
At 160 m between 3 m and 6 m depth the reflec-
tions are bent upward from both sides. This is the
result of a 90° bend of the radar line and has no
relationship to any geomorphological feature.

Peat Typical subhorizontal continuous reflections
of radar facies 1 characterize the upper part of the
peat and show the clear onlap relationship towards
the underlying Upper Head. Several concave
reflections of radar facies 2 may indicate former
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waterholes which were later filled up with growing
sphagnum peat.

A comparison of the radar facies between the
several study sites shows that the slope deposits
are characterized homogeneously by radar facies 3.
Continuous clinoform reflections with different
dipping angles depending on the relief can be docu-
mented at the several sites. The reflection pattern
of the peat differs between the several study areas.
At the Kugelstatt Moos (Fig. 3) the reflections
within the peat include subhorizontal reflections
(radar facies 1), concave-shaped reflections (radar
facies 2), and dipping reflections (radar facies 3,
indicating a complex stratigraphy. At the Seelohe
(Fig. 4) and the Hausellohe (Fig. 5), the reflections
within the peat are characterized by relatively con-
tinuous subhorizontal reflections (radar facies 1)
with some concave trough-shaped reflections.

Conclusion

GPR can be very effective in detecting periglacial
slope deposits as well as peats. Running a radar
line from outside the bog and then over it makes
it possible to follow the slope deposits strati-
graphically. Four main radar facies allow a clear
differentiation between peat complexes and peri-
glacial slope deposits and its individual character-
istics. The 100 MHz antennae had the necessary
penetration in the water-saturated, organic peat
complex, as well as providing sufficient details to
distinguish the periglacial deposits and the bed-
rock. Because of the high difference in the dielec-
tric constants of peat and a mineral loamy material,
any interbedded layer with a thickness of at least
10cm (Ziekur 2000) should be detectable even
with 100 MHz antennae. All three study sites intro-
duced here show Upper Head under the peat bog.
In none of the bogs could we find the Upper Head
or its correlative aeolian sediments mixed within
the peat, leading to the conclusion that the head has
to be older than the peat. In the Kugelstatt Moos
(Bayerischer Wald) and in the Seelohe
(Fichtelgebirge), the peat has an age of Younger
Dryas/Allerod, whereas, in the Hausellohe
(Fichtelgebirge), the bog started to grow as early
as Boiling time. For this reason the Upper Head
cannot be of Younger Dry as age in the study areas;
it has to be older than Younger Dryas/Allerod and
Boiling, confirming and reinforcing the results of
previous work (Volkel & Mahr 1997, 2001, V61-
kel & Leopold 2001, Volkel et al 2001).
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Soil effects on GPR detection of buried non-
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Abstract: Landmines are a major problem in many areas of the world. In spite of the fact that
many different types of landmine sensors have been developed, the detection of non-metallic
landmines remains very difficult. The objective of this contribution is to synthesize our work
related to the effects of soil texture and soil water content on the detection of non-metallic anti-
tank landmines using ground penetrating radar (GPR). We present a model for the prediction
of radar response under a wide range of soil texture and soil water content conditions. Next we
present measurements from field experiments in a sand and a silt loam which validate the radar
response model. The spatial variability of soil water content in field soils may strongly decrease
the effectiveness of GPR for anti-tank mine detection. Uniform wetting of sand and loam soils
by irrigation or rain will improve the radar signal. Radar detection in clay soils will be most
effective under dry conditions.

Buried landmines are one of the most common and
lethal weapons of ground conflict. Today at least
100 million landmines are scattered across more
than 60 countries (Bruschini & Gros 1997). Detec-
tion and disposal of landmines is one of the most
difficult and uncontrollable problems faced in
ground conflict. Since mines remain lethal long
after military actions have terminated, they also
have become a long-term humanitarian disaster.

A wide range of new sensors have been
developed, or are in development, for the detection
of buried non-metallic and low-metallic landmines.
Two types of landmine sensors can be dis-
tinguished: substance-analysing sensors and imag-
ing sensors. Substance-analysing sensors are mag-
netometers, bio-sensors, chemical sensors, and
sensors based on principles of thermal neutron acti-
vation, X-ray back-scatter and nuclear quadruple
resonance. Imaging sensors are based on passive
and active infrared, passive and active mm-wave
radar, and ground penetrating radar (GPR).
Although several of these sensors perform quite
well under certain conditions, there is a general
agreement that none of the present technologies
can reach good enough detection while maintaining
a low false-alarm rate (Bruschini & Gros 1997).
One reason is the variety of landmines: there are
some 2500 mine and 'fuse' combinations (Rouhi
1997). The other important reason is that the
environment in which mines are placed is

extremely variable owing to variable climate, veg-
etation, soil type, depth of groundwater table and
topography. For example, the three countries that
have the largest average number of mines deployed
per square kilometre are Bosnia-Herzegovina in the
temperate zone, Cambodia in the humid tropics and
Egypt in an arid desert (Strada 1996). Variations
in the environmental conditions influence sensor
performance because, in general, landmine sensors
exploit soil and environmental conditions to dis-
cern between mines and other objects.

Research efforts on mine detection are gener-
ally geared toward sensor development and
sensor fusion. Little effort has been made on eva-
luating the environmental conditions that affect
sensor performance. Changes in soil texture, soil
bulk density, soil volumetric water content (9)
and soil salinity affect microwave radar signals
(Wang & Schmugge 1980; Calvet et al 1995;
Dobson et al. 1985; Hallikainen et al. 1985;
Peplinski et al. 1995). Soil volumetric water con-
tent is known to affect the thermal (van Wijk
1963) and electromagnetic (Hoekstra & Delaney
1974; Topp et al. 1980) properties of soil. The
performance of sensors based on radar and infra-
red imaging is expected to vary with soil and
environmental conditions (Hendrickx et al. 2001;
Hong et al. 2001; Simunek et al. 2001). The
objective of this contribution is to synthesize our
work related to the effects of soil texture and soil
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water content on the detection of non-metallic
anti-tank landmines using GPR.

Model of radar response

The radar response from a buried landmine
depends on the radar frequency and the electrical
properties of the mine and the soil. The latter
depend on the bulk density, specific density of the
soil particles, texture, volumetric water content,
temperature and radar frequency. We estimated soil
electrical properties using the model of Peplinski
et al (1995). The inputs to this model consist of
the volumetric water content (6), the frequency (/),
the fraction of the sand particles (5), the fraction
of the clay particles (C), the density of the soil par-
ticles ps (a typical value is 2.66 g/cm3) and the bulk
density of the soil (pB). The application of this
model in a soil context has been demonstrated by
Borchers et al. (2000). We have prepared a MAT-
LAB software package to predict the dielectric
constant, velocity of the GPR signal, attenuation,
and reflection coefficient from soil type and soil
water content data. Using these models we can
determine whether or not field conditions are suit-
able for the use of GPR in the detection of an anti-
tank mine (Borchers et al. 2000). As a GPR signal
travels through the soil, it is attenuated at a rate
determined by the complex dielectric constant of
the soil. The round-trip attenuation loss (AL) is
given by:

where a is the depth to the object from which the
GPR signal is reflecting and a is:

where

and

where pB is the density of the soil particles, ps is
the bulk density of the soil, ep is the dielectric
constant of soil particles, es is the dielectric con-
stant of bulk soil, 6, is the volumetric water con-
tent,/is the frequency, efw is the dielectric constant
of free water and a is a constant (0.65).

where S is the fraction of sand particles and C is
the fraction of the clav particles.

where e0 is the dielectric permittivity of free space,
8w0 is the static dielectric constant of water, ewoo is
the high-frequency limit of CfW, and rw is the relax-
ation time of water.

A second factor that determines the performance
of the GPR for landmine detection is the strength
of signal reflection when it reflects back from the
landmine. The reflection loss (RL) is given by:

where

where es is the dielectric constant for the bulk soil
and £m is the dielectric constant of the mine. Notice
that the reflection coefficient depends on the differ-
ence between dielectric constants of the mine and
the soil. As these constants approach each other,
the strength of the reflected wave goes to zero and
the mine becomes invisible.

The mathematical models described here have
been integrated into a MATLAB package that can
be used to predict the performance of GPR systems
under field conditions. The necessary input data
consists of the soil texture (in the form of sand
and clay fractions), the bulk soil density and the
volumetric soil water content.

Methods and materials

Two study sites were selected in the Sevilleta
National Wildlife Refuge approximately 25 km
north of Socorro, New Mexico: one site with a
dune sand, another with a silt-loam soil. The tex-
ture of the sand is 95% sand and 5% clay; the tex-
ture of the silt loam is 10% sand, 75% silt and 15%
clay. At each site we selected an area of 2 X 1m,
over which we placed a wooden frame. The frame
is used to house the target mine (Figs 1 & 2) and
provide a reference for the GPR system (Fig. 3).
The frame has removable wooden cross-beams that
are used to guide the movement of the GPR. A
centimetre scale on one of the beams provided
accuracy for the GPR step size. We buried an anti-
tank mine 60 cm from the end and 50 cm from the
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Fig. 1. Inert non-metallic anti-tank landmines.

Fig. 2. Wooden frame and buried anti-tank mine.

side of the frame, with its top surface 11 cm below
the soil surface (Fig. 2). A second anti-tank mine
was buried outside the wooden frame for monitor-
ing of soil water content changes during and after

Fig. 3. GPR on wooden cross-beams inside the frame.

watering the soil. Water content was monitored
with steel probes placed above and below the mine
using time domain reflectometry (TDK), a common
method for measuring soil water contents (e.g.,
Hendrickx 1990). We installed four TDK probes at
3 cm, 8 cm, 23 cm and 28 cm below the surface to
monitor soil water content above and below the
anti-tank mine.

GPR measurements were taken before and after
application of 33 cm of water to both sites. We
used a GPR pulseEKKO 1000 system, manufac-
tured by Sensors and Software, Inc., Canada. We
used the 900 MHz antennae with an antenna separ-
ation of 17 cm. For data collection we used a step
size of 2.5 cm, reflection mode survey type, and 64
stacks at each point, which provided enough spatial
resolution to locate the mines. During processing
the data, we set our gains to automatic gain control
(AGC), did not use any time or spatial filters, and
set our trace correction to the dewow setting.

Fig. 4. Attenuation, reflection and total losses predicted with the radar response model in a sand and a silt loam at
water contents from 0 V% to 50 V%.
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Results and discussion

Modelling radar response in sand and silt-
loam soils

We used the model to evaluate the effect of soil
texture and soil water content on the radar reflec-
tion from a non-metallic buried anti-tank landmine.
Figure 4 shows the attenuation and reflection losses
in a sand and a silt loam as a function of soil water
content. Soil texture has a large impact on the
losses, which are smallest in the sand and larger in
the silt loam. Zero water-content conditions yield
acceptable radar results in all soils. Unfortunately,
even a small increase of water content to 3 V%
(volume %) or 10 V% in the sand and the silt loam,
respectively, will immediately result in a loss of
signal strength to its lowest level. The losses will
decrease if the soil is wetted to a water content
exceeding 15-30 V% in the sand and the silt loam,
respectively. The losses remain quite constant in
both soils at water contents exceeding 30 V%. It
appears that watering of minefields or waiting for
the rainy season is the best strategy for detection
of non-metallic mines in sand and silt-loam soils.

Field measurements

Figures 5 and 6 present, respectively, the radar
images obtained in the sand and the silt loam under
dry and wet conditions. Unfortunately, a winter
storm wetted the normally dry sand soil to a volu-
metric water content of 7 V%. Nevertheless, there
is a clear trend which demonstrates that the radar
response improves with increasing water content
from 7 V% to 29 V% in the sand and from 6 V%
to 40 V% in the silt loam. Thus, our field measure-
ments confirm our model results for non-metallic
mines in sand and silt-loam soils.

Spatial variability of soil water content

The application of the radar response model in sand
and in silt loam (Fig. 4) assumed homogeneous
soils throughout, i.e. the variability of soil water
content is caused only by temporal variability of
weather parameters, such as precipitation and evap-
oration, or by the effect of the mine on water distri-
bution. However, many field observations have
shown that soil water content has its own intrinsic
spatial variability due to small differences in
hydraulic properties, surface unevenness, veg-
etation, unstable wetting and macropore flow (e.g.
Nielsen et al. 1973; Peck 1983; Hendrickx et al.
1990; Hendrickx & Walker 1997; Hendrickx &
Flury 2001). Therefore, Hendrickx et al. (2001)
have evaluated the manner in which soil water con-

Fig. 5. Radar images in a dry and wet sand soil with non-
metallic anti-tank landmine.

tent variability affects the variability of dielectric
soil properties and the performance of GPR for
mine detection.

Since the relationship between soil water content
and dielectric constant is linear over a wide range
of water contents (Topp et al. 1980), the water con-
tent variability is linearly related to the variability
of the dielectric constant. However, the relation-
ships between soil water content variability and
variability in the strength of the GPR reflections
and attenuation losses are non-linear. Hendrickx et
al. (2001) have used a Monte Carlo analysis to
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Fig. 6. Radar images in a dry and wet silt-loam soil with
non-metallic anti-tank landmine.

evaluate the manner in which the variability of field
soil water contents affects the variability of GPR
reflections and attenuation losses. They conducted
this analysis for a water-repellent sand soil in The
Netherlands and a clay soil in Panama. Figure 7
shows that, in the Dutch sand soil, for a coefficient
of variability (c.v.) of 10%, the radar-response
model gives a good indication of the expected radar
images but at 40% the radar response is greatly
affected by the spatial variability of soil water con-
tent. At a soil water content of 10 V% at c.v. 10%,
the losses may vary from — 20 dB to —18 dB while

at c.v. 40% the losses may vary from -45 dB to
–17 dB. Figure 8 shows similar results in a Pana-
manian clay soil. In addition to the possible
increase in losses as the c.v. increases, we also
observe that, in clay soils, wetting is not leading
to an improved radar response. It is best to use the
GPR for non-metallic mine detection in clay soil
under dry conditions only. Since a soil water con-
tent c.v. of 40% is quite common in field soils
(Hendrickx et al. 2001), the reliability of GPR in
field soils is much lower than expected on the basis
of the theoretical radar-response model.

Conclusions

• Soil texture and soil water content strongly
affect the performance of GPR for detection of
non-metallic anti-tank mines. Knowledge of
soil conditions is essential for the effective
deployment of GPR for mine-clearing oper-
ations.

• The presented model for radar response under
different soil texture and soil water content
conditions has been validated by our experi-
mental observations. It predicts correctly
attenuation and reflection losses under a wide
range of soil conditions.

• Spatial variability of soil water content in field
soils strongly affects the effectiveness of GPR
for detection of non-metallic anti-tank mines.

• In sand and loam soils, uniform soil-wetting by
irrigation or rain will improve the effectiveness
of GPR for detection of anti-tank mines. In
clay soils, soil-wetting will hardly improve the
radar response.

This work is funded by a grant from the Army Research
Office (Project 38830–EL-LMD). The authors would like
to thank R. S. Harmon, Senior Program Manager at the
Army Research Office, for his valuable advice and sup-
port.
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Abstract: The Ship Creek Reservoir serves as the municipal water supply for Fort Richardson,
Elmendorf Air Force Base, and Anchorage, the largest city in Alaska. The reservoir is located
at the base of a ~4.8 km-long canyon along the flanks of the Chugach Mountains, where it is
fed by a 234 km2 unglaciated drainage basin. High sediment production within the watershed
results in rapid infilling of the reservoir and a need for periodic dredging. During March 2001,
we conducted a ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey of the reservoir to document the current
state of sedimentation and to evaluate sediment trap designs. These data are presented here as
a case study in which the utility of GPR for evaluating sediment infilling in a shallow reservoir
is evaluated

The survey was conducted from a 45 cm-thick ice cover in the lower reservoir that thinned
to about 6 cm at a distance of 220 m above the dam. A total of 49 radar profiles were collected
from the ice cover and an additional 10 profiles were collected on a gravel bar in the upper
parts of the reservoir. Water depth near the dam was about 6 m and sediment in that reach forms
a blanket deposit. More hummocky and asymmetric bed topography was found away from the
dam, apparently controlled by palaeochannel geometry and bedrock sills. GPR profiles collected
on the gravel bar document a sedimentary wedge that thickens downvalley and toward the
southern edge of the reservoir, apparently the palaeothalweg of Ship Creek. Transverse profiles
across the bar indicate that an average of about 2 m of sediment can be removed across this
reach, with 3 m or more being available adjacent to the active channel. This survey indicates
that infilling of the entire reservoir had reached a level approaching that of the pre-1995 dredging.
Analysis of sediment-yield data and basin geometry showed that a weir built across the reservoir
approximately 215 m from the dam would produce a trap capable of storing 60% to 70% of
that currently held in the reservoir. Sediment trapped within this portion can be excavated using
standard machinery, providing a more cost-effective alternative to periodic dredging.

Ship Creek is one of the most economically The US Army Cold Regions Research and
important streams in Alaska because of its use by Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) conducted a
three power plants and the Anchorage and Fort study to assess the quantities of sediment being
Richardson water-treatment plants, and because it transported by Ship Creek and to develop cost-
is the principal source of recharge to the Ship effective methods for alleviating problems caused
Creek aquifer (Updike et al. 1984). The upper by deposition of these sediments in the reservoir.
creek flows northwestward and then westward Sediment build-up progressively reduces the water-
through Chugach State Park and, just prior to leav- storage capacity of the reservoir. This sedimen-
ing the mountains, it flows through a steep and nar- tation has required periodic dredging in order to
row canyon for 4.8 km. Ship Creek Dam and Res- maintain the water-supply function of the reservoir.
ervoir are located near the foot of this canyon As part of this study, we conducted a ground pen-
where the drainage area is 234 km2 (Fig. 1). Rela- etrating radar (GPR) study of the reservoir in
tively steep gradients in the Ship Creek basin and March 2001. The goal of this investigation was to
channel, combined with easily eroded meta- document the current state of sediment infilling, to
sediments of the Chugach terrain (Plafker et al. conduct an evaluation to select a site for weir con-
1994) and periodic high flows produce and effec- struction for trapping sediment in the shallow
tively transport large sediment volumes. upper reach of the reservoir, and to evaluate the
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Fig. 1. Ship Creek location map showing Anchorage, Fort Richardson and Ship Creek Dam and Reservoir. Inset
shows location of study area (see Fig. 2).

thickness of gravel bars in the upper reach in order
to determine sediment storage and dredging
capacity. The GPR investigations and their rel-
evance are described in this paper.

Study area

Ship Creek drains an unglaciated basin of about
234km2 with forests accounting for 13%; lakes
and ponds cover another 1% (Jones & Fahl 1994).
The Ship Creek Dam and Reservoir are near the
base of the Chugach Mountains (Figs 1 & 2). The
main channel is 31 km long with an average slope
of 0.0225, and the mean basin elevation is 945 m
(Jones & Fahl 1994). A single US Geological Sur-

vey (USGS) gauging station is located on Ship
Creek about 244 m downstream of Ship Creek
Dam. The station record begins in 1947 and covers
more than 50 years. The mean minimum January
temperature in the basin is — 14°C, cold enough for
significant river-ice growth during the winter.
Broad high-flow periods are typical in the spring
of most years, while narrow and well-defined peaks
associated with rainfall events can occur at any
time from June through September. Sharp flow
recessions are typical of the fall transition back to
winter low-flow conditions. The highest recorded
daily mean discharge at the station was 51.3 m3/s
on 27 August 1989, with a maximum instantaneous
discharge of 52.7 m3/s on 21 June 1949. Hydrolog-
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Fig. 2. Detailed map of Ship Creek Dam, Reservoir,
access road, and vicinity. Letters A–D indicate locations
where photographs shown in Figure 3 were taken.

ical data indicate that sediment transport in Ship
Creek increases significantly at flows above
20 m3/s, causing a variable supply in different
years that is related to flow.

The Ship Creek Dam is a 15.2 m-high concrete
structure built in 1952 by the US Army Corps of
Engineers (Figs 1 & 3). Water depths are generally
shallow (<8 m) in this narrow valley, where
widths range from 15 m to ~30 m. The reservoir
extends for nearly 500 m upstream of the dam.

Methods

A GPR survey was conducted using a pulseEKKO
100A radar system mounted on a sled with an
odometer wheel (Fig. 4). Test surveys conducted
by A. J. Delaney (unpublished data) demonstrated
that water in the reservoir was sufficiently shallow
to allow a successful GPR survey using 100 MHz
antennae. Radar performance was evaluated using
the radar range equation of Annan and Davis
(1977) and Davis and Annan (1989). Attenuation
(a) was calculated by:

where conductivity is 8.13 + 0.6 mS/m, based on
the average of ten field measurements and K is the
dielectric constant (80 for fresh water; Davis &
Annan 1989). This calculation yielded an attenu-
ation rate of 1.5 dB/m. The radar-range equation
assumes a system performance of about 150 dB,
with about 36 dB being lost within the electronics,
leaving an effective dynamic range of 114dB
(Sensors and Software 1996). In the ice-covered
lacustrine environment, we can expect reflection
coefficient losses of 15 dB at the sediment-water
interface, assuming a dielectric constant of 36
(Davis & Annan 1989) and 3.5 dB for each time
the radar wave penetrated the ice-water interface
(Annan 2000). Using these numbers, the GPR
should be able to detect the reservoir floor in water

Fig. 3. Ship Creek Reservoir: 15.2 m-high concrete gravity dam (a); dam building with observation deck from ice-
covered reservoir (b); southwestern view of upper reach of reservoir showing narrow, bedrock valley (c); and northeast-
ern view of upper reach of reservoir showing sediment storage in large gravel bar (d).
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Fig. 4. Sleds with the pulseEKKO 100A digital GPR (a)
and antennae with odometer wheel (b).

up to 7 m or 8 m deep. Other studies have shown
that GPR is capable of profiling in fresh water to
depths in excess of 20 m in less conductive water
of about 1-5 mS/m (Sellmann et al. 1992; Moor-
man & Michel 1997).

One of the primary advantages of GPR surveys
over acoustic sounding, as has been done on the
reservoir previously, is that it can be carried out
efficiently over ice. The ice forms a stable refer-
ence platform on which straight transects can be
run and repeated. At the time of our survey, nearly
45 cm of ice covered the lower reaches of the reser-
voir, thinning to 6 cm at 214 m from the dam. The
elevation of the ice surface was 162.8 m above sea
level, measured from the floor of the observation
deck on the dam building. This is the same refer-
ence point used by previous bathymetric surveys.

Radar profiles were collected using both 50 MHz
and 100 MHz antennae. The 50 MHz profiles were
collected with a 2 m spacing between antennae and
a 0.5 m step size. At 100 MHz, a spacing of 1 m
and step size of 0.25 m were used. The survey was
conducted with a two-person field party, one pull-
ing the antennae sled and another working the elec-
tronics on a second sled. The control unit, com-
puter and 12 V battery were mounted in a sled and
dragged across the ice. A total of 34 transverse pro-
files, spaced every 8 m, were run with 100 MHz
antennae and another 14 transverse profiles were

run at 16 m spacing with the 50 MHz antennas.
Two longitudinal profiles, one at each frequency,
were run from the edge of open water 224 m away
from the dam to within 15 m of the dam. These
data were gained using SEC gain with a maximum
of 10, an attenuation of 1 and a start gain value of
1. No other processing was required.

Results

Longitudinal profiles run along the centre axis of
the reservoir extended for 209 m from the edge of
the ice to 15 m from the dam. Data collected using
the 100 MHz and 50 MHz antennae are shown in
Figure 5. Comparison of these profiles shows that
both frequencies perform well at the depths
encountered in the reservoir. The 100 MHz profile
shows finer detail, indicating higher resolution, but
at depths below 3.5 m the bottom reflection begins
to fade. The 50 MHz profile is characterized by
high-amplitude reflections at all depths. Davis and
Annan (1989) show that such behaviour is a func-
tion of two factors: (1) as the frequency increases,
the attenuation also increases; and (2) at 50 MHz
the antenna surface area is twice that of the
100 MHz antennae, resulting in an increased sys-
tem performance of a factor of two.

Maximum water depth occurs adjacent to the
dam, being around 6 m at 15m from the dam and
increasing rapidly toward the dam. The increased
water depth probably indicates dredging around
one of the intakes, conducted as part of a dam
evaluation in the late 1990s. Transverse profiles
collected more than 24 m from the dam but within
the first bend of the reservoir indicate a smooth
sediment cover on the reservoir floor (Fig. 6b).
About 90 m upstream of the dam, the reservoir
floor becomes hummocky and asymmetric. Figure
5 shows a bathymetric high between 175 m and
195 m above the dam. Transverse profiles across
this high show the deepest part of the valley is to
the east, apparently representing the original chan-
nel incised into bedrock (Fig. 7).

An additional 400 m of GPR lines were run on
the large longitudinal gravel bar that fills the chan-
nel, located between 366 m and 396 m above the
dam (Fig. 8). Sediment in the bar thickens in the
downstream direction. Four transverse profiles col-
lected on the bar indicate an average thickness of
1.7-2.3 m and a maximum thickness of 3.1m.
These data indicate that the depth of the sediment
is greater than that of the last dredging in 1995
(Fig. 9). This result indicates that more sediment
is stored in the upper basin than has been accessed
by recent dredging operations.

Since 1976, bathymetric surveys have been con-
ducted in the reservoir before and after dredging
operations (Fig. 9). The GPR survey conducted in
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal profiles of Ship Creek Reservoir from east to west ending 15m upstream of dam: 100 MHz (A)
and 50 MHz (B). Inset map shows location of transect line in the reservoir (see also Fig. 2).

Fig. 6. 100 MHz transverse profile of Ship Creek Reservoir collected 60 m upstream of dam showing smooth, flat
floor. Inset map shows location of transect line in the reservoir (see also Fig. 2).

March 2001 repeated 34 of the transect lines in the
lower reaches of the reservoir so that current depths
could be compared against historic profiles. Aver-
age depths for each profile were calculated to
define the reservoir-floor profile and for use as

quantitative comparisons. These profiles show that
infilling has reached or exceeded that of previous
pre-dredging levels. Using the width of the reser-
voir at each transect and the spacing between each
transect, we estimated sediment accumulation rates
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Fig. 7. 100 MHz transverse profiles across sill: 175 m
upstream of dam (A), and 195 m upstream (B). Both pro-
files show strong reflections representing the reservoir
floor. Deeper reflection (~1 m depth below reservoir
floor) probably indicates bedrock surface below veneer of
sediment. For locations of transect lines see 7A and 7B
in Figure 2.

and dredging volumes from pre-dredge and post-
dredge survey pairs (Tables 1 & 2). Normalized
data indicate that annual accumulation ranges from
61 m3/a/m to 139 m3/a/m. Maximum annual
accumulation reached 59000 m3/a over a 6 a period
from 1989 to 1995. The variability shown in these
data are caused by river-flow events recorded at the
USGS gauging station below the dam, and also the
length of coverage of each survey.

Table 2 presents the mean annual accumulation
rates and corresponding accumulation rates per unit
length in the intervals between dredging. The large
quantity of sediment deposited in the upper part of
the reservoir since 1995 would balance the total
accumulation in Table 2 with the total dredged vol-
ume in Table 1. Both the annual accumulation and
the annual unit accumulation rates are comparable
over all the measurement periods that consider only
the lower part of the reservoir (<260 m from the
dam). The mean annual sedimentation rate in this
lower reach over 22 a-1 is 50200m3/a, corre-
sponding to an annual accumulation per unit length
of 70.2m3/a/m. These values are significantly
smaller than those indicated by the 7 a-1 of sedi-

Fig. 8. 100 MHz transverse profiles across gravel bar at
366 m (A) and 396 m (B) upstream of dam. For locations
of transect lines see 8A and 8B in Figure 2.

ment accumulation data for the entire 427 m reser-
voir length. The mean annual accumulation in the
entire reservoir over this period is 27 000 m3/a, a
mean unit accumulation rate of 85 m3/a/m. The
agreement of the 1989-95 period with other
measurement periods for the short lower reach con-
firms the general validity of this long-reach esti-
mate. A sedimentation-rate estimate can also be
obtained from the dredge-volume estimates by
making the assumption that bed elevations in the
reservoir were comparable following the 1976 and
1995 dredging operations. Data are not available to
verify this assumption, but the long-term accumu-
lation rate obtained (48 000 m3/a) is comparable to
that from the sedimentation rates. Taken together,
these data indicate an annual average of about
56000 m3 of sediment from the upper watershed to
the reservoir. Nearly all of this sediment is
deposited between late spring and early autumn.

These data indicate that a broad-crested weir
could be built in the upper reaches of the reservoir
and could trap essentially all bedload and larger-
sized fractions of the suspended load. The width-
averaged bottom profiles shown in Figure 9 ident-
ify two locations for potential weir construction.
Site A is located 275 m upstream from the dam and
site B is 214 m upstream. We estimate that 64% of
the available sediment storage is located upstream
of site A and 75% is located upstream of site B.
Time intervals between sediment-removal oper-
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Fig. 9. Average bed elevation along centre line of reser-
voir with increasing distance above the dam in 1976,1981
and 1983 (a); 1988 and 1989 (b); and 1995 and 2001 (c).
Letters after dates refer to observation periods after (A)
or before (B) dredging. The GPR survey is plotted and
the 2001 data in (c).

Table 1. ;

Year

1983
1988
1989
1995

Total,
average

Ship Creek Rese

Dredging
length

(m)

183
183
427
427

—

rvoir dredge v

Volume
(m3)

123093
61164

437323
287471

144500

'olume estimates

Unit
volume
(m3/m)

672
336

1026
675

677

ations from the trap will be comparable to those of
current dredging and will depend on design
decisions.

Conclusions

Our study shows that GPR bathymetric surveys can
be used to assess the sediment infilling of reser-
voirs such as that on Ship Creek. Such surveys
could be integrated into the annual maintenance of
the reservoir in order to document infilling and to
monitor basin sediment yield. The survey data
presented in this case study were collected over a
3-day period, which included system set-up, testing
and breakdown. This study demonstrates that GPR
can be a quick and cost-effective method for map-
ping bathymetry when ice is present on the reser-
voir. Snow and ice cover simplifies field logistics
by providing a smooth and stable surface from
which to survey. Maintaining and repeating
straight-line transects is also simplified on the ice
cover.

Our survey indicates that infilling of the Ship
Creek Reservoir has reached a critical level and

Table 2. Ship Creek Reservoir sedimentation rate estimates

Period

1976-81
1983-88
1988-89
1989-95
1989-95*
1995-01

Years

5
5
1
6
6
6

Survey length
(m)

183
183
427
427
259
251

Total
accumulation

(m3)

56577
73397
35934

354753
122328
91746

Mean annual
accumulation

(m3/a)

11315
14679
35934
59125
20388
15291

Annual unit
accumulation

(m3/a/m)

62
80
84

139
79
61

Total 23 611640 26593

*Data for lower reach of reservoir.
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dredging is required to maintain the water-supply
function of the dam. The upper watershed delivers
an average sediment supply of about 56000m3/a to
the Ship Creek Reservoir, with greater amounts in
high-flow years. Our analyses show that a weir
could be built in the upper reaches of the reservoir
to produce a trap that would account for 64-75%
of the current available storage. The benefit of such
a structure would be more cost-effective mainte-
nance of the reservoir by trapping sediment in the
upper reaches where road access exists and
wheeled vehicles could periodically excavate the
trap.
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thank C. Ekes, M. Pedley and L. Davis for reviewing and
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Abstract: Tufas provide virtually the only sedimentary and proxy-environmental records within
karstic terrains. However, they are difficult to access. Shallow geophysical prospecting tech-
niques, such as resistivity and shallow seismic reflection, fail to define the often complex internal
bedform details in tufa deposits and many deposits appear too well lithified to auger-sample.
Nevertheless, the application of ground penetrating radar (GPR) permits the recognition of up
to five distinct types of radar reflectors that can be directly related to distinct lithologies com-
monly seen in tufa cores: (1) well-lithified phytoherms produce sharp, sinuous and often com-
plexly truncated bright signals; (2) soft lime muds produce subhorizontal, laterally continuous
lower contrast (dull) laminar bedform signals; (3) organic-rich deposits (sapropels and peats)
produce poorly focused dull responses, often with internal 'noise'; (4) the tops of bladed and
coarse-grained deposits, such as flint gravel, give a strong bright signal; and (5) the associated
presence of clay-grade lime silts and muds within the top of gravel beds produces the same
top-bed signal as 4, but internal details of the deposit are masked and a remarkably homogeneous
dull signal response is typical throughout the lower parts of the deposit.

From these GPR responses it is possible to make meaningful three-dimensional comparisons
of the internal geometries of Holocene tufa deposits. Problematic tufa deposits in the valleys of
the Derbyshire Wye and the Hampshire Test, UK, are presented to illustrate the universal value
of GPR surveying for fresh-water carbonate recognition and for providing key information on
valley-bottom resurgence locations.

Tufas are the principal deposits in karstic regions Most studied European tufa deposits are Quat-
throughout the world. Widespread British ernary in age (Griffiths & Pedley 1995; Pentecost
examples occur, mainly in valley-bottom sites, in 1995), although there does appear to be a 'Late
northern Derbyshire, North Yorkshire, Oxford- Holocene tufa decline' in development (Goudie et
shire, Hampshire and North Wales (Pentecost al. 1993). In northerly latitudes, tufa developments
1995; Ford & Pedley 1996). appear to be climatically controlled (Pedley et al.

The term 'tufa' is here used to encompass all 1996) and are associated with interglacial episodes.
ambient temperature fresh-water carbonates However, deposition over increasingly longer time
(Pedley 1990; Ford & Pedley 1996), regardless of spans is common in southern Europe.
crystallinity, which contain the abundant remains Many pre-Holocene deposits are now very frag-
of macrophytes and microphytes (cf. terminology mentary as the result of continued valley incision
of Pentecost & Viles 1994). The commonly used and the selective removal of the poorly lithified
alternative term 'travertine' is considered inappro- parts. By contrast, Holocene deposits are fre-
priate and we reserve it for microbial and physico- quently intact but remain inadequately described.
chemical precipitates associated with waters of This is because of the general absence of natural
thermogenic origin (cf. Pentecost & Viles 1994; exposures in their valley-bottom sites. Neverthe-
Pentecost 1995). less, augering tied to geophysical resistivity tech-

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 207-223. 0305-8719/037$15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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niques can yield important data for the softer
deposits (Pedley 1993).

Phytoherm constructions, however, are fre-
quently lithified or otherwise altered diagenetically
(Golubic 1969). Much of the cement is early-
formed physico-chemical and biomediated fringe
cement but speleothems are also common (Pedley
1990). All of these render the deposits inaccessible
to anything other than rotary drilling. Conse-
quently, very little three-dimensional (3-D) internal
detail has been resolved in tufa deposits.

Nevertheless, tufa sites are becoming increas-
ingly important to the non-sedimentologist. This is
partly because tufa deposits are virtually the only
places to find intercalated organic-rich materials
within karst regions. For example, barrage tufa
deposits have been shown to contain continuous
Holocene pollen records (Vadour 1994; Taylor et
al. 1994, 1998; Gedda, et al. 1999). Faunal records
(e.g. ostracods and molluscs) are also frequently
well preserved and provide good alternative proxy-
environmental information (Preece & Robinson
1982; Preece 1991; Preece & Day 1994; Griffiths
et al. 1996). Andrews et al. (1993, 1997, 2000)
have shown that carefully selected microbial
carbonates also preserve important stable isotopic
records of environmental change within tufa
successions. Finally, the distribution of ancient tufa
deposits provides useful clues about palaeo-
hydrological parameters, such as water-table
elevations and palaeoflow regimes within river
systems (e.g. Garcia del Cura et al. 1997).

The stumbling block to accessing these proxy-
data repositories, however, is the present lack of
knowledge concerning depositional geometries and
internal bedforms and how these relate to deposit-
base slope angles and resurgence points.
Consequently, core-sampling programmes have
been difficult to design and the selection of specific
augering sites will continue to be speculative until
clearly defined depositional models are in place.

Pedley (1992) has proposed a working classi-
fication continuum of tufa facies, based on active
and extinct European sites. These are embodied
into four models (fluvial, lacustrine, perched spring
line and paludal). Related but less ambitious
schemes are also presented by Pentecost and Viles
(1994). The fluvial barrage model (Pedley 1992)
is currently the best-defined model, being typically
developed in actively flowing river-gorge sites in
Europe and North America (Pedley 1992; Ford &
Pedley 1996). In this model, downstream, arcuate,
transverse barrages or dams of well-cemented,
plant-constructed tufa (phytoherms) impound the
river and create chains of small pools to large
lakes. Unlithified lime muds and fine-grained
microdetrital tufas are developed in the standing
water bodies and are often associated with organic-

rich deposits (sapropels) in pool depocentres. Many
pool-bottom deposits are subhorizontally lami-
nated, whereas bedding in the barrage deposits is
complex, more typically undulose, sometimes with
a downstream-facing buttress zone of inclined
tufa sheets.

In contrast, the paludal model (Pedley 1992) is at
present the least constrained model. Development
generally appears to be restricted to valley-bottom
sites where fine granular tufa is precipitated into
shallow water bodies (generally less than 10 cm
deep). Resedimented tufas also contribute where
erosion has washed detritus from other hillside tufa
deposits. Paludal tufas commonly show the devel-
opment of microherms (small cushion-shaped
mounds of microbial origin) and phytoherm
cushions (generally a grass or mossy tussock). The
supply of calcium-enriched waters to paludal
deposits is generally considered to be from line-
sourced springs (often erosion-truncated aquifers,
and faults).

In order significantly to improve the resolution
of the models presented in Pedley (1992), a number
of sites have been investigated in the past 6 years
by means of ground penetrating radar (GPR) (e.g.
Pedley et al. 2000). GPR is non-invasive and the
only method available to rapidly obtain 3-D data
on bed associations, geometries and interface
depths within these highly variable and sometimes
strongly lithified deposits.

Tufa deposits from the valley of the River Wye
in northern Derbyshire (Fig. 1) and the valley of
the River Test in Hampshire (Fig. 2) have been
selected in this study to show the value of GPR to
the outcrop scale-modelling of fresh-water carbon-
ates. Furthermore, this GPR study has highlighted
a new and potentially widespread variation of the
paludal model defined in Pedley (1992) that could
account for the development of lenticular paludal
tufas in other paludal successions (e.g. Tanagro
Valley, Italy, Buccino et al 1978).

Methods

All radar data were recorded using a pulseEKKO
100 radar system owned by the Natural Environ-
ment Research Council (NERC) equipment pool.
Emphasis was placed on minimizing system noise
and coherent noise from the direct-transmission
pulse. For this reason, the antennae were always
clamped in a frame, which held them a constant
distance apart (typically 2 m). The frame was then
towed along the survey lines. The antennae were
moved step-wise (typically 0.5 m), stopping at each
measuring station while multiple (typically 32 or
64) signal pulses were stacked. Positional infor-
mation was collected with a differential global pos-
itioning system (DGPS).
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Fig. 1. Locations of sample sites in the gorge valley of the River Wye. The right-hand map shows the surface geology
around the Netherdale (A), and Upperdale (B) sites. The Netherdale 1 (c) and Monsal Head (d) auger holes are shown
for reference. Note the presence of a major fault which lies immediately underneath 'A' (the Netherdale tufa), and a
dolerite sill aquiclude just upstream of 'B' (the Upperdale tufa barrage).

The radar traces were copied to the Leicester
Promax seismic data-processing system and re-for-
matted as pseudo-seismic traces. The detailed pro-
cessing flow within the Promax system is outlined
in Table 1. Stages 1-3 compile the input data traces
and the positional information recorded in trace-
headers and in observers' logs. Stages 4-6 provide
initial signal conditioning. Typically traces from
the pulseEKKO system have direct current (DC)
shifts larger than the reflected radar pulses. The DC
shift of the whole trace was estimated from the
average of the trace amplitudes, then subtracted. A
relatively broad band-pass filter was then applied
and, if necessary, the trace length was truncated or
padded before further processing.

The pulseEKKO system relates the trace-sample
timing to a prominent point on the direct-trans-
mission pulse as sensed in the receiver antenna, the
'time zero'. In practice, this may vary along the
recorded line, so that some traces are misplaced in
time. Where present, this effect was corrected
using the 'horizon flattening' processor in the Pro-
max system. The transmission pulse dominates the
recorded traces. By averaging about 200 adjacent
traces, assuming the subsurface contains no near-

parallel surface-tracking horizons, the average of
the traces is a good estimate of the transmission
pulse alone. This value was then subtracted from
each individual trace. The output traces have very
reduced amplitudes, but the energy present is free
of most transmission-pulse contamination.

Processes 10 and 11 use the Promax facility for
correcting for the spherical spreading of the
wavefront and for estimating systematic absorption
of energy. Gain corrections of this type were per-
formed with care and only as smoothly varying
functions, so that variations in trace amplitudes due
to subsurface conditions were preserved.

The radar-wave velocity of the subsurface was
measured using common mid-point (CMP) surveys
at selected points within each small survey area.
Typically these were chosen at line intersections.
Using the surveyed surface heights and the radar
velocity, the traces were static-shifted to place the
trace zero times at correct vertical positions relative
to the surface topography. This is an important cor-
rection where the total depth of the survey section
may be less than the topographic variation along
the line.

Before final display there was a final filtering
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Fig. 2. Locations of the sample sites in the valley of the River Test. The right-hand map shows the surface geology
around the Tiebridge Farm (A), and Bossington field (B) sites. Note the presence of valley (flint) gravels in close
proximity to the tufa developments. The remaining areas of the flat valley bottom are occupied by sapropel and peat.
The surrounding rock (land east and west of the 'flat valley bottom') is Cretaceous Chalk.

effort to further suppress random noise. A good test
of the suitability of this processing sequence was
provided by the repeated survey of the same lines
at different times with different frequency radar
antennae. The repeat sections clearly showed that
features on the radar sections were repeatable and
were features of the subsurface structure rather
than artefacts. In many cases we have chosen to
repeat survey lines with different radar frequencies,
using the trade-off between resolution and depth of
penetration to gain maximum resolution at shallow
depths, while achieving high penetration using the
lowest suitable frequencies (50 MHz).

The processing has revealed one peculiarity that
remains unexplained. Numerous CMP measure-
ments have shown the velocity variation with depth
at each survey site. If all the velocity values for
the tufa deposits are taken, they produce a robust

average velocity of about 70mms-1 This radar
data has very good borehole control along most
lines. It has been found that using the average velo-
city value for all velocity corrections for all lines
produced better ties to the boreholes than using the
individual velocity variations for each CMP. This
may indicate either that the velocity variation along
lines was so rapid that the point-sampling of CMP
values was not appropriate for much greater dis-
tances than that CMP, or that the errors in
determining velocity from CMP measurements
were larger than would be expected from numerical
analysis of the data. The implications for field-data
acquisition are clear. Many CMP measurements are
necessary so that either real spatial variations can
be identified or a robust average value can be
determined.

Information on unlithified sediment lithologies
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Table 1. Processing operations for the GPR data

Stage Operation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Read in data
Input geometry
Header load
DC removal
Band-pass filter
Trace length
Horizon flattening
Static shift
Trace mixing
Gain analysis
True amplitude recovery
Apply elevation static
Time-depth conversion
Migration
Coherency filter/trace mix
Gain adjustment
Frequency filter
Plot

was provided on the Wye Valley sites by augering,
using a Pionjar percussion auger. Although of lim-
ited use in well-cemented sections (e.g. phytoherm
barrages), this method successfully penetrated 8 m
of 'pool' deposits at the Netherdale site. Hand-
augering, using a Dutch auger, provided litho-
logical information in the Test Valley sites. Here,
carbonate cementation was not a problem and
deposits never exceeded 3 m in thickness.

The tufa deposits

Tufa deposits in the study sites are varied, and
include microbial and detrital lime muds, peloids,
oncoids, bioconstructed framestones and reworked
sand-to-cobble-grade components from any of
these. They may occur as single laminae or beds
intercalated in organic-rich deposits, typically
fibrous peats and sapropels. However, paludal tufas
are often developed as massive units with fine,
microbially dominated granular textures.

These deposits may be categorized into: (1)
autochthonous, and (2) detrital deposits (Ford &
Pedley 1996). In order to understand more fully
the GPR responses of the deposits, the following
additional details are presented:

Autochthonous deposits

The autochthonous deposits are much better
cemented than the detrital facies. Consequently,
ridges define the aerial extent of the former,
whereas the latter may be partially removed by
recent fluvial erosion or, at best, are defined by
relatively low-lying featureless ground. Neverthe-

less, it is probable that the positive topographic
relief of the autochthonous deposits may partly
result from shrinkage of the intercalated and lateral
organic-rich beds under present-day better-drained
regimes (see Pedley et al. 2000).

Phytoherm framestones These are in situ biocon-
structed tufas which are moderately to well lith-
ified, but still preserve macroporosity (for details
see Buccino et al. 1978; Pedley 1990; Violante et
al. 1994). They are the commonest lithofacies in
fluvial-barrage tufa deposits and generally resist
weathering and erosion. In areas of moderate flow
(e.g. in fluvial barrages), mosses, liverworts and
even semi-aquatic higher plants and bushes can
form the primary vegetation framework. This is
invariably reinforced by cyclic fringe cements (see
details in Pedley 1994), composed of alternations
of micrite and sparite (c.f. isopachous fringe
cements found in tropical marine reefs, Pedley
1992). The cements progressively build up milli-
metre-centimetre-thick coats on the vegetation
frameworks, the latter decaying within weeks to
months. The end-products are very porous, but
rigid, cement frameworks, which provide support
for further colonization by vegetation and are cap-
able of diverting water flow or even damming
entire river courses. These bioconstructions are
hereafter referred to as 'phytoherms' (Buccino et
al 1978).

Microherms Cyanobacteria and heterotrophic bac-
teria and diatoms play an important role in the pre-
cipitation of microbial (stromatolite) tufa. The term
'microherm' is used in this paper to identify small
cushion-shaped examples. They can develop from
stabilized oncoids, on tufa intraclasts or even on
bare rock outcrops to reach decimetres in diameter.
In this study they are generally only extensively
developed within fluvial channels with active flow.

Lime mud Lime mud, frequently finely peloidal in
thin section, occurs at many of the sites. Much has
been generated within microbial biofilms. Some
has probably been formed within shallow pool
areas by picoplankton microbial biomediation pro-
cesses, with precipitation either directly onto the
pool margins or within the water column (see
Thompson 2000 for details of the biomediation
process).

Oncoids In the sites examined, oncoids consist of
concentrically to imperfectly laminated spheroids,
generally less than 10 mm diameter. Where water
flow is too slow for overturning, as in the study
sites, the oncoids may be free-form in shape.
Typically these are poorly laminated and micrite-
dominated, with characteristic thrombolitic fabrics.
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Where carbonate precipitates have developed
around woody objects, and the stems of the fresh-
water algae Chara, cylindrical oncoids develop.
These generally contain a central hollow canal, cre-
ated by decay of the original plant stem.

Thin tufa bands may also be present in organic-
rich deposits. These may take the form of thin
wisps of granular and oncoidal particles within an
organic-rich fabric. Often thin surficial tufa crusts,
developed originally on submerged leaves, are
also present.

Detrital deposits

Lime silts and muds This material has the appear-
ance of pale grey, gritty clay, but is readily ident-
ifiable as allochthonous carbonate material on
account of the presence of reworked allochems
(e.g. foraminiferans, mollusc fragments), broken
oncoids, tufa intraclasts, flint, chert or limestone
debris. These have been generated by local erosion
and attrition of parent rocks, whether tufa, Carbon-
iferous limestone or chalk.

Breccias and conglomerates Lithoclastic materials
may also be associated with tufas. At the study
sites these are either flint or limestone dominated,
with individual clasts ranging from 10 mm to cob-
ble-sized. The deposits are often well washed
where they occur in the pre-Holocene successions
in the basal parts of valley fills.

Organic-rich deposits Gittya to granular fabrics,
and even microfelted blackish sapropels, are com-
mon in all study sites. Moreover, there appears to
be a constant relationship between tufas and black
sapropels. Wherever both occur in contact, the sap-
ropels invariably underlie the tufas, both in the
River Test sites and in several of the Wye and
Lathkill sites (Pedley 1993).

The study sites

Upperdale field

This barrage tufa site was chosen for initial con-
sideration as it is similar in morphology to, but
more degraded than, the Raper Lodge barrage
described by Pedley (1993). The site is located
200m upstream of Upperdale hamlet (site 'B' in
Fig. 1). The exposed tufa consists of a phytoherm
framestone ridge about 2m high and about 50m
wide (parallel to the valley axis). This is developed
immediately downstream of a subhorizontal doler-
ite sill aquiclude, exposed in a 2 m-high riverside
cliff. The tufas are no longer actively precipitating
and subrecent channel meandering has cut through
the barrage and removed a good deal of the original

structure (see Fig. 3). Surface exposures of the bar-
rage are mainly limited to the riverbank adjacent
to line 3. There are no exposures of back-barrier
pool deposits.

GPR signatures Three subparallel GPR lines have
been run. For lines 1 and 2, the 50 MHz antennae
were used, whereas the 200 MHz antennae were
employed for line 3 in order to test for finer internal
details. Line 1 (Fig. 4) is most instructive as details
are least affected by post-depositional fluvial
incision and the 50 MHz antennae signals were
capable of deeper penetration than the 200 MHz
antennae. In the GPR plot, some signal details are
partly obscured by hyperbolae from adjacent trees
along the northeastern margins of the gorge.
Nevertheless, in the 6 m depth available for
interpretation, there is a clear distinction between
two signal types. Between 110 m and 190 m along
the section line are strong, sinuous and high-
contrast (bright) returns. Between 180m and
200 m the trace of the signal consists of low-sinu-
osity, broader and low-contrast (dull) bands. These
also figure at depth between 0 m and 140 m along
the section line.

Interpretation The sinuous (bright) signals are
proved to be phytoherm tufa in the Upperdale 1
percussion-auger hole and in the hand-auger hole
at 170 m along the section line. The sinuous signal
appears to be caused by the well-cemented laminar
nature of underlying phytoherm facies. Signifi-
cantly, a major change in build-up style can be
recognized at a depth of 3 m at 120 m along line
1. Here, an earlier, vertically aggrading transverse
phytoherm barrage, centred at 150 m along the line,
changes dramatically in build-up style to a domi-
nantly prograding barrage which oversteps pool
deposits formerly lying downstream of the tufa
dam.

The dull, low-sinuosity signal responses from
pool areas upstream of the barrage tufas are typical
of unlithified, fine-grained, lime-mud dominated
and clayey tufa materials (see Pedley et al. 2000).
This is confirmed for the sediments directly under-
lying the prograding tufa in the Upperdale 1 hand-
auger hole, which recorded plastic clays and silts
in the lower half of the hole.

Finally, the change in bed inclination and trunc-
ations of several prominent markers toward the
downstream (SE) end of the profile (between 50 m
and 70 m) is caused by later fluvial incision. The
resulting channel appears to be infilled by laterally
prograding point bar deposits.

Line 2 (Fig. 3c) is not illustrated because very
little tufa deposit remains due to post-depositional
fluvial erosion. Line 3 (also not illustrated) is
mainly within the prograding phytoherm frame-
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Fig. 3. Details of the study sites to show the position of GPR survey lines and auger holes. (a) Tiebridge Farm site
with isopachs of tufa thickness indicated, (b) Bossington site. (c) Upperdale tufa site. (d) The Netherdale site. All
areas where tufa exceeds 1 m in thickness are marked by a stipple symbol. Logged hand-auger holes are numbered
in 3a and b. Logged percussion-auger holes are labelled with 'U' and 'N' numbers in Figures 3c and d. GPR lines are
marked in black. Sharp slope changes are marked by lines of black arrowheads pointing in the direction of inclination.

stone facies. Here the barrage core is only 40 m
wide, parallel to flow, with a characteristic low-
sinuosity dull signal defining thick pool deposits
(lime muds or clay-rich detrital sediments) on the
upstream (NW) side of the 4.5 m-thick barrage.

In all respects the deposit conforms to the flu-

Caerwys, North Wales, and at Lathkill Valley,
Derbyshire, by Pedley (1987, 1993).

Netherdale Farm

This second tufa site is selected to show how GPR
vial-barrage model developed from sites at can be used to discriminate between tufa models
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Fig. 4. Top: 50 MHz GPR profile of line 1 at the Upperdale site on the River Wye (distances starts in the southeast).
Bottom: The line interpretation. The lithified phytoherm tufas present a strong, bright, sinuous signal in contrast to
the more planar signal from the associated unlithified pool sediments. The prograding buttress area of the tufa barrage
is well defined by the GPR signals, with evidence of a major change in regime (base marked by a heavier black line)
at ~3 m depth at 120 m along the profile. Note also the subrecent fluvial channel at 60m along the profile line. Fine
stipple indicates tufa; areas without ornamentation are pool deposits.

where the topographic expression of the deposit is
not diagnostic (The Netherdale site lacks the prin-
cipal barrage core ridge of the Upperdale site and
other barrage tufas examined by GPR in the nearby
Lathkill Valley, Pedley et al 2000). It lies in the
upper Wye Valley, 600 m downstream of the first
site (see Figs 1 and 3), and consists of a broad
tufa area with multiple ridges. The tufas are well
exposed in several small (10m diameter) quarried
mounds, each up to 1 m higher than the surround-
ing deposits.

GPR signatures Figures 3d and 5 illustrate the
rather dog-leg line 1 which attempts to avoid the
deeper quarried depressions. All lines were run
using the 50 MHz antennae. However, line 2 effec-
tively repeated the details seen in the downstream
part of line 1, whereas line X confirmed a strong
correlation of the signals within lines 1 and 2.

The GPR traces beneath the elevated areas give
bright, moderately sinuous signals. In contrast, the
right half of the trace (right-hand margin to the
blank signal zone, which marks the position of a
stone wall) consists of broad, planar and diffuse
(dull) signals very similar to the upstream part of
the Upperdale profile. At least one channel feature
is present (at 153-183 m along the section); other-
wise the signal style is laterally persistent until the

wall, where it changes very suddenly into the undu-
lose, bright signal beneath the exposed tufa areas.

Interpretation At least 9 m of clean tufa is present
on site (the base of the Carboniferous limestone
was not reached by the GPR pulse). However, the
interpretation is aided by percussion-auger hole
logs labelled N.I, N.2 and N.3 on Figure 3d.
Netherdale 1 is sited at an active resurgent point
and much of the core consists of cavernous, granu-
lar tufas rather than phytoherm framestone. Nether-
dale 2 shows that some of the tops to the brighter
banding are caused by strong responses from sil-
iciclastic sands and angular limestone clasts up to
4 cm diameter. These alternate with Chara and
oncoid-rich muds, which decrease in organic con-
tent toward the top of the profile.

The succession is dominated by agradational
bedforms of siliciclastic-free tufa carbonate,
despite being adjacent, both upvalley and down-
valley, to penecontemporaneous deposits domi-
nated by mud to coarse sand-grade siliciclastics,
and organic-rich sediments (the Netherdale 2 core
is remarkably similar to the Monsal Head core
[Taylor et al. 1994] located at 'd' in Fig. 1).

Overall, the tufas beneath the elevated ground
do not fit well with the fluvial-barrage model (see
Pedley 1990). The internal bedform geometry of
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Fig. 5. Top: 50 MHz GPR profile of line 1 at the Netherdale site on the River Wye (distances commence at the
southeastern end of the line). Bottom: In the line interpretation the lithified tufas are clearly recognizable from their
characteristic high-contrast (bright) signal, which shows that the build-up has been predominantly agradational. The
right-hand (NW) end of the profile shows broad signal bands with poor contrast, typical of pool deposits. The Netherd-
ale 2 borehole shows this material to be uncemented tufas and lime muds, with intercalated siliciclastics. Fine stipple
indicates tufa; areas without ornamentation indicate pool deposits.

the deposit is too regular and agradational. GPR
bands, although bright (well lithified and clearly
layered), contain little or no evidence of progra-
dation. Nor is there much phytoherm material
exposed in the quarried areas or developed within
the cores.

A distinct alternative to the fluvial-barrage
model is the paludal model (Pedley 1990). Paludal
tufas develop typically under sluggish groundwater
flow regimes associated with very low gradients,
which fail to deliver a sufficient volume of carbon-
ate-rich water for active phytoherm development.
The dominance of siliciclastic muds and sands in
the Netherdale 2 percussion-auger hole infers that
the only carbonate-rich water supply was via
underlying springs (e.g. the active, but currently
non-precipitating, present-day springs near the
Netherdale 1 borehole. Significantly, a normal fault
crosses the valley immediately beneath the Nether-
dale tufa deposit (see Fig. 1). Consequently, Holo-
cene spring waters could have been sourced from
this structure.

In conclusion, we consider that the Netherdale
tufa represents a spring-sourced multi-mound
build-up. The deposit provides valuable details that
subsequently will aid in the interpretation of the
Test Valley deposits.

Bossington field

The Bossington field site (Test Valley, Fig 3b) was
selected in order to increase further our understand-
ing of the paludal tufa-mound phenomenon and the
likely controls on tufa-mound development within
a flat valley-bottom site located in a different catch-
ment system to the Netherdale site. The target is a
50 m-diameter hummock lying adjacent to the
northern margin of a clay- and flint-dominated ter-
race at point 'B' in Figure 2. The terrace is situated
on the eastern side of a large permanent 'water
meadow' some 500 m WSW of Horsebridge. The
water meadow contains several other small (50-
150 m-diameter) hummocks, each standing up to
1 m above the general land level. These are scat-
tered apparently randomly in the area east of the
eastern Test distributary and are referred to in the
British Geological Survey of Southampton (sheet
315) by Edwards and Freshney (1987).

GPR signatures (line 1) The Bossington field sur-
veys were carried out initially using the 100 MHz
antenna. Subsequently, the 200 MHz antenna was
used exclusively as it proved to give more detailed
signals. The mound was surveyed along three lines
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(Fig. 3b), all amply provided with lithostratigraphic
control via hand-augering.

The 200 MHz survey is presented and inter-
preted in Figure 6. The characteristic bright and
highly sinuous tufa signal is the easiest to recog-
nize. GPR signals beneath the tufa are irregular and
'fuzzy' and generally indicate a transitional contact
with the base of the tufas. Some internal irregular
banding is recognizable in this subtufa layer. The
clearest bright response from the subsurface came
directly from a bright reflector lying at about 2 m
depth. Below this, further broad dull signals appear
to be subparallel but are clearly inclined gently
westward (towards the line start).

Interpretation Figure 6 clearly shows lateral
accretionary development of tufa (stipple symbol)
from the thickest (2 m) central point within the
mound (hole 29). Also, the considerable detail seen
within the subtufa unit with the dull signal was
confirmed by augering to conform to a sapropel

Fig. 6. Top: 200 MHz GPR profile of line 1 (distances
start at the western end of the line), which follows the
crest of a tufa ridge at the Bossington field site (cf. Fig.
4). The strong reflector at the basal contact of the sapropel
is associated with flint gravel in a lime-mud matrix. The
basal contact of the tufas is less easy to define, although
tufas usually show a sinuous and higher-contrast signal
than do the organic-rich deposits. Bottom: GPR reflectors
within the tufas indicate that the mounds agrade and
accrete laterally from discrete centres located near holes
27 and 29. The absence of a sharp basal contact to the
tufas is consistent with their progressive lateral progra-
dation into surrounding sapropel areas. Open triangle,
flint gravel; diagonal hachure, detrital lime mud and lime
sand; vertical bar, black sapropel; underlying unit without
symbol, brown fibrous peat; fine stipple, tufa; area with-
out symbol at base of GPR profile but with bedforms indi-
cated by dashed lines, considered to be bedrock (chalk).

layer containing tufa laminae in the upper parts.
An important piece of additional information from
the auger holes shows that the single bright reflec-
tor at about 2 m deep correlates with the detrital
lime-mud impregnated top (diagonal hachure
symbol) of thick flint gravels (triangle symbol).
The signal response is not continuous throughout
the profile. In particular, there are a number of hyp-
erbolae developed from this surface between 20 m
and 50m along the section, which strongly sug-
gests the presence of large, rounded gravel clasts
here exposed at the top of the bed. Significantly,
there are no internal details from the flint gravels.
This may be partly because the detrital lime muds
are absorbing much of the GPR signal.

Although not encountered in cores, the west-
ward-inclined dull signals at the base of the profile
are interpreted as being caused by the valley-
bottom chalk bedrock.

GPR signatures (lines 2 and 3) Figure 7 shows the
GPR section for lines 2 and 3 at this site. The sedi-
ment responses are identical to those in line 1.
Nevertheless, it is clear that there are further sinu-
ous bright signals within the sapropel layer at 2.5 m
depth, centred on the 50 m point. This coincides
with a loss of signal for the gravel top both here
and between 10 m and 18 m in both traces.

Interpretation Line 3 (Fig. 3b) clearly confirms that
the essentially horizontally based tufa mound con-
tains elements of lateral progradation from its cen-
tral area of development near hole 29 (Fig. 6). The
improved detail at the base of the tufas also con-
firms the interdigitating nature of the tufa/sapropel
contact. It is concluded that the tufas appear to
have been point-sourced from a valley-bottom
resurgence in the vicinity of hole 29.

The variable nature of the signal signature
defining the top of the flint gravel is noteworthy.
Although characteristically strong between 18m
and 4 m along lines 2 and 3, it appears to be totally
absent in the rest of the lines. A clue to the cause
of the signal absences between 45 m and 60 m in
lines 2 and 3 is linked with their coincidental
occurrence at the point of greatest projected sapro-
pel thickness. Here, a number of contorted brighter
signals are recorded that are atypical of the rather
weak internal details generally present within the
sapropel. The data argue strongly for the presence
of an erosional channel cutting into the flint gravel.
We interpret the channel to be filled with particu-
late material at 2.5-4.5 m depth (perhaps detrital
tufa, oncoids or siliciclastics) but covered by sapro-
pel at shallower depths.

The loss of signal at 0–15 m along the section
is probably also caused by channel incision into the
flint gravels, which removed their clay-
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Fig. 7. Left, 200 MHz GPR profile of line 2 at the Bossington field site (distances start at the northern end of the
line). Right, 200 MHz GPR profile of line 3 at the Bossington field site (distances start at the northern end of the
line). The line interpretations of these subparallel transverse runs provide details of tufa and sapropel distribution
adjacent to the 'flint and clay terrace' (rising ground at the southern end of the line, see Fig. 3b). These two lines
confirm the laterally accreted, mound build-up of the tufas (mound centre seen where line 1 crosses line 3). Symbols
as for Figure 6; in addition, close vertical bars at top of profile are dark brown peaty soil.

impregnated top. Finally, the base of each channel
is ill-defined but appears to lie at the projected flint
gravel/chalk contact.

The rising ground at the right end of the profile
is a clay-and-flints terrace margin. The strong, stee-
ply inclined linear signal between 5 m and 60 m in
the profiles is considered to be an indication of the
boundary between terrace and Holocene valley-
fill succession.

Tiebridge Farm

This larger Test Valley site is located 500 m east
of Tiebridge Farm ('A' in Fig. 2). The site was
selected in order to resolve the uncertain relation-
ship between resurgence points and tufa-mound
developments seen at the Bossington site. It is not
directly connected with any clay-with- flints terrace
and is centrally positioned within the Test Valley
floodplain. It consists of a group of five elongate
ridges (each 40-100 m long) standing up to 1 m
above the general floodplain. Ridge orientations are
generally ENE-WSW and up to 2m of tufa is
developed in each structure (see isopachs in Fig.
3d). 200 MHz GPR lines cover all but the NW
deposit. This is the only tufa accumulation without
topographic expression and lies adjacent to a clay-
and-flints ridge. Hand-auger data is available for
all structures (fully logged cores are marked by
superimposed columns in the figures, whereas later

spot-test sites are marked by arrows above the
profiles).

GPR signatures The signals within line 1 (see Figs
3a & 8) are remarkably similar to the Bossington
field site and indicate the presence of identical
lithologies. The characteristic bright and undulose
tufa signal is well seen in the upper part of the
GPR profiles of lines 3 and 6 (Fig. 9a & b). Again,
the lower contact of the tufa with sapropel is essen-
tially horizontal. Significantly, however, a bright
horizontal band (1.6 m depth at the 30 m point in
Figs 8 and 9a) representing the vadose/phreatic
contact complicates details.

The Tiebridge Farm site shows greater com-
plexity within the organic-rich bed, including a
prominent low-sinuosity band lying between black
sapropel and brown deposits. The band is recorded
in several auger holes (e.g. hole 36 in Fig. 8) and
can be recognized clearly on line 1 as a zigzag
trace, 2 m deep at the 80 m point along the section.

The top of the flint gravels (confirmed in auger
hole 36) is again clearly defined by a strong hori-
zontal signal. This extends from the 55 m point on
line 1, where it is at 2.5m depth, to the 112m
point, where it lies at about 2 m depth. It is again
picked up on the eastern and western ends of the
GPR line, being identified in auger holes 10 and
11.
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Fig. 8. Top: 200 MHz GPR profile of line 1 at the Tiebridge Farm site (distances start at the western end of the line).
Bottom: line interpretation showing the same GPR characteristics as seen in the Bossington field site (Figs 6 & 7).
A basal division between black sapropel above and brown fibrous Sphagnum peat deposits is marked by a wood layer.
Added complexity in the interpretation is provided by two shallow buried fluvial channels which cut out the detrital
lime muds and cut down into the flint gravels, possibly as deeply as the chalk bedrock. Note the lateral progradation
(westward and eastward) of the tufa mound centred on hole 10. Symbols as for Figures 6 and 7; in addition, diagonal
hachures, (inclined towards the right) river alluvium; small arrows with numbers above the profile, shallow auger holes.

Interpretation In general the deposits are thickest
in the vicinity of the mound centres and the internal
bedforms provide strong confirmation that success-
ive tufa laminae are built out laterally from the
mound centres, as in the Bossington site. Also,
there is a similar relatively flat base to the tufas.
This rules out any possibility that the mound top-
ographies are artefacts produced by post-
depositional cambering caused by shrinkage of the
underlying organic-rich deposits.

The 'zigzag' bright band is shown in core 36
to be a prominent band of small woody branches.
Beneath the woody layer, the organic-rich deposits
consist of fibrous, pale to dark brown
(? Sphagnum) peat.

The absence of the characteristic flint gravels
signal centred on 45 m and 125 m along the section
is interpreted to be the result of channelling (see
Figs 8 & 9).

Line 3 (Fig. 9a) crosses line 1 and confirms that
the channel seen at 40 m along line 1 (again seen
at 30 m along line 3) has a north-south orientation.
Further channels are present at 58 m and at 70 m
in line 3 (Fig. 9a). In all cases the channels can be
grouped into two sets. The earliest group cuts down
to the chalk surface and probably developed early
in the Holocene, but after the detrital silts and lime-
muds deposition, which ubiquitously caps the basal

flint gravels. The later channels apparently were
developed immediately prior to deposition of the
black sapropel bed.

The flanks of the tufa mounds appear to
interfinger laterally with peaty loam and silt (with
gravels at their base) belonging to the present Test
River system in the case of line 1 (Fig. 8) between
115m and 160 m, and line 3 (Fig 9a) between 4 m
and 70 m.

Discussion

Barrage model

Upperdale deposit The barrage deposits of the
Upperdale site (Fig. 4) conform closely to the
existing barrage tufa model. In particular, the GPR
profile shows clear downstream progradation, with
the development of a well-defined buttress zone
(cf. Pedley 1987) forming the downstream side of
the phytoherm barrage. Several hiatuses, defined
by truncation surfaces within the GPR signature,
appear to be similarly placed to those encountered
in the nearby Lathkill Valley survey (Hill et al.
1998; Pedley et al 2000). They were probably
caused by seasonal variations in fluvial discharge
and may record short-term environmental change.
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Fig. 9. (a) 200 MHz transverse GPR profile of line 3 at the Tiebridge Farm site (distances start at the northern end
of the line), (b) 200 MHz transverse GPR profile of line 6 at the Tiebridge Farm site (distances start at the southeastern
end of the line). In the interpretations beneath the GPR profiles, both lines are greatly complicated by fluvial channelling
which developed before the organic-rich episode. N.B. the lateral progradation of mound fabrics north and south of
hole 10 (line 3) confirms details seen in line 1 (Fig. 8) and demonstrates that the tufa mounds are focused about
discrete points on the valley floor. The crests of the mounds (near holes 10 and 34) in lines 3 and 6 are closely
underlain by flint gravel ridges above chalk. The resurgence points are considered to originate from these. Symbols
as for Figures 6, 7 and 8.

Although the pool deposits upstream of the bar-
rage are barely covered by the GPR profile there
is ample evidence of further pool deposits down-
stream of the prograding barrage. These were prob-
ably generated immediately upstream of the Mon-
sal Head barrage (see Fig. 1; Taylor et al. 1996).

In the case of the Upperdale barrage site, the
stimulus for tufa growth was a former, relatively
high-volume, line-sourced discharge of carbonate-
saturated spring waters issuing from the top of the
dolerite sill aquiclude (Fig. 1) that lies immediately
upstream of the site.

Freshwater-spring mound tufa model

Netherdale deposit The Netherdale tufa-mound
morphology is incompatible with proven barrage
tufa dominated valley-bottom sites (see Pedley
1987, 1993; Pedley et al 2000). Phytoherm frame-
stone construction generally is poorly developed,
whereas there is a multi-mound complex of lat-
erally linked, vertically agrading microherms. This
build-up of very pure calcium carbonate is all the
more impressive on account of the dominantly sil-
iciclastic and clay-rich nature of the surrounding
'pool' sediments, (see lithologies in Fig. 10). The
Netherdale tufa is also unlike a barrage in terms of
its broad spread and absence of downstream-
prograding bed geometries (cf. Fig. 4).

The source of the carbonate-enriched waters is
almost certainly connected with immediately
underlying point-sourced resurgences lying along a
fault-line marked on British Geological Survey
Sheet 111 (Aitkenhead et al. 1985) and shown in
Figure 1 at 'A'. Although not currently precipitat-
ing calcite, springs continue to issue through the
tufas between 110 m and 120 m along line 1 (see
Fig. 5). Furthermore, the underlying deposits in the
vicinity of the Netherdale 1 borehole (Fig. 10) are
honeycombed with small cavities and conduits up
to 5 cm diameter. Organic nutrients, for biofilm
development, could have been derived from the
surrounding shallow-pool or paludal-ponded
environment now represented by the flat-lying
deposits upstream of the tufa.

Mounds make inefficient dams until they
coalesce and, in the Netherdale context, it appears
that they never developed beyond a collection of
pool-floor irregularities

The general context and construction of the
mounds fits well with examples of spring mounds
from the Ries Crater, Germany (Arp 1995). The
Netherdale example, however, appears to be the
first description of a mound tufa developed under
ambient temperature, fresh-water conditions (cf.
saline tufa mounds in Benson 1994; Arp et al.
1998). At Netherdale, water depths were in the
order of 1-2 m and the absence of aquatic-moss
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Fig. 10. (a) (Upper profile at Tiebridge Farm site). Hand-auger holes showing details of the lithostratigraphy along
a north-south line ending in a flint-gravel ridge (black arrowheads on Fig. 3a). Note the complex interfingering of
tufas and sapropel. The gravel ridge is the probable line source for lime-rich waters associated with tufa development.
The gravel ridge (possibly a relict channel bar) is seen rising gently between 60 m and 80 m in Figure 9b. (b) Per-
cussion-auger holes at the Netherdale site (Fig. 3d) showing the lithostratigraphic contrasts between the tufa ridge
and areas at the northern end of the profile. It is probably the coarser siliciclastic bands within the northern area that
produced the broad subhorizontal banding seen in the GPR trace. By contrast, the lithified phytoherm tufas are imposs-
ible to penetrate by percussion auger, except where highly cavernous tufa occurs in association with active spring
development at the Netherdale 1 (N.I) borehole.

colonization but abundance of microbial carbonate
suggests that water flow was weak. It is unclear
why there is an absence of semi-aquatic plants.

The Netherdale site, therefore, is a good example
of a previously undescribed fresh-water spring
mound tufa, but one possibly developed within a
shallow ponded area, well upstream of any phy-
toherm barrage.

The Test Valley spring mounds The Bossington
field and Tiebridge Farm tufa mounds help to refine
further the depositional context of newly defined
fresh-water spring mound deposits (an important
variant of the paludal model, Pedley 1992). There
is no indication, from either contained mollusc or
ostracod faunas in this part of the Test Valley, that
anything other than an open vegetation cover in a
groundwater-fed marsh setting existed immediately
prior to and during tufa-mound development
(Davies 1992, Davies pers comm. 2001; Griffiths
pers. comm. 2001). The paludal environments

probably consisted of interconnecting shallow
pools partly filled with decomposing organic
detritus interspersed with semi-aquatic macrophyte
stands of sedge and rushes and reeds. The absence
of siliciclastic-filled fluvial channels in the upper
parts of the Bossington and Tiebridge GPR lines
shows that the tufa mounds were hosted in these
shallow pools and developed far from the active
fluvial watercourses. Resedimented organic
detritus, possibly remobilized during early forest
clearances, may have greatly added to the organic
pool deposits (Davies 1992: Davies pers. comm.
2001). From the elevation of the mounds we envis-
age up to 60 cm of standing water in order for
development to be maintained in a submerged
state.

In this valley-wide, organic-rich paludal scenario
the only possible source of calcium carbonate-
saturated water for development of the mound tufas
was via valley-bottom resurgences. We identified
no present-day active lime-precipitating springs
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within any of the mounds studied, although non-
precipitating springs were active at two nearby
mound sites. Cavities similar to those encountered
in association with the springs in the Netherdale
site were found at hole 10 in the Tiebridge site
(Fig. 8). Comparisons between the somewhat dis-
rupted 200 MHz GPR signal signatures at 110-
115m along Netherdale line 1 (the active spring
site on the Wye) and areas near the tufa-mound
centres in the River Test sites (e.g. Fig. 8, at 30 m
on line 1 at Tiebridge) suggest that other spring
conduits might be recognizable if higher-resolution
GPR traces were to be run.

Equally important in the Test Valley sites is the
geographic location of the mound centres. At only
one survey site (Fig. 8, between 30 m and 50 m
along line 1) does a mound centre lie directly
above a fluvial channel complex. Therefore the
source of the saturated carbonate-rich waters is
unlikely to be from buried channel controlled flow.
More significant in the positioning of mound tufas
is the proximity of permeable black sapropels and
underlying flint gravels close to the base of the tufa
mound centres (see Figs 7a, b & 9a, b). Support
for the flint gravels being the principal spring
aquifer is seen in Figure 10 (top profile). Here, a
line of auger holes (for positions see Fig. 3a) run-
ning out from a permeable flint gravel ridge shows
the local development of paludal tufas. Tufa thick-
nesses are greatest adjacent to the ridge (probable
the source of calcium carbonate-rich water supply)
but decrease rapidly southward. A similar scenario
is seen downstream of a gravel ridge 500 m east
of Bossington village in Figure 2.

Although the tufa mounds could be an important
mechanism for initiating tufa barrages they prob-
ably never develop into true barrages because the
volume of carbonate-saturated waters being deliv-
ered via the resurgence points is never sufficient.
Indeed, the microherm microbial community
undoubtedly developed best under sluggish flow to
static water paludal conditions.

Fluvial barrages by contrast appear to develop
best where line-sourced carbonate-rich waters are
abundantly supplied to an active fluvial system, as
in the Upperdale site; River Lathkill sites (Pedley
1993), and the Ruidera pools, Spain (Ordonez et
al 1986; Pedley et al. 1996).

Sediment evolution and age of tufa
developments
In both Test and Wye Valleys, a Late Glacial active
braided stream is overlain with sharp contact by a
meandering fluvial regime. The Test Valley basal
flint gravels, according to Edwards and Freshney
(1987), are of periglacial origin and developed
from large volumes of disintegrated chalk and

associated flints which were carried down the Late
Glacial Test Valley. They are older than 9010
RCYBP (radiocarbon years before present) (for
radiocarbon dates see Neumann & Harris 1995).

Organics close above basal gravels in the Wye
Valley, Monsal Head core yielded an uncalibrated
radiocarbon date of 9220 RCYBP (Taylor et al
1994). By implication, therefore, both Test Valley
and Wye Valley tufas are Holocene in age.

The initiation of paludal tufa-mound develop-
ment in the Test Valley appears to have been rela-
tively sudden and developed simultaneously over a
wide area. Clearly mound development was trig-
gered by major new spring activity issuing into the
organic-rich paludal setting. An uncalibrated radi-
ocarbon date of 6050 (±90) RCYBP (Neumann &
Harris 1995) for the top of the underlying 'oxidized
peat' shows that development of the paludal tufa
mounds was relatively recent and commenced after
the earliest human colonization of the area.

Spring activity (and tufa-mound development)
was not necessarily associated with any perceptible
shift in the flow regime of the River Test because
organic-rich paludal conditions continued in sur-
rounding valley-bottom sites. None of the tufa
mounds in either the Wye or the Test Valleys are
currently active and tufa-forming activity is now
restricted to small stretches of the River Test (e.g.
at Bossington Bridge), where surficial microbial
microherm encrustation and oncoid developments
are visible. The cause of disappearance of active
mound-tufa development remains problematic.

Conclusions

This study demonstrates the value of GPR appli-
cations to valley-bottom tufa interpretations,
although considerable control in the form of auger-
hole data is required for precise interpretation. Five
lithofacies can be recognized from their distinct
radar facies signatures. (1) Tufa signals from mod-
erately well-lithified sites (phytoherm framestones
and microbial mound deposits) consist of nested
sets of high contrast (bright) sinuous bands, often
with intraunit truncations. These clearly display the
layered nature of the deposits whether the tufas are
paludal or barrage types. (2) In contrast, unlithified
lime muds yield poorly contrasting (dull) sub-
horizontal signals which are easily confused with
siliciclastic silts and clays. (3) Oncoidal tufas
generally are associated with fluvial channels and
were therefore uncommon in this study. Where
present they give bright signal responses even if
restricted to relatively thin bed developments. (4)
Bladed flint gravels give a strong signal from their
upper surface, especially where impregnated with
lime silts; however, internal fabrics generally are
masked. (5) Peats and sapropels provide an irregu-
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lar dull signal with considerable local 'noise'. Sig-
nal heterogeneities are mainly related to internal
woody bands and whole logs.

This GPR study has facilitated a clearer distinc-
tion between fluvial-barrage tufas and the newly
described valley-bottom (paludal) spring mound
tufas. Furthermore, the study has permitted a
redefinition of paludal tufas into two distinct types:

1. Line-sourced tufa sheet deposits in which the
paludal site is subjected to the seepage of rela-
tively large volumes of carbonate-enriched
waters escaping uniformly from aquifers
exposed in long sections of valley-margin
areas. The tufa sheets resulting from line-
sourced seepage may be many metres thick
(Pedley et al. in press) and are often finely
laminated and tabular bedded (e.g. Tanagro
Valley, Italy, Buccino et al 1978; El Jardin,
Spain, Taylor et al. 1998). Typically they con-
tain abundant phytoherm cushions (often
grasses, mosses but sometimes reeds, sedges
or other semi-aquatics). Ephemeral ponds and
palaeosols may also frequently figure in the
deposits and organic-rich deposits are
invariably associated with line-sourced tufa
sheets.

2. Point-sourced mound tufa deposits, a pre-
viously undescribed paludal type, develop
from slow-flowing, isolated individual springs,
sourced from underlying strata in valley-bot-
tom situations. The mounds are discrete, low-
amplitude structures and typically consist of
flat-bottomed lenses of pure, biomediated cal-
cium carbonate developments. The Test Valley
sites clearly indicate that these mounds can
develop as lenses of microbially biomediated
calcium carbonate in valley sites which other-
wise exhibit chemical conditions too hostile
for carbonate precipitation. The closest anal-
ogy to these are the much large tufa towers in
Pyramid Lake, Nevada (Benson et al. 1994)
and the spring mounds in the Badain Jaran
Sand Sea, China (Arp et al 1998). Both
examples, however, have developed from car-
bonate-rich fresh-water springs issuing into
hypersaline lakes rather than into fresh-water
sapropel-rich swamps.

The authors are indebted to the Manager of the Boss-
ington Estate Office and to Mr Affleck of Tiebridge Farm
for permission to access the land under their control and
for valuable discussion on local valley-bottom sediments.
The authors also thank Dr P. Davies for information on
Holocene mollusc in the Test Valley and to Dr H. Grif-
fiths for advice on ostracod palaeoenvironments rep-
resented in Bossington Holocene sediments. The project
was initiated with a small seedcorn grant from the
Geology Department (Leicester) and was assisted by a

British Council grant (Griffiths, Schwalb & Pedley, Bri-
tish-German Academic Research Collaboration (ARC)
Programme Award 904 (KN/991/ll/llthMEETKB-t).
The project could not have been carried out without the
loan of GPR equipment from the Natural Environment
Research Council equipment pool. Radar processing was
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The use of vertical radar profiling (VRP) in
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Abstract: Vertical radar profiling (VRP) is an application of ground penetrating radar (GPR)
technologies that can extract important subsurface information from suitable outcrops. Using
standard GPR equipment, a site-specific time-depth calibration can be obtained, along with corre-
lation of observed sedimentological horizons exposed on cliff-faces. These horizons may then
be correlated with subsurface reflection events imaged on fixed-offset profiles. Summaries of
six GPR study sites, where the VRP technique was used, are detailed. Where possible, CMP
and VRP velocities have been compared, and show good correlations. Geochemical analysis of
selected sedimentary rocks shows that increasing grain size and quartz mineral percentages gen-
erally lead to increased GPR velocities. Reflection events tend to be associated with
sandstone/shale boundaries.

Our research has focused on obtaining ground pen-
etrating radar (GPR) datasets on sedimentary ana-
logues of petroleum reservoirs. GPR can provide
the three-dimensional (3-D) volumetric infor-
mation needed to build more realistic reservoir
models (Pringle et al. 2000, 2003). To achieve this,
multiple closely spaced 2-D or, rarely, 3-D fixed-
offset GPR profiles are acquired behind well-
exposed outcrop cliff sections. GPR information is
used to map observed sedimentological features
from the outcrop face into the subsurface (Pringle
et al 2000, 2003; Corbeanu et al 2001; Szerbiak
et al 2001). Digital photogrammetry, surveying
information, sedimentary analysis and interpret-
ation provide a control framework within which the
GPR dataset is integrated.

In most GPR studies (e.g. Fisher et al 1992), a
common-mid-point (CMP) survey is carried out in
order to determine an average site velocity and thus
allow conversion of 2-D GPR profiles from time
to depth. However, vertical radar profiling (VRP)
can both measure a direct velocity and correlate
observed lithological boundaries in an outcrop
cliff-face to subsurface reflection events imaged on
GPR profiles and CMPs behind the cliff-face. VRP
velocity measurements use direct waves rather than
the reflected waves of the normal move-out (NMO)
technique described by Fisher et al (1992). Much
deeper sedimentary units can therefore be imaged
by VRP than by fixed-offset profiling or CMP tech-
niques, because the direct waves are less attenuated

than reflected waves. VRP up-going and down-
going wavefields are also separable, as in vertical
seismic profiling (VSP). Analysing the separated
wavefields allows multiple events to be clearly
identified and attributed to their generating reflec-
tion events (Gal'perin pers. comm. 1987).

Site investigations have been undertaken on sedi-
mentary sequences deposited in fluvial and proximal
and distal turbidite environments (see Table 1 for
site summaries). Site-specific aims have included
mapping shale interbeds in sand-rich turbidite sand-
stones (Scottish Borders), tracing sinuous turbidite
channels (Ireland, see Pringle et al 2003), and map-
ping intrachannel fill in ancient fluvial channels
(Spain). Reflection events have been recognized at
depths ranging from less than 1 m to 75 m. Multiple
vertical radar profiles (VRPs) were sometimes
acquired at the same site, using different dominant-
frequency antennae, depending on the fixed-offset
profile survey. Results from these investigations are
detailed in the results section.

VRP theory

The Russian geophysicist Gal'perin realized that a
borehole geophone array would produce a seismic
record from which the up-going and down-going
seismic wavefields could be easily separated (Fig.
la) (Westerman pers. comm. 1987). This became
known as vertical seismic profiling (VSP). VSP has
the benefit of greatly increasing penetration depths

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 225-246. 0305-8719/037$15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.



Table 1. Summary of vertical radar profiling (VRP) study sites

Study site

Cow Peel Bridge

Alport Castles

Torkeal

Bridges of Ross

Castissent

Caspe

Date

May 99

Nov. 99

Aug. 00

Aug. 00

May 01

May 01

Location

UK
NTS 1443114

UK
SK143914

EIRE
Q759513

EIRE
Q736506

0°44'25" E
42°09'11"N

0°07'58" W
41°15'15"N

Age (Ma)

Llandovery (Ord.)
432 Ma*

Namurian (Carb.)
315-318 Ma

L. Namurian (Carb.)
325-320 Ma

L. Namurian (Carb.)
325-320 Ma

U. Ypresian (Eoc.)
49-50 Ma

Chattian (Oligo.)
23.3-29.3 Ma

Location

Cow Peel Bridge,
Scottish Borders

Alport Castles,
Derbyshire

Torkeal, Co.
Clare, Eire

Bridges of Ross,
Co. Clare, Eire

Castissent, Pyrenees,
northern Spain

Caspe, central Spain

Lithological units

Buckholm Fm.

Shale Grit Fm.

Ross Fm.

Ross Fm.

Castissent Sandstone Fm.

Caspe Fm.

Study aim

Locate shale interbeds within tur-
bidite sandstones

Trace turbidite channel, observable
30 m down cliff-face exposure

Trace turbidite channel 20 m down
cliff-face exposure

Trace turbidite channel & intrach-
annel fill across study site

Map multistorey, fluvial sandstones
across site

Map intrachannel fill across fluvial
meander loop

*Cow Peel Bridge has been dated by Floyd (2000)
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Fig. 1. (a) Vertical seismic profile (VSP) theory as first realized by Gal'Perin (pers. comm. 1987). By picking the
first breaks, a direct measurement of velocity can be determined. This is obtained by raising a receiver progressively
towards a seismic source up a well-bore, (b) VSP technique with GPR, adapted for outcrops, to create vertical radar
profiles (VRPs). R, receiver antennae positions, situated progressively further from transmitter antennae; V, velocity
layers progressively further away from transmitter antennae, (c) VRP acquisition at Bridges of Ross outcrop, western
Ireland, using 450 MHz dominant-frequency antennae. The antennae pair were progressively separated at a constant
trace sample interval down the vertical cliff-face.

and resolving thinner units thinner than those
presently definable on standard seismic profiles.

Researchers such as Stewart (pers. comm. 1999)
and Zhow and Sato (2000) have used the GPR
technique to create VRPs. Zhow and Sato (2000)
constructed a down-borehole, broad-band, stepped
frequency (0.1–500 MHz) polarimetric radar sys-
tem for slim boreholes to calibrate their 2-D pro-
files. Cross-borehole radar tomography has also
been investigated (e.g. Cai & McMechan 1999;
Wanstedt et al. 2000), whereby a receiver-antennae
array was placed down a borehole at a set spacing,
recording the electromagnetic wave produced from
the transmitter antenna placed in another borehole.
Both first-arrival travel times and amplitudes were
calculated for each source/receiver pair. The inter-
val between the boreholes was then divided into
segments and populated with approximate values
gained from the multiple ray paths. This technique,
termed 'tomographic inversion', produced velocity
tomographs (Wanstedt et al 2000).

Another approach is that followed by Corbeanu
et al (2001) and Szerbiak et al. (2001), who con-
structed synthetic profiles from borehole log
interpretations drilled behind outcrop faces. These
synthetic profiles were then used to build a 3-D
velocity model to convert radar profiles from time
to depth. However, drilling boreholes in indurated
sediments can be expensive and specialized radar
equipment is required (see Waard 2001).

Instead of drilling boreholes, we have acquired

VRPs down cliff-faces of outcropping sedimentary
rocks using only standard GPR equipment (Fig.
1b). One GPR antenna (usually the transmitter) is
placed on the cliff-top, while the other antenna is
moved progressively down the cliff-face at a con-
stant trace sample interval (Fig. 1c).

VRP acquisition and parameters

VRPs are best acquired on vertical cliff-faces of
ancient sedimentary strata. Stratigraphy containing
thick (>1 m) shale units above target horizons
should be avoided because such units rapidly atten-
uate the radar signal. Sites with significant faulting
should also be avoided (unless faults are targets)
because these may interfere with reflection events.
Ideally, targets should be stratigraphic boundaries,
showing high reflection coefficient (RC) values
(see Alport Castles, equation 1, below). Targets
with low RC values have been found to be imaged
only by using GPR frequency antennae of
450 MHz and above. A non-vegetated cliff and top
surface are preferred to enable easy access of the
equipment for VRP and subsequent fixed-offset
profile acquisition.

Where possible, VRPs should be located at one
end of a fixed-offset profile in order to allow direct
correlation of reflection events from the VRP to the
profile. The transmitter antenna, power source and
recording equipment should be positioned a few
metres from the cliff-edge, to avoid air-wave inter-
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ference, but below any potential attenuation layers,
e.g. shale. The receiver antenna rather than the
transmitter is generally moved down the cliff-face
because not having to trigger the radar pulse sim-
plifies the abseiler's tasks. The receiver antenna
should be accurately moved at a specified interval
down the cliff-face, antenna orientation being hori-
zontal (we generally use co-pole orientation), par-
allel with sedimentary bedding and at right-angles
to the cliff itself. VRPs are relatively unaffected by
receiver coupling, since ray paths pass close to the
cliff-face only as they approach the receiver, but
good coupling should still be attempted. The major
limitation on the length of the VRP record is the
length of the cable from the receiver antenna to the
recording equipment. The longest possible cables
are essential on higher cliff-faces.

As the study sites summarized in Table 1 pro-
duced widely varying GPR responses, presurvey
testing was critical to gaining the best possible data
acquisition. Each site had a number of repeat test-
lines, using a variety of dominant-frequency
antennae. Fixed-offset profiles, CMPs and VRPs
were all used to test for optimal antenna frequency.
VRPs and CMPs were acquired, the preset trace-
sample interval being decided in the field from
study of the raw test-profile results. Acquisition
parameters were also varied on repeat sections
(Table 2). The number of stacks was varied from
128-fold to 1024-fold in order to assess the
cost/benefit of acquisition time v. signal: noise
ratio. After field acquisition, radar processing was
undertaken using the VISTA seismic processing
software package. An outline processing workflow
is shown in Figure 2. The processing steps for GPR
reflection profiles, VRPs and CMPs are detailed in
Tables 3, 4 and 5 respectively.

We describe VRP results from six sites and three
different geological ages. Four of the study sites
represent turbidite depositional environments and
two are from fluvial examples. The surface-reflec-
tion GPR surveys, which were also carried out at
each study site, are not discussed. Fixed-offset pro-
files from one of the Scottish Border sites are
shown in Pringle et al (1999) and results from one
of the Irish study sites are detailed in Pringle et al.
(see 2003).

Study sites

Cow Peel Bridge, Scottish Borders, UK

Outcrops of Ordovician (Llandovery) turbidite
deposits at Cow Peel Bridge (UK grid reference:
NT31443114) were the target lithology in the
Scottish Borders. During the Ordovician, sand-rich
successions up to 2 km thick were deposited in
high-gradient, deep-sea fans (Kemp 1987; Floyd

1996). The resulting deposits typically comprise
0.5-5 m-thick, amalgamated, non-graded turbidite
sandstones, interbedded with thin-bedded sand-
stones and shales generally less than 0.5 m thick.
Bedding is subvertical, and observed bedding con-
tacts have been offset by minor strike-slip and
reverse faults (Fig. 3). Outcrop faces generally are
planar, which assisted GPR data acquisition. The
aim of this pilot study was to see whether GPR
could successfully image 5-8 cm shale interbeds
and faults as discontinuous reflection events and,
if so, to establish which velocity contrasts were
imaged. A series of closely spaced fixed-offset, 2-
D profiles was also acquired. Profiles are presented
in Pringle et al (1999), illustrating the shale unit
being investigated, as well as imaging the minor
fault offsetting the interbedded sandstone and
shale units.

A VRP was acquired using 900 MHz dominant-
frequency antennae (Fig. 4). Smooth outcrop faces
meant that the VRP did not need to be adjusted to
account for any surface rugosity. The slope of the
first-arrival event shows a clear relationship
between time and depth through the sediments,
with several clear reflection events also depicted
(arrowed in Fig. 4). An average velocity
(Q.14mns~l) can be determined from the overall
slope profile. This value was used to convert the
local radar-reflection profiles from time to depth. A
five-fold decrease in amplitude was also observed
where the direct arrival wave crossed a
sandstone/shale boundary.

First-arrival peak picks (Fig. 5o) show three
clear changes in average velocity slope angle (Fig.
5). However, only one velocity break can be
definitively correlated with observed lithology
(marked in Fig. 5b): the 8 cm-thick shale horizon
observed at the outcrop surface (shown in Fig.
3b & c). Indeed, plotting unit 2 (Fig. 5o) (velocity
values obtained in the thin shale horizon) shows a
distinctly different slope from the rest of the out-
crop (see values in Fig. 5). Thus plotting average
velocity values can locate thin (8 cm in this case)
horizons that are not resolvable using the fixed-off-
set profiling technique. The M2 and M3 velocity
breaks shown in Figure 5a could not be correlated
with observed sedimentary boundaries. Subunits 3
and 4 in Figure 5a can be further subdivided
(denoted as fl-f5), a breakdown not observed on
the outcrop surface. The f 1 events (~0.5 m spacing)
may reflect subtle grain-size changes in the sand-
stone beds, which may mark individual turbidite
deposition events. Unfortunately, the 900 MHz
fixed-offset profiles acquired at this site (positions
marked in Fig. 3b) only penetrated to 2 m depth;
therefore the M2 and M3 events could not be
traced over the outcrop.



Table 2. Summary of VRP parameters and overall constant velocities of the ground- and air-waves where measured

Study
site

CPB, UK
Alport, UK
Torkeal,
Eire
Torkeal,
Eire
B of R,
Eire
Castissent,
Spain
Castissent,
Spain
Castissent,
Spain
Castissent,
Spain
Caspe, Spain
Alport, UK
Alport, UK

CPB, Cow

Sensors &
software
system

PE1000
PE100
PE100

PE100

PE1000

PE1000

PE1000

PE1000

PE1000

PE1000
PE100
PE100

Peel Bridge

Cable
type

Metallic
Fibre-optic
Metallic

Metallic

Fibre-optic

Metallic

Metallic

Metallic

Metallic

Metallic
Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic

Ant.
freq.
(MHz)

900
50

100

50

225

450

450

225

110

225
50
50

VRP
ground
wave
velocity
(mns-1)

0.14
0.25
0.23

0.28

0.23

0.17

0.10

0.11

0.28

0.13
0.13
0.08

No. of
first
arrival
picks
sampled

199
283

17

69

94

62

50

19

26

28
18
8

Correlation
coefficient
(R2)

0.99
1.00
0.99

0.99

0.99

1.00

0.99

0.98

0.99

0.99
0.83
0.9

Air wave No. of Correlation Sample
velocity first coefficient rate
(mns"1) arrival (R2) (ps)

picks
sampled

100
1600
800

1600

400

200

0.38 39 0.98 200

0.30 37 0.99 400

700

0.28 32 0.98 400
1600
1600

Sample
rate
(m)

0.01
0.10
0.20

0.20

0.02

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.25

0.10
0.05
0.05

Sed.
profile
length
(m)

40.00
12.00

12.60

1.92

1.00

2.60

6.00

8.50
0.1
0.1

VRP
length
(m)

4.14
24.00
11.20

13.60

1.86

0.80

2.50

4.30

6.25

8.50
1.70
0.70

Details

Repeat VRP

Cl location

Site 1

Site 2 - air vel. too higl

Site 2

Site 2

Opp. side of site to p2

Peat near VRP loc.

B of R, Bridges of Ross
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Fig. 2. Seismic data-processing workflow for VSPs,
adapted to GPR vertical radar profiles (see Table 4 for
more detail).

Table 3. GPR data processing workflow for reflection
profiles acquired on the fluvial Caspe study site, cen-
tral Spain

1 Output dewowed GPR file as SEG-Y data from
pulseEKKO acquisition software

2 Input SEG-Y file into VISTA seismic
processing software (Field sample rate 300 ps
translates to processing sample rate 300 s)

3 Resample from 300 s to 100 s for more accurate
first-break picks

4 Debias, flatten on first break picks, window and
ramp end of trace

5 Time-variant balance to recover reflection events
at relative amplitude

6 Band-pass filter to remove DC shift amplified
by balance

7 Time-variant spectral balance to condition
frequency spectrum and improve resolution
while preserving relative amplitude

8 a FK filter to remove multiple events parallel to
the acquisition surface if needed, but undertaken
in second pass only after consultation with
interpreters. This was used for the Caspe data,
where reflection events are weak to surface
multiples imaged at a high angle. FK was not
used on the other six, turbidite datasets, where
the reflection events are usually very strong.

9a Elevation statistics using GPS survey results and
VRP average velocity

Table 4. GPR VRP data-processing workflow

1 Output GPR file as a SEG-Y data from
pulseEKKO acquisition software

2 Input SEG-Y file into VISTA seismic
processing software (Field sample rate 300 ps
translates to processing sample rate 300 s)

3 Resample from 300 s to 100 s for more accurate
first-break picks

4 Debias, flatten on first break picks, window and
ramp end of trace

5 Time-variant balance to recover reflection events
at relative amplitude

6 Band-pass filter to remove DC shift amplified
by balance

7 Time-variant spectral balance to condition
frequency spectrum and improve resolution
while preserving relative amplitude

8b Median filter to parallel first breaks (now all at
t = 0 to enhance down-going wavefield)

9b Subtract down-going wavefield from fill record
(at step 7) to produce new up-going wavefield

10 Add double first-break time, up-going wavefield
creates a record in two-way time versus offset

11 Median velocity filter parallel to reflection
events (now parallel t = 0) to enhance up-going
wavefields

12 Corridor stack (see text for description)
constructed to compare with first-break (time,
depth) log and stratigraphic log

Table 5. GPR CMP data-processing workflow

1 Output GPR file as SEG-Y data from
pulseEKKO acquisiton software

2 Input SEG-Y file into VISTA seismic
processing software (Field sample rate 300 ps
translates to processing sample rate 300 s)

3 Resample from 300 s to 100 s for more accurate
first-break picks

4 Debias, flatten on first-break picks, window and
ramp end of trace

5 Time-variant balance to recover reflection events
at relative amplitude

6 Band-pass filter to remove DC shift amplified
by balance

7 Generate: Semblance and Constant Velocity
Stack sections

8 Velocity analysis (velans) based upon Normal
Move-Out (NMO) assumptions

9 Output RMS and interval velocity profiles
10 Convert (Two-Way Time, Interval Velocity)

profile to (Time, Depth) profile for reflection
events

Alport Castles, Derbyshire, UK

Carboniferous (Namurian) proximal turbidites
were investigated at Alport Castles, Derbyshire
(UK grid reference: SK143914) (Walker 1966).
The -50 m-high cliff-face exposes complex chan-

nel fills and sheet-like sandstones with varying
sand/shale proportions. The top surface behind the
cliff section is blanketed by up to 2 m of peat. The
cliff section is the slip surface of a rotational slope
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Fig. 3. (a) Location map, and (b) photomosaic of vertically dipping Ordovician, sand-rich turbidites at Cow Peel
Bridge, near Innerleithen, Scottish Borders. Indurated sediments have undergone low-grade metamorphism and mul-
tiple faulting events, the latter controlling the exposed smooth faces. Rectangular outline indicates where fixed-offset
GPR profiles were acquired. White line, location of VRP, oriented perpendicular to bedding. (c) and (d) Thin section
photomicrographs taken from shale and sandstone units respectively.

Fig. 4. VRP acquired at the Cow Peel Bridge study site. The direct ground-wave (labelled) is defined by the obvious
arrivals from top left to bottom right (in conventional VSP format). The direct air-wave is also labelled. An obvious
reflection event (Ml) is marked around 50 cm depth, with an inclined reflection event (M2) and a weak reflection
(M3) deeper in the section. The amplitude palette is shown on the left.
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Fig. 5. (a) First-arrival break picks from the vertical radar profile shown in Figure 4 correlated with (b) the sedimentary
log. Arrows in (b) relate to palaeocurrent indicators measured in the field. Arrival break at 0.42 m (Ml) corresponds
to 8 cm-thick shale horizon. Lithological changes responsible for (M2) and (M3) events could not be observed at
outcrop. Velocity discontinuities (fl-f5) may be subtle 'fining-upward sequences' ('fus'). These also were not observed
during outcrop examination. First-arrival picks have been subdivided (1-7) and analysed, with results tabulated
(see text).

failure, so many of the blocks immediately behind
the cliff-face are slightly rotated. A radar grid
covering 1 km by 100 m was acquired using
100 MHz dominant-frequency antennae behind the
cliff-face. Figure 6 shows an example of one fixed-
offset profile obtained. The aim at this site was to
trace small-scale turbidite channels exposed in the
cliff-face across the near-surface behind the cliff-
face. Initial interpretation of GPR reflection pro-
files allowed reflections to be traced over this area
(see Pringle et al. 2000) but significant attenuation,
presumably caused by a saturated overlying peat
layer, limited maximum depth of reflection events
to ~ 30 m (see Fig. 6).

A 50 MHz VRP was acquired down the outcrop
face, with the transmitter sited ~5 m behind the
outcrop face but below the peat layer, thereby avo-
iding potential peat attenuation effects. This was

also the start of the profile shown in Figure 6. VRP
acquisition was a challenge, not least of which was
having to abseil down the 60 m cliff-face with the
2 m-wide receiver antenna. The irregular cliff sur-
face was also a problem, requiring the abseiler to
keep the transmitter well coupled with the strata
(ideally at right-angles to the cliff-face) and parallel
to bedding. The velocity derived was 0.25 m ns - 1 .

Impressive penetration depths were obtained,
with reflection events observable at 53 m, 62 m,
64 m and 74 m depth (Fig. 7). The deeper events
are interpreted to be stratigraphic boundaries.
These are taken to be the base Shale Grit uncon-
formity, base of the Mam Tor Beds and base of
the Edale Shales respectively. The strong reflection
events imaged at ~400–500 ns are interpreted to be
from the Edale Shales, reflecting an abrupt litho-
logical change from sand-rich to shalier deposits
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Fig. 6. Fixed-offset profile obtained at Alport Castles, Derbyshire, UK, using 50 MHz-frequency antennae, with
location map (inset). The in-line is 178 m long with a trace-sample spacing of 0.5 m. The western end is also the site
of the VRP.

Fig. 7. VRP obtained from the Alport Castles site with a trace sample interval of 0.1 m. Reflection events and the
air-/ground-wave interface have both been projected to convert reflections from time to depth. The deeper events are
inferred stratigraphic boundaries. Close-dotted lines indicate onlapping relationships.

observed at appropriate depths at nearby localities
(by Walker 1966).

The apparent stratigraphic dips of significant
boundaries represented by strong reflection events
(shown in Fig. 5) can be calculated from VRP
wavefield measurements. The apparent dips for
these events, interpreted to be the base Shale Grit,
base Mam Tor beds and base of Edale Shales, were
calculated as ~2°, ~12° and ~12° respectively.
Observed outcrop dips for the base Shale Grit
proximal to the study site (~3°S–E) are consistent
with these calculations.

Ideally, more VRPs would have been obtained
along the cliff-face, for further confirmation of the
local dips, but, being in the Peak District National
Park, we were only allowed one abseil site. The
reflections in the upper 30 m could be correlated

with reflection events from the fixed-offset profile
survey, thus correlating observed sedimentary sur-
faces on the cliff-faces with subsurface reflection
events on the profiles. However, deeper reflection
events imaged on the VRP were not exposed at the
cliff-face; inferred stratigraphic boundaries
(marked in Fig. 7) are exposed elsewhere in the
study area. The average velocity profile is also
more uniform below 15m, but this does not corre-
late with more uniform sedimentary strata (see
also Discussion).

The Alport Castles VRP traces were summed at
a constant two-way time across a narrow mute win-
dow, parallel to the first break picks curve, to pro-
duce a corridor stack (Fig. 8). The corridor stack
is the equivalent of synthetic seismic sections used
to correlate lithology logs and reflection sections.
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Fig. 8. Outcrop photograph at Alport Castles site, with dotted lines showing VRP and sedimentary log paths. The
sedimentary log (see Fig. 5 for key) and VRP radar amplitude (see text for more information) have been placed in
their correct position. A reasonable correlation may be between the positive peaks and sandy intervals in the corridor
stack; negative peaks may correspond to more shalier intervals.

Successions of closely spaced reflection events
overlap and stack up to produce large, composite
reflection events, with either positive or negative
amplitudes. The stack was then converted from
time to depth and compared with observed geology
and the sedimentary log (Fig. 9). Comparisons of
the corridor stack with the sedimentary log show
thin-bedded intervals of sandstone and shale gener-
ally corresponding with negative amplitude peaks.
Positive amplitude peaks appear to correlate with
more uniform, sandy intervals. This reflects a
higher complex permittivity in sandstone compared
with shale. Equation 1 shows that the reflection
coefficient (RC) is positive if the complex permit-
tivity of the upper bed (K1 is greater than that of
the lower bed (K2). A positive peak amplitude
reflection event will thus be produced.

where K1 and K2 are the complex permittivity of
the upper and lower units respectively in this case.

Ross Formation: Torkeal Bay and Bridges
of Ross, County Clare, Ireland

The Carboniferous Ross Formation is well exposed
on coastal outcrops on the Loop Head Peninsula in
County Clare, western Ireland. Two study sites
were investigated: one at Torkeal Bay (Eire grid
reference: Q759513) and the other at the Bridges
of Ross (Eire grid reference: Q736506). The latter
is described in Pringle et al. (2003). Dominantly
sand-rich, sheet sandstones are observed. Interbed-
ded within these units are small-scale channels,
typically 100-500 m wide and 5-15 m deep. The
turbidite channels have been interpreted to be
deposited from laterally shifting sediment sources
from deltaic and submarine slopes (Elliott 2000a).
Estimating channel sinuosity, as well as individual
bedding-unit connectivity and continuity, were the
main goals of the GPR investigations at these
localities.

The 50 m-high cliff at the Torkeal Bay site dis-
played an infilled turbidite channel 20 m down the
cliff-face (Fig. 9). A profile survey was undertaken
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Fig. 9. Photomontage of the east-facing (~60 m-high)
cliff at Torkeal Bay, western Ireland. The abseiled sedi-
mentary log is in its approximate position (see Fig. 5 for
key, abseilers for scale). Target channel surface marked
as a dotted white line. A-C show sample locations men-
tioned in Table 9. Corridor stack produced from VRP is
scaled to match the sedimentary log. The sedimentary log
and VRP stack are not in complete accordance with the
photograph, due to lens distortion. GPR equipment can
be observed behind the cliff-top, where a series of 2-D
GPR profiles were acquired.

over the top of this channel fill, with a detailed
sedimentary log and two VRPs (using 50 MHz and
100 MHz dominant-frequency antennae) at the
same locality obtained down the vertical cliff-face.
However, attempts to image reflection events were
unsuccessful on both fixed-offset profiles and
VRPs, with attenuation of the signal being due to
a thick peat layer on the outcrop top and/or a 1 m-
thick shale layer, 3 m below the cliff-top. Radar-
signal penetration depth was down to 50 m, compa-
rable to the 73 m obtained at Alport Castles, using
the same frequency (50 MHz) antennae. The aver-

age velocity was calculated to be 0.26 mns - 1 .
Variable first-arrival pick velocities could be corre-
lated with more heterogeneous intervals. A corridor
stack was also derived from the VRP using the
same methodology as at the Alport study site.
However, at this site, the amplitudes could not be
correlated with lithologies.

The Bridges of Ross study site (Fig. Ic) was
investigated in detail, tracing a turbidite channel
margin and its intracbannel fill across a surface
between two vertical cliff sections by acquiring
fixed-offset reflection profile grids, using
110 MHz, 225MHz and 450 MHz frequency
antennae (Pringle et al. 2003). Acquisition could
be undertaken directly on the rock as there was no
overburden present. A VRP was also acquired to
calibrate the fixed-offset profiles and an average
velocity of 0.23 m n s - 1 was derived. Reflection
events imaged on the VRP were correlated with
subsurface reflection events imaged on the fixed-
offset profiles.

Fluvial study sites

Castissent, Spanish Pyrenees The Castissent Sand-
stone Formation is an Eocene fluvial deposit occur-
ring within the Tremp-Graus Sub-basin (Marzo et
al. 1988), one of a series of Tertiary foreland bas-
ins south of the Pyrenees (Table 1). It is composed
of multistorey sandstone bodies and is up to 40 m
thick in the eastern part of the basin. The Castissent
Sandstone Formation was interpreted by Nijman
and Puigdefabregas (1978) as a coarse-grained
meander-belt deposit. At the study site on the
Puente de Montanana - Tremp road (at the 5 km
marker point), the sequence is between 15 m and
20 m thick. A top surface some 100 X 40 m occurs
behind an approximately 20 m-high cliff-face.
Medium-grained sandstones predominate, in trough
cross-bedded sets up to 1 m thick and up to several
metres long. A fixed-offset profile grid 90 X 40 m,
using 110 MHz and 225 MHz dominant-frequency
antennae, was obtained at the study site in an
attempt to image major bounding surfaces and
sedimentary structures within the deposit. Profiles
generally showed few continuous reflection events,
variable reflectors being observed between profiles
less than 1 m apart. It was suggested that we return
to the study site and use higher frequency antennae
because the frequencies used (110 MHz and
225 MHz) could not resolve the sandstone/
sandstone boundaries. Rainstorms soaked the study
site during fieldwork, so outcrop conditions varied
from dry to wet, depending on the field day. This
may have contributed to the variable profile results.

Four VRPs were acquired at two locations, with
one location reprofiled using 110 MHz, 225 MHz
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and 450 MHz antennae. Average velocity values
(Table 2) varied between 0.10 mns - 1 and
0.28 m n s - 1 at the same locality, using 450 MHz
and 225 MHz frequency antennae respectively. A
possible reason for the average velocity variations
could be that the 225 MHz frequency VRP was
twice as long as the 450 MHz profile, which may
have picked up more moisture-rich layers deeper
in the section (Kruse pers. comm.). (See Dis-
cussion for further comments on the repeat VRP
average velocity variations at the same locality.)
Note that the 450 MHz VRP air-wave average
velocity measurement is impossible, as it suggests
a velocity faster than the speed of light!

Caspe, Aragon Province, Spain Oligocene fluvial
sediments in the Ebro Basin in northeastern Spain
are spectacularly exposed near the town of Caspe
(Mohrig et al. 2000; Table 1). Stacked sandy chan-
nel-belt deposits are preserved as sinuous raised
ridges up to 10 m higher than interchannel or
floodplain areas, as the softer mudstones of the
floodplain areas have preferentially eroded away.
Individual channel-belt deposits are up to 3 m thick
and 2–40 m wide. Up to five channels, stacked
obliquely and vertically, form each channel belt
(Fig. 10a). Within the belt, the individual channel
deposits generally connect vertically with one
another, but they can also be separated by shales
and fine sands deposited during phases of channel
abandonment. A new road-cutting has created 8 m-
high exposures through channel-belt deposits, per-
pendicular to palaeoflow direction. Multiple 2-D
GPR profiles were acquired along a channel-belt
top, using 225 MHz dominant-frequency antennae.
There was little to no overburden on the channel
top. Small bushes posed a minor problem by inter-
fering with good antennae coupling with rock
strata. 225 MHz CMP was also acquired, oriented
parallel to the channel trend (Fig. lOc), with a velo-
city of 0.12 m ns-1 being calculated. This was the
best CMP profile acquired at any of the study sites
described here; both shallow and deep reflection
events were imaged down to 10 m. Unfortunately,
the subsequent 14 fixed-offset profiles acquired did
not image these deep reflection events. Only the
top 1-2 m of the channel deposits exposed on the
road-cut face could be interpreted on the profiles.

A 225 MHz frequency VRP was acquired at the
road-face, directly below the CMP position (VRP
acquisition shown in Fig. Wa). An average VRP
velocity of 0.13 m ns-1 was determined. The CMP
from the site has strong primary and multiple
reflection events (Fig. l0c), but the VRP obtained
(Fig. 10b) shows weaker reflection events than
were imaged in the VRPs discussed in the rest of
this paper. The VRP also shows a very unusual set
of direct ground-waves (Fig. 10b). This could be

due to a nearby fault interfering with direct arrivals
or, though less likely, to the initial ground-wave
being converted to an air-wave part-way down the
profile. The constant-offset GPR profiles were also
of variable quality, locally as good as the CMP,
but more commonly showing the weak reflection
events of the VRP. The outcrop face (Fig. 10a)
shows that reflection events are caused by bound-
aries with the medium- and granular-grained litho-
logies, which have lower permittivity contrasts
than those present in turbidite depositional environ-
ments (Fig. Ic). The 225 MHz antennae did not
produce strong reflection events from these grain-
size contrasts. Higher frequency, shorter wave-
length antennae may yield more usable results at
this site.

Discussion

A number of factors and trends have emerged that
are common to all study sites and these are dis-
cussed, factor by factor, below.

Air-wave velocities

A. P. Annan (pers. comm. 2001) suggests that the
VRP methodology described in the theory section
is not well established and that air-wave effects are
very different in radar than from those observed in
VSPs. Radar air-waves can travel many paths
down a rough surface, especially at the air/ground
interface. We have shown in the Alport VRP that
good data can be obtained from rugose cliff sec-
tions, although this may have been a factor in the
unusual Caspe VRP results.

The direct air-wave velocity was measured at
four of the study sites (Table 2). The speed of
radar-waves in air is given as 0.30 mns- 1 ,
depending on humidity, pressure and temperature
(Fogiel 1980). However, our values ranged from
0.24 mns- 1 to 0.29mns-1 (discounting the
impossible 0.38 mns - 1 value obtained from the
450 MHz frequency VRP gained at the Castissent
site). Air-wave readings were obtained using
900 MHz, 450 MHz and 225 MHz dominant-fre-
quency antennae, showing a 0.06 m n s - 1 velocity
range at the same site.

Air-wave velocity variations may be influenced
by a number of factors, the most obvious being
inconsistent first-arrival picking and sample inter-
val inaccuracies (although averaging the whole
profile should minimize the latter). Inconsistent
first break arrival picking has been ruled out, as
nearly all of the GPR data collected is of constant
phase. Peak events do not seem to be affected by
phase roll, as they keep a regular shape across the
record. Varying environmental conditions, such as
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Fig. 10. (a) VRP acquisition at Caspe study site, Aragon Province, Spain. A road section has cut through Oligocene
fluvial channel belts, each belt composed of up to five obliquely stacked channel deposits. Sedimentary log is shown
beside the VRP location. Grain-size scale is: sh, shale; vf, very fine; f, fine; m, medium; c, coarse; vc, very coarse,
gn, granular sandstones. (b) VRP acquired using 225 MHz frequency antennae, showing the direct air-wave interfering
with the direct ground-wave reflection. Observed weak reflection events are arrowed, one (Ml) unexpectedly appearing
at the first arrival line. (c) 225 MHz frequency CMP acquired at right-angles to VRP location shown in (a). This CMP
shows greater detail of shallow and deep reflection events than those from any of the six study sites.
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groundwater-moisture content and air temperature
and humidity are potential major variables, as the
study sites vary from wet Scottish highlands to
semi-arid Spanish plains.

Additionally, a range of radar equipment with
different frequency antennae, and both metallic and
fibre-optical cabling to connect the power source
to the antennae, were used during the course of
these studies (Table 2). Metallic cabling may inter-
fere with wavefields or, indeed, provide the travel
path of waves. Varying degrees of coupled direct
ground-wave/air-wave interactions could be occur-
ring, perhaps controlled by cliff-face rugosity.
Sangster (pers. comm.) suggests that, if a quartz-
crystal oscillator-based timing device were to be
developed for GPR, this would remove variable
timing readings. An alternative strategy, with cur-
rent instrumentation, would be always to record an
air-wave. This could be undertaken by overlapping
the antennae across the cliff-edge, or holding the
antennae in the air and recording the air-wave
directly. Then, a statics adjustment could be made
on the air-wave, which has a known velocity. This
assumes, of course, that it is a direct air-wave and
not a coupled ground-wave/air-wave as previously
discussed. Parameters such as the distance from
antenna to the cliff-edge should also be tested in
order to check whether this is a significant variable.

Ground-wave velocity variations

Average ground-wave velocities were obtained
from all study sites (Table 2). Values were found
to be site-specific, varying from comparatively low
values (~0.lmns -1) in the Scottish Borders to
~0.25 m ns - 1 in Derbyshire and Ireland and ~0.1-
0.28 m ns-! in Spain. Due to the small population
of values derived, no correlation between lithology
age and velocity can be ascertained (for discussion
on potential variables affecting air-wave values see
Air-wave velocities, above).

VRP average velocities compared to CMP
gather velocities

CMP reflection data were acquired from Derby-
shire, Ireland and the Spanish study sites. Analysis
using the standard NMO method (see Fisher et al.
1992) was undertaken, which derived air- and
ground-wave average velocities where they were
identified (Table 6). CMP velocity analyses for
reflection events were also undertaken for the
Alport, Bridges of Ross and Caspe study sites, Fig-
ure 11 showing the Caspe CMP (Fig. l0c) velocity
interval (Vint) analysis graphically. Reflection
events were picked on the semblance plots. Some
of the CMP data obtained using different frequency

antennae at the Bridges of Ross outcrop was cor-
rupt and no CMPs were conducted at the Scottish
Borders sites. Nevertheless, available velocity
values from CMPs can be compared with VRP
average velocities obtained at the same study site,
using the same frequency antennae (Table 7).

Figure 12 shows the Caspe CMP interval velo-
cities plotted with the VRP ground- and air-waves.
It is clear that the CMP and VRP values are very
similar (both 0.lSmns-1)- The discrepancies
between the Alport Castles CMP and VRP values
(~0.07 mns- 1 and 0.25 mns-1 respectively) are
due to the overlying peat layer(see below). The
Caspe site results give us some confidence in sug-
gesting VRP as an additional velocity analysis
technique to CMP gathers. Also clear from Figure
12 is the closer-spaced sample interval of VRP
values obtained compared to the few reflection
events that were able to be calculated from the
CMP.

At Caspe, the VRPs and CMPs have similar
depths of penetration whereas, at the Torkeal Bay
and Alport Castles study sites, the VRPs have
much greater depths of penetration than the CMPs
(Table 7). This greater depth of penetration achi-
eved with VRPs is due to the lower attenuation suf-
fered by the direct wave compared to attenuation of
the reflected (two-way) time recorded by the CMP
method. Table 7 compares the maximum depths of
reflection events at four study sites.

At the Alport Castles study site, a major concern
when conducting the fixed-offset profiling survey
was the presence of a peat layer thickening behind
the cliff-face. There were doubts about whether
profiles were imaging stratigraphy or simply peat
multiples (see Fig. 6 for fixed-offset profile
example). Two VRPs were obtained of the peat
layer (Table 2), one near the VRP section itself and
the other at the far side of the grid. The average
velocities for the peat were low: 0.13 mns"1 and
0.08 mns"1 at the two locations. Average rock
velocities are significantly higher (0.23 m ns~!), so
the peat reflectors could be filtered out during pro-
cessing if profiles were obtained using the CMP
method for all traces. Unfortunately, using present
GPR equipment, this would be too time-consuming
to acquire.

VRPs are relatively unaffected by receiver coup-
ling conditions since, in this case, the ray path
passes close to the cliff-face only as it approaches
the receiver. It is expected, therefore, that VRP
data would have both deeper penetration and obtain
more reflection events than a CMP acquired at the
same site. This is observed at the Torkeal Bay and
Alport Castles study sites (Table 7), where VRPs
provide both deeper and more reflection events
than the CMPs obtained (Table 8).



Table 6. Summary of CMP parameters and overall constant velocities of the ground- and air-waves where measured

Study
site

Alport, UK
Alport, UK

Alport, UK
Alport, UK

Torkeal,
Eke
B of R, Eire
B of R, Eire
B of R, Eke
Castissent,
Spain
Castissent,
Spain
Castissent,
Spain
Caspe, Spain

CMP
name

AL1
AL2

AL3
AL1000

TK4

11-225
Ilb-225
11-110
CT-110

CT-225

CT-450

CP1

Sensors &
software
system

PE100
PE100

PE100
PE100

PE100

PE100
PE100
PE1000
PE1000

PE1000

PE1000

PE1000

, Cable
type

Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic

Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic

Metallic

Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic
Metallic

Metallic

Metallic

Metallic

Ant. CMP No. of Correlation CMP air
freq. ground fkst coefficient wave
(MHz) wave arrival (R2) velocity

velocity picks (mns~')
(mns"1) sampled

50 0.07 43 0.99
50 0.08 34 0.99

50 0.04 6 0.98
50 0.07 43 0.99

50 0.11 31 0.97

225 0.21 22 0.98
225
110
110

225

450

225 0.12 49 0.99

0.30
0.32

0.32
0.31

0.24

0.29
0.24
0.31

0.31

0.35

0.30

No. of Correlation Sample Antennaffrace
first coefficient rate spacing spacin
arrival (R2) (ps) (m) (m)
picks
sampled

67
73

65
77

31

49
36
48

31

21

101

0.99
0.99

0.99
0.99

0.99

0.99
0.98
0.99

0.99

0.97

0.99

1600
1600

1600
1600

1000

800
800
800
700

300

100

300

0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25

0.05

0.02
0.02
0.05
0.125

0.05

0.025

0.05

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

0.1

0.04
0.04
0.1
0.25

0.1

0.05

0.1

CMP
g length

(m)

33.00
36.00

34.50
38.00

3.00

0.84
1.92
3.50

12.00

3.00

2.00

10.00

More GPR
information

Middle of grid
100 m North of
Peat2/VRP
Near peat2 VRP
Repeat of AL1, 256
stacks
No overburden, 1024
stacks
11 in-line, 512 stacks
Repeat line
Repeat line
MP at 8 m on test line

Repeat line

Repeat line

Along channel axis

B of R, Bridges of Roses
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Fig. 11. Velocity analysis of Caspe CMP gather, (a) Semblance plot from 80 m ns l to 195 m ns ], showing the root-
mean-square velocity profile in black (near vertical line) and the interval velocity plot (white stepped line). The track
to the right shows the maximum semblance for each time level in the section, (b) CMP gather showing linear move-
out from top left to upper right of the direct ground-wave, and mid-way down the section the hyperbolic move-out of
a reflection event, (c) Constant velocity stacks from 80-195 m ns~', with RMS velocity picks marked as white squares.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the Caspe site VRP and CMP
velocity values. The VRP air-wave (VRPair) and ground-
wave (Vdgw) average velocities and CMP reflection events
(Vint)

 are plotted. Reflection events on the CMP were ana-
lysed, average velocity intervals being calculated (see Fig.
lie). CMP events plot on a very similar slope to VRP
ground-wave velocities. Note the much closer-spaced
VRP average velocity picks.

Lithological analysis

Two lithological samples were taken from known
positions on the sedimentary log at all sites except
at Alport Castles, then thin-sectioned and polished
(see Fig. 3c & d). Grain size seems to provide the
best correlation with average velocity values; as
grain size increases, so does the average velocity
value (Fig. I3b). This is indicated by the permit-
tivity contrast between sandy intervals and shalier
units providing reflection events observed in the
GPR profiles. Velocities taken from the VRPs for
each sampled bed were plotted against lithological
parameters (Fig. 13). Correlation coefficients were
generally low for the full dataset but, for each
locality, velocity values tend to increase as either
grain size or quartz percentage increases. The thin
sections were also analysed for element percent-
ages (Table 8), using the energy dispersive X-ray
analysis technique, on an environmental scanning

electron microscope (ESEM). Iron was expected to
show a good correlation with radar velocity (as
documented by van Dam & Schlager 2000), but
the resulting cross-plot was scattered. An increase
in velocity was also expected to correspond with a
decrease in clay mineral percentage, but again the
scatter was too high to show any credible trend.
However, it is proposed that cement type may be
affecting velocities. The Spanish study sites gave
low velocities and had high percentages of calcium
carbonate cement, as opposed to higher velocities
at the other sites, which had quartz or chlorite
cement.

In a further attempt to link mineralogy to radar
reflectivity, the VRP obtained at the Alport Castles
study site (Fig. 6) was examined in detail. First-
arrival picks from the VRP were grouped into
definable slope subunits (similar to subunits 1-7,
Fig. 5), plotted separately, then compared with the
sedimentary log obtained at the same location (Fig.
14). A clear correlation between shale and sand-
stone layers was not possible. Some of the high
velocities correspond to sand-rich intervals, shown
by the marked arrows in Figure 14. More hetero-
geneous intervals may result in larger velocity vari-
ations, whereas homogenous, massive sandstone
units generally may have more uniform average
velocities. Note that the values above the speed of
light in air (0.29mns~1, being to right of dotted
line) are a function of the small number of picks
in each subunit; we are not stating that these are
'true' average velocities. Further work could com-
pare the observed VRP response with a synthetic
VRP based upon the sedimentary log.

Further sample collection and analysis is needed
before mineralogy can be definitively linked to
radar reflectivity. Laboratory studies have gone
some way to defining the pore-space velocity



Table 7. Comparison of CMP with VRP direct ground- and air-wave velocities where measured

Study
site

Alport, UK
Alport, UK
Alport, UK
Alport, UK
Torkeal, Eire
B of R, Eire
B of R, Eire
Castissent,
Spain
Castissent,
Spain
Castissent,
Spain
Caspe, Spain

B of R, Bridges

CMP
name

AL1
AL2
AL3
AL1000
TK4
11-225
Ilb-225
CT-110

CT-225

CT-450

CP1

of Ross

Sensors <!
software
system

PE100
PE100
PE100
PEOOO
P1000
PE100
PE100
PE1000

PE1000

PE1000

PE1000

Table 8. Comparison of maximum depths

Study
site

Alport, UK
Torkeal, Eire
B of R, Eire
B of R, Eire
Caspe, Spain

B of R, Bridges

CMP
name

AL3
TK4
11-110
Ilb-225
CP1

of Ross

Antennae
frequency
(MHz)

50
50

110
225
225

fe Cable
type

Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic
Metallic
Fibre-optic
Fibre-optic
Metallic

Metallic

Metallic

Metallic

of reflection events on

CMP CMP
TWT VRMS
(ns)

263 75
249 110
172 80
135 75
104 130

Antennae
frequency
(MHz)

50
50
50
50
50

225
225
110

225

450

225

CMP
ground
wave
velocity
(inns"1)

0.07
0.08
0.04
0.07
0.11
0.21

0.12

VRP
ground
wave
velocity
(inns"1)

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.28
0.23
0.23
0.28

0.11

0.1

0.13

CMP air
wave
velocity
(mns-1)

0.30
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.24

0.29
0.31

0.31

0.35

0.30

VRP air
wave
velocity
(mns"1)

0.3

0.38

0.28

CMP
length
(m)

33.00
36.00
34.50
38.00
3.00
0.84
1.92

12.00

3.00

2.00

10.00

VRP More GRP
length information
(m)

28.20
28.20 Near Peat2/VRP
28.20
28.20
12.60

1.86 At same location
1.86 At same location
6.25

4.30

2.50

8.50 At same location

CMPs and VRPs where measured

CMP
velocity
for interval
(Vint)

96
143
80
75

130

CMP
depth
(m)

2.08
3.52
0.96
0.34
0.59

int. CMP
true
depth
(m)

9.58
12.13
6.65
4.83
6.62

VRP
max.
depth
(m)

73
70
4
4
6.25

CMP
length
(m)

34.50
3.00
3.50
1.92

10.00

VRP
length
(m)

24.00
12.60
1.86
1.86
8.50

More GPR information

Near peat2 VRP
No overburden, 1024 stacks
11 in-line
Repeat line
Along channel axis



Table 9. Results of ESEM analysis of samples taken from vertical radar profiling sites

Location

CPB, UK*
CPB, UK*
Alport, UK
Torkeal, Eire
Torkeal, Eke
Torkeal, Eire
B of R, Eire
B of R, Eke
Caspe, Spain
Caspe, Spain
Castissent, Spain
Castissent, Spain

Lithology

Mudstone
Fine Sst.
Medium Sst.
Mudstone
Fine Sst.
Fine Sst.
Fine Sst.
Mudstone
Medium Sst.
Medium Sst.
Fine Sst.
Mudstone

Sample

Cow2
CP8
Alport A
TORK A
TORKB
TORKC
ECPBA
ECPBB
CP1
CP2
CT1
CT2

Max. range
Min. range

Global element: percentages of samples derived from ESEM

0

38.16
38.80
41.61
39.68
40.35
39.64
41.16
38.51
38.28
39.51
37.87
35.30

41.61
35.30

Mg

3.21
2.03

1.09
0.75
0.70
0.58
1.24
2.18
4.20
0.49
1.30

4.20
0.49

Al

15.20
7.86
5.52
7.22
6.61
6.23
4.47

12.12
5.84
7.63
4.46
3.53

15.20
3.53

Si

29.42
42.59
50.57
45.04
45.99
47.01
48.68
34.63
13.88
12.67
16.75
19.16

50.57
12.67

Fe

6.82
4.49
1.01
5.18
4.13
3.70
3.04
4.74
1.57
2.57
1.05
2.01

6.82
1.01

K

5.18
2.13
1.30
1.62
1.30
1.15
0.81
3.40
1.55
2.07
1.02
1.28

5.18
0.81

Na

1.25
2.11

0.16
0.87
1.57
0.63
0.80

2.11
0.16

C

3.99
16.27
13.36
17.66
24.20

24.20
3.99

Ca

20.44
17.70
20.71
13.22

20.71
13.22

Ti

0.75

0.62
0.56

0.29

0.75
0.29

S

0.00
0.00

ESEM, environmental scanning electron microscope
CPB, Cow Peel Bridge
B of R, Bridges of Ross
Sst, sandstone
*The two CPB samples are shown in Figure 3
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Grain-size (um)

Fig. 13. Local velocity values plotted against: (a) quartz
percentage and (b) grain size for samples taken from
VRPs. In both cases, increasing velocity values reflect
grain size and quartz percentages increases. The better
correlation is seen between velocity and grain size.

relationship (Davis & Annan 1989), which shows
unconsolidated sediment permittivities. However,
these studies on indurated sedimentary strata show
that some of the petrophysical parameters are quite
difficult to differentiate. Relationships between
rock type and radar-wave propagation are still rela-
tively poorly known, especially with varying
degrees of clay mineral content, pore-space con-
tent, degree of compaction, cementation etc. No
definitive links could be made from our investi-
gations. Gawthorpe et al. (1993) noted that radar
velocities are affected by so many variables that
relationships between velocity, porosity and the
degree of saturation must be defined on a site-by-
site basis.

Conclusions

VRP can be a valuable geophysical technique if
site conditions permit, being both a direct wave and
reflected-wave time-depth log. Separable wavefi-
elds allow much deeper reflection events to be
imaged than those obtained using equivalent CMP
or fixed-offset profiling techniques. VRP provides
a direct measurement of site-specific average velo-
city (rather than the CMP estimation method),
which can be used to calibrate subsequent fixed-
offset profiles acquired behind cliff-faces. Reflec-
tion events imaged on the VRP can be correlated
with observed sedimentary surfaces on cliff-faces,
and subsequently with subsurface reflection events
imaged on fixed-offset profiles. The depth and
local dips of deep reflection events can also be

measured. The VRP technique can also identify
thin sedimentary events frequently not observable
on fixed-offset profiles.

When high-frequency antennae are utilized, the
VRP can show small velocity changes in the first-
arrival picks, which may be responding to grain-
size variations that may be overlooked in a visual
outcrop study. First break picks from the VRP can
give a detailed velocity log. Summing these values
at a constant time can create a corridor stack
(equivalent to synthetic sections), on which posi-
tive amplitudes can be correlated with sandier
intervals and negative amplitudes with thin-bedded
intervals. First-arrival picks can be 'blocked',
which shows some correlation with lithology. Sam-
ple analysis shows general trends of velocity
increasing with quartz percentage and grain size.

Sub vertical cliff-faces, ideally with no overbur-
den, are the ideal sample sites. This allows VRP
acquisition, as well as the correlation of reflection
events to observed sedimentary surfaces. Fixed off-
set lines can then be obtained back from, and paral-
lel to, the cliff-face. We recommend acquiring sev-
eral VRPs and CMPs at different dominant
frequencies at each study site, before choosing the
parameters for a surface reflection survey.

Further studies are necessary to eliminate some
of the variables that caused variable results
between study sites. Considerably more research
into the mineralogical composition and rock fabric
of study sites is necessary before they can be
definitively linked to radar reflectivity in indu-
rated sediments.
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Fig. 14. (a) Stratigraphic section measured at the Alport Castles site (see Fig. 6) plotted against (b) blocked first
break velocities from 50 MHz frequency VRP (see Fig. 5). Erosive surfaces in the sedimentary log are defined by
scour and/or mud-flake breccia facies. Sandy intervals typically have constant velocities, whereas heterogeneous inter-
vals have more variable velocities (marked by black arrows).

ance for the Scottish study sites. Two American Associ-
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Appendix
The Alport Castles VRP is the only one of those
we have gathered in which the reflection events
seem to be clearly dipping. The two deep reflection
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events at Alport are the strongest in the up-going
wavefield, even though they are well below the
lowest level of the cliff section profiled. The down-
going wavefield does not contain strong evidence
for multiple events, although multiples could still
be present in up-going wavefield trace segments
below the base of the cliff. However, there are no
obvious generators for the two strong deep events,
which are therefore almost certainly primary
reflections.

In VSPs, the reflection point always moves up-
dip and therefore, subject to the constant velocity
assumption below, the deep reflection events
appear to dip toward the cliff face. The Alport
Castles cliff-ace is the back-scarp of a large
rotational slip and landslide. The Edale Shales for-
mation is at approximately the correct depth to gen-
erate the deep reflection events and the grit/shale
interface would provide a strong reflection coef-
ficient. It is therefore consistent to suggest that both
the modern valley and the subparallel Lower Car-
boniferous turbidite channels were structurally con-
trolled.

The method used for measuring reflector dip
from VSP profiles (Fig. 15) is from Peter Conn
(pers. comm.). It assumes a constant interval velo-
city, which may be unwarranted for a VRP behind
a cliff-face. In the diagram, the vertical line rep-
resents the cliff-face (or borehole in VSP) through:
source (s); receiver stations (g) and (e); and the
reflector/profile intersection (r). The horizontal line
represents the cliff-top land surface from the source

Fig. 15. Ray-trace diagram for calculating the dip and
depth of a deep reflection event from VSP (or VRP) travel
times. (After P. Conn pers. comm.)

(s) to the projected reflector outcrop (c). The
reflection points for receivers (e), (g) and (s) are
(f), (h) and (z) respectively. The image point (i) of
the source (s) is on straight lines (efi), (ghi) and
(szi).

Triangle (sir) is equilateral with the reflector,
line (cr), as median. Conn's method hinges on this.
Because (sh) = (hi) and (sf) = (fi), the straight lines
(ghi) and (efi) are equivalent to the reflection travel
paths from the source (s) to the receivers at (h)
and (e) respectively. Then, by applying the law of
cosines to triangles (sig) and (sie):

The angle of dip, (scr) = (isr) - (sir), is next calcu-
lated by:

One can continue to derive formulae for the coordi-
nates of the reflection points (f) and (h) by applying
the law of sines to triangle (sie)and (sig), then
finding the distances (rf) and (rh) by the difference
of tangents to angles (scr) and (zsf). However, we
need to calculate the dips of the two strong deep
reflection events. A brief investigation showed that
the computed dips are very sensitive to the value
used for average velocity.
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Abstract: Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is applied here to visualize sedimentary structures
related to recent deformation. Several 200 MHz GPR profiles perpendicular to active normal
faults in Spain and Italy were analysed. The El Camp normal fault with associated sedimentary
and tectonic patterns in northeastern Spain serves as test site. Faulted alluvial and colluvial
sediments of the Pleistocene were studied in a trench for direct comparison with GPR profiles.
GPR investigations across buried faults from several localities are compared to these obser-
vations in a case study. The hanging walls of these faults form half-grabens or grabens, which
are generally characterized by internal asymmetric, concave, displaced reflectors or wedge-like
features comparable to sedimentary features in adjacent outcrops. The examples demonstrate
that high-resolution GPR profiling provides not only the possibility to trace and map active
normal faults but also to visualize the associated sedimentary hanging-wall patterns in the subsur-
face, such as heterogeneous graben and half-graben structures, including coarse-grained clastic
wedges. Quantitative and qualitative GPR evaluation of those wedges yields a certain possibility
of estimation of palaeomagnitudes and slip rates on active normal faults. We regard high-resol-
ution GPR as an additional tool in pretrenching palaeoseismological investigations.

GPR in tectonic studies

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has often been
employed for detecting buried faults and under-
ground tectonic structures. Meschede et al. (1997)
observed tectonic surfaces and roll-over structures
associated with faults in Middle Triassic lime-
stones of southwestern Germany. Recent faults in
alluvial fans in the Negev Desert (Basson et al.
1994) and fault-related displacement of medieval
building walls at the Dead Sea transform (Marco
et al. 1997), as well as active faults in the San
Francisco Bay region (Cai et al. 1996), were
mapped and studied with GPR imaging. However,
high-resolution characterization and interpretation
of the hanging wall of active faults by GPR are
lacking until now, although antenna frequencies of
200 MHz and higher are able to resolve cm-sized
objects (approx. 20 cm resolution with 200 MHz),
discontinuities, folds or faults.

Preliminary subsurface examinations at palaeo-
seismological trench sites are common site-survey
applications of GPR in order to locate the most
promising place for costly excavations across the

faulted area (Reicherter 2001; Vanneste et al.
2001). Other geophysical methods, e.g. resistivity
surveying and/or reflection seismics, do not achi-
eve the resolution of GPR. Electrical tomography
studies in combination with GPR were carried out
at the active Roer Graben in Belgium to find the
position of the buried fault plane and associated
fault scarp (Vanneste et al. 2001).

In this study, we use high-resolution GPR
besides fault mapping and detection especially to
characterize and interpret associated sedimentary
structures in the hanging wall of normal faults,
which often form grabens or half-grabens filled
with post-faulting sediments. GPR investigations
complement our palaeoseismological investigations
along active faults and earthquake-related ruptures
in southern Spain (Fig. 1, Reicherter 2001) and
Sicily (Fig. 2).

Equipment, processing and methodology

The SIR 10B GPR system by Geophysical Survey
Systems Inc. (GSSI) with antenna models 5103
(400 MHz) and 5106 (200 MHz) with survey
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Fig. 1. (a) Simplified geological overview sketch of the Iberian peninsula, with indication of the working areas, (b)
Geological map of the central Betic Cordillera. Arrow, studied section at Ventas de Zafarraya Fault north of Malaga,
(c) Structural map of the El Camp/Ermot trench area south of Barcelona (Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear 1999).

Fig. 2. Simplified structural map of southeastern Sicily.
Arrow, studied section at the Brucoli Fault.

wheel is used to study subsurface tectonic struc-
tures and related features. The transmitter and
receiver antennae are in one box, which is drawn
over the ground during the continuous measuring
process (512 shots/s). Cable length of 30 m reduces
the data acquisition to a maximum section length
of -50-55 m in the field. Careful transportation of
the radar computer in a car allows collection of
longer sections. Data are stored directly on hard
disk or Jaz-drive and can be directly displayed in
the field for a preliminary evaluation. Different

parameters can be adjusted depending on soil, rock
and groundwater conditions in the subsurface in
order to optimize the electromagnetic signal. The
applied antennae frequencies allow resolution of
objects, discontinuities or strata in a dm/cm range
(200 MHz -20 cm; 400 MHz -10 cm, respectively).
Penetration depth varies depending on the antennae
frequencies and the physical properties of the soil,
rocks or position of groundwater table in the under-
ground. Maximum interpretable penetration with
200 MHz antennae sets obtained in Quaternary
sediments is -5-6 m in the present study; however,
in dry carbonate rocks or coarse-grained elastics up
to 20m can be achieved (Beres et al 1995;
Smith & Jol 1995). Applied as a geophysical pre-
trenching tool, our GPR yields sufficient depth res-
olution and penetration for later excavations.

Normally, after good parametric field settings,
the raw data do not even require reprocessing. We
use the Reflex software (Sandmeier 2000) to
optimize imaging. High groundwater levels and/or
clay-rich palaeosols reduce penetration depths and
make reprocessing necessary. A variety of filter
tools can usually be applied during processing with
Reflex: background removal, Butterworth band-
pass, energy decay and FK filters as well as
migration based on diffraction stack. If necessary,
the relief of the section can be modelled later with
the three-dimensional (3-D) topography correction.

The GPR studies prior to trenching are usually
located at exposed active faults or historically
reported surface ruptures (Reicherter 2001; Reich-
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erter & Reiss 2001). The buried faults studied were
often indicated by geomorphological steps, photo-
lineaments and/or a significant change in the colour
of the recent soil. During fieldwork GPR profiling
is normally carried out perpendicular to the sus-
pected fault trace or rupture. We generally acquire
an entire section of the hanging wall of the active
normal fault in order to look for secondary fault
splays that may have developed at some distance
from the main fault. To map the prolongation of
the faults, perpendicular radar sections or rectangu-
lar grids have to be achieved in order to trace the
fault length and to search for possible branches or
en echelon-like fault arrays (Reicherter & Reiss
2001). Data obtained are usually in 2-D; gridding
allows 3-D modelling. Additionally, a detailed
structural analysis of the faulted area is necessary
to interpret complex radar patterns.

Tectonic and geological setting of the
studied active normal faults
Typical landform expressions of active normal
faults are scarps that leave one side of the fault
plane standing higher than the other side (Peacock
et al. 2000). Fault-line scarps are linear features
which border a steep slope or cliff, and hence point
to active extension accompanied with basin forma-
tion, recent subsidence and deposition of Cenozoic
sediments. Fault scarps form either by fault move-
ment during earthquakes, by creep along a fault
plane or by erosion (e.g. Mayer 1984; McCalpin
1996;Yeats et al 1997). Surface ruptures or dislo-
cation of the ground surface at faults require earth-
quakes with magnitudes of more than 5.5 (e.g.
McCalpin 1996).

The asymmetric area of subsidence above a sin-
gle, basin-bounding fault is called a half-graben
(Peacock et al. 2000). Typically for co-seismic
generation, a half-graben contains a sedimentary
wedge that thickens towards the fault. Older beds
generally have steeper dips than younger beds.
Stratigraphic relationships along active faults often
reveal successive offsets of the strata and depo-
sition of colluvial and/or alluvial sediments as well
as palaeosols (Wallace 1986). These permit the
reconstruction of the faulting history, including the
number and relative size of faulting events and the
determination of recurrence intervals (e.g. McCal-
pin 1996). The initial height of the scarp in non-
lithified sediments can be estimated from the
dimension of the colluvial wedge (Mayer 1984;
McCalpin 1996); the magnitude of the palaeoearth-
quake may be estimated by rupture length, rupture
area or scarp-height relationships (Wells & Cop-
persmith 1994). Liquefaction, such as sand blows,
clastic dykes and deformed beds, may reveal evi-
dence for strong ground-shaking and provide

further support of earthquake activity. Repeated
colluvial wedges along the bases of fault scarps and
their Stratigraphic relation with wash-off sediments
and palaeosols preserved within the half-graben
confirm palaeoseismological evidence for earth-
quake-related faulting.

Faults and associated sedimentary
structures on high-resolution radar
images

Case study

The El Camp Fault cuts the Catalunian coastal
range in eastern Spain (Fig. 1, Province of
Tarragona). Palaeoseismologic investigations have
been carried out along a NE-SW trending, SE-
dipping segment of the El Camp Fault which is
considered to be active (Consejo de Seguridad
Nuclear 1999). The southern segment is 14 km
long and marked by a prominent morphological
scarp that displaces Quaternary alluvial fan sedi-
ments. A number of trenches across the scarp have
been excavated for palaeoseismological studies
(Masana 1996; Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear
1999: Masana et al 2000). For comparison of the
radar results with the structures exposed on the
trench wall, we chose Trench 4 near Ermot to per-
form a detailed radar survey parallel to the northern
wall of the trench and perpendicular to the strike
of the fault. The fault exposed in the trench forms
an extensional structure with several secondary
faults (Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear 1999). The
hanging wall is characterized by a thick colluvial
wedge which is, on the other hand, cut by a
younger event (Fig. 3). Preserved in the trench are
significant concave patterns above three earth-
quake-induced event horizons during the last
125 ka, pointing to palaeomagnitudes of >6
(Masana et al. 2000). The scarp height is -6.5 m,
resulting in a mean slip rate of 0.05 mm/a. The
GPR profile runs parallel to the trench at a distance
of 5 m from the northern trench wall and displays
interpretable subsurface information up to 5m
depth. We interpret reflector endings as cut by ver-
tical and subvertical faults or gashes, whereas
bending of reflectors which are more or less paral-
lel to the surface delineate sedimentary layers
and/or structures. The two main strands of the El
Camp Fault, associated secondary faults, and filled
or open joints and gashes are partly characterized
by sigmoidal patterns or 'horses', which can be
clearly identified on the radar images (Fig. 3). The
colluvial and alluvial sediments in the hanging wall
are characterized by planar and concave reflectors,
which mark the colluvial wedge and overlying
younger sediments. From trenching studies, colluv-
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Fig. 3. (a) Interpreted high-resolution GPR profile across trench 4 (northern wall) at Ermot/El Camp Fault
(northeastern Spain) and (b) geological trench log (after Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear 1999).

ial wedges are generally characterized by taper-like
shapes and an internal fining-up sequence of
coarse-grained material (McCalpin 1996; Masana
1996; Reicherter 2001). In contrast to well-bedded
wash-off sediments and palaeosols, which produce
parallel reflection patterns, colluvial wedges are
characterized by diffuse GPR patterns. The diffuse
patterns originate from the coarse-grained sedi-
ments (parabolas of individual boulders) and
higher porosity of the colluvial wedges (weak
intensity pattern in GPR images). The interpret-
ation of GPR profiles across active faults at the El
Camp site provides an insight into the internal
structure of the associated half-graben and fault
traces. Furthermore, the thickness of individual
colluvial wedges can be deduced, which supplies a
method for the estimation of the displacement and
magnitude of distinct palaeo-earthquake events.
Resolution of the 200 MHz antennae allows the

detection of secondary faults and small-scale sedi-
mentary geometry.

Examples of fault-scarp associated
sedimentary structures

All examples are from active tectonic regions in
southern and northeastern Spain (Fig. 1) and
Sicily/Italy (Fig. 2). Active normal faults are usu-
ally associated with distinct sedimentary features
preserved in the hanging wall (tapering wedges,
fining-up sequences). The majority of the presented
profiles have been shot with the 200 MHz antenna
and have been cut to 15 m length. The profiles run
perpendicular to the main fault. Penetration depth
depicted is 100 ns TWT (~5 m; ns, nanoseconds;
TWT, two-way travel time).

The Ventas de Zafarraya Fault (VZF) in south-
ern Spain forms a prominent east-west-trending
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lineament in the Betic Cordilleras and has a mul-
tiple earthquake history (Reicherter et al. 2000).
The last major earthquake (M7) occurred on 25
December 1884 and is associated with surface rup-
tures, landslides and liquefaction (Reicherter 2001)
as well as a co-seismic slip of ~1 m. The north-
ward-dipping major fault scarp of the VZF in Jur-
assic limestones is related with a recent sediment
prism accumulated above a roll-over anticline in
the hanging wall (Fig. 4) and also several smaller
secondary faults. GPR has been applied to survey
subsurface structures across the normal fault scarp,
from karstified Jurassic limestone to Quaternary
clays, sands and conglomerates with intercalated
palaeosols within the hanging wall. Three colluvial
wedges have been identified in an outcrop section,
pointing to three palaeoearthquakes with magni-
tudes of >6.5 in the last 9 ka (Reicherter 2001). A
GPR section was obtained across the major scarp
of the VZF (GPS 36°57,500'N, 04°07,500'W),
where both footwall and hanging wall consist of
Jurassic limestones (Fig. 5a). The main fault in the
central part can be traced in terms of distance and
projected to the studied outcrop section (Fig. 4).
Reflectors are interrupted and displaced by the fault
along a steep lineament. Within the upper part of
the hanging wall, continuous reflectors show a sig-
nificant change into concave patterns, which are
interpreted as deformed fault-related half-graben
sediments of Holocene age. In detailed view, high-
resolution GPR reveals internal structures within
the half-graben sediments (Fig. 6a). The Quatern-
ary sediments are stratified and faulted internally,
as indicated by small vertical offsets. Pinching-out
structures are interpreted as forming coarse-grained
colluvial wedges. The concave patterns disappear
at a distance of -10 m to the fault.

A second GPR profile was shot at -80 m north
from the major scarp within the hanging wall (Fig.
5b), parallel to the above-described. The interpret-
ation of radar pattern revealed significant evidence
for an adjacent synthetic, minor normal fault within
the hanging wall: the reflectors are interrupted and
an apparent change in dip is observable. Some
reflectors are warped. Again, a concave filling is
related to the fault. A more detailed view of
internal structures of the half-graben reveals further
evidence for smaller offsets and earthquake-related
sedimentation (Fig. 6b).

To image the internal structure of the half-
graben fillings in detail, a higher resolution was
obtained applying the 400 MHz antennae across
the same section line of Fig. 5a. Penetration depth
is drastically reduced to 50 ns TWT, equivalent to
2.2 m. The major fault plane is clearly trackable.
Furthermore, we are able to portray the shapes and
internal structures of the upper and middle colluv-
ial wedges (Fig. 7). Both are characterized by low-
intensity reflections, typically observed in coarse-
grained sediments. The wedges mainly consist of
blocky Jurassic limestone clasts and are clast-sup-
ported. The thickness of both wedges is -35 cm
and ~50 cm, respectively. The outcropping third
and lowermost colluvial wedge (Reicherter 2001)
was not imaged with the 400 MHz antennae. The
intercalated wash-off sediments and palaeosols
drape the tapered wedges (Fig. 7). On the radar
images the well-stratified sediments, representing a
period of seismic quiescence, form parallel reflec-
tors. These observations, obtained by GPR, match
exactly what has been found in the outcrop scale
(Reicherter 2001) and can be used for the esti-
mation of slip rates and palaeomagnitudes (see
below). In conclusion, the VZF branches into sev-

Fig. 4. The main fault scarp of Ventas de Zafarraya (centre). White line, position of radar section; F, footwall; H,
hanging wall.
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Fig. 5. High-resolution GPR images of active normal faults using the 200 MHz antennae. Profile length is 15m, TWT
is 100 ns in all examples. Hanging wall is generally located on the left, the main fault in the centre and the footwall
on the right. TWT, two-way travel time; ns, nanoseconds, 20ns are ~1 m. (a) Main fault strand of the Ventas de
Zafarraya Fault (Betic Cordilleras, southern Spain), (b) Secondary fault strand of the Ventas de Zafarraya Fault (Betic
Cordilleras, southern Spain), (c) Main fault strand of the Brucoli Fault (Hyblea Plateau, southeastern Sicily, Italy). In
each: processed GPR image (left), central: interpreted GPR image (centre), line drawing of significant features (right).

eral secondary faults which also show GPR evi-
dence for ground failure, liquefaction and com-
paction due to Holocene seismicity. The high-
resolution GPR allows us to interpret and unravel
the sedimentary filling history of the associated
half-graben.

The Brucoli site is located near the small village
of Brucoli at the northern margin of the Hyblean
Plateau in southeastern Sicily/Italy (GPS
37°17,346'N, 15°08,204'E). The normal Brucoli
Fault is associated with the complex fault system
of the active Malta escarpment (Adam et al 2000)
and parallels the prominent Lentini Graben system.
The NW-dipping normal fault displaces Miocene
limestones against Holocene soils with caliche and
Pleistocene calcarenites, proving recent activity.
Along a roadside outcrop, the fault zone and the
associated half-graben were studied. Our high-res-

olution GPR section image across the Brucoli Fault
revealed a variety of radar patterns attributable to
distinct lithologies (Fig. 5c). The major fault is
associated with a minor normal fault. In the hang-
ing wall an antithetic normal fault is detectable,
forming a small graben within the hanging wall
(Fig. 6c). The hanging-wall pattern shows concave
reflectors which are obviously well-bedded,
dragged younger sediments. The faults and the
complex half-graben are covered and sealed by
well-stratified planar patterns of the recent soil. A
close-up of the hanging wall reveals internal faults
which cut and displace reflectors (Fig. 6c).

Discussion
Faults can easily be identified on radar images if:
(1) they juxtapose different lithologies, producing
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Fig. 6. Detailed images of earthquake-related sediment
fillings within associated half-grabens or grabens. (For
localities of A-C, see Fig. 5).

distinct radar patterns within footwall and hanging
wall, caused by, e.g., different intensities, bed
thickness, clay contents; (2) they juxtapose strata
with varying dips, warp or drag reflectors, and
hence produce significant changes in pattern geo-
metries; (3) some continuous reflector bundles are
interrupted and significantly displaced along verti-
cal or subvertical linear structures (reflector
offsets). Usually, the mapping and field investi-
gations allow projection of tectonic lineaments
towards natural or artificial outcrops, which struc-
tures may support later radar interpretation. Parallel
GPR sections at the sites generally show that faults
and related structures are traceable in distance and
depth. Active normal faults may also be recognized
and characterized by imaging the sedimentary
structures in the hanging wall.

Characteristic hanging-wall patterns

Colluvial and alluvial sediment fillings in half-
grabens formed within the hanging wall of faults
are expressed on radar images as asymmetric con-

Fig. 7. (a) High-resolution GPR image of the active nor-
mal fault and (b) related colluvial wedges of the Ventas
de Zafarraya Fault (400 MHz antennae). North is to the
left Profile length is 38 m, maximum TWT is 50 ns. Thick
white line, major normal fault; thin white line, colluvial
wedges and well-stratified covering sediments. Note the
different GPR patterns of the colluvial wedges with low
intensity in contrast to the well-stratified palaeosols and
wash-off sediments. Thicknesses of the middle wedge and
upper wedge are -50 cm and 35 cm, respectively (see
time-depth conversion on the vertical bar [right]).

cave patterns. Generally, the half-grabens are
internally well stratified. Typically, the examples
of half-grabens contain wedge-like structures that
thicken towards the presumed major fault plane.
Reflectors recognized deeper in the half-graben,
and hence in older beds, have generally steeper
dips than overlying younger beds, which are
characterized by flat-lying reflectors. Geometric
relationships from radar patterns in hanging walls
along active faults often suggest successive offsets
or dragging of the reflectors. These characteristic
features observed in high-resolution GPR images
help to distinguish fault-related sedimentary hang-
ing-wall patterns from fluvial channel fills or
anthropogenic filling, which may produce similar
concave patterns.

In particular, the characteristic patterns and the
relation of colluvial wedges, covering wash-off
sediments and palaeosols, allow palaeoseimic
estimations. The GPR facies of low-intensity
collovium and the high intensity of stratified soily
sediments delineate individual event horizons. The
hanging-wall patterns of the VZF yield GPR
evidence for two co-seismic surface ruptures and
post-seismic sedimentation (Fig. 7). The geological
record of the two youngest palaeoearthquakes of
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1884 and c..2315 a BP (Reicherter 2001), with
~0.7 m and ~1 m displacement, respectively, was
imaged with GPR. The co-seismic displacement is
equivalent to a palaeomagnitude larger than 6.5,
according to empirical studies of Wells and Cop-
persmith (1994). The thickness of the individual
wedges also resembles half of the initial scarp
height, as already outlined from outcrops studies
by Reicherter (2001).

Conclusions

High-resolution radar profiles across several active
normal faults reveal typical concave patterns
within the hanging wall, which are interpreted as
fault-related half-graben fillings. At the El Camp
site in northeastern Spain, GPR imaging has been
compared to trench-logging results in a case study.
Based on this, buried faults and associated struc-
tures have been imaged by GPR, revealing compa-
rable sedimentary patterns along various active
faults in southern Spain and Sicily. Faults, dis-
placements and sedimentary structures can be vis-
ualized by high-resolution GPR with 200 MHz and
400 MHz antennae up to 5 m penetration depth in
unconsolidated, fine-grained Quaternary sediments.
Internal structures, such as stratification and
younger, smaller tectonic offsets within the sedi-
ment fillings, can also be imaged with GPR. The
footwalls of the faults as well as the individual
fault planes can be visualized in GPR images.
Thus, high-resolution GPR investigations may help
not only to locate faults but also to recognize fault-
related sedimentary structures as needed in palaeo-
seismological investigations. If characteristic col-
luvial wedges and draping well-stratified sediments
are developed in the hanging wall, high-resolution
GPR imaging serves to resolve single palaeoseis-
mic events and allows a preliminary estimation of
the palaeomagnitude and slip rates.
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Abstract: Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a suitable technique for imaging sedimentary
structures in the vadose zone because small texture-related capillary-pressure variations lead to
changes in water content and electromagnetic properties. To study exactly how GPR reflections
are generated by sedimentary structures, GPR profiles of an aeolian sedimentary succession are
combined with measurements of textural, electromagnetic and water-retention characteristics
from a trench. Time domain reflectometry indicates that small variations in texture in the high-
angle dune sediment are associated with changes in water content. Synthetic modelling shows
that these changes cause clear GPR reflections. In an experimental approach to estimate the
radar response of structures below the wave resolution, i.e. features smaller than A/4, variations
in grain-size distribution and porosity in a thin section were used to reconstruct water-retention
curves and impedance models of the thinly layered sediment. Synthetic radar records calculated
from the impedance models show that reflections from the studied subcentimetre-scale structures
are composites of interfering signals. Although these low-amplitude interfering signals will com-
monly be overprinted by more prominent reflections, they may cause reflection patterns that
change with frequency and do not represent primary bedding.

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has become a popu- Studies that try to quantify the relationship
lar geophysical technique that is frequently used to between textural properties, water content and EM
image sedimentary structures and sedimentary archi- wave propagation usually consider a large range of
tecture. GPR measures changes in electromagnetic grain and pore sizes (e.g. Hubbard et al. 1997;
(EM) properties of subsurface features that cause Endres 2000). Frequently used regression functions
reflection of transmitted EM waves. It is generally (Gupta & Larson 1979; Saxton et al. 1986) and
understood that textural changes in unsaturated the more sophisticated physico-empirical model of
(vadose-zone) sediment cause variations of water Arya and Paris (1981) relate water content to bulk
content (e.g. Mishra et al. 1989; Hanninen 1992). density and to percentages of sand, silt, clay and
Because water has EM properties that are highly con- organic matter. Knoll & Knight (1994) presented a
trasting with those of air and most types of sediment dielectric mixing model that includes clay-volume
grains (e.g. Friedman 1998), the water content of fraction. Dobson et al. (1985) presented semi-
vadose-zone sediment governs the behaviour of GPR empirical and theoretical four-component mixing
waves. As textural characteristics vary most promi- models, including the bound water fraction, and
nently perpendicular to depositional layering, and demonstrated that this fraction varies strongly with
because radar signals reflect from boundaries the quantity of clay minerals in the sediment. Sut-
between layers with different EM properties, GPR inen (1992) quantified relations between grain size,
can be used to image sedimentary structures (e.g., water content and dielectric properties. He found
Huggenberger et al. 1994; Kowalsky et al. 2001). that the percentage of clay and silt had a large
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effect on the dielectric properties but observed no
correlation between dielectric properties and the
grain size of sand and gravel.

Aeolian sediment, discussed in the present study,
commonly has a very narrow range of grain sizes
and usually contains only grains in the sand frac-
tion. Nevertheless, aeolian deposits produce clear
GPR reflections (e.g. Bristow et al. 2000; Neal &
Roberts 2001). For these rather uniform sedimen-
tary facies, important questions about reflection of
radar signals remain unsolved. With respect to
GPR, it is not known in great detail which textural
characteristics (e.g. grain size, sorting, packing,
grain shape, porosity) control the actual reflection.
In addition to this, the minimum variation in these
textural characteristics required to generate a
reflection is unclear. Furthermore, little is known
about the effect of reflection and signal interference
from layering smaller than the vertical resolution
limit, commonly assumed to be a quarter wave-
length, A/4 (e.g. Huggenberger 1993). Typical
values for A/4 in moist sand (v = 0 . 1 2 . m n s " 1 )
range from 0.3m to 0.033m for 100 MHz to
900 MHz frequencies, respectively.

Interference of radar reflections from small-scale
EM-property variation in geological material and
sediment is very common (e.g. Clement et al.
1997) but has never been studied in detail. Few
modelling studies on this issue have been perfor-
med. Wave interference has gained much more
attention in the interpreting and modelling of seis-
mic reflection data. Gochioco (1992) shows that
layers as thin as one-fortieth the width of the domi-
nant wavelength can be detected. However, thin
sediment layers are commonly not isolated and are
often more narrowly spaced than the maximum
vertical resolution (e.g. Kallweit & Wood 1982;
Roksandic 1995). Consequently, recorded reflec-
tions are composites of several interfering signals
(e.g. Mayer 1980; Knapp 1990; Bracco Gartner
2000). As a result, the seismic response from thinly
layered sediment may not represent distinct geo-
logical horizons (Mayer 1979).

To address the above questions with respect to
GPR reflections, a study area was selected in aeol-
ian dune deposits near the Dutch coast, south of
Katwijk aan Zee (Fig. 1). The deposits consist of
units with clean, windblown quartz sand, separated
by soils (Van Dam et al. 2002b). The upper unit,
characterized by high-angle cross-stratification,
was used for this study. The site was surveyed
using a grid of two-dimensional (2-D) GPR lines.
Following the GPR survey, trenches that allowed
us to study the sediment were dug along two sides
of the grid. Lacquer peels were collected for
macroscopic study of sedimentary structures.
Samples for grain-size analyses were taken from
vertical transects in the trenches. Time domain

reflectometry (TDR) was used to obtain direct and
detailed information on the EM properties of the
sedimentary structures. Furthermore, undisturbed
core plugs were collected for laboratory determi-
nation of the water-retention characteristics of the
sediment. Finally, box cores were collected for
microscopic thin-section analysis of the sedimen-
tary structures. The small-scale textural infor-
mation from the digitized thin sections was used
to estimate water retention and dielectric properties
perpendicular to the sedimentary bedding. The
TDR measurements and thin sections were used to
construct models of EM-wave impedance and to
calculate synthetic radar traces. The TDR-based
synthetic radar traces were used to study signal
interference. The thin-section-based model serves
as a more theoretical approach to improve under-
standing of propagation and reflection of GPR
waves within and across sedimentary structures.

Water retention

The primary reason that GPR can image structures
in relatively uniform unsaturated materials is that
the water content is a function of the sediment
properties. Porous media in natural unsaturated
conditions retain some water, which indicates that
certain forces prevent part of the interstitial moist-
ure from draining. These so-called 'matric' forces
can be subdivided into adsorption and capillary
forces (De Marsily 1986). Adsorption is the strong
molecular attraction between water and solids that
creates a thin water film around sediment particles.
The amount of adsorbed water depends on the spe-
cific surface area of the solid phase (e.g. Friedman
1998). Because adsorbed water has a low relative
permittivity (Roth et al. 1990; Saarenketo 1998),
and because the specific surface area of sand is
small (Dobson et al 1985; Sutinen 1992), its
influence on the EM properties of the total sedi-
ment volume is limited. Capillary forces result
from pressure differences between the water and
air phases in the pores and control the amount of
free water in the pore space. The capillary pressure
is inversely proportional to the pore radius (r).
Matric forces thus exert suction on the pore water,
usually expressed by the pressure head (h) or suc-
tion potential (pF), where pF = log|h|. The term
'field capacity' is defined as the specific suction
potential at which gravity-driven drainage has
ceased. In this paper, a pF of 2 refers to the natural
unsaturated field-capacity conditions.

The relation between suction potential and volu-
metric water content (6) is a fundamental soil
hydrological property (Arya & Paris 1981) that is
related to the size distribution and connectivity of
the pores (Vogel & Roth 1998; Fens 2000). Pore
bodies with wide entry channels (pore throats) will
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Fig. 1. (a) Study site with trenches. The inset shows the location of the study area at Katwijk aan Zee in The Nether-
lands. The dashed lines on the photograph mark the detailed survey area, imaged with both 450 MHz and 900 MHz
antennae. (b) Measurement grid showing locations of GPR survey lines, common mid-point measurements, lacquer
peels and TDR measurements.

drain at low suction, whereas those with narrow
channels drain at higher suction (Bouma 1977). It
is generally accepted that, at field-capacity con-
ditions and for equal porosity values, fine-grained
sediment with small pores has a higher 9 than
coarse-grained sediment. The same holds for
poorly sorted sediment relative to well-sorted sedi-
ment. Simple laboratory experiments allow
measurement of the 0-pF relation. In these experi-

ments, the initially saturated sediment cores are
drained and water content is measured at specific
suction potentials. Water-retention curves can be
modelled by fitting the measured 9-pF pairs with
the Van Genuchten (1980) function:

Here, 0r and 0S represent the residual and saturated
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water contents, respectively, avg [cm -1] and n are
parameters for a characteristic pore size and for the
pore size uniformity, respectively (Wosten & Van
Genuchten 1988), and mvg = 1 - n-1. This experi-
mental method is time-consuming and cannot
account for small-scale texture variations related to
the sedimentary structures present in the sample
volumes.

In addition to the experimental laboratory
method, the 6-pF relation can also be calculated
using modelling approaches that describe the
relation between capillary forces and physical
characteristics of the sediment. Methods like net-
work modelling (Vogel 2000) and percolation
theory are based on estimates of pore structure and
pore-size distribution. However, the actual pore-
size distribution of sediment is difficult to measure.
Consequently, these methods are based on simpli-
fied assumptions. Mishra et al. (1989) argue that
the grain-size distribution (GSD) of sediment can
be used as a proxy for its pore-size distribution and,
thus, for the water retention in non-saturated sedi-
ment. Factor analysis of the aeolian sediment at the
test site shows a good correlation between the GSD
and pore-size distribution (Van Den Berg et al.
2003). This would allow for the use of GSD as a
proxy for the water-retention in non-saturated sedi-
ment. However, in addition to the GSD, the total
porosity (n) is a factor of importance for the water
retention in sediment as it is generally a measure
for the packing. Assuming sediment with equal
grain-size distribution, tighter packing results in
smaller pores that hold capillary water with greater
ease. Therefore, the omission of n\ in the method
by Mishra et al. (1989) leads to simplified results.
Both n and GSD can be measured relatively easily
and a method that combines both parameters is
preferable in estimating the 6-pF relation when
using a modelling approach. The neural network
model introduced by Schaap and Bouten (1996)
uses 7) and GSD as input parameters to calculate
water-retention curves and is therefore used in
this study.

Test site

Experimental procedure

The 11 X 16 m test site was surveyed with a grid
of 2-D GPR lines (Fig. 1), using a pulseEKKO
radar system with 25 MHz, 100 MHz, 225 MHz,
450MHz and 900 MHz antennae. 450 MHz and
900 MHz antennae were used to image a small, 3
X 4 m area along the long axis of the grid in
greater detail (Table 1). Subsequent to the GPR
measurements, two trenches (A and I), each 3 m
deep, were dug for detailed study and sampling of
the sediment. Lacquer peels were made for the
macroscopic study of the textural characteristics.
Nineteen core plugs were collected for laboratory
measurements of water retention. The core plugs,
with a volume of 45 cm3, were sampled by pushing
a metal ring into the sediment. The metal rings
have walls of minimum thickness, so as to reduce
sediment disturbance. Along vertical sections in the
wall of trench I, TDR was used to obtain detailed
information on the dielectric properties of the sub-
surface. Samples were collected for the macro-
scopic analysis of the textural properties (Table 2).
Although the TDR and GPR measurements are
separated by a 1-week time interval, no large ambi-
guities are expected as the wind-dried surface of
the trench was removed before measuring TDR
data.

To obtain detailed information on the variation
in textural characteristics and EM properties nor-
mal to the high-angle sedimentary bedding, three
sites, A, B and C, were selected in the detailed
study area in trench I (Fig. 2b). Both A and B were
set at the location of known fine-grained foreset
tops; C was set at a position where foresets were
absent. To measure variation in EM wave velocity
perpendicular to the bedding, four detailed TDR
sections with a 0.02 m spacing were measured at
these locations (Fig. 2b).

In an experimental approach to measure small-
scale variations in textural characteristics and EM

Table 1. Acquisition and processing details of GPR section 1 and common mid-point (CMP) measurements

Name*

Line 1
Line 1
CMP 1
CMP 4

Acquisition parameters
Frequency

(MHz)

450
900
450
900

X, Y(start)
(m)

0.0, 0.0
6.0, 0.0
6.0, 0.0
8.0, 1.5

Length
(m)

15.75
10.00
-
-

Step size
(m)

0.050
0.025
0.050
0.020

Processing parameters
Stacking

16
16
16
16

Dewow

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Time-zero
correction (ns)

70
70
-
-

*See Figure 1 for locations
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Table 2. Textural characteristics of the samples from unit 7 in trench I

261

Vertical
transect
Core plugs$

N

15

19

Grain size (jam)
Mean SD

280.13 25.73

268.79 12.08

Clay* content
(%) SD

0.43 0.05

0.57 0.05

Siltt content
(%) SD

0.61 0.11

1.07 0.13

Organic matter
(%) SD

0.46 0.21

0.1 0.16

N, number of samples
SD, standard deviation
*Clay is defined as the weight fraction smaller than 2 juun
tSilt is defined as the weight fraction between 2 ju,m and 62 /jtm
$The two core plugs corresponding to the box cores and associated TDR transects are shown in Figure 2

Fig. 2. (a) Trench wall panorama showing sedimentary units and (b) lacquer peels of the trench. The lacquer peels
show faint foreset lamination, indicated by thin dashed lines, and the locations of grain-size samples (vertical spacing
0.05 m), TDR measurements, box cores and core plugs. Sites A and B were set at the location of known foreset tops;
site C was set at a position where foresets were absent.

properties, we collected three 0.05 X 0.08 X
0.15 m (height X width X length) undisturbed box
cores, 121, 122 and 123 (Fig. 2b), from sites A, B
and C, respectively. The box cores have thin metal
walls so as to reduce sediment disturbance. About
one-third of the box cores was used to sample core
plugs for laboratory measurement of water reten-

tion (Fig. 2b). The remainder of the sediment in
the box cores was impregnated with a blue epoxy-
resin dye and thin sections were prepared in an
orientation perpendicular to the sedimentary bed-
ding in order to reveal the maximum textural vari-
ation. Image analysis of the thin sections was used
to measure sediment characteristics. Subsequent
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neural network modelling was used to estimate
water-retention curves for the sediment in the thin
sections. Direct correlation between the box-core
results and TDR measurements is difficult because
the box cores were collected a few centimetres
deeper into the quarry wall to avoid sediment dis-
turbance caused by the TDR pins.

Sedimentology and stratigraphy

The sediment at the test site is subdivided into
seven units. Units 1, 3, 5 and 7 consist of clean
windblown sands, whereas units 2, 4 and 6 are soils
(Fig. 2a). The radiocarbon ages of sampled organic
material show that unit 6 was formed between AD
1260 and 1425 (Van Dam 2001). The ages were
calibrated using Stuiver et al. (1998). The sedi-
ments in units 1, 3 and 5 were deposited as the so-
called 'Older Dunes'. These relatively low dunes
formed on top of a prograding coastal barrier sys-
tem (Jelgersma et al. 1970; Cleveringa 2001). Unit
7 is part of the so-called 'Younger Dunes', which
were deposited from approximately AD 1200
onwards. A period of coastal erosion led to an
increased sediment supply and to the development
of dunes that were up to 35 m high.

Unit 7 in trench I, on which the present study
focuses, is characterized by high-angle cross-strati-
fication, dipping at a maximum angle of 40°
towards the southeast. The absence of a sharp crest
can be attributed to a relatively rapid filling of the
depression in which unit 6 was formed. The lac-
quer peels show two 0.2-0.3 m-thick convex-
upward foresets in unit 7 (Fig. 2b). They are
characterized by a top layer (approximately 5 cm
thick) with slightly finer grain size than the bulk
sediment. Subcentimetre-scale lamination is
present within the high-angle foresets. The photo-
graphs of the lacquer peels do not have enough
detail or contrast to show this lamination. The aver-
age grain size of the studied sediment in unit 7 is
approximately 280 jam (medium sand). The aver-
age silt and clay contents are 0.6% and 0.4%,
respectively (Table 2).

GPR measurements
The fundamental properties that control the behav-
iour of GPR signals are the dielectric permittivity
(e), electrical conductivity (cr), and magnetic per-
meability (n), which together define the EM wave
impedance (Z). Impedance contrasts in the subsur-
face cause part of the propagating EM energy to
be reflected. The amount of reflected energy is pro-
portional to the magnitude of change in Z.
Although iron-rich sands can have distinct mag-
netic properties (e.g. Olhoeft 1998), for most natu-
ral sediments and iron oxide precipitates, variations

in fji are insignificant (e.g. Daniels et al. 1988; Van
Dam et al. 2002a). In low-loss material, such as
clean, dry sand, the influence of a on the EM signal
is negligible at GPR frequencies (Davis & Annan
1989). In contrast, e plays an important role in both
the propagation and reflection of EM waves. If one
defines the relative permittivity as er = e/e0, where
e0 is the permittivity of free space, er of water is
around 80, whereas air and quartz have values of
1 and ~4, respectively. Therefore, water content
governs the relative permittivity and EM wave
impedance of sediment. The EM wave velocity (v)
is found by v = Co/y er, where c0 is the velocity in
vacuum (3 108 m s'1). Radar-wave reflectivity can
be found from the difference in EM wave imped-
ance at layer transitions and can, for a normal-inci-
dence wave, be simplified with RC = (ye,.2 -
veriV(ver2 + veri)> where erl and er2 are the rela-

tive permittivity above and below the transition,
respectively. The quality and sharpness of the
reflection depends on the transition-zone width (W,
vertical range over which er changes), relative to
the predominant wavelength (W/A). A well-defined
transition in er with depth gives a sharp reflection.
In contrast, a gradual change in er causes pulse
widening. Annan et al. (1991) estimate that MA <
0.3 gives a sharp reflection. Under natural unsatu-
rated conditions the transition-zone width depends
on the total difference in water content above and
below the contrast as well as on the water-retention
characteristics of the sediment above the contrast
(Young & Sun 1999).

Using common mid-point (CMP) measurements
(see Fig. 1) the velocity for unit 7 was estimated
to be around 0 . 1 2 m n s - 1 , which allowed for an
appropriate time-depth conversion. The 450 MHz
GPR profile shows several continuous subhorizon-
tal reflections (® and (D, Fig. 3a), which are inter-
preted as the soil horizons (Fig. 2). Between the
horizontal positions 6 m and 15m, dipping reflec-
tions are visible in the upper 0.75 m. These reflec-
tions are interpreted as resulting from the high-
angle cross-stratified dunes in unit 7 (Fig. 2). The
900 MHz GPR profile images the high-angle fore-
sets in greater detail (CD and ©, Fig. 3b). In addition
to the reflections of the high-angle dune stratifi-
cation, the 900 MHz image shows some short sub-
horizontal reflections (right of (D in Fig. 3b). How-
ever, in the raw data, these reflections are of low
amplitude and they cannot be linked to any sedi-
mentary structures in the lacquer peels. These
reflections probably are the result of a surface
reflection from an object that was positioned at
approximately metre 6.6 on the survey line. The
reflection from the top of the soil horizon below
unit 7 is poorly defined. This is caused by the non-
lateral nature of the interface as well as by the large
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Fig. 3. GPR sections from line 1 that allow correlations to be made with the trench-wall panoramas and lacquer peels
in Figure 2. (a) The 450 MHz image has the same horizontal and vertical scale as Figure 2a. (b) In the 900 MHz
image, which has a horizontal and vertical scale half that of Figure 2b, the frame shows the outline of the lacquer
peels in Figure 2b. The circled numbers in the radar sections refer to the text and are interpreted as: ©, reflection
from the top of unit 6; (D, reflection from unit 2; CD, reflection from foreset associated with sample 121 in Figure 2b\
@, reflection from foreset associated with sample 122 in Figure 2b. Both radar sections are plotted with an automatic
gain control (AGC) gain of 50.

width of the transition zone, W. For a transition
zone of 0.1 m, as observed at the boundary
between units 7 and 6 (Van Dam et al. 2002b),
and a velocity of 0.12 m ns-1, W/A is 0.75 for the
900 MHz signal. Consequently, the signal would
be expected to experience significant pulse widen-
ing and a decrease in reflection amplitude.

TDR measurements
TDR was developed to characterize the conduc-
tivity and water content of soils through measure-
ment of their EM properties. The method is based
on the time-domain analysis of a propagating EM
signal that travels along a three-rod probe inserted
into the sediment (e.g. Heimovaara & Bouten
1990). TDR can be used to measure temporal
changes in water content as well as to construct
vertical profiles of EM properties (Topp & Davis
1985; Van Dam & Schlager 2000). The relative
permittivity (er) can be calculated from the travel
time of the EM signal in the sediment. The volu-
metric water content (9) can be found by substi-
tution of €r in empirical equations (e.g. Topp et
al 1980).

The vertical TDR sections show that er in unit

7 varies between 3.75 and 4.75 (Fig. 4a & b),
which is consistent with the typical value of 4 for
dry sand. The results are statistically significant as
the degree of error in the measurements is well
below the measured variation in unit 7 (Van Dam
2001). The grain size is relatively small at the top
and bottom of the measured section (approximately
250 /Jim), and larger (approximately 325 jam) in the
middle part (Fig. 4c). Smaller grain sizes lead to a
higher amount of capillary water to be present in
the sediment. The two finer-grained foreset tops
that are present in the lacquer peels can be ident-
ified on the TDR sections by a local increase in er

and are labelled '(D' and '©' (Fig. 4a & b). They
are consistent with the positions of the numbered
clinoforms in Figure 3 and foreset tops in Figure
2. Events (D and <D are two of several similar, but
unexplained permittivity changes in the TDR sec-
tions (Fig. 4) that may be related to the subcentime-
tre-scale lamination observed in the lacquer peels.

To obtain detailed information on the variation
in EM properties in a direction perpendicular to the
foresets, which allow synthetic modelling of GPR
reflections, TDR measurements with a 0.02 m
spacing were conducted at the three sites A, B and
C, where box cores 121,122 and 123 were collected

263
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Fig. 4. Variation in relative permittivity (er) for TDR sections (a) TDR2 and (b) TDR1 with depth, and (c) variation
in grain size with depth for unit 7 (see Fig. 2 for locations). The circled numbers 3 and 4 relate to the clinoforms
indicated in Figure 3. In the grain-size section, the fine grain sizes associated with the foreset tops in Figure 2 are
superimposed on the large-scale trend in grain size.

(Fig. 2b). Three of the detailed sections, TDR5,
TDR6 and TDR7, were set at locations of known
foreset tops; the fourth section, TDR8, was taken
at a position where foresets were absent. The TDR
measurements at the foreset locations show a small
but distinct increase in er from around 3.75 to
values between 4.25 and 4.75 (Fig. 5). This

Fig. 5. Four TDR profiles illustrating the influence of
sedimentary structures on relative permittivity. Sections
TDR5, TDR6 and TDR7 were measured at locations of
known foreset tops; section TDR8 was taken at a position
where foresets were absent. See Figure 2 for the locations.
The circled numbers 3 and 4 correspond to those foreset
tops identified in Figures 3 and 4.

increase marks the transition from relatively
coarse-grained material to the fine-grained foreset
top. The increase in er in the foreset tops can be
attributed to an increase in capillary water, which
is present in the finer-grained sediment. The lower
end of the 5 cm-thick foreset tops is marked by a
gradual decrease in er. The transition-zone widths
(W) of both increase and decrease in er is approxi-
mately 0.04m. W/A for a 900 MHz GPR wave
would be around 0.3, which would be at the tran-
sition between a sharp radar reflection and signifi-
cant alteration of signal width (Annan et al. 1991).
The TDR measurements in Figure 5 were used to
construct models of EM wave impedance perpen-
dicular to the foresets. The results of the synthetic
modelling of GPR reflections will be discussed
later, along with the impedance models that are
based on the thin sections.

Analysis of thin sections

Image analysis

The primary objective of image analysis of thin
sections in this study is to estimate variations in
water content and EM properties that are related to
changes in textural characteristics that are too
small-scale for TDR to measure. Here, the thin sec-
tion that was constructed from box core 121 is
described (Fig. 2b). Four high-resolution (176 X
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176 pixels/mm2) digital photographs were taken
with an overlapping zone (covering a total area of
approximately 65 X 15 mm) in a transect along the
long axis of the thin section. Small spectral inhom-
ogeneities between photographs were corrected for
using a histogram matching process contained in
the image-processing software ERDAS IMAGINE
(ERDAS 1999). The same software was used for a
maximum-likelihood classification to obtain binary
images of solid grains and pores. To obtain
unbiased measures for textural parameters from the
binary images, touching grains were separated
using a cutting procedure developed by Van Den
Berg et al (2002). To prevent edge effects on the
margins, the images were cropped. These pro-
cessing steps were performed on the thin-section
photographs before combining the different panels
to produce the final image that was used for the
measurements of the textural characteristics (Fig.
6).

The final image (Fig. 6) was analysed for a series
of textural characteristics, including grain-size dis-
tribution (GSD) and porosity (77), using the method
described in Van Den Berg et al (2003). With the
dominant textural variation being present in the
direction perpendicular to the sedimentary layer-
ing, a rectangular measurement window was used
to estimate the textural characteristics in the thin
section (Fig. 6). Textural variation parallel to the
bedding (the long axis of the measurement
window) was assumed to be constant. The
measurement window had a height of 1.5 mm and
was moved with increments half the height of the
window to obtain 85 samples (Fig. 6).

The measured 2-D grain size was converted to
three dimensions by applying a multiplication fac-
tor of 4/7T, which, strictly speaking, is only valid
for uniform-sized spheres. Because of the strongly
limiting assumptions on the size and shape distri-
butions of grains and on the grain orientation in
the thin section, which are made in other available
2-D to 3-D conversions, this simplified form of the
complex reality is preferred (Van Den Berg et al.
2003). The mean grain size shows a variation
between 200 jum and 325 jam (Fig. 7 a), which is
comparable to the variation found using laser par-
ticle-size measurements (Fig. 4c). The variation in

Fig. 6. Digitized thin section of box core 121. The image
is based on four high-resolution (176-176 pixels/mm2),
overlapping photographs that were taken perpendicular to
the sedimentary structures (Fig. 2b). The image is tilted so
that the sedimentary layering appears to be approximately
horizontal. The ruler to the right of the image illustrates
the positions of the 85 sample windows. For sample 1,
the measurement window is shown. Marked samples 20,
27, 61, and 69 have characteristic textures (Fig. la & b)
and are analysed in Figure 9.
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Fig. 7. Vertical transects of (a) mean grain size and (b) porosity along the long axis of thin section 121. (c) The water
content at pF 2 along this transect was calculated using a neural network model that estimates the 9-pF relationship
based on cumulative grain-size distribution and porosity, (d) The relative permittivity was calculated using a dielectric
mixing model (Equation 3). Open circles indicate specific samples 20, 27, 61 and 69, analysed in Figure 9.

mean grain size shows a coarsening-downward
trend from sample 85 to 20, with a sudden drop in
mean grain size below sample 20. The porosity (77)
is easily found from the binary image and varies
between 0.32 and 0.4 (Fig. 7b). Around sample 63
there is a distinct step in 77, whereas the mean grain
size varies little. Another large step in porosity is
found between samples 20 and 25. The zone
between samples 20 and 45 shows a large range in
porosity values and coincides with a large variation
in mean grain size. Nevertheless, there appears to
be no correlation between mean grain size and
porosity (Fig. 8) for the dataset of 85 samples. The
transitions in grain size and porosity (Fig. 7a & b)
are not always as sharp as they appear in the thin-
section image (Fig. 6). This is probably the result
of the moving average window and the fact that
orientation of the transition interfaces may not be
perfectly perpendicular to the long axis of the
image.

Estimated small-scale water-retention
characteristics

To calculate the water-retention characteristics of
the 85 samples in the thin section from their textu-

Fig. 8. Scatter plot of porosity versus mean grain size for
the 85 samples in thin section 121.

ral characteristics, a neural network model was
used. This model was developed for similar sedi-
ment as in the present study and required initial
input of cumulative grain-size distribution and
porosity (Schaap & Bouten 1996). A neural net-
work is a black box capable of finding and quan-
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tifying relationships between variables, without the
existence of an initial model concept (Schaap
1996). This iterative process allows for unravelling
datasets that lack physical understanding of all
relationships.

First, the 85 GSDs that were measured from the
thin section were fitted with the Haverkamp and
Parlange equation (1986) to find specific input
parameters (dgsd and ngsd) for the neural network:

Here, GSD(d) is the cumulative weight fraction
calculated from the thin section data, d is grain
size, dgsd and ngsd are measures of the average grain
size and grain-size uniformity, respectively, and
p = 1 — nssd~

l. The average root-mean-square
error of the measured and fitted cumulative grain-
size distributions was 0.019. For four specific
measurements with contrasting mean grain size and
porosity (Fig. la & b), the fitted grain-size distri-
butions illustrate the variation in grain size and
sorting (Fig. 9a). Samples 61 and 69 are fine-
grained and have a narrow GSD (well sorted).
Samples 20 and 27 are coarser-grained, with sam-
ple 27 being relatively well sorted and sample 20
poorly sorted (Table 3). In addition to the variation
in GSD, the samples show a difference in porosity
(Fig. 7b). Samples 27 and 61 have a low porosity
whereas 20 and 69 have a high porosity (Table 3).
Although the porosity is somewhat underestimated
(Table 3) the fitted GSDs agree well with the meas-
ured GSD of core plug I21p (Fig. 9a).

Next, the neural network model M6 of Schaap &
Bouten (1996) was used to construct water-reten-
tion curves for each of the 85 measurements. Given
input values for dgsd, ngsd, gravel percentage (0),
organic-matter percentage (0), and porosity (Table
3), the neural network generated output values for
the Van Genuchten (1980) parameters avg and n in
Equation 1 (Table 4). Curves for the four specific
measurements illustrate the interaction between
porosity and grain-size distribution in the control
of water retention (Fig. 9b). The porosity deter-
mines the saturated water content at zero suction,
whereas the grain-size distribution and porosity
together determine the position of the inflection
point and the steepness and height of the plateau
in the curve. This can be illustrated with two
examples. The samples 61 and 69 have similar
grain-size distributions (Fig. 9a) but differ in
porosity (Fig. 7b). The higher porosity of sample
69, which is due to looser packing (higher porosity
at a similar grain size), causes a higher saturated
water content (Fig. 9b). However, the larger mean
pore size of sample 69 causes it to drain quicker
than sample 61, which has a similar grain-size dis-

Fig. 9. Plots of (a) cumulative grain-size distribution
(GSD) and (b) water-retention characteristics for samples
20, 27, 61 and 69 in thin section 121 and for core plug
I21p. The four specific samples in thin section 121 are
characteristic in their combination of mean grain size
(Fig. la) and porosity (Fig.7b). The positions are shown
in Figure 6. In (a), the cumulative GSDs from the thin
section were calculated using the method of Van Den
Berg et al. (2003) and fitted with Equation 2. The grain
sizes from the core-plug sediment (location in Fig. 2a)
were measured with a laser-particle sizer. In (b), the 0-
pF relation was calculated using a neural network model
(Schaap & Bouten 1996) for the thin-section samples and
standard laboratory measurement techniques for the core
plug. The open circles represent the lab measurements for
12Ip; the solid line is the fit of these measurements with
Equation 1.

tribution but a different porosity. Therefore, the
water-retention curve of sample 69 has a steeper
plateau and an inflection point at a lower suction
potential than sample 61 (Fig. 9b). Furthermore,
the curve for sample 69 crosses that of sample 61.
The samples 20 and 27 have a comparable mean
grain size (Fig. la) but differ in their grain-size
distributions. The sediment of sample 20 is poorly
sorted and has a wider distribution of grain sizes
than sample 27 (Fig. 9a). This poor sorting of sam-
ple 20 leads to a water-retention curve that is
gentler than the other curves (Fig. 9b). As a result
of the relatively large grains and pores present, the
sediment of sample 20 starts to drain at the lowest
suction values (between pF 0.5 and 1). However,
the large variety of pore sizes present in sample
20, which is due to the poor sorting, causes it to
drain at a slower rate than sample 27 (see value
for n in Table 4).
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Table 3. Textural properties for 4 specific measurement
samples in thin section 121, for the average of all 85
samples, and for the sediment in core plug 12Ip (italics)

Sample

20*
27*
61*
69*
Average
for 1-85*

N

321
387
615
553
492

Grain size (jiim) 17 (m3 m 3)
Mean SD

303.325
285.545
209.996
223.066
245.852

144.373
104.758
64.805
69.790
89.752

0.376
0.325
0.335
0.377
0.358

727/>t 293.209 85.879 0.446

N, number of grains
77, porosity
SD, standard deviation
*For the thin-section samples the textural characteristics

were found by image analysis
fFor the core plug the mean grain size was measured with

a laser particle sizer

Comparison of the four specific measurements
with the core plug shows that, although the pla-
teaux do not exactly match, the overall pattern is
very similar (Fig. 9b). At pF 2, which is around
field-capacity conditions (Van Dam et al. 2002&),
the results for the core plug 12Ip and the neural
network results differ by a factor 3. The difference
may be caused by the neural network modelling
(the original dataset in Schaap & Bouten [1996]
contains more silt) or by macroporosity in the core
plug. However, in modelling GPR reflections, rela-
tive contrasts in water content and dielectric
properties are more important than the absolute
values. Therefore, the difference between measured

and calculated values is considered an acceptable
error. For a pF of 2, Figure Ic shows the variation
in 6 across the thin section, and ranges from
approximately 0.04 to 0.06 (Table 5).

Dielectric properties

Under the reasonable assumption that the influence
of adsorbed water can be ignored, a simple three-
phase dielectric mixing model was used to obtain

Table 5. Volumetric water content (9) and relative per-
mittivity (er) at pF 2, for four specific samples in thin
section 121, the average of all 85 samples and core
plug I21p

Sample 6 (m3 m-3)* <vt

20
27
61
69
Average for 1-85

727/4

0.056
0.048
0.059
0.039
0.052

0.010

4.09
4.02
4.33
3.56
4.03

2.53

*For the thin section samples, 9 was estimated using the
neural network model (Table 4). For the core plug, the
water-retention characteristics were measured in the
laboratory and fitted with Equation 1 to find 9 at pF 2

fRelative permittivity was calculated from Equation 3
$The 9 and er values for the core plug 12Ip are low com-

pared to the values for the thin-section samples. The
difference is partly due to the sensitivity of 9 for the
position of the plateau in the water-retention curves.
A small error in the parameter avg (Table 4) may have
a large effect on 9

Table 4. Neural network input and output for the four specific samples in thin section 121 and the average of all
85 samples

Sample

20
27
61
69
Average for 1-85

121 p*

dgsd (/im)

346.856
311.210
224.326
238.855
266.531

-

Model input
ngsd

4.080
5.533
6.841
6.819
5.529

-

pb (g cm 3)

1.654
1.789
1.762
1.651
1.700

1.467

avg (cm ')

0.032
0.027
0.019
0.024
0.025

0.024

Model output
n

2.614
2.871
3.512
3.576
3.153

6.99

9S (m3irr

0.379
0.326
0.336
0.379
0.360

0.446

3)

dgsd, measure for average grain size
ngsdt GSD uniformity
avg and n, output parameters defining the position of the inflection point and the amount of curvature in the 9-pF

relationship (Equation 1), respectively
pb, dry bulk density was calculated through pb = 2.65(1 — 17)
0,, saturated water content. The marginal difference between porosity (Table 3) and modelled saturated water content

output is within error bounds and can be neglected
*Laboratory measurement results for core plug 12 Ip are given for comparison
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Here, r\ is porosity, ew is relative permittivity of
water, es is relative permittivity of solid material
(3.7; Van Dam et al. 2002a), ea is relative permit-
tivity of air, and am is a constant. am is 0.5 for
isotropic and homogeneous material (Roth et al.
1990). The results for the four specific samples are
given in Table 5. Figure 7d shows that the er values
for the 85 samples across the thin section lie
between 3.6 and 4.5. Both absolute values and
observed range are comparable to those found with
the TDR measurements (Fig. 4a & b). The most
distinct step in permittivity lies between samples
60 and 70 and is associated with a strong variation
in porosity. The major step in grain size at sample
20 (Fig. 70) did not result in a prominent permit-
tivity change.

GPR synthetic modelling
Using the average of the detailed TDR measure-
ments TDR5 and TDR6 (Fig. 5) and the er results
for the thin section (Fig. 7d), two models of EM
wave impedance were constructed. Figure 10
shows the reflection coefficient (RC) based on
these impedance models v. depth. The TDR-based
model has 0.02 m measurement increments
whereas the detailed thin-section model has
0.75 mm measurement intervals. PulseEKKO
software (Sensors & Software 1996) was used to
construct synthetic 1-D GPR traces from the
impedance models. The software transforms the
impedance model from a depth scale into a time
scale, and then computes the impulse response for
the layered model. This is followed by the calcu-
lation of all generated reflections, including mul-
tiples and interlayer reflections. The ground
response is then obtained by convolution of a stan-
dard theoretical pulseEKKO wavelet (both
450 MHZ and 900 MHz) with the impulse
response. One of the assumptions inherent in the
modelling software is that the wave is normal inci-
dence, which was accepted as a reasonable simpli-
fication. Losses from spherical-waveform spread-
ing were ignored because of the limited thickness
of the model. The attenuation was set at a value of
0.01 dB m~l because of the perceived low value of
a. This value was held constant because of the lim-
ited variation in dielectric properties.

In the reflectivity model for the TDR data (Fig.
10a), the first two events, at 0.22 m and 0.24 m
depth, are associated with the increase in er due to
the transition to the fine-grained foreset top (Fig.
5). The next two negative events, at 0.26m and
0.28 m depth, are due to the subsequent increase

Fig. 10. Radar reflectivity and synthetic radar traces con-
structed from (a) an average of the TDR measurements
from TDR5 and TDR6 in Figure 5 and (b) the image
analysis results in Figure 7d. The impedance models used
for the synthetic modelling assume a 0.2 m-thick homo-
geneous layer before the first event. The impedance and
RC models have a depth scale whereas the synthetic
traces have a time scale. Since the wave velocity is differ-
ent for each layer, the relative (velocity-related) thickness
of the layers changes. The synthetic radar traces have the
same horizontal scale. The dashed wiggle shows the
wavelet used to convolve with the impulse response
model. The numbered arrows 5 to 8 are referred to in
the text.

in grain size and decrease in er at the bottom of
the approximately 5 cm-thick foreset top. Figure 11
shows the individual contribution of each RC event
to the composite reflection (stack). In the 900 MHz
synthetic trace the first two RC events cause clearly
visible negative inflections (Fig. 11 a). This is an
illustration of pulse widening (indicated by label (D
in Fig. 10a), and is due to the gradual transition in
er. The next two events cause reflections with an
opposite polarity and partly overlap the two pre-
vious reflections (Fig. 11 a). Here, the interference
among the signals cause a large width of the posi-
tive inflection in the composite signal between
0.55 ns and L2ns, relative to the negative inflec-
tion between 0 ns and 0.55 ns. The final two events
are too small to be recognized in the stacked signal.
In the 450 MHz synthetic trace the resolution is
too low to distinguish any of the events separately
in detail. This image is a stack of six different,
overlapping waveforms, producing one composite
reflection. Figure 11b clearly illustrates that the
450 MHz wavelength is too long to discern both

relative permittivity, er, from 6, using the Bohl and
Roth (1994) equation:
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Fig. 11. Diagrams showing the stack of six interfering
reflections from the TDR-based impedance model at (a)
900 MHz, and (b) 450 MHz. Numbers 1 to 6 refer to the
events in the TDR reflectivity model (Fig. 10a). The com-
posite trace is dominated by destructive and constructive
interference. Multiples and interlayer reflections were
considered to contribute little to the total reflection and
were therefore ignored.

the top and bottom of the approximately 5 cm-thick
foreset top (A/4 -7.5 cm). Between approximately
0.8ns and 1.5ns two-way travel time, the first
inflections caused by RC events 3 and, especially,
4 coincide with the second inflections of events 1
and 2, and cause a composite reflection dominated
by constructive interference.

In the detailed thin-section model (Fig. 10&) data
points are 0.75 mm apart, which is only a small
fraction of the wavelength. Consequently, the verti-
cal resolution of the GPR signal is far too low to
resolve the thin lamination. Moreover, radar
antennae transmit their energy in a complex 3-D
pattern (e.g. Van Der Kruk 2001), which compli-
cates the attempt to study the radar response of thin
lamination using 1-D synthetic models. Neverthe-
less, it is important to understand the behaviour of
individual wave trains a few steps ahead of
maximum resolution (e.g. Mayer 1979; Bracco
Gartner 2000). As is seen in the 900 MHz synthetic
trace, individual reflections cannot be dis-
tinguished, but groups of events can. The negative
RCs between 0.205 m and 0.215 m (indicated by
arrow (D in Fig. lOb) together cause the first inflec-
tion to the right in the 900 MHz trace. The group
of positive RCs between 0.21 m and 0.22 m
(indicated by arrow (Z) in Fig. lOb) cause the

stepped pattern in the synthetic trace (indicated by
arrow CD in Fig. 10&). Below this, interference from
numerous overlapping waveforms makes it imposs-
ible to distinguish RC events in the synthetic
image. The most important indication that the
reflected signal is a composite of interfering signals
is illustrated by the difference in reflected signal
for two different frequencies. The 450 MHz syn-
thetic trace is totally different from the 900 MHz
trace. Also, it becomes apparent from the synthetic
models that the reflection pattern in the thin-section
synthetics (Fig. 10Z?) has a lower mean amplitude
than the reflection pattern from the TDR model
(Fig. lOa). This illustrates that interference from
the thinly layered sediment reduces the mean
amplitude of radar reflections. Furthermore, a
wavefront propagating in three dimensions will
cause a further increase in interference and thus a
decrease in the reflection amplitude of thinly lay-
ered sediment.

Accurate comparison of the TDR and thin-sec-
tion models with the original GPR images is diffi-
cult because of the assumptions in the synthetic
modelling, which ignore many of the complex fac-
tors that affect the real signal response. First, the
modelled and original data differ in their angle of
wave incidence. Furthermore, it is difficult to accu-
rately model losses by attenuation and by spheri-
cal-waveform spreading. In real GPR measure-
ments with a 3-D propagating wavefront,
reflections from laterally continuous, large permit-
tivity contrasts will overprint the 1-D modelled
low-amplitude interfering reflections (Kruse & Jol
2003). Nevertheless, reflections from subcentime-
tre-scale layering may cause energy loss. Further-
more, especially in the case of constructive inter-
ference and sediment with little along-bedding
variation, it may explain reflections that do not rep-
resent original bedding.

Discussion and conclusions

This study began with the premise that, although
GPR has proven a useful technique for the imaging
of sediments, detailed and quantitative knowledge
about radar-wave reflection from sedimentary
structures is lacking. As a result, it is not known
in great detail which textural characteristics control
water retention and, thus, reflections. Furthermore,
the minimum magnitude of change for a reflection
is unclear and little is known about the contribution
of structures smaller than A/4 to the total reflec-
tion.

It has been shown that water content, and there-
fore the reflection of GPR waves in unsaturated
sediment, is controlled by the size distribution and
connectivity of the pore network. However, the
exact characteristics of the pore network are diffi-
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cult to estimate. Instead, grain-size distribution and
total porosity, which are relatively easy-to-measure
sediment properties, can be used to estimate the
water-retention characteristics in sediment.
Although other texture parameters, such as grain
orientation, may have an influence on water reten-
tion as well, the possible effects are considered to
be of minor importance. GPR is commonly used at
field-capacity conditions (around pF 2), when the
sediment is a mixture of solid grains, water and air.
At these conditions, fine-grained and tightly packed
sediment retains more water than coarse and
loosely packed material. The minimum required
textural variation necessary to produce GPR
reflections of sedimentary structures is small. Even
the smallest change in water content will cause a
contrast in dielectric properties and, thus, reflection
of EM energy.

Figure 4c shows a maximum textural variation
of -80 jam for unit 7. TDR measurements in this
unit show that high-angle GPR reflections of fine-
grained foreset tops are caused by er variations
between approximately 3.75 and 4.75. Impedance
models based on the TDR measurements across
one of the foreset tops (~5 cm thick) allowed mod-
elling of GPR reflections using 450 MHz and
900 MHz synthetic wavelets. The results show that
the reflected signal experiences pulse widening due
to the gradual transition in dielectric properties.
Moreover, the thickness of the foreset top is larger
than the maximum resolution (A/4) of the 450 MHz
GPR wave and, consequently, reflections from the
top and bottom of the foreset top interfere with
each other.

In an experimental attempt to model the radar
response across subcentimetre-scale sedimentary
layering, a digitized thin-section image rendered
detailed information about texture variation along
a 6 cm-long transect normal to the sedimentary
bedding. A neural network and dielectric mixing
model estimated er at field-capacity conditions to
vary between 3.6 and 4.5, which agrees well with
the values measured with TDR. Models of EM
wave impedance and reflectivity constructed from
this 6 cm-long transect allowed synthetic model-
ling of the GPR response. The GPR synthetics
show that the interference of the reflected signals
leads to reflection patterns that change with fre-
quency. Unfortunately, the model is of too small a
scale, with respect to both vertical and horizontal
resolution of the GPR signal, to compare the results
with the actual GPR reflections of the thinly bed-
ded sediment. Moreover, the 1-D modelling simpli-
fied many complex factors that affect the real sig-
nal response. Nevertheless, it is important to stress
that the interfering reflections from laterally con-
tinuous thin bedding may produce reflection pat-
terns that do not represent the primary bedding. In

order to improve the understanding of thin-layer
GPR reflections further, future studies will be
necessary.
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Downhole GPR for high-resolution analysis of
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Abstract: In August 2000, we used cross-borehole ground penetrating radar (GPR) measure-
ments to investigate sites on Fort Wainwright, Alaska, and east of the Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) permafrost tunnel near Fox, Alaska. The sites are charac-
terized by perennially frozen soils characteristic of much of interior Alaska. The purpose of this
investigation was to define variations in GPR signal velocity and attenuation that may be indica-
tive of hydrocarbon contamination and to determine if downhole GPR methods could detect
petroleum contaminants. To acquire background information for comparison, we conducted
detailed investigations in non-contaminated areas to define general conditions before we profiled
at the Fort Wainwright Tank Farm where extensive contamination has been documented.

Results showed that cross-borehole GPR is a useful tool for detecting changes in electrical
characteristics in permafrost and contaminated environments. Bulk electrical properties (velocity
and attenuation) were observed to vary systematically between frozen and unfrozen materials,
and produced distinct signal responses to frozen/unfrozen sediments, bedrock and massive
ground ice. There is considerable overlap in both velocity and attenuation for soils and rock.
Fine-grained silts exhibit higher attenuation (9–10dB m - 1 ) than coarser sand and gravel (1.5-
2 dB m - 1). Bedrock values are intermediate (2-7 dB m-1). Unfrozen sediment and rock exhibit
velocities between 0.05 mns- 1 and 0. lm ns-1 and attenuation ranges from 4dBm~1 to
11 dB m-1 at 100 MHz while frozen materials are between the velocities of 0.1 mns-1 and
0.18 m ns~] and 1.5 dB m~' and 10 dB m~' at -0.3 °C. The general trend is for frozen materials
to have higher velocities than their unsaturated or saturated counterparts. Preliminary results
where petroleum contamination was pervasive show that the attenuation decreases from
6 dB m~' to 7 dB m~' in uncontaminated schist to 4 dB m"' in the hydrocarbon-contaminated
schist. Additional measurements are required to determine that the observed decrease in attenu-
ation is primarily related to petroleum contamination.

Local geological conditions can limit radio- In this study, we use downhole GPR to investi-
wave transmission through the ground and, gate material properties of several soil types
therefore, the ability of ground penetrating radar characteristic of the Fairbanks area. These included
(GPR) to define subsurface material properties. several wells in the Birch Hill Tank Farm on Fort
However, numerous monitoring wells exist at Wainwright, where residues of petroleum, fuel
most environmental remediation sites that pro- additives and derivative by-products measurably
vide access to the near-surface materials. Under change soil properties. The purpose of this investi-
such conditions, problems due to surficial fine- gation is to measure bulk properties and define
grained soils, the proximity to metallic objects variations in GPR pulse velocity and attenuation
and communication transmissions, which can that may be indicative of hydrocarbon contami-
cause reduced GPR system performance for sur- nation and to determine if downhole GPR methods
face GPR, may be avoided by lowering antennae can detect petroleum contaminants. Studies by the
below the ground surface. Waterloo Center for Groundwater Research

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 275-285. 0305-8719/03/$15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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Fig. 1. Layout of borehole radar system. The system is controlled using a laptop computer connected to a radar
console. Fibre-optic cables transmit optical signals between the console and electronics in the transmitter and receiver
housings. 30 m-long insulated cables connect the electronics to the antennae and are used to lower these antennae
down the monitoring wells (after Sensors and Software 1997).

Fig. 2. Borehole radar data collection set-up, (a) Zero-offset profile (ZOP) configuration (after Sensors and Software
1997). (b) Radar is controlled using a laptop computer connected to the console with a serial cable, (c) Antennae are
lowered down the borehole using 30 m-long insulated cables.

Fig. 3. Screen from borehole radar analysis software
showing typical radar profile. Early returns in the upper
part of the record represent air-waves that did not travel
through ground and often mask the true pulse. The initial
break is picked as the 'first break', which represents the
arrival of the radar pulse. The 'second break' is selected
1.5 cycles after the first break.

Fig. 4. Geophysical well array located on Fort Wain-
wright near the Chena River (modified from Arcone &
Delaney 1989).
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Fig. 5. Multiple-frequency transmission test between wells FW9 and FW10 at a well spacing of 8.9 m in frozen
alluvium. Transmission path is shown in Figure 4.

(Annan et al. 1991; Redman, 1992; Brewster et al.
1995) have shown that GPR can be used to map
changes in the dielectric properties associated with
dense non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) spills as
they migrate downward in the ground. However,
lighter petroleum products that displace soil moist-
ure can remain as residual contamination and be
far more difficult to detect. To acquire background

information on in situ characteristics, we conducted
detailed investigations in non-contaminated areas
of Fort Wainwright and at the Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL)
permafrost tunnel near Fox, Alaska.
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Fig. 6. Transmission test at 50 MHz and multiple well spacings in frozen alluvium: (a) 8.9 m between wells FW9
and FW10, (b) 22 m between wells FW10 and FW11, and (c) 43.2 m between wells FW10 and FW12. Transmission
path is shown in Figure 4.

Methodology
We used multiple system configurations to evaluate
lateral pulse propagation and to discriminate
material properties. Profiling was accomplished
using a Sensors and Software, Inc. pulseEKKO
100A digital GPR system (Fig. 1) with three bore-
hole antenna pairs (50 MHz, 100 MHz and
200 MHz). These antennae are waterproof, slim-
line (<3.0 cm outer diameter) and easily deployed

in standard PVC-lined monitoring wells common
to most US Army-Alaska environmental sites.
These antennae are connected to the transmitter
and receiver with 30 m-long cables marked at
0.25 m increments. The receiver electronics digit-
ize received pulses. Fibre-optic cables are used on
the surface to transmit digital data between the
transmitter, receiver and the radar control unit (Figs
1 & 2c). Use of fibre optics minimizes electrical
interference in the GPR system.
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Fig. 7. Transmission test at 100 MHz and multiple well spacings in frozen alluvium: (a) 8.9 m between wells FW9
and FW10, (b) 22.05 m between wells FW10 and FW11, and (c) 43.2 m between wells FW10 and FW12. Transmission
path is shown in Figure 4.

Borehole (or cross-hole) surveys are conducted
by lowering transmitter and receiver antennae
down two adjacent holes (Fig. 2). A pulse radiated
at the transmitter antenna then travels through the
soil to the receiver antenna in an adjacent borehole.
The one-way travel time is recorded as the transmit

time of the pulse through the soil (Fig. 1). This
is calibrated using a measurement collected at the
surface where a pulse travels through the air
between the same wells. This calibration is used to
determine the reference time-zero for all sub-
sequent data processing at that well combination.
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Fig. 8. Location of deep and target arrays relative to the Fox permafrost tunnel, Fox, Alaska (from Arcone &
Delaney 1989).

We conducted standard cross-hole surveys using
the zero-offset profile (ZOP) method (Sensors and
Software 1997; Fig. 2a). The ZOPs are run as a
reconnaissance-type survey where transmitter and
receiver antennae are simultaneously lowered
down adjacent boreholes at equal step sizes. Typi-
cal step sizes are 0.125m, 0.25m and 0.5m for
the 200 MH, 100 MH and 50 MHz antennae,
respectively. In total, 65 ZOP files were collected,
with many representing repeat investigations of the
same wells at each of the three antenna fre-
quencies, thereby providing a basis for comparing
material properties and signal response among the
various sites. This type of survey is relatively quick
and produces a profile of vertical variations with
depth in travel times for horizontal straight ray-

paths between the wells. Variations in material
properties determine the travel time and the
amplitude of the radar pulse (Fig. 3). Measuring
the signal travel time over a known distance gives
the signal velocity between the antennae. The sig-
nal amplitude of the pulse varies depending on the
electrical conductivity of the material between the
boreholes (Davis & Annan, 1989).

Observations in frozen ground

Chena River permafrost wells

We used an existing CRREL geophysical instal-
lation consisting of dry boreholes, a temperature-

Fig. 9. Stratigraphy of the deep array: (a) cross-section based on well transect F6 to Fl, and (b) location of wells
(from Delaney 1987).
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profiling well and a geophysical well for resistivity
profiling (Fig. 4). The site was selected to provide
system calibration and baseline measurements in a
contaminant-free location on Fort Wainwright. The
soils consist of silty sand, grading to sandy silt by
7 m depth and overlaying sandy gravel. Measure-
ments by Arcone and Delaney (1989) indicated soil
moisture of about 20% in the silt and sand and 10%
in the lower sandy gravel. Sediments in the area
are perennially frozen to a depth of at least 30 m
at about -0.3 °C. We chose borehole combinations
that provided signal propagation path lengths of
approximately 9m, 22 m and 43 m. The results
show little variation in velocity for the three
antenna frequencies as a function of depth, whereas
attenuation increased with frequency (Figs 5-7).
Transmission vs. distance tests (Figs 6 & 7)
showed little variation in velocity or attenuation as
a function of distance between the boreholes. The
variability observed is probably due to changes in
the stratigraphy between the boreholes. Both the
50 MH and 100 MHz antennae were capable of
profiling to 43 m radial distance from the borehole
centre. Previous 100 MHz borehole studies at the
site (Arcone & Delaney, 1989) measured attenu-
ations of 0.5-1.5 dB m-1 in these frozen materials
(Table 1). Over the three propagation paths, we
measured average attenuation rates of 0.4 dB m - 1 ,
1.7 dB m-1 and 3.4 dB m-1 at 50 MHz, 100 MHz
and 200 MHz, respectively, showing that attenu-
ation increases with frequency as expected (cf.
Hoekstra & Delaney, 1974; Davis & Annan, 1989).

Fox permafrost tunnel

The Fox site consists of two-borehole arrays in
silty permafrost drilled by CRREL during the
1980s (Delaney, 1987; Arcone & Delaney, 1989;

Table 1. Velocity and attenuation of materials at
100 MHz

Material

Silt (active layer)
Schist (saturated/
contaminated)
Schist
Meta-siltstone
Sand
Sand (saturated)
Ice wedge (clean)
Frozen silt
Frozen sand
and gravel
Frozen schist

Velocity
(mns - 1)

0.05-0.06
-0.1

0.08-0.1
0.11-0.13
0.10-0.11
0.07-0.09
0.17-0.18
0.11-0.13
0.13-0.14

0.13-0.14

Attenuation
(dBnr1)

10-11
-4

~7
2.5-3.5
2-3
4–6
6-7
9-10
1.5-2

6-7

Fig. 8). These arrays consist of: (1) 12 boreholes
drilled to 25 m depth used to investigate and
describe electrical properties down to bedrock (Fig.
9); and (2) several shallow (~5 m depth) boreholes
drilled around buried targets (Delaney, 1987).
These are referred to as the 'deep' and 'target'
arrays, respectively. Data described in this report
were collected at the deep array with the intent of
characterizing all of the soil types down to the local
bedrock. The stratigraphy of the site is charac-
terized by ~20 m of frozen silt that interfingers
with massive and silt-rich ice lenses (Fig. 9). There
are 2-3 m of frozen gravel lying between the
frozen silt and high-grade metamorphic bedrock
(i.e. schist). Data presented in Figure 9 represent a
cross-hole survey performed between wells F6 and
F2, a distance of about 8 m.

Results from the deep array show that velocity
ranged from ~0.05 mns- 1 to 0 . 0 5 m n s - 1 and
attenuation between 6 d B m - 1 and 13 dB m-1

(Fig. 10; Table 1). The slow zone (velocities
~0.05 mns - 1 ) corresponds to the thawed active
layer, which was ~1 m thick at the time of the sur-
vey, as measured using a steel probe and surface
GPR. Velocity in massive ice was ~0.l8 m ns - 1

and attenuation was ~7 dB m-1 at 100 MHz.
Frozen silt is characterized by velocities of ~0.11-
0.13 m ns - 1 and attenuation ~6–7 dB m - 1 .

Observations in contaminated ground

Fort Wainwright

Fort Wainwright is the site of several on-going
environmental studies as part of the installation
characterization and clean-up. Past and on-going
investigations have resulted in the drilling of more
than 5000 boreholes and monitoring wells, which
both provide considerable ground-truth and ready
access to the subsurface for downhole GPR profi-
ling. Previous studies by CRREL at some of these
sites include lithological logging, surface GPR pro-
filing and direct current (DC) resistivity sounding
and profiling (Lawson et al. 1996). These back-
ground data provide critical information to aid in
evaluating system performance and interpreting the
radar data.

To investigate the effects of hydrocarbon con-
taminants on radar-pulse propagation, we profiled
several wells in the Birch Hill Tank Farm. Site
maps show the extent of the free-phase and ben-
zene plumes (Fig. 11). Data from borehole AP-
7526 are shown in Figure 12 where residual ben-
zene, gas-range organics (GRO) and diesel-range
organics (DRO) are found at the groundwater sur-
face. 200 MHz antennae were used with a well
spacing of <2 m to collect these ZOP data. Litho-
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logical and contaminant data are shown for bore-
hole AP-7526. Velocity in the upper weathered
schist is 0.10-0.12 m ns–1 and ~0.10 m ns–1 in the
metasiltstone. Velocity decreased to ~0.09 mns – 1

in the lower schist.
Figure 13 shows two logs for wells near the base

of Birch Hill that are located in the centre of the
benzene plume. AP-7529 contains low levels of
benzene, GRO and DRO, while the corresponding
contaminant levels are much higher at AP-7530.
Boreholes bracketing AP-7529 and AP-7539, with
a spacing of ~10 m, were profiled using 100 MHz
antennae. The GPR profiles show higher attenu-
ation above the water table. The high attenuation
between 5 m and llm depth in AP-7529 and 2 m
and 9 m depth in AP-7530 corresponds to the
occurrence of the Birch Hill schist in the vadose
zone. A decrease from 7 dB m–1 to 4 dB m–1 in
attenuation below 9 m depth in AP-7530 corre-
sponds with the highest levels of contamination in
any of the wells observed: 58 550 mg kg–1 GRO
and 13900 mg kg–1 DRO. A pronounced differ-
ence in the radar pulse at the water table is
observed between AP-7529 and AP-7530. We sug-
gest the higher amplitude observed at AP-7530
probably reflects a decrease in electrical conduc-
tivity caused by hydrocarbons near the
groundwater surface; however, further investi-
gation is required to better define these responses
and evaluate their cause (e.g., Brewster et al. 1995;
Daniels et al. 1995; Bermejo, 1997).

Summary of velocity and attenuation
results

Table 1 summarizes attenuation and velocity
measurements for the 100 MHz data in the various
material types tested during our study. As

expected, there is overlap in both velocity and
attenuation values for soil and rock. However, the
trends are consistent; fine-grained silts result in
more attenuation than coarser sand and gravel.
Dirty wedge ice (between 12 m and 15 m depth in
Fig. 10) provides the widest range of both attenu-
ation and velocity because of the variable silt con-
tent and the ice wedge is not of constant thickness
between wells F6 and F2 (Fig. 9).

Saturated and unsaturated schist exhibited velo-
cities of ~0.10 inns–1 and 0.08–0.1 inns–1,
respectively (Table 1). The velocity in frozen schist
increased from 0.13 mns–1 to over 0.14 mns– 1 .
Temperature profiles by Arcone and Delaney
(1989) indicate that the equilibrium temperature
below 6 m in the permafrost is about – 0.3°C to
0.4 °C. Attenuation in the schist at 100 MHz is
~7 dB m–1. Metasiltstone was observed to have a
velocity of ~0.11–0.13 mns–1 and an attenuation
of ~3 dB m–1. Silt in the active layer exhibits the
lowest velocity (0.05–0.06 mns– 1) and highest
attenuation (10–lldBm–1)- Frozen silt ranges
from 0.11 mns– 1 to ~0.13 mns–1 and 9 dB m–1 to
10 dB m–1. Sand and gravel exhibits a wide range
in velocity (0.11 mns– 1 , 0.08 m ns–1 and
0.13 m ns–1) and attenuation (4–7 dB m–1, 1-
4 dB m–1 and ~1.7 dB m–1) when unsaturated,
saturated and frozen, respectively. Some of the
ranges observed in these data can be explained by
lack of control on the stratigraphy between the
boreholes where layers are of variable thickness
and lenses locally pinch out. The massive ice
wedge observed at the permafrost tunnel location
is characterized by velocities of ~0.17–0.18 m ns–1

and an attenuation of ~6 dB m–1 at about –0.3 °C.
In general, the cleaner, massive ice exhibits higher
velocities and lower attenuation rates than ice with
dispersed debris.

Fig. 10. 100 MHz cross-hole GPR survey with tomographic plot for velocity and attenuation between wells F6 and
F2. Transmission path is shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 11. Plume extent maps for Birch Hill Tank Farm:
(a) free-phase plume, and (b) benzene.

Conclusions

The use of cross-borehole GPR can yield infor-
mation on the electrical characteristics of both
frozen and unfrozen materials; including electro-
magnetic propagation velocity and attenuation. Our
recent measurements in interior Alaska demon-
strate distinct signal responses to frozen/unfrozen
sediments, bedrock and massive ground ice.
Unfrozen sediment and rock exhibited velocities
between 0.05 mns"1 and O.^mns"1 and attenu-
ation ranges from 1 dB m~l to 11 dB m~l while
frozen materials are between O.llmns"1 and

0.18 inns"1 and 2dBnT1 and HdBnT1 . The
general trend is for frozen materials to have higher
velocities than their unsaturated or saturated
counterparts (e.g., Hoekstra & Delaney, 1974). Sig-
nal attenuation in frozen sand and gravel has a nar-
rower range and is generally lower (2-3 dB rcT1)
than in unsaturated or saturated sand and gravel.
Schist exhibits attenuation values around
7 dB mTJ. Massive ice is characterized by high
velocities (0.17-0.18 mns"1) and attenuation rates
(7 dB m"1). The measurements recorded at a hill-
side bedrock site within the confines of the Fort
Wainwright Birch Hill Tank Farm, where pet-
roleum contamination is pervasive, show marked
decrease in signal attenuation of 7-4 dB m~} near
the bottom of several holes and attenuation vari-
ations within the bedrock above. These data are
insufficient for a conclusive evaluation of the
effects that hydrocarbons have on the electrical
properties; the pronounced change in attenuation
warrants additional measurements. Changes in the
stratigraphy between individual boreholes compli-
cated the interpretations. Despite this drawback,
data collected in this study provide useful back-
ground information on the electrical characteristics
of geological material properties in the Fairbanks
area and demonstrates the application of cross-
borehole GPR for defining vertical changes in elec-
trical characteristics.
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Amplitude analysis of repetitive GPR reflections
on a Lake Bonneville delta, Utah
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Abstract: Several recent theoretical studies have documented the sensitivities of the amplitude
and waveform of a ground penetrating radar (GPR) reflection to the contrast in electromagnetic
properties across the reflecting contact. Here we show that, in a setting with repetitive layering,
it is possible to place constraints on conductivity and variations in permittivity within layers
and across layer boundaries. The data set consists of 50 MHz, 100 MHz and 200 MHz profiles
that image subparallel dipping bedding planes in a gravelly deltaic foreset facies on a Lake
Bonneville delta, Utah, USA. Strongly reflecting horizons with 1-2 m spacings bound packages
with finer internal layering. From finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations of radar-
wave propagation through such strata, constraints are placed on the variations in permittivity
across larger-scale and finer-scale layering. Modelling the relative amplitudes of reflections dem-
onstrates that the finer-scale permittivity contrasts are ~0.4–0.8 times that of the 1-2 m layering.
Amplitude v. offset (AVO) analysis yields an upper bound of ~3.5 for the contrast in permittivity
at the larger-scale layer boundaries. Overall signal attenuation requires the average conductivity
to be in the range of 0.7-0.8 mS/m.

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been widely
and successfully used to image the spatial patterns
of reflecting horizons in sedimentary environments.
Radar stratigraphy offers unparalleled access to the
three-dimensional (3-D) structures of clastic and
carbonate strata (e.g. McMechan et al. 1997; van
Overmeeren 1998; Bristow et al 2000). In such
studies, radar velocities within layers are generally
estimated from common mid-point surveys (CMP).
In practice it is difficult with this method to deter-
mine interval velocities for thin layers. More typi-
cally, average velocities are estimated for packages
on the order of a metre or more in thickness.

For a variety of reasons, however, it might be
useful to extract more information about velocity
variations and the electromagnetic properties of the
strata that determine the radar-wave velocity. The
media properties controlling the radar response -
relative dielectric permittivity (dielectric constant)
(Er), relative magnetic permeability (ur), and con-
ductivity (o) - in turn depend on lithological and
hydrogeological parameters that are of interest to
sedimentologists and hydrogeologists. Among
these parameters are porosity, water content, iron
content, clay content, and pore-fluid conductivity.
Variations in such parameters, particularly per-

meability, are of interest to hydrogeologists and
petroleum geologists seeking to quantify aquifer or
reservoir properties on all scales (e.g. Hornung and
Aigner 1999; Huggenberger and Aigner 1999).
Thus GPR images may offer a window into these
properties on centimetre-to-decimetre scales. Two
steps are required: (1) to extract the electromag-
netic properties over a range of wavelengths, and
(2) to establish relationships between the electro-
magnetic and the sedimentological/hydrogeological
properties. Because the electromagnetic behaviours
of sediment-plus-porewater systems are complex
(e.g. Knoll & Knight 1994; Peplinski et al. 1995;
Saarenketo 1998; Chan & Knight 1999), the
relationships of step (2) must still be assessed on
a site-to-site basis (Chanzy et al. 1996). Neverthe-
less, where sufficient data are available, step (2)
may indeed be feasible, as recent studies demon-
strate (e.g. van Overmeeren et al. 1997; Olhoeft
2000; van Dam & Schlager 2000) .

This paper focuses on step (1) and demonstrates
that modelling of radar records can help constrain
the variability and scaling in electromagnetic
properties. Figure 1 shows an example from an out-
crop sedimentological study by Hornung and
Aigner (1999), aimed at understanding heterogen-

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 287-298. 0305-8719/2003/$15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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Fig. 1. Example of coarser-scale (with arrows) and finer-
scale (no arrows) variability in sedimentological and hyd-
rogeological parameters in an alluvial plain system.
Arrows highlight coarser-scale variability in porosity and
permeability. (Modified from Hornung and Aigner 1999,
fig- 21).

cities in hydrogeological properties. The arrows
(Fig. 1) emphasize larger-scale (~5 m) trends in
porosity and permeability. Superimposed on these
larger-scale trends are secondary, smaller-scale
(<~ m) variations. In theory one might extract
similar information on relative permittivity (or con-
ductivity or magnetic permeability) from a GPR
record. Because the relative dielectric permittivities
of air (1) or water (80) differ so significantly from
that of rock or soil matrix (~4), permittivity com-
monly correlates strongly with porosity and water
content. Thus, for example, the sharp increase in
porosity at the upper boundary of the sequences
labelled with diagonal arrows in Figure 1 would
be expected to produce larger-amplitude reflections
than the porosity variations within the units in satu-
rated or dry media (independent of changes in
lithology). The discussion below shows that con-
straints on such relative contrasts within the target
media can indeed be derived from radar reflections,
within a given lithology.

Analysis of internal variability requires interpret-
ation of reflection amplitudes in addition to the
standard estimation of velocities from CMP sur-
veys or comparison with outcrop or well data. The
theoretical framework for understanding reflection
amplitudes comes from basic electromagnetic
theory (Stratton 1941; Wait 1970). The ground-
work for radar applications has been laid by Zeng

et al. (2000). Such amplitude and waveform analy-
sis has been applied to engineering studies, notably
by Olhoeft (2000). For example, in Olhoeft (2000),
the amplitude of a reflection off a steel pipe is used
to determine overlying soil conductivity.

Amplitude modelling in geological applications
is considerably more difficult, however, because
the properties of media on both sides of a contact
are unknown (in the engineering application the
properties of steel are well known). In addition, in
both geological and engineering applications the
amplitude of the outgoing pulse is uncertain. While
most time-domain GPRs produce a tri-lobed pulse
similar to a Ricker wavelet, this source wavelet is
dependent on the antenna as well as the antenna-
ground impedance match, which is influenced by
near-surface conductivity, surface roughness and
antenna-to-ground contact. In extreme cases, such
as the antenna ring-down effect (Radzevicius et al,
2000), deviation from the Ricker wavelet form can
be quite significant.

The uncertainties associated with lack of knowl-
edge of media properties and outgoing pulse ampli-
tude can be reduced at sites where the media can be
locally 'ground-truthed' with well logs or outcrop
measurements or where a repetitive sequence of
similar reflecting horizons exists. In the latter scen-
ario, the sequential effects of numerous reflections
can be simulated and compared with observations.
This paper details simulations of a set of radar pro-
files collected over gravelly bedding planes,
described by Smith and Jol (1992, 1995).

Geological setting and GPR surveys

Smith and Jol (1992) selected a Brigham City,
Utah, USA, gravel pit as a site beautifully suited
to test the capabilities of GPR because the gravels
have a high quartz content (presumably low silt and
clay content, and thus lower signal attenuation) and
because stratigraphy is clearly visible in pit-wall
exposures (Fig. 2). Strata are interpreted as bedding
planes of deltaic foreset facies of a Late Pleistocene
Provo-level Lake Bonneville delta (Smith & Jol
1992). The most striking features exposed in quarry
walls are strata with the highest resistance to
weathering, spaced -1-2 m apart and dipping -22°.
These finer-grained strata appear as the darker
bands in Figure 2a and as the lines drawn in the
schematic in Figure 2b. Finer-scale layering, with
thicknesses of tens of centimetres, is also apparent
between the prominent resistant strata. 3-D surveys
at this site show that beds are locally planar in form
(Jol et al. 1996). The water table lies below depths
imaged by GPR.

We refer to the 1-2 m packages bounded by the
resistant units as large-scale layers, and the layer-
ing within these packages as fine-scale layering.
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Fig. 2. (a) Quarry wall exposure, Brigham Sand and Gra-
vel Company pit. In central part of photo resistant units
with ~1—2 m spacing appear clearly as darker bands, (b)
Schematic diagram of another exposure in same pit, from
Smith and Jol (1992). 3X vertical exaggeration. Sandy
unit discordant to 22°-dipping strata was clearly imaged
in radar records reported in Smith and Jol (1992), con-
firming that primary arrivals are imaged to ~300 ns travel
time in 50 MHz and 100 MHz records. All sites (Fig.
2a & 2b, results reported in Smith & Jol 1992 and data
in this paper) share common features of 22°-dipping
resistant units with 1-2 m spacing and parallel finer-
scale layering.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show data collected at
50MHz, 100 MHz and 200 MHz antennae,
respectively, with 0.5 m spacing over a 20 m tran-
sect along a level terrace within the quarry. The
dipping strata are clearly visible at all frequencies.
Depth of penetration is excellent - on the order of
20 m for 100 MHz antennae. Late-arriving pulses
are principally primary reflections and not multiple
reflections off shallower contacts, as documented
by the imaging of a discordant sandy unit to 20 m
depth (Fig. 2) (Smith & Jol 1992) and verified by
modelling described below.

The average velocity throughout the records,
determined from fitting hyperbolae of reflection
events on CMP surveys, is -0.15 mns^1 (Smith &
Jol 1992). As the true dip of beds is known to be
-20-25° from quarry-wall observations, the velo-
city determined from the CMP analysis, assuming
that reflecting horizons are horizontal, overesti-
mates the true average velocity by -6-10%. After
correcting for the known dips, average velocity is
estimated at -0.14 m ns"1. Given this velocity, the
timing of the 50 MHz returns and the prominent
high-amplitude returns in the 100 MHz and
200 MHz transects correspond to those expected
for reflections from the large-scale layering
(bounded by resistant horizons) seen in the quarry
walls. This correspondence is also clear in GPR
transects run over exposed highwalls shown in
Smith and Jol (1992) and Jol et al. (1996).

Fig. 3. 50 MHz transect across a lower terrace within the Brigham Sand and Gravel Company pit. (a) Full record
shown with AGC gain, AGC window = 2 pulse widths, gain max. 200. (b) Central section of record, exponential
gain with gain max. 50, gain attenuation 0.12 dB/m.

The bedding patterns are caused by the progra-
dational nature of a fan-foreset delta, with finer-
grained layers deposited during lower water flow
(probably autumn/winter) and coarser-grained lay-
ers deposited by spring melts with greater water
flow.

The 100 MHz and 200 MHz profiles (Figs 4 and
5) show additional coherent reflections that arrive
between the times of the large-scale layer reflec-
tions. These lower-amplitude events parallel the
strong reflections, so we infer that they represent
energy reflected from both the fine-scale layering
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Fig. 4. 100 MHz transect at same location as 50 MHz (Fig. 3). (a) Full record shown with AGC gain, AGC window
= 2 pulse widths, gain max. 200. (b) Central section of record, exponential gain with gain max. 50, gain attenu-
ation 0.12dB/m.

Fig. 5. 200 MHz transect at same location as 50 MHz (Fig. 3). (a) Full record shown with AGC gain, AGC window
= 2 pulse widths, gain max. 200. (b) Central section of record, exponential gain with gain max. 50, gain attenu-
ation 0.12dB/m.

and multiply reflected ray paths. Figures 3b, 4b and
5b display a subset of the data with an exponential
gain that increases smoothly over the 50-250 ns
time window shown. This gain was subjectively
chosen to maximize uniformity in amplitude of the
'strong' reflections throughout the 130-250 ns time
window on the 50 MHz and 100 MHz records and
the 130-200 ns time window on the 200 MHz rec-
ords. Following application of this gain, the ampli-
tudes of intermediate reflections were compared
with those of neighbouring high-amplitude reflec-
tions. Most intermediate reflections have ampli-
tudes ranging from -0.25 to 0.7 times that of neigh-
bouring high-amplitude reflections. Thus the

contrasts in electromagnetic properties associated
with the fine-scale layering appear smaller than that
of the contrasts associated with the large-scale lay-
ers. This pattern of GPR amplitudes suggests an
internal structure similar to that shown in Figure 1
(measured by Hornung & Aigner [1999] within an
alluvial plain). We use the observed relative ampli-
tudes (large-scale layers v. fine-scale layers) to
constrain the relative magnitudes of the permit-
tivity contrasts associated with each type of layer-
ing.
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Modelling GPR wave propagation

We use 1-D, 2-D and 3-D FDTD models to simu-
late radar-wave propagation through media of
specified conductivity, relative dielectric permit-
tivity and relative magnetic permeability. Figure 6
shows 'snapshots' from a sample 2-D run with
transverse electric polarization. Computations are
based on the second-order staggered grid differ-
ence scheme of Yee (1966). This formulation
applies finitedifference approximations to
Maxwell's equations and has been used by numer-
ous researchers to simulate GPR transmissions
(e.g. Wang & Tripp 1994). The codes have been
verified against analytical solutions and published
test cases (Kunz & Luebbers 1993). Second-order
Mur absorbing boundary conditions (Mur 1981)
are applied at the margins of the computational
grid. The source pulse characteristics are designed
to emulate those of the pulseEKKO 100 system
manufactured by Sensors and Software, Inc. The
pulse is tri-lobed and consists of a decaying
exponential superimposed on a Ricker wavelet. A
suite of models, run to test the dependence of the
conclusions drawn in this paper on the source
wavelet, shows that the results presented below are
independent of minor variations in the form of the
simulated pulse.

Simulation output includes the electric and mag-
netic fields at any point on the grid, so the radar

response can be simulated at arbitrary receiver
locations. To avoid computational expense 1-D and
2-D models with plane or line sources, respect-
ively, were used when the amplitudes (after correc-
tion for geometric effects) differed insignificantly
from those of 3-D models.

The FDTD code can incorporate dispersivity in
the form of a series of Debye relaxation mech-
anisms (Kunz & Luebbers 1993). However, for the
unsaturated quartz-rich gravels of the Brigham City
site, and for the antenna frequencies used, the
dielectric losses associated with matrix and water
relaxation should be negligible. We thus assume
that attenuation is dominated by conductivity and
characterize attenuation in terms of a constant con-
ductivity. Permittivity is assumed to vary across
the boundaries of both the large-scale and fine-
scale layers. It is unlikely that these gravels contain
a significant heavy mineral content, so the relative
magnetic permeability is set to a uniform value of
1 throughout the section. The unusually good radar
penetration at this site further indicates that ground
conductivities are quite low. If conductivities are
low, then the contribution of conductivity vari-
ations to the reflection coefficients at layer bound-
aries will be small relative to the effect of permit-
tivity variations. Thus it is reasonable to ignore
conductivity contrasts at layer boundaries and our
models assume a uniform media conductivity.

Fig. 6. Vertical slice snapshots of 2-D FDTD models as used in this study, (a) ~30 ns after simulated pulse trans-
mission at location marked with Tx. (b) After ~110 ns of travel time. Uppermost layer represents air with Er = 1, u,r
= 1, o = 0. Air underlain by uniform 'road fill' layer 0.5 m thick at surface with Er = 4, fjir = 1, a = 0.07 mS/m.
Lower dipping layers as described in text. Shading represents amplitude of out-of-plane (TE) component of E-field.
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1-D models assume plane waves and zero trans-
mitter-receiver offset; the 2-D models shown
mimic the 1 m antenna separation used in the 100
MHz gravel-pit surveys.

Constraints on the form and relative
amplitudes of permittivity contrasts

Large-scale layers

Repetitive stratigraphic packages with different
overall forms - e.g. gradual versus sharp changes
in permittivity with depth - produce different radar
reflection patterns. Figure 7 shows several simple
models designed for comparison with the radar
response to the large-scale (1-2 m) layering in the
gravel quarry. These initial 1-D models ignore fine-
scale internal layering, geometrical and conductive
attenuation, and angle of incidence dependence in
reflection coefficients - factors considered further
below. The models assume that layer thicknesses
vary with a Gaussian distribution about a mean
value of 1.6 m, to avoid resonance effects associa-
ted with perfectly uniform layer thicknesses. The
contrast in permittivity is set to a uniform value
and form across each layer boundary. This uni-
formity is, of course, not realistic, but testing a
range of such models serves the goals of capturing
upper and lower bounds on the permittivity con-
trasts as well as the overall structure of permit-
tivity variations.

Models 1 and 3 (Fig, 7) show gradational 1-2 m-
thick packages, with a sharp contrast at their upper

boundaries. On these 'sawtooth' models only the
sharp contrasts produce distinct reflections. Con-
trasts that separate an overlying low-permittivity
zone from underlying high permittivity, such as in
model 1 of Figure 7, produce reflections with the
opposite polarity of the down-going wave. Reflec-
tions from top of low-permittivity zones, as in
model 3, show no polarity change. (Note the
opposite polarities in the GPR traces from models
1 and 3 on Fig. 7.) The polarities of the air-wave,
the direct ground-wave, and strong reflections from
larger-scale boundaries at different separations on
the CMP records collected at the Brigham City
quarry (Smith & Jol 1995) were compared with a
3-D model with conductivity 0.7 mS/m (see Dis-
cussion below) and a 22°-dipping contact with
sharp permittivity contrast. The data are better fit
by the sharp boundaries between 1-2 m larger-
scale layers separate underlying high er
(presumably low porosity in this dry environment)
zones from lower Er (higher porosity) zones, as in
model 1. Apparently, internally within the l-2m
units porosity decreases from bottom to top.

The pattern of the er increase from bottom to top
within each larger-scale layer is more difficult to
resolve. In contrast to the sawtooth of model 1,
model 2 in Figure 7 incorporates a thin high-e,.
layer at the top of each large-scale layer. The form
of the reflected pulse from the model 2 thin layers
(predominantly a peak-trough pair) differs from the
tri-lobed form of the reflections from the top of the
model 1 sawteeth. In practice the overall continuity
of reflections makes it difficult to distinguish

Fig. 7. Models for large-scale permittivity structure, (a) Schematic of permittivity as a function of depth. (B) Simulated
GPR response to permittivity structure shown at left, from 1-D models of 100 MHz pulse. Solid lines (models 1 and
2) show successful models that predict observed features in radar traces. See text for discussion.
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whether the large-scale reflections in the data more
closely resemble model 1 or model 2 forms. (This
is true at all three antenna frequencies.) Thus, from
the radar record alone, we cannot tell whether the
packages are internally gradational (such as a fin-
ing-upward sequence and model 1) or bounded by
a thin (<-30 cm) distinct low-porosity layer (as in
model 2). We can exclude from consideration,
however, models with a significant sharp lower
boundary to a high-er layer more than about 30 cm
thick, such as model 4 in Figure 7. Model 4 (and
others with distinct high-er layers >~30 cm thick)
show clear reflections associated with the lower
boundary of the high permittivity layer in 100 MHz
and 200 MHz simulations. Such lower-boundary
reflections are not compatible with the observed
overall pattern of 20-30 ns between strong reflec-
tions. Essentially the observed GPR patterns pre-
clude models in which the high-er layers have a
sharp lower boundary, unless the layers are less
than about 30 m thick.

Fine-scale layers

Simultaneous modelling of the 50 MHz, 100 MHz
and 200 MHz data sheds light on the finer-scale
layering within the 1-2 m packages. The relevant
observations are: the 50 MHz reflections (20-30 ns
spacing) are quite strong; equivalently spaced high-
amplitude reflections appear in the 100 MHz and
200 MHz data; the 100 MHz and 200 MHz traces
also show returns between the high-amplitude
reflections; when plotted with an exponential gain
that renders the amplitudes of the high-amplitude
returns roughly uniform through the 130-250 ns
time interval, the amplitudes of these intermediate
returns are -0.25-0.7 times those of the preceding
or subsequent high-amplitude reflections. The
lower amplitudes of the intermediate returns dem-
onstrate that the fine-scale permittivity variations
cannot be as sharp or as pronounced as those at
the boundaries of the larger-scale layers. To place
bounds on the relative amplitudes of the fine-scale
and large-scale permittivity variations, we add fine-
scale layering to the successful models (models 1
and 2) of Figure 7.

Figure 8 shows suites of 1-D models for both
sawtooth and uniform layer permittivity patterns,
with four internal layers superimposed on the
larger-scale 1-2 m layering. These 1-D models
assume a plane wave and neglect geometrical
spreading and non-zero angle of incidence, with
the conductivity set to zero. As a result the ampli-
tudes of the high-amplitude returns are relatively
uniform throughout the trace, facilitating compari-
son with the exponential gain records in Figures
3£>, 4b and 5b. After geometric corrections, errors
associated with the 1-D (rather than 3-D with a

dipole source) modelling for the purpose of com-
paring the relative amplitudes of intermediate
returns with preceding or following high-amplitude
returns are less than 10% for the time range (130-
250 ns) considered here. As a result it was con-
sidered reasonable to compare the relative ampli-
tudes of neighbouring returns from the 1-D models
with those from the exponential gain records. If the
finer-scale permittivity contrasts are as large as
those associated with the larger-scale layering (left
column on Fig. 8), the 1-2 m wavelength in the
structure is lost and the 50 MHz signal is weak (its
long wavelengths are relatively insensitive to the
wavelength of the finer-scale variations). A weak
50 MHz signal contradicts the observations - in
fact a coherent 50 MHz return is observed from
depths to 25 m (Smith & Jol 1992).

Models also conflict with observations if we
assume that fine-scale permittivity contrasts are
much smaller (<~40%) than those bounding the 1-
2 m-thick layers. The right-hand column in Figure
7 shows models with internal permittivity contrasts
0.2 times those at the larger-scale boundaries.
These models with low-amplitude fine-scale varia-
bility predict the relative amplitude of 100 MHz
and 200 MHz reflected energy arriving between the
times of the package boundary reflections to be
consistently less than about half that of the strong
boundary events. The data show more variability
in the amplitudes of the intermediate arrivals on
the 100 MHz and 200 MHz records (Figs 4 & 5).

Overall, models with fine-scale permittivity con-
trasts between 0.4 and 0.8 times the contrasts at
the large-scale boundaries best share the amplitude
characteristics seen in the data. The central column
in Figure 8 shows results for models with fine-scale
permittivity contrasts that are 0.5 times the larger-
scale contrasts.

Constraints on conductivity

The observed overall attenuation in the amplitude
of GPR returns as a function of travel time is
caused by: (1) the spreading of the wave energy
over a spherical shell of increasing radius, (2) dissi-
pative losses in a conductive ground (higher con-
ductivity = stronger attenuation), and (3) energy
partitioning at reflecting boundaries, including
multiple reflections. At the Brigham City quarry
the observed attenuation for arrivals between
-30 ns and 330 ns two-way travel time can be fitted
with the simple expressions:

where t is the travel time, r is the distance the wave
has traveled at time t, A is the amplitude, and a is
the attenuation coefficient, a and the constant A0

are determined from the fitting this expression to



Fig. 8. Models for large- and small-scale permittivity structure. Each of the six diagrams shows permittivity structure
at the left, with 1-D simulated GPR response at 50 MHz, 100 MHz and 200 MHz, in traces immediately to the right,
(a) Sawtooth structures, (b) Uniform layer structures. Left-hand column: fine-scale Aer = large-scale Ae,.. Middle
column: fine-scale Aer = 0.5 times large-scale Aer. Right-hand column: fine-scale Aer = 0.2 times large-scale Ae,..

the data, v is the average velocity (= 0.15 m ns l).
The term in brackets describes geometrical spread-
ing (process (1) above), while the exponential
decay is used to represent the combined effects of
conductivity and both primary and internal mul-
tiple reflections (processes (2) and (3)). (This
expression fails at shorter travel times because the
air-wave and direct-wave dominate the signal, and
fails at longer travel times because the amplitude
of the noise exceeds that of the signal.) We do not
explicitly include a directivity function in this sim-
plified expression for amplitude. Jiao et al. (2000)
showed that TE mode radiation from a 450 MHz
antenna at the air/ground interface has a maximum
amplitude close to the critical angle Qr =
sirr'Ce,," as predicted from theoretical
expressions for far field radiation from a horizontal
half-wave dipole antenna. (6 is the angle between
the radiation direction and the vertical axis.) At the

Lake Bonneville delta site 6C -30°. The radiation
direction for energy in primary reflections from
22.5°-dipping reflectors that arrives in the 30-
330 ns time window ranges from -34-12°. Thus,
from the directivity function alone, higher ampli-
tudes are expected at the earlier (smaller r, larger
S) arrivals. By fitting the observed average attenu-
ation to the form above, the directivity function is
in effect incorporated into the combined r~Je~a '
term.

The best-fitting attenuation coefficient a for the
100 MHz data is 0.086 irr1 (0.75 dB/m) (Fig. 9).
Attenuation modelling in this discussion is restric-
ted to the 100 MHz data. Ground conductivity is
typically frequency-dependent, but exploration of
this frequency dependence is beyond the scope of
this paper.

Because a is a function of both the ground con-
ductivity and the reflection coefficients at layer
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Fig. 9. Attenuation. Thick line, observed average ampli-
tude as a function of travel time for all 100 MHz traces;
medium line, attenuation expected from geometrical
spreading only; thin line, best-fitting attenuation follow-
ing expression in text, with attenuation coefficient a =
0.86m-1 or 0.75 dB/m.

boundaries, the two properties cannot be con-
strained independently. Furthermore, reflection
coefficients are, in theory, a function of both per-
mittivity and conductivity contrasts (as well as
magnetic permeability contrasts, which can be neg-
lected here). However, models that fit the observed
attenuation for geologically plausible values of
reflection coefficients require very low average
conductivities, <~1.2mS/m, as is documented
below. For such low conductivities the contribution
of conductivity contrasts to reflection coefficients
is likely to be negligible. (For example, for a plane
wave incident on a planar boundary [Stratton
1941], for an angle of incidence of 10° and a
change in er of 3.5 [about a mean er value of 4]
across the contact, the reflection coefficient is
0.210. Adding a contrast in conductivity of 1 mS/m
changes the reflection coefficient by less than 1%.)
The fortunate consequence is that contrasts in con-
ductivity at layer boundaries can reasonably be
neglected, and model conductivities can be simpli-
fied to a uniform average value throughout the sec-
tion.

Table 1 lists the best-fitting attenuation coef-
ficients determined from amplitudes on simulations
of TE mode waves in 2-D sawtooth models with
line sources and 1 m transmitter-receiver separ-
ation, corrected to 3-D geometrical spreading, with
layer permittivity contrasts and uniform conduc-
tivities of varying amplitudes. The attenuation
coefficients (with geometrical spreading
correction) derived from these 2-D models differed
by less than -5% from the attenuation coefficients
from comparable 3-D TE mode dipole source mod-
els; it was thus deemed reasonable to conduct the

Table 1. Observed and model 100 MHz attenuation

Attenuation
a dB/m Q

(1/m)

Observed

Models Aer Av cr
(mns"1) (mS/m)

0.086 0.75 12

9.1
9.1
3.5
3.5
1.3
1.3
0.64
0.64

0.12
0.12
0.06
0.06
0.012
0.012
0.006
0.006

0
1.2
0
0.8
0
0.7
0
0.7

0.027
0.086
0.047
0.086
0.053
0.086
0.053
0.086

0.23
0.75
0.40
0.75
0.46
0.75
0.46
0.75

80
24
44
24
40
24
40
24

Aer = contrast in relative dielectric permitivities across
package boundaries

Av = corresponding velocity contrast across package
boundaries

cr = conductivity
In all models average er — 4 (average velocity =

O.lSmns"1)- Models assume 'sawtooth' permittivity
pattern as in Figure 8 with permittivity contrasts of
finer-scale layering = 0.5 times those at package
boundaries. Attenuation is expressed as the attenuation
coefficient a, in dB/m, and as the quality factor Q =
a)/2va, where w = 2rf, / = 100 MHz, and v = 1.5 X
108 m/s. Attenuation coefficients calculated for ampli-
tudes between 30 ns and 330 ns.

suite of simulations with 2-D models. The attenu-
ation coefficients a thus describe the combined
effects of transmission losses, primary and internal
multiple reflections, and the directivity function.
Models listed in Table 1 incorporate fine-scale per-
mittivity contrasts 0.5 times those at boundaries of
the larger-scale layers (as in the centre column of
Fig. 8). The pattern of permittivity contrasts is the
same for all models, but the absolute magnitude
of permittivity contrasts differs. Models listed have
either zero conductivity or the value that best fits
the observed attenuation.

Figure 10 summarizes the parameters of the
best-fitting sawtooth models. To fit the observed
attenuation, models with higher permittivity con-
trasts (more energy returned to surface) require
higher conductivities. With lower permittivity con-
trasts attenuation is driven predominantly by con-
ductive losses. Where conductive losses dominate,
the best-fitting conductivity is 0.7 mS/m. A con-
servative upper bound on the plausible change in
er across a contact is ~9, given the mean velocity
of 0.15 m ns"1 and a lower bound on relative per-
mittivity of ~2 for unsaturated gravel. For this
upper bound permittivity contrast, the average
ground conductivity must be -1.2 mS/m. To sum-
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Fig. 10. Parameters of models that fit observed attenu-
ation. Results shown for sawtooth models with fine-scale
Ae,. = 0.5 large-scale Aer. Horizontal axis shows magni-
tude of Aer at boundaries of large-scale layers.

marize, plausible models that fit the observed
attenuation require average conductivities in the
range of 0.7-1.2 mS/m.

Constraints on permittivities from AVO
modelling

Seismologists have long recognized that infor-
mation about a reflecting boundary could be
derived from the relative amplitudes of acoustic or
elastic wave reflections recorded with different
source-receiver offsets (e.g. Castagna & Backus
1993). Baker (1998) and Zeng et aL (2000) have
demonstrated that parallels can be drawn for GPR
surveys. Significantly for this study, Zeng et aL
(2000) showed that, for reflecting boundaries with
large permittivity contrasts, amplitudes decay rap-
idly with increasing offset at large offsets.

Figure 11 shows observed AVO curves for indi-
vidual 100 MHz reflection events identified from
the CMP survey and for the sawtooth models with
fine-scale permittivity contrasts 0.5 times those of
the larger-scale. The reflections picked arrive
between ~110ns and 140ns, and represent reflec-
tions from large-scale boundaries as their ampli-
tude clearly exceeded those of neighbouring pulses
in the GPR traces. The 110-140 ns time window
was chosen because reflections are strong and eas-
ily identifiable, yet are late enough that the ampli-
tude determinations are independent of the choice
of dewow or other filter for removing the low-
frequency early energy. Observed AVO curves
show a peak at ~5 m offset; such a central peak is
expected in GPR surveys at the offset where the
angle of incidence on the ground/air boundary is

the critical angle for refraction [e.g. Zeng et aL
(2000)]. The model AVO curves tend to flatten at
smaller offsets, but do not show a central peak. The
origin of the discrepancy between model and
observed AVO curves at small offsets is unclear.
Hence we restrict comparison of model results and
data to the decay in amplitudes at larger offsets.
Figure 11 shows that models with large-scale er

contrasts less than -3.5 fit the observed slope of
the AVO curve, while those with greater er con-
trasts do not. Thus, in this setting the AVO analysis
proves useful for establishing an upper bound, but
not a lower bound, on the magnitudes of er con-
trasts.

With an upper bound of 3.5 on the er contrasts
across the large-scale contacts, Figure 10 shows
that the conductivity is constrained to -0.7-
0.8 mS/m.

Direct ground-wave amplitudes
Because the units at the quarry site dip -22°, the
direct-wave travelling between transmitter and
receiver at large offsets on a CMP survey should
travel through multiple layers. Thus we can check
whether the amplitudes of direct-wave arrivals on
the 100 MHz CMP survey are compatible with the
best-fitting conductivities and permittivities
derived from the analysis of the reflected arrivals.
The models assume 22°-dipping beds overlain by
a 0.5 m-thick horizontal layer, where 0.5 m is a
rough estimate of the thickness of 'road fill' along
the terrace on which the survey was collected. Fig-

Fig. 11. Observed and model AVO. Thick lines with
symbols, two observed distinct reflection events with
arrivals between 110ns and 140ns. Lines without sym-
bols, model AVO curves for sawtooth models with fine-
scale Aer = 0.5 large-scale Aen with varying absolute
magnitudes of Aer. Numbers in legend, Ae,. across large-
scale boundaries. All AVO curves are scaled to align rela-
tive amplitudes at 5 m offset.
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ure 12 shows the observed relative amplitudes of
the direct wave arrivals between 5 m and 7.5 m.
The direct ground-wave amplitude can be reliably
identified (free from interference with air-wave or
reflections) only in this offset window. The
observed direct-wave attenuation appears greater
than that of the best-fitting models (Fig. 12). One
possible explanation for the discrepancy between
models and data is that the observed amplitude at
5 m offset is anomalously high because of con-
structive interference between the out-going direct-
wave and reflected energy. Models with permit-
tivity contrasts as low as 3.5 show noticeable 'zig-
zags' in the direct-wave amplitude v. offset curve,
due to reflections occurring at the dipping beds. As
direct-wave amplitudes are quite sensitive to the
properties of the surficial layer, it is also possible
that the models neglect significant complexities in
fill at the terrace surface, or that there is higher
attenuation in the fill at the surface. Overall there
are no misfits between model and observed direct-
wave amplitudes that require us to reject our best-
fitting models.

Conclusions

This study demonstrates that bounds on permit-
tivity structure and conductivity can be derived
from modeling of GPR records in a setting with
repetitive strata. FDTD modelling of the Brigham
City, Utah, gravel quarry surveys shows the fol-
lowing:

1. The upper boundary of large-scale layers (1-
2 m in thickness) marks a contact between
overlying lower permittivity (probably higher
porosity) and underlying higher permittivity
(lower porosity).

2. No independently distinguishable sharp con-

Fig. 12. Observed and model direct-wave amplitudes.
Diamonds, observed amplitudes from 100 MHz CMP;
dashed lines, predicted AVO for sawtooth models with
fine-scale Aer = 0.5 large-scale Aer, with varying absolute
magnitudes of Aer. See text for discussion.

trasts marking higher permittivity over lower
permittivity strata are apparent, implying that,
within the large-scale layers, either the high
permittivity layer is thin (less than -30 cm) or
that permittivity increases gradually upward
through the layers.

3. Permittivity contrasts associated with finer-
scale layering within the 1-2 m-thick layers
are 0.4-0.8 times those at the larger-scale
layer boundaries.

4. AVO analysis provides an upper bound of -3.5
on relative permittivity contrasts at the larger-
scale boundaries.

5. Given these bounds on the permittivity struc-
ture, signal attenuation requires average con-
ductivities in the range of -0.7-0.8 mS/m (for
the band widths in the 100 MHz signal).

At the site chosen for this study we specifically
exploit the repetitive nature of the layering, and
these conclusions could be derived in the absence
of direct measurements of the electromagnetic
properties. This method holds promise for broader
applicability, namely for detailed resolution of
electromagnetic properties at more complex sites,
if local ' ground-truthing' of electromagnetic
properties can be established at wells or outcrops.
If the relationships between the electromagnetic
and hydrogeological properties can be locally
established as well, then GPR clearly offers prom-
ise as a tool to extrapolate from wells or outcrops,
and to aid in statistical characterization of aquifer
heterogeneities.
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FDTD codes; D. G Smith for funding the data collection
(Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada grant); G. A. Wilkes (Brigham Sand and Gravel
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field assistants P. Tarrant and M. Stronge. G. McMechan
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Abstract: Ground penetrating radar (GPR) images depend strongly on the relative geometry
between the transmitter, the receiver and the subsurface reflectors. This dependence results from
the directional properties of the antennae and from the sensitivity of the reflector to the polariz-
ation of the incident electromagnetic wave. In the present study, GPR data sets have been
recorded using several 100 MHz antennae configurations, including transverse electric (TE) or
transverse magnetic (TM) modes that have been used both parallel and perpendicular to the
recording line. The images obtained show a high complementarity that provides more detailed
information of the studied geological reflectors compared to the image derived from a single
conventional acquisition configuration. Consequently, we compute pseudoprofiles that gather
information derived from all acquisition modes, thus improving the GPR images. These pseudo-
profiles are characterized by either a low directional degree of the antennae or a neutral acqui-
sition mode. In addition, we have conducted a polarization analysis by surveying the studied
profile twice with parallel and perpendicular antennae, in both modes (TE and TM). The com-
parison of these data sets provided three-dimensional (3-D) information on reflectors, particularly
their depolarization properties. These studies clearly emphasize how multiconfiguration antennae
surveys have the potential to improve GPR imaging and interpretation. Furthermore, polarimetric
surveys have been carried out in order to explore further whether depolarization phenomena
could explain observations of phase inversion and amplitude decrease on TE common mid-point
gathers that would induce perturbations of the GPR images in the stacking procedure for multi-
offset surveys.

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys are usu- gation. More precisely, the comparison of scat-
ally conducted for civil engineering purposes, with tering polarization parameters relative to the two
emitting and receiving dipoles parallel to each components allows determination of the compo-
other, in a broadside configuration, both perpen- nent which is preferentially scattered by the target,
dicular to the recording line. This operating mode These results, combined with studies of dipole
is based on scattering polarization studies as radiation patterns (Annan et aL 1975; Engheta &
presented in Balanis (1989), Roberts and Daniels Papas 1982), allow the choice of the best antennae
(1996) and Radzevicius and Daniels (2000). These configuration depending on the target,
authors have studied the polarization state of the The usual operating mode is therefore explained
scattered electromagnetic field for simple reflec- by the following reasons, assuming the search for
tors, such as planar interfaces and cylinders of dif- pipes perpendicular to the recording line,
ferent geometry and composition. These studies
were conducted considering an incident wave • The incident field component parallel to the
which was polarized toward the perpendicular axis of a small-diameter metallic cylinder is
component (transverse electric [TE] mode) as well preferentially scattered.
as toward the parallel component (transverse mag- • The TE component is not affected by depolar-
netic [TM] mode) compared to the plane of propa- ization when reflected by a planar interface.

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 299-313. 0305-8719/03/$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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• The field radiated by a dipole is polarized
towards the antenna axis.

However, for geological purposes, the com-
plexity of the geometry, orientation and location
of the targets require multiconfiguration surveys,
which should improve GPR images and provide
more information on geological reflectors (3-D
location - depolarization properties) compared
with the usual operating mode. For example, Jol et
aL (1994) obtained a greater depth of penetration
using antennae parallel to the recording line, in the
dip direction of coastal barrier reflectors. More-
over, Lehmann et al (2000) showed the benefit of
recording data using two antennae orientations and
thus proposed to built pseudoprofiles characterized
by a low dependence on the antennae orientation.
Using multicomponent measurements (recordings
with the antennae both parallel and perpendicular
to each other), these authors correctly located a
quarry wall. This reflector was out of the recording
line plane and could have been misinterpreted
using a unique antennae configuration. The other
advantages of using crossed dipoles are the detec-
tion of rough reflectors (Luzitano & Ulrych 1994,
1996) and improvement of the GPR images due to
the decrease of the antenna coupling (Radzevicius
et aL 20000, b). Note that Van Gestel and Stoffa
(2001) applied the Alford rotation (Alford 1986) to
four multiconfiguration data to extract the ampli-
tude reflected from a target versus the dipole orien-
tation angle. The comparison of these experimental
curves with modelling allows the orientation of
simple subsurface targets (metallic dipping layers
and cylinders, vertical fractures) to be determined.
Finally, the use of the antennae in an end-fire con-
figuration for common mid-point (CMP) measure-
ments should help to identify air cavities as well
as to determine the velocity of the medium below
the deepest reflector (Helm & Yaramanci 1998;
Reppert et aL 2000). This is a consequence of the
amplitude decrease and phase inversion of the TM
component reflection coefficient occurring at a cer-
tain incident angle.

The aim of this paper is to present, in a theoreti-
cal and experimental way, how surveys conducted
using antennae multiconfigurations can improve
GPR images by providing additional details on the
geological reflectors (3-D location and scattering
polarization properties), thus allowing image
interpretation with greater confidence than classical
single recordings. Considering the recent develop-
ment of multichannel GPR recording systems, we
finally propose the use of four dipole configur-
ations when imaging geological reflectors.

Theoretical considerations

In this section we present the main theoretical con-
siderations needed for the understanding of the
dipole configuration influences on GPR images
(directional properties of dipoles and polarization
scattering by simple reflectors).

Directional properties of dipoles

Dipole antennae for GPR purposes radiate and
receive electromagnetic waves with high direc-
tional dependence. The radiation patterns usually
considered to model these directional properties are
described in Annan et aL (1975) and Engheta and
Papas (1982), who determined analytically far-field
radiation patterns of an infinitesimal steady-state
dipole at an interface. The main features are
presented in Figure 1, where <p is the azimuth rela-
tive to the dipole axis and 9 is the deviation from
the vertical:

• In the <p - 90° plane of the transmitter, only the
TE waves are radiated. The radiation pattern
presents the largest amplitude at the critical

angle 6C = sin~} (-^^) where eground and eair
Gair

are the dielectric permittivity of the ground and
of the air respectively.

• In the <p = 0° plane, only the TM waves are
radiated. The radiation pattern consists of three
lobes: one vertical and two on the sides. At the
critical angle, the amplitude is equal to zero.

• In the planes 0° <<p <90°, both components
are generated and have radiation patterns simi-
lar to those described before.

Polarization scattering by planar interfaces

The reflection coefficients at a planar interface
(Fig. 2) are described by the Fresnel equations
(Strattom 1941). Figure 3 shows the reflection
coefficients versus the incident angle for both TE
and TM components obtained with various con-
trasts of permittivity and conductivity in a stratified
medium. The main features are as follows:

• The reflection coefficient of the TE component
is always greater than the TM component,
whatever the incident angle (when different to
zero) and the medium.

• Considering the TM component, an angle,
called 'the Brewster angle' (6b = Arctan

with €i and e2 the permittivity of the

upper and lower medium respectively), corre-
sponds to a significant loss of amplitude and a
phase shift of 180°.
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Fig. 1. Amplitude and phase radiation patterns of an infinitesimal steady-state dipole at an air/ground interface (from
Annan et aL, 1975). (a) Coordinate diagram, (b) Radiation patterns.

The parameter used to describe the polarization
state of the field scattered by a planar interface is
the scattering polarization loss factor (SPLF)
(Roberts & Daniels 1996):

where e ' and e r are the incident and scattered

wave polarization respectively; Bp is the angle

between e l and e 1
TE\ and 6t is the incident angle.

If 7 < = 7 1
TE (ep = 0°), then SPLFTE = 1: the

scattered wave is polarized toward the TE compo-
nent only.

If 7 ' = 7 W (0, = 90°), then SPLFTM = (1 -
2sin26t)

2: the scattered wave is polarized towards
both TE and TM components for all 0f 1= 0°.

Because of its depolarization properties, the TM
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Fig. 2. Illustration of an incident wave, which is polarized toward both TE and TM components, and is reflected and
refracted at a planar interface.

mode is used only for experimental tests in the case
of soil studies (Tillard 1991; Reppert et aL 2000).
Nevertheless, the TM mode is commonly used for
glacier studies for practical reasons (Arcone et al
2000).

Polarization scattering by circular cylinders

The polarization scattering properties of a cylinder
(Fig. 4) can be described by the scattering width
(SW) (Roberts & Daniels 1996), which is defined
de'

where E1 and Es are the incident and scattered field
amplitude respectively and r is the distance
between the target and the observed point.

When the transmitter and the receiver are at the
same location, the scattering width is usually
referred to as 'back-scattering width'.

The comparison of the back-scattering width for
the parallel and perpendicular incident field
components relative to the cylinder axis allows the
best orientation of the transmitter antenna to be
determined, according to the cylinder dimension
and composition, i.e. dipole parallel to the axis for
small-diameter metallic and low-velocity cylinders
and dipole perpendicular to the axis for large, high-
velocity cylinders.

These theoretical results have been experimen-
tally confirmed by Radzevicius and Daniels (2000)
with data recorded over cylinders of different
geometry and composition for several dipole orien-
tations (every 15°). It is noticeable that small-
diameter metallic cylinders were not imaged using
dipoles with an orientation from 45° to 90° relative
to the cylinder axis.

Depolarizing reflectors

The synthesis of these theoretical considerations
allows the conditions under which planar interfaces



Fig. 3. Reflection coefficients at a planar interface relative to the TE and TM components versus incident angi
(amplitude and phase).

and cylinders become depolarizing reflectors to
be determined.

Planar interfaces have depolarizing properties in
the case 0, ̂  0 and when the TM component of the
incident wave exists in the following two different
cases: (1) if the incident wave TE component is
nil, the scattered wave is polarized toward both TE
and TM components (Eq. 1); (2) if the incident
wave TE component is not nil, the TE and TM
component reflection coefficients are not equal and,
thus, the polarization of the scattered wave differs
from the incident wave polarization.

In the same way, cylinders that lead to different
parallel and perpendicular component back-
scattering widths are targets which can induce
changes to the incident wave polarization. In fact,
if the incident wave is composed of both parallel
and perpendicular components relative to the cylin-
der axis, the polarization of the scattered wave will
be different to the incident wave polarization. The
main cases are: (1) small diameter metallic cylin-

ders, (2) small diameter low-velocity cylinders, (3)
large high-velocity cylinders.

According to these theoretical considerations,
non-nil GPR signals obtained from crossed-dipole
surveys can be due to different phenomena.

1. Depolarizing medium. Hargreaves (1977)
determined from polarimetric measurement an
elliptical polarization due to the depolarization
properties of the ice; Tillard (1991) revealed a pol-
arization modification due to the propagating
medium in a shale quarry.

2. Depolarizing interfaces. Luzitano and Ulrych
(1994, 1996) identified amplitude anomalies in par-
allel component profiles due to the altering of the
wavelet polarization. According to these authors,
the most significant mechanism involved in this
depolarization phenomenon is the scattering from
rough targets (features within the ice layer above
a frozen lake and objects just above the lake
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bottom) at points where wavefronts interfered. In
the same way, Radzevicius et al (2000a, b) exper-
imentally showed that crossed dipoles can produce
cleaner images than parallel dipoles, depending on
the targets of interest (linear targets and small or
rough targets which scatter cross-polarized
components). The decrease of cross-coupling noise
for crossed dipoles can explain the increase of the
quality of images.

3. Reflectors located out of the recording line
plane. The incident wave polarization is composed
of both TE and TM components and consequently
both parallel and cross-polarized components at the
receiver location are not nil. Roberts and Daniels
(1996) have experimentally underlined the effects
on cross-polarized component profiles when the
recording line is 45° relative to a pipe, or when the
line is shifted horizontally in relation to a sphere.
In this case, Lehmann et al (2000) correctly
located a quarry wall that was located out of the
recording-line plane using multicomponent pro-
files. These studies indicate that an electromagnetic
reflection, which is visible on the four profiles rela-
tive to the TE parallel, TE cross-polarized, TM par-
allel and TM cross-polarized components, can be
interpreted with great confidence as being due to
an out-of-plane reflector.

Multi-configuration surveys

100 MHz GPR data sets have been recorded on a
test site mainly composed of alluvial deposits
located in the valley of the Gave de Pau River near
Pau in southwestern France. This area has been
previously investigated by combined geophysical
methods (GPR, seismic and electric) to assess
hydrological parameters (Garambois et al 2002).
For information, Figure 5 displays a pedological
log based on sample analysis. In the present study,
recordings have been acquired using several con-
figurations in order to estimate the influences of the
antennae orientation relative to the reflectors, of the
acquisition mode (TE or TM component recording)
and of the recorded component (parallel or cross)
(Fig. 6). The antennae step size was 20 cm over a
distance of 80 m, with an antennae separation
(offset) of 2 m. The data were filtered with a zero-
phase pass-band frequency filter (20-200 MHz),
then muted to remove the direct wave in the air,
and finally normalized using a division of each
trace by the average envelope amplitude trace of
the whole profile. The resulting multiconfiguration
profiles are presented in Figures 7 and 8.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the scattering of an incident wave by a cylinder. The incident wave is polarized towards both
parallel and perpendicular components relative to the cylinder axis.
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Fig. 5. Pedological log based on sample analysis of a
trench located 600 m from the test site.

Information on GPR reflectors

The GPR images presented in Figure 7 allows
detailed comparison of reflections in relationship
with the incident wave polarization. Figure 8 also
gives information on the 3-D location and on the
depolarizing properties of the reflecting structures.
It is noticeable that, in the following discussion,
the simplifications TEX and TMX (respectively TE11

and TM") represent the TE and TM components
perpendicular to the recording line (respectively
parallel to the line). The main properties of the
principal reflectors deduced from the principal
reflections are now summarized.

• The reflector A scatters all components,
presents a greater sensitivity to the TE compo-
nent whatever its orientation and is a non-
depolarizing in-plane reflector.

• The reflectors B and C preferentially scatter the
TE" component and are non-depolarizing in-
plane reflectors.

• The reflector D presents a greater sensitivity to
the TM" component and has an equal sensi-
tivity to the TE11, TE^ and TM^ components.
It is an in-plane reflector which depolarizes the
TE^ component.

• The reflector E is sensitive to all components
and preferentially scatters the TE^ and TM"
components. It is an in-plane reflector weakly
depolarizing the TE^ component.

• The reflector F equally scatters the TE11, TE^
and TM" components and presents a low sensi-
tivity to the TM^ component. It is a non-
depolarizing in-plane reflector.

• The reflector G (respectively H) preferentially
scatters the TE" and TEX components

Fig. 6. Antennae configurations used for the 100 MHz
constant offset profiles. They have been chosen in order
to reveal the influences of the antennae orientation, of the
acquisition mode, and of the recorded component.

(respectively the TE" and TM" components). It
is a non-depolarizing in-plane reflector.

• The reflector I scatters all components with a
greater sensitivity to the TE^ component. It is
an out-of-plane and/or TEX and TM" compo-
nent depolarizing reflector.

• The reflector J scatters the TE11 and TM11

components only and is a non-depolarizing in-
plane reflector.

• The reflector K is an in-plane reflector, which



Fig. 7. 100 MHz constant offset profiles after processing. The configurations used reveal the influence of the antennae
orientations and of the acquisition mode. Arrows indicate the main GPR reflected signals associated with the princi-
pal reflectors.

depolarizes the TE^ component of 90° but
does not scatter the TM11, as well as the TE11

and TM^ components except with a 90° depol-
arization.

• The reflector L is an in-plane reflector, which
depolarizes the TE^ component of 90° and the
TM11 component. It does not scatter the TE11 and
the TM^ components except with a 90° depol-
arization.

Figure 9 presents the comparison of individual
traces, relative to reflections K and L, when
recorded using the receiver dipole parallel or per-
pendicular to the transmitter dipole in the TE
mode. It shows the high amplitudes associated with
the cross component.

Averaged spectra and envelopes

Averaged spectra and envelopes of each profile
have been plotted in order to reveal the influences
of the antennae orientations, of the acquisition
mode and of the recorded component on these
quantities. According to Figure 10a, these quan-
tities depend mainly on the acquisition mode and
to a lesser extent on the antennae orientation in
relation to the recording line. In particular, the peak
frequency of the TE-mode profiles appears around
82 MHz whereas it decreases to 52 MHz for the
TM-mode profiles. Moreover, until 75 ns, envel-
opes of the TE-mode profiles have higher ampli-
tudes than that of the TM-mode profiles. Note that
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Fig. 8. 100 MHz constant offset profiles after processing. The configurations used reveal the influence of the recorded
component. The main structural features are shown by arrows.

Fig. 9. Comparison of traces recorded using the receiver dipole parallel or perpendicular to the transmitter dipole
at a distance of (a) 29 m, and (b) 56 m. They display high amplitudes for reflections L and K when the dipoles
are perpendicular.
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Fig. 10. Averaged spectra and envelopes of the 100 MHz constant offset profiles using the different antennae con-
figurations. The comparison of the curves reveal the influence of (a) the antennae orientations and the acquisition
mode and (b) the influence of the recorded component on these quantities.

the noise level is slightly greater when using the
antennae perpendicular to the recording line. On
the other hand, Figure lOb reveals that the envel-
ope relative of the TE parallel-polarized component
profile has a greater amplitude compared to that of
the TE cross-polarized component profile, although
the spectra are similar. Lastly, concerning the TM
component, the bandwidth spectra of the cross-
polarized component profile is the largest, but the
envelope amplitude is significantly reduced, except
below the time 60ns, which corresponds to the
direct ground wave.

Pseudoprofiles

Lehmann et aL (2000) proposed to built pseudo-
profiles little influenced by the antennae orientation

by simply summing, before any processing, the two
profiles recorded with the antennae parallel and
perpendicular to the line in each acquisition mode
(Fig. 11). These pseudoprofiles allowed us to
gather information from the different profiles and
to improve the subsurface image quality. Most
reflections appear stronger on the TE pseudo-
profile, certainly because of the greater TE compo-
nent reflection coefficient amplitude, when con-
sidering the same incident angle and the same
medium properties.

To go further, we built additional pseudoprofiles,
which are characterized by a low dependence on
the acquisition mode, by summing, firstly, the two
profiles relative to the TE11 and TM^ components
and, secondly, the two profiles relative to the TE^
and TM" components (Fig. 12). These pseudo-



Fig. 12. Pseudoprofiles corresponding to the sum of the profiles relative to (a) the TE" and TM" components, and
(b) the TE^ and TM11 components.

profiles reveal differences due to the propagation
path (preferentially perpendicular and parallel to
the recording line respectively), thus suggesting the
presence of significant 3-D effects on GPR images.

Maps of the polarization match factor
The polarization match factor p is defined as p —

Fig. 11. (a) TE and (b) TM mode pseudopronles, corresponding to the sum of the profiles recorded using the dipoles
parallel and perpendicular to the recording line in each acquisition mode.
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the receiver antenna polarization unit vector and
the incident wave polarization unit vector respect-
ively. Ap and Aq are the envelope amplitudes of
the recorded signal when the receiver antenna is
respectively parallel and perpendicular to the trans-
mitter antenna. When p is close to 1, most of the
energy is recorded with the receiver antenna paral-
lel to the transmitter antenna, while when p is close
to 0 there is a loss of information when the
antennae are parallel to each other.

Figure 13 displays maps of the polarization
match factor. It shows that, for the TE mode, the
direct wave in the ground corresponds to p values
close to 1, thus revealing few polarization modifi-
cations due to the superficial medium. Most reflec-
tions, well marked on the parallel profile, corre-
spond to high p values. It can be verified that
reflections seen on the cross-component profile
only (reflector L for example) correspond to low p
values on the polarization match-factor map. In TM
mode, p values corresponding to the direct wave
in the ground vary a lot, thus revealing modifi-
cations of the wave polarization due to the super-
ficial medium at some places. Most reflections,
well marked on the TM parallel component profile,
correspond to high p values, except reflection 1,
marked on both profiles.

Polarimetric measurement

Additional surveys have been carried out in order
to have the polarization unmatched phenomena

with a better precision. This polarimetric measure-
ment is made by rotating the receiver antenna every
10°, while the transmitter dipole is kept parallel or
perpendicular to the recording line (Fig. 14). After
a 180° rotation, both antennae are displaced by
10 cm, so that the mid-point remains at the point
corresponding to the position 20 m along the acqui-
sition line. These experiments have been conducted
for offsets ranging from 1 m to 6 m. Figure 15a
presents the evolution of the traces when the
receiver is rotated, while the transmitter dipole is
perpendicular to the recording line, for an offset of
3 m. The amplitude versus rotation angle relative
to the reflection at 75 ns is presented on Figure
15b, for offsets ranging from 1 m to 6 m. It appears
that the minimum amplitude does not appear
uniquely at 90°, neither the maximum at 0° or
180°, as expected normally when considering a
TE^ polarized component. We therefore deduce an
important modification of that TE component pola-
rization. This depolarization phenomenon can

Fig. 14. Antennae configurations used for the 100 MHz
polarimetric measurement at the distance X = 20 m.

Fig. 13. Maps of the polarization match factor relative to both (a) TE, and (b) TM acquisition modes. Superimposition
with the parallel component profiles.
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Fig. 15. (a) Evolution of the traces when the receiver dipole is rotated for an offset of 3 m. The transmitter remains
perpendicular to the recording line, (b) Amplitude versus rotation angle of the receiver dipole relative to the reflection
at 75 ns for different offsets.

explain the unusual observation of phase inversion
and amplitude decrease on the corresponding TE
CMP gathers (Fig. 16). In fact, according to the
theory of the reflection coefficient, such obser-

vations should appear on TM CMP gathers only,
at the Brewster angle. Such phase inversion and
amplitude decrease would induce disturbances dur-
ing usual velocity analysis from CMP gathers, and
above all, during the stacking procedures after nor-
mal move-out corrections, and thus produce imag-
ing artifacts.

Conclusion

This preliminary field study, built on theoretical
considerations relative to dipole radiation patterns
and polarization scattering properties of simple
reflectors, reveals the potential of multiconfigur-
ation recordings. Firstly, measurements with two
antennae orientations in both modes provide sup-
plementary information about the reflector sensi-
tivity to the incident wave polarization. Secondly,
measurements of both parallel and cross compo-
nents provide useful information upon the depolar-
ization properties of the reflectors, and/or on their
3-D out-of-plane location. Finally, according to our
amplitude versus receiver angle measurements,
depolarization phenomena can be of great impor-
tance in some cases and can explain unusual obser-
vations, such as decrease in amplitude and phase
inversion on TE CMP gathers, that could induce
high disturbances during velocity analysis. To sum
up, appropriate multi-antennae configuration rec-
ordings provide more information about reflectors
than single-mode recording and can also be inter-
preted with greater confidence. As multichannel
GPR control units are now widely available, we
suggest that, for geological purposes, GPR profiles
should systematically be conducted using a quadri-

Fig. 16. Phase inversion and amplitude decrease on TE
mode common mid point gather due to field depolariz-
ation nVip>nr»mf»nnn



Fig. 17. System composed of four antennae (two trans-
mitters and two receivers) that could be used to conduct
surveys using antennae multiconfigurations.

pole configuration (two transmitters, two receivers)
disposed in both parallel and perpendicular con-
figurations (Fig. 17). The use of this system of four
antennae oriented with its axis parallel and then
perpendicular to the recording line, would allow all
of the required data for the proposed antennae
multi-configuration methodology (building of
pseudo-profiles and polarization analysis) to be
obtained. Furthermore, multi-offset surveys should
also be conducted in both parallel and cross-polar-
ized configurations, to avoid the artifacts pre-
viously described when building stack profiles.

Additional theoretical and experimental work is
required to deduce quantitative intrinsic properties
of a geological reflector that explain its sensitivity
to the incident wave polarization and to its depolar-
ization properties. The theoretical study might be
based on 3-D electromagnetic wave propagation
modelling for reflectors of different intrinsic
properties of a geological reflector that explains its
sensitivity to the incident wave polarization and its
depolarization properties. The experimental work
should consist of multiconfiguration measurement
over a test site where different underground reflec-
tors and heterogeneities are known.

The 2-D georadar data were collected with a
RAMAC/GPR unit (MALA Geoscience). The data were
processed using the software Seismic Unix (the Society
of Exploration Geophysicists; The Gas Research Institute;
Center for Wave Phenomena - Colorado School of
Mines). P. Lutz thanks 'region Aquitaine' for the financial
support provided during her Ph.D.
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The use of GPR to image three-dimensional
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Abstract: Petroleum reservoir models are currently built from two-dimensional (2-D) infor-
mation. An understanding of both the large-scale and internal three-dimensional (3-D) architec-
ture of turbidite channel deposits is important for both hydrocarbon exploration and production.
A ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey was undertaken on a study site exposing Upper Car-
boniferous Ross Formation deposits in western Ireland. Both channel margins and intrachannel
fill were imaged in 3-D. Constant-offset, 2-D reflection sections were calibrated by vertical radar
profiles. GPR data were integrated with sedimentary and survey data to produce a 3-D model
of the study site.

In petroleum reservoirs, highly detailed, down-
borehole information constrains near-well geology,
but only a very small amount of the reservoir is
sampled. Where spacing between wells is relatively
large (typical values in the North Sea being
-1000 m, Henson pers. comm.), the inter-well vol-
ume is poorly understood. Conventional seismic
datasets over reservoirs can identify large-scale
sedimentary features, such as 15-25 m-thick sand
bodies observed on moderate-quality two-
dimensional (2-D) seismic lines (Weber 1993).
Kolla et al. (2001) detailed how high-resolution,
closely spaced three-dimensional (3-D) seismic
surveys of Tertiary deposits offshore of Angola
could resolve sinuous turbidite channels in 3-D.
However, while seismic datasets usually cover the
whole reservoir, their low resolution has been a
limiting factor in interpreting internal architectures,
which can prove barriers to reservoir flow,
especially laterally (Arnot et aL 1997).

Studies of outcrops of analogous reservoir rocks
can provide quantitative data on the inter-well vol-
umes, which can then be used to populate reservoir
models (e.g. Stephens et aL 2001). Outcrop ana-
logue studies generally involve detailed analysis
of well-exposed 2-D, planar-like cliff-faces
(methodology summarized in Arnot & Lewis,
1997). Subsequent measurements obtained have to
be manipulated to account for the problem of esti-

mating 'partial' geometries of architectures bigger
than the outcrop itself, a major drawback when
using outcrops. Geehan (1993) and Geehan and
Underwood (1993) presented a mathematical sol-
ution by measuring 'complete' bed lengths, observ-
able in outcrops, and mathematically calculating
the most probable 'partial' bed lengths. Visser and
Chessa (2000) produce a refinement of this method,
removing outcrop length as a factor, based on con-
ditional probability theory.

While typical outcrop exposures allow detailed
characterization of 2-D vertical sections through
channel-fill deposits, they rarely provide data on the
detailed planform architecture, liie representivity of
a single outcrop is difficult to judge; therefore current
models are built either using appropriate subsets of
a representative outcrop analogue, or using several
analogues to assess sensitivity of the model to the
input data (e.g. Beauboeuf et aL 2000). A major
problem is the uncertainty in characterizing 3-D vol-
ume. 2-D outcrop exposures have been used to gener-
ate geostatistics for modelling, but shale-horizon
lengths exposed in planar outcrops, for example, do
not fully reflect shale distributions, since they may
be influenced by the outcrop shape and orientation
(Weber 1986). Even if exposures are exceptional and
palaeocurrent direction can be inferred (Fig. la), the
3-D distributions cannot be known with any certainty
(Fig. Ib & c).

From: BRISTOW, C. S. & JOL, H. M. (eds) Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments. Geological Society, London,
Special Publications, 211, 315-326. 0305-8719/037$ 15.00
© The Geological Society of London 2003.
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram illustrates the difficulty in
creating 3-D models from 2-D outcrop data, in this case
of a turbidite channel fill. Both (b) showing elliptical
shale units and (c) showing elliptical amalgamation sur-
faces, cutting through continuous shale horizons, honour
the observed shale lengths exposed on the strike- and dip-
sections of the outcrop shown in (a). (From Stephen et
al. 2001).

Research has been undertaken by other
researchers (Bryant et aL 2000; Xu et al 2000)
to create 3-D digital models of outcrops. Recent
research at Heriot-Watt University has obtained 3-
D geometries from outcrop analogue sites (Pringle
et aL 2000). Our technique combines detailed sedi-
mentary field logs with GPR data and digital
photogrammetry products. Datasets are integrated
to form a digital 3-D outcrop model.

Digital outcrop model techniques were
developed in studies on Ordovician turbidites in the
Scottish Borders and on Carboniferous turbidites in
Derbyshire, UK. This paper introduces a study of
the Carboniferous Ross Formation, County Clare,
Ireland, an internationally recognized turbidite out-
crop analogue site. The aims of this research are
two-fold: (1) to create digital 3-D volumetric mod-
els of the study site, and (2) to image intrachannel
stratal patterns in 3-D. Resulting models can then
be analysed to provide 3-D quantitative data for

reservoir modellers and used as reference for reser-
voirs with similar depositional units.

Carboniferous Ross Formation
The Carboniferous (Namurian) Ross Formation
represents a thick accumulation of sandstones and
shales forming the early fill of the Western Irish
Namurian Basin (Collinson 1991). The basin
shows a systematic progradational fill from basinal
shales (Clare Shales) to deep-water shales and tur-
bidites (Ross Formation), to chaotic slope deposits
(Gull Island Formation) and shallow-water
upward-coarsening deltaic sequences (Central
Clare Group). Figure 2 shows the stratigraphic col-
umn.

The deep-water facies of the Ross Formation are
interpreted as having been deposited in front of a
major delta system, similar in size and character to
the delta system that deposited the overlying Cen-
tral Clare Group (Collinson 1991). The Ross For-
mation is very well exposed in coastal sections
around the Loop Head peninsula (Fig. 3). Here, the
formation is 380 m thick and consists of 75% sand-
stone, but rapidly thins to the north and south.
North of the Loop Head peninsula, near the Cliffs
of Moher, the Ross Formation forms only part of
a 12 m succession of black shales. Within these
shales, and within discrete shale horizons of the
turbidite sequence, Goniatites of H to R1 age have
been identified, which can be used to correlate out-
crops across the basin (Hodson 1954). Palaeocur-
rents in the Ross Formation show that sediment
was largely sourced from the southwest.

The sandstone depositional units consist pre-
dominantly of sheet-like turbidites formed within
laterally extensive, layered or amalgamated sand-
rich units. Interbedded within these sheet sand-
stones are erosional, small-scale channels, typically
100-500 m wide and 5-15 m deep. These channels
have been interpreted as being deposited from lat-
erally shifting sediment sources from deltaic and
submarine slopes (Elliott 2000#). Other features of
interest include extensive slides with large slump
folds, spectacular, large, flute-shaped scours, sand
volcanoes and small-scale sandstone dykes. Elliott
(2000&) has suggested that the 'megaflutes' occur
in specific distributions and may be the site of tur-
bidite channel initiation.

Bridges of Ross study site
Several turbidite channels with inclined beds com-
prising alternations of mud-clast conglomerate and
sandstones have been identified above the Ross
Slide in the Bridges of Ross outcrop (Eire grid ref-
erence: Q736506). The study site, east of the
Bridges of Ross car park, was chosen because the
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphy of the fill of the Namurian Western Irish Basin, showing the thickening of the Ross Formation
in the Shannon Estuary area. (After Collinson et al. 1991)

cliff-faces show a turbidite channel exposing both
margins and intrachannel fill (Fig. 4), with no over-
burden and almost planar top surfaces (Fig. 5). This
made GPR data acquisition relatively straightfor-
ward. The fill of this channel was described and
interpreted (Fig. 4Z?); it consists of medium and
thick-bedded sandstones, thin discontinuous shales
and mud-clast conglomerates deposited along
inclined bedding surfaces.

Extensive surveying using standard theodolite
equipment allowed the reconstruction of the study
site surface. A 3-D surface model of the outcrop
was generated in Roxar RMS software (Fig. 6).
Survey data from the terrace edges were used to
generate synthetic 'faults', which 'offset' the topo-
graphic surface, in order to avoid smoothing in the
generation of the surface grid. The surface top was
subdivided into ten terraces(T1-10) for easier identi-
fication (marked on Fig. 6). Note that T1 includes
more than one surface, but this area is not part of
the GPR survey site.

The west cliff-face shown in Figure 4 was also
extensively surveyed. Three sedimentary logs,
acquired at locations VRP1 and VRP2 and one
location on the eastern cliff-face, were converted
into pseudo-well logs, which have been incorpor-
ated into the models (represented by the subvertical
columns in Fig. 6).

GPR acquisition and testing

An intensive week of GPR acquisition was under-
taken at the Bridges of Ross study site in Sep-
tember 2000. A series of in-lines and cross-lines
(Fig. 7) were acquired using the fixed-offset profi-
ling technique across the top surface of the study
site, using pulseEKKO 1000 GPR equipment. Sur-
vey lines were often reprofiled using a variety of
antenna frequencies (Table 1 lists the parameters
used for profiling). Profiles were also surveyed, for
later static corrections to be applied during pro-
cessing, to account for surface rugosity.

Extensive testing was undertaken before the
main survey in order to choose the optimal domi-
nant frequency antennae to image the turbidite
channel base, channel margin and the intrachannel
fill. Figure 8 shows fixed-offset profiles acquired
on the same line (16) using: (1) 225 MHz, and (2)
450 MHz dominant frequency antennae. Note that
statics adjustments have not been applied on these
sections (the obvious distortions at -5.5 m occur as
a result of crossing a terrace edge). Figure 8Z?
shows the 450 MHz frequency antennae profile,
which images the shallow subsurface (0-25 ns)
much better than the same area profiled by the
225 MHz frequency antennae. The 110 MHz domi-
nant frequency antennae profile, not shown here,
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Fig. 3. Location map of the study area (circled), with (inset) location of the Loop Head peninsula and the outcropping
of the Shannon Group and overlying Central Clare Group. The outcrop pattern reflects the ENE-WSW-oriented Varis-
can structures. The extent of the R. circumplicantile marine band (used for dating purposes) is uncertain.

successfully imaged the channel base, but did not
resolve reflection events in intrachannel areas.
Fixed-offset profiles using 225 MHz antennae were
utilized over all the profile lines shown in Figure
7. Although these profiles imaged the whole chan-
nel (see Fig. 9 for example), intrachannel-fill
reflection events were not resolvable. A smaller
profiling survey was then undertaken over the
southwestern side of the survey area using
450 MHz dominant frequency antennae (shown as
bold lines on Fig. 7).

The frequency spectra of the reflection events
recorded with different frequency antennae in the
test lines were also analysed (Fig. 8c). The
110 MHz and 225 MHz antennae show compara-
tively narrow bandwidths, although they have the
greatest penetration depths. The 450 MHz antennae
show by far the widest bandwidth, which should
provide the best profiles. Ideally a combination of
225 MHz and 450 MHz dominant frequency profi-
ling should give the clearest picture of the shallow
subsurface. Testing all available frequencies on a
study site before a full survey commences was
shown here to be critical in order to gain the best
possible data.

Techniques to calculate site velocities

Common mid-point (CMP) gathers

As is the usual practice when acquiring GPR data,
common mid-point (CMP) gathers were acquired
on a test line (II), using 110 MHz and 225 MHz
frequency antennae. During subsequent processing,
interval velocities between reflection events were
calculated, the average velocities derived from the
two CMPs being 0.15 m ns"1 (eight samples with a
reflection coefficient [RC] of 0.99) and 0.14 m ns~!

(five samples, with an R2 of 0.97) for the 110 MHz
and 225 MHz frequency antennae respectively.
This variation in velocities is interesting and is dis-
cussed further in Pringle et aL (2003).

Vertical radar profiles (VRPs)

Subsurface GPR reflection events need to be corre-
lated with observed geology. Research at Heriot-
Watt University has adapted the vertical seismic
profiling (VSP) technique to acquire vertical radar
profiles (VRPs) (see Pringle et aL 2003 for a more
detailed description). The transmitter and recorder
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Fig. 4. (a) Photomosaic of the western cliff-face at the Bridges of Ross study site (circled figure for scale), showing
a turbidite channel with erosive base (marked by the dashed line). VRP1 and VRP2 locations are marked, as are the
end-points of cross-lines C2 and Cl. (b) Sketch of architecture shown in (a), section oriented slightly oblique to
palaeocurrent direction (northeast). Intrachannel fill of south-dipping sandstones and mud-clast conglomerates are
shown. Possible correlations with GPR interpreted horizons (si, s2, s5, s6, s7 and slO) are marked (compare GPR
profiles in Figs 10-13).

Fig. 5. (a) View of the top surface of the Bridges of Ross study site, looking northwestward. The planar surface
(although interrupted by terraces) was ideal for GPR profile acquisition. The top surface has been subdivided (T'~9}
for easier identification. The C2 cross-line can be seen (white tape), (b) Photograph of the VRP2 location on the
west cliff.

are left at the cliff-top, with the receiver being
moved progressively down the cliff-face at a con-
stant sample interval. After processing, the up-
going wavefield is displayed within time/distance
axes. Reflection events can then be tied to observed
sedimentological horizons on the cliff-face and

extended into the subsurface data. Unfortunately
the first VRP was corrupted, but the VRP acquired
at location VRP2 (1.86m long) shows a strong
direct ground-wave, with an overall average velo-
city of 0.23 mns"1 being calculated from the 95
first-arrival picks. Small velocity changes are
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Fig. 6. Standard surveying techniques (using theodolite equipment) of the study-site outcrop surface produced a set
of coordinate points (dots). These data were used to grid a 3-D surface using Roxar RMS software. The terrace edges
were modelled as 'faults' to help in the surface gridding process. The terraces are numbered (T1-10) for identification
on profiles. 225 MHz GPR profile locations are shown (black lines). Three sedimentary logs acquired on cliff-faces
were imported as pseudo-well logs (columns).

Fig. 7. Plan-view map of the study area showing the
location of the GPR profiles, VRP profiles and sedimen-
tary log locations. GPR profiles included in subsequent
figures are shown as bold solid lines. Dashed lines show
the terraces (T'-10}; compare with Figure 6. Note
450 MHz frequency data part-profiles lines 12,13 and 16,
i.e. do not extend to T4 or T6 areas.

observed at reflecting horizons, which may reflect
lithological velocity variations (for further
discussion see Pringle et aL 2003). The average
velocity was used to correct elevation statics on

subsequent fixed-offset profiles, as well as con-
verting the 2-D profiles from time to depth.

GPR fixed-offset profile results and
interpretation
Once the fixed-offset profiles had been processed
using standard seismic techniques (Pringle et aL
2003, table 3), reflection events could be inter-
preted as mappable horizons. In-line 17, nearest the
west cliff-face at the northern end of the study site,
was only profiled using 225 MHz frequency
antennae (Fig. 9a). However, the northern channel
margin observed in Figure 4 could be found to cor-
relate with reflection events on the radar in-line
(Fig. 9b). The II in-line (used for initial frequency
tests) was profiled using all frequencies, and
reflection events were tied to nearby vertical cliff-
edges. The 450 MHz frequency profile is shown in
Figure 10a. Interpretation of this in-line (Fig. lOb)
shows dipping bedforms, which can be correlated
with observed sedimentary horizons (Fig. lOc).
This profile gave us some confidence that the high-
frequency GPR profiles were imaging subsurface
reflection events which could be correlated to
observed sedimentary horizons in cliff-faces.

Westward of in-lines 17 and II are in-lines 12,
16 and 13 (see Fig. 7 for location). These in-lines
were profiled with 450 MHz frequency antennae
(Figs 11-13). Figure 11 shows the statically cor-
rected in-line 16. The mud-clast conglomerate layer
exposed on terrace T9 can be correlated with our
interpreted horizon slO, which extends below both
the T7 and T8 terraces.
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Table 1. GPR F-O, CMP and VRP profile parameters*

Instrument
system

PE100
PE100
PE100
PE1000
PE1000
PE100
PE1000
PE1000

Antenna
frequency

(MHz)

50
100
200
225
450
100
225
225

Acquisition
technique

F-O profile
F-O profile
F-O profile
F-O profile
F-O profile
CMP
CMP
VRP

Antennae
separation

(m)

2
1

0.5
0.5
0.25
-
-
-

Trace
sample
spacing

(m)

0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.02

Time
window

(ns)

300
200
200
20
20

300
100
180

Window
range
(m)

15
10
10
1
1

15
5
9

Stacks

512
512
512
512
512
256
128
512

Sampling
interval

(PS)

800
800
800
300
100
800
300
300

F-O, fixed offset
CMP, common mid-point
VRP, vertical radar profiling
These parameters were used unless otherwise stated in the text.

From the interpreted surfaces (sl-slO) shown in
Figures 11-13, it is clear that the southerly channel
margin (represented by s8 surface) is migrating
northward and is oriented SW-NE. This reflects
the average palaeocurrent direction observed in this
study and by other authors (Elliott 2000a). Inter-
preted horizons clearly show intrachannel dipping
horizons (e.g. s5, s6 and s7). These interpreted sur-
faces have been corrected to depositional dip
(flattened on T7 surface) and correlated between in-
lines. Time values were converted to depth, and
contour plots of surfaces s5, s6 and s7 were gener-
ated (Fig. 14). Interpreted surfaces s6 (Fig. 14&)
and s7 (Fig. 14c) can be clearly seen increasing in
dip and eroding the interpreted surface s5 (Fig.
14a). From this contour information, dip and
strikes were calculated: s5 dips 1.4° toward 090°;
s6 dips 3° toward 151°; and s7 dips 3.7° toward
137°. The shallow s5 surface is dipping oblique to
channel orientation, whereas the steeper s6 and s7
surfaces are approximately parallel to channel
orientation. Contouring the surfaces produced from
correlating interpreted horizons from the GPR pro-
files was important because it shows the 3-D
geometry of the intrachannel stratal patterns.

3-D model building

Three volumetric 3-D digital models of the study
site were produced, incorporating varying degrees
of detail and input data. The simplest model was
created from surveyed data of the outcrop surface,
sedimentary log information and surfaces digitized
from the west cliff-face (Fig. I5a). Resulting hor-
izons, however, were planar, as data was simply
extrapolated from the 2-D cliff-face. A more
detailed model was produced, incorporating sur-
face data as well as interpreted subsurface horizons

imaged on the comparatively low-resolution
225 MHz frequency profiles (Fig. I5b). This was
an improvement on the initial model (Fig. 15a) as
it provides 3-D volumetric data. Interpreted hor-
izons from the 450 MHz frequency profiles were
then incorporated into a third model; the high-
resolution data shows the interpreted channel mar-
gin migrating northward (Fig. 15c).

Further work

From these models, reservoir models can now be
built, probably both deterministically and stochasti-
cally, using the surfaces to provide a framework
within which 3-D geobodies are stochastically
infilled, which honour observed bedding length,
width and thickness variations. Fluid-flow
simulations can also be undertaken on the resulting
models, to see how the 3-D intrachannel-fill hetero-
geneities, mapped from this GPR survey, affect
hydrocarbon sweep efficiency.

A further field season was planned for the sum-
mer of 2001, with the aim of acquiring many more
450MHz frequency profiles right across the study
area, at a NW-SE orientation to better capture the
channel margins. However, because of the foot-
and-mouth outbreak in the British Isles during that
time, this was prohibited. It is hoped that the site
can be returned to at a future date and the field-
work completed.

Conclusions

The 225 MHz and 450 MHz GPR profiles have
imaged the erosive discordant channel base,
exposed in the western vertical outcrop face at this
study site. In addition, southward-dipping mud-
clast conglomerate layers observed in the western



Fig. 9. (a) Statically corrected 17 in-line profiled using
225 MHz frequency antennae, with (b) subsequent
interpretation. Trace-sample spacing was 10cm. The
incised surface (s8) correlates with the northern channel
margin, exposed in the vertical western outcrop face of
the survey area, m west of this in-line (see Fig. 4a).

used to acquire a 3-D reflection survey, the tur-
bidite channel fill will be fully characterized in 3-
D. Integration of sedimentary data, surveying data,
GPR profiles and interpreted horizons were used to
create 3-D digital models of the study site, with
varying detail, depending on the input data.

Presurvey testing of available antennae fre-
quencies to optimize subsequent surveys was
shown to be critical to gain the best subsurface
data. Applying elevation statics, even on relatively
planar, ancient sedimentary study sites was shown
to be important in correctly interpreting GPR
reflection events.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of profiles acquired on 16 in-line,
using (a) 225 MHz and (b) 450 MHz frequency antennae.
Improved resolution in the top 15 ns can be observed in
the 450 MHz section. Cl cross-line location is marked.
Note statics corrections have not been applied here, and
terrace-edge distortions are clearly observed (at -5.5 m)
on both sections, (c) Dominant GPR frequency spectra
produced by 110 MHz, 225 MHz and 450 MHz antennae,
derived on the same section of line II. 110 MHz and
225 MHz results show a typically narrow band. 450 MHz
antennae results are much more broadband, providing the
most useful information.

cliff-face could also be resolved using higher fre-
quency (450 MHz) GPR antennae. The southern
channel margin can be seen to be oriented NW-
SE, reflecting the palaeocurrrent trend, and can be
shown to migrate northwards. Dip and strike
measurements of inclined reflectors in intrachannel
fill have been calculated from the 3-D subsurface
information. If the 450 MHz GPR antennae are
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Fig. 10. (a) Statically corrected II in-line partly profiled using 450 MHz frequency antennae, with (b) subsequent
interpretation. Trace-sample spacing was 5 cm. Interpreted horizons are numbered. Comparison with nearby outcrop
cliff-face (c) shows interpreted horizon 8 may correspond to southerly dipping mud clast conglomeratic layers.
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Fig. 11. (a) Statically corrected 16 in-line, partly profiled using 450 MHz frequency antennae, with (b) subsequent
interpretation. Trace-sample spacing was 5 cm. Interpreted horizons are numbered. Terrace edges have caused diffrac-
tions (marked), illustrating the importance of statically correcting profiles. An exposed mud-clast conglomerate layer
in T9 can be correlated with a subsurface reflector. Comparisons with Figure 4a show the southerly channel margin
is possibly imaged in this profile.
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Fig. 15. 3-D digital models of the Bridges of Ross study site, produced in Roxar RMS software, (a) Surface data of
the outcrop surface has been used to create this model. Sedimentary log information has been incorporated as pseudo-
well logs and used to correlate sedimentary horizons, (b) Interpreted horizons from 225 MHz frequency profiles have
been added to the previous model. The contoured surface is interpreted as the channel base, (c) Interpreted horizons
from 450 MHz frequency profiles have been incorporated into the surface model, showing the interpreted southerly
channel margin migrating northwards.
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